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<UCSD> (210)--Patna (401)--English (531)--Report year ends Mar91 (620)--1. Education - Reports, National and state - India - Bihar and Orissa (720)--UUEIBOP913a (828)--NUC (852)--UCSD (853)

EIHAR and Orissa. Public Instruction Dept. (110)--Statement of particulars regarding books and periodicals published in the Province of Bihar and Orissa (210)
search under
Bihar and Orissa. Public Instruction Dept. Catalogue of books and periodicals published in the Province of Bihar and Orissa and registered under Act XXV of 1867 (740)

EIHAR and Orissa civil list (210)
search under
Bihara sivila lista (740)

EIHAR and Orissa League of Educationists (110)--Journal. v.1-1923- (210)--Bankipore (401)--u (521)--English (531)--UUEIBI923u (828)--IOL (852)

EIHAR and Orissa Research Society, Bankipore (110)--Journal (210)
search under
Bihar Research Society, Bankipore. Journal <CIPE ULS> (740)

EIHAR Ayurvedic Unani Parishad patrika. v.1-1967- (210)--Bihar State Council of Ayurvedic and Unani Medicine (305)--Patna (401)--Durga Prasad Sharma (402)--Bihar State Council of Ayurvedic and Unani Medicine, Patna-800003, Bihar (480)--Rs.3.00 (490)--f (521)--Hindi (532)--Ed.: Durga Prasad Sharma (611)--Medicine and health (680)--I. Bihar State Council of Ayurvedic and Unani Medicine (730)--R6hIBiP967f (828)--PII75 (852)--IPiP (853)

EIHAR civil list (210)
search under
Bihara sivila lista <AL> (740)

EIHAR educationist. v.1- Jan./Mar.1953- (210)--Patna (401)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--q (521)--English and Hindi in separate sections <NUC> (534)--1. Education - India - Bihar - Periodicals (720)--LB151.9B (811)--370.95412 (812)--0520-1160 (825)--LB6hIBiP953q (828)--NST (852)--BUCOP NUC UCD (853)


-187-
BIHAR Hindi Granth Academy (110)—Patrika (210)
search under
Bihar Hindi Granth Academy. Akadami patrika <ALC78> (740)

BIHAR industries. v.1- 1963- <OC> (210)—Issued by: Directorate of Industries (302)—Department of Industries and Technical Education, Govt. of Bihar, Patna <CIPE> (480)—Rs.5.00 (490)—29cm. (501l)—some numbers issued combined (503)—q (521)—English (531)—Quarterly bulletin for small industries (680)—1. Small business—Bihar—Periodicals (720)—I. Bihar. Directorate of Industries (730)—HD2346.I52B53 (811)—338 (812)—SA68-4325 (821)—0006-2219 (825)—2790703 (826)—HDEIIP963q (828)—ALC76 (852)—CIPE NUC OC (853)—PL480:v.4-6(2/3); May 1966-Oct.1971 (910)

BIHAR information. v.1- 1953- (210)—Published by: Director of Public Relations, Govt. of Bihar (305)—Patna (401)—Public Relations Dept., Govt. of Bihar, Patna, Bihar (480)—Rs.8.00 (490)—28-31cm. (501l)—illus. (5012)—ports. (5013)—tables (5015)—e (521)—English (531)—Issued also in Hindi: Bihar samacara (532)—Ed.: A.K. Sinha (611)—Includes annual unnumbered issues with title: Independence Day number (640)—Index in: GIPL; Index India (654)—News and current affairs of Bihar state (680)—1. Bihar—Periodicals (720)—I. Bihar. Public Relations Dept. (730)—DS485.B51A47 (811)—954 (812)—SA63-3476 (821)—0523-5/31 (825)—3042516 (826)—DGELIIP953e (828)—ALC76 (852)—CIPE IPiP NST NUC OC UCD (853)—PL480:v.10(8), May 1, 1962—(910)

BIHAR khadi gramodyoga. v.1- 1959— (210)—Bihar State Khadi and Village Industries Board (305)—Patna (401)—m (521)—Hindi <CNLC> (532)—UUHiBIp959m (828)—IPiP (852)—CNLC (853)

BIHAR law journals reports. v.1— Jan.6, 1953—<NST> (210)—Allahabad (401)—Allahabad Law Journal Co. <OC> (402)—5 Prayag Street, Allahabad, UP (480)—Rs.80.00 (490)—25cm. (501l)—some numbers issued combined (503)—w (521)—English (531)—Ed.: Hari Har Nath Sinha <PI175> (611)—Includes reports of the Patna High Court, Bihar Board of Revenue and notes of cases in lower courts <OC> (620)—Indexes (651)—Reports important decisions of the Patna High Court and the Supreme Court (680)—1. Law reports, digests, etc.—Bihar (720)—I. Bihar. High Court of Judicature. II. Bihar. Board of Revenue (730)—349 (812)—SA62-705 (821)—0520-1179 (825)—1532932 (826)—UUEUAL1953w (828)—ALC76 (852)—CIPE CNLC NST NUC OC PI175 UCD (853)—PL480:v.10-23(26/27); Jan.2, 1962—July 1975 (910)

BIHAR law times. v.1—1950— (210)—Allahabad (401)—Manohar Lal Arora (402)—Lucknow (451)—S.L. Kharbanda (452)—Central Law Agency, 11 University Road, Allahabad, UP (480)—Rs.20.00 (490)—25cm. (501l)—m (521)—English (531)—Eds.: S.L. Kharbanda, 1950—Oct.1951; B.P. Srivastava, Nov.1951—; J.P. Bhatnagar <CIPE> (611)—Includes acts of the Parliament of India and the Bihar Legislature as well as notifications and
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ordinances of India and Bihar governments (680) -- I. Kharbanda, Shyam Lal, ed. II. Srivastava, Bhagawati Prasad, ed. III. Bhatnagar, J.P., ed. IV. India. Laws, statutes, etc. V. Bihar. Laws, statutes, etc. (730) -- SA62-426 (821) -- UUEIA1950m (828) -- NUC (852) -- CIPE (853)


BIHAR Rashtra Bhasha Parishad (110) -- Bharatiya abdakosh (210)
search under
Bharatiya abdakosh (740)


BIHAR Rashtra Bhasha Parishad (110) -- Patrika (210)
search under
Bihar Rashtra Bhasha Parishad. Parishad patrika (740)

BIHAR Research Society (110)--Journal. Buddha jayanti special issue (210)
search under
Bihar Research Society. Journal (740)

BIHAR revenue and labour journal. v.1- 1960- (210)--Patna (401)--C.P. Malhotra (402)--Station Road, Patna, Bihar (480)--Rs.1.50 (490)--m (521)--English (531)--C.P. Malhotra (611)--Law and public administration (680)--UUEiBiP960m (828)--Pi75 (852)--CIPE CNLC IPiP (853)

BIHAR samachar (210)
search under
Bihara samacara (740)

BIHAR samaj kalyan (210)
search under
Bihara samaja kalyana (740)

BIHAR shikshak (210)
search under
Bihara sikshaka (740)

BIHAR State Bar Council (110)--Bihar Bar Council journal. v.1- 1971- <NST> (210)--Other title: B.B.C.J. (2303)--Patna (401)--The Council (402)--High Court Building, Patna-800001, Bihar <OC> (480)--Rs.30.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--m (521)--English, Hindi (534)--Indexes (651)--1. Law reports, digests, etc. - India - Bihar. 2. Law - India - Bihar - Periodicals (720)--B.B.C.J. (740)--Law (811)--348' .5412'046 (812)--78-914221 (821)--4735082 (826)--KlehibiP971m (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE NST OC Pi75 (853)--PL480:v.1, 1971- (910)

BIHAR State Bar Council (110)--Journal (210)
search under
Bihar State Bar Council. Bihar Bar Council journal <ALC76> (740)


BIHAR State homoeopathic journal. v.1- 1961- (210)--Bihar State Board of Homeopathic Medicine (305)--Patna (401)--Gopi Krishna Kohli (402)--Rs.1.25 (490)--q (521)--English, Hindi (534)--Ed.: Gopi Krishna Kohli (611)--Medicine and health (680)--UUEhIBiP961q (828)--CIPE (852)--Pi75 (853)

BIHAR State Industrial Development Corporation (110)--Annual report, Bihar State Industrial Development Corporation. v.1- 19
BOUQUET B

BIHAR Tribal Welfare


BIHAR statistical handbook (210)

search under

BIHAR through figures (210)

search under
Bihar. Directorate of Statistics and Evaluation. Bihar through figures <ALC76> (740)

BIHAR times (210)

search under
Searchlight <PiH> (740)

BIHAR Tribal Research Institute, Ranchi (110)—Bulletin (210)

search under
Bihar Tribal Welfare Research Institute, Ranchi. Bulletin (740)

BIHAR Tribal Research Institute, Ranchi (110)—Studies in tribal Bihar (210)

search under
Studies in tribal Bihar. cat. sep. (740)

BIHAR Tribal Welfare Research Institute, Ranchi (110)—Bulletin, Bihar Tribal Welfare Research Institute. v.1—Mar. 1959—(210)—Formerly issued by: Bihar Tribal Research Institute, Mar.1959—65? (352)—Ranchi (401)—The Institute (402)—ceased (470)—Morabadi Road, Ranchi, Bihar (480)—31cm. (5011)—some numbers issued combined (503)—f (521)—English (531)—some issues reported as not published (of earlier publication) (540)—1. Ethnology — India — Bihar — Collected works. 2. Bihar — Scheduled tribes — Collected works (720)—I. Bihar Tribal Research Institute (730)—DS485.R51B5 (811)—362.8°4°095412 (812)—77—646685 (821)—0523—5766 (825)—2445327 (826)—DSeIBIP9f (828)—ALC76 (852)—IPiP NST NUC OC UCD (853)—PL480:Mar.1959—Mar.1965; v.16(1/2), 1974—(910)
BIHAR University

BIHAR University (110)
search under
University of Bihar (740)

BIHARA kvartarlī la rekardara (210)
search under
Bihar. Laws, statutes, etc. Bihaŗa kvartarlī la rekardara
<ALC76> (740)

BIHARA Rajya Khadi-Gramodyoga Borda (110)--Pragati prativedana,
Bihar Rajya Khadi-Gramodyoga Borda. v.1- 19 - (210)--Patana
(401)--The Borda (402)--Bihar State Khadi Industries Board,
Gandhi Maidan (East), Patna- 800004, Bihar (480)--unpriced
(490)--a (521)--Hindi (532)--Progress report of the Bihar State
Khadi Industries Board (680)--X9-915383 (822)--UUHIBiP9uua
(828)--ALC79 (852)--PL480:1975/76- (910)

BIHARA samacara. v.1- 1953- (210)--Published by: Jana Samparka
Nidesaka, Bihara Sarakara (305)--Patana (401)--Rs.6.00 (490)--
3cm. (5011)--w (521)--Hindi (532)--Ed.: A.K. Sinha (611)--News
and current affairs (680)--1. Bihar - Periodicals (720)--I.
Bihar. Public Relations Dept. (730)--DS485.B51A272 (811)--
SA65-5807 (821)--DShIBiP953w (828)--NUC (852)--BUCOP IPiP Pi75
UCD (853)

BIHARA samaj kalyana. v.1- 1959- (210)--Bihar samaj kalyan
(230)--Patna (401)--H.P. Chaturvedi (402)--Hindustani Press,
Patna, Bihar (480)--Rs.5.00 (490)--m (521)--Hindi (532)--Ed.:
S.N. Jha (611)--Social welfare (680)--Bihar samaj kalyan (740)--
UUHIBiP959m (828)--Pi75 (852)--CNLC IPiP (853)

BIHARA sikshaka. v.1- 1957- (210)--Bihar shikshak (230)--Patna
(401)--A.B. Singh (402)--Bihar shikshak <original says:
Shikshak> Association, Mahendru, Patna-800006, Bihar (480)--
Rs.4.00 (490)--q (521)--Hindi (532)--Ed.: S.S. Verma (611)--
Education (680)--Bihar shikshak (740)--L5hIBiP957q (828)--Pi75
(852)--IPiP UCD (853)

BIHARA sivila lista. no.92- 1936- <UCSD> (210)--Formerly: Bihar
and Orissa civil list. no.1-91: 1912-36 (250)--Adhikshaka,
Sacivalaya Mudranalaya, Bihara duvara mudrita (305)--Patna
(401)--ceased? (470)--34cm. (5011)--f (521)--Formerly quarterly
(525)--Hindi (532)--1. Bihar - Officials and employees (720)--I.
Bihar. Office of the Chief Secretary (730)--Bihar and Orissa
civil list (740)--JQ620.B52A36 (811)--SA65-9087 (821)--
JhIBiP936f (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC UCSD (853)--
PL480:no.141-151; Mar.1961-69 (910)

BIHAREE (210)
search under
Searchlight <PiH> (740)

BINDU. v.1- 1967- <Pi75> (210)--Udayapura (401)--Nand Chaturvedi
<Pi75> (402)--C/O Vidya Bhawan Rural Institute, Udayapur,
BOUQUET B

Rajasthan (480)—Rs.10.00 (490)—23cm. (5011)—some numbers issued combined (503)—q (521)—Hindi (532)—Suspended: v.5(4) reported as not published (540)—Ed.: Nand Chaturvedi (611)—Poems and short stories (680)—1. Hindi literature—Periodicals (720)—PK2047.B55 (811)—76-926849 (821)—1799957 (826)—PKhIBIP967q (828)—ALC76 (852)—IPATruPNUC Oc PiI75 (853)—PL480:v.5-7; Jan./Mar.1971-Jan./Mar.1973 (910)

BINNY’S directory of medical colleges in India. 1st ed.; 1981—(210)—Other title: Directory of medical colleges in India (2303)—Delhi (401)—Binny Publishing House (402)—86 U-B Jawahar Nagar, Delhi-l10007 (480)—Rs.12.50 (490)—22cm. (5011)—u (521)—English (531)—Comp.: Kaushal Goyal (613)—1. India—Medical colleges—Directories (720)—I. Goyal, Kaushal, comp. (730)—Directory of medical colleges in India (740)—R814.B5 (811)—7962940 (826)—R8BeIDD98lu (828)—OC (852)

BIRLA Education Trust, Pilani (110)—Maru Bharati (210)

search under
Maru Bharati <PiH> (740)

BIRLA Institute of Technology and Science (110)—BITs magazine (210)—Pilani (401)—The Institute (402)—25cm. (5011)—11lus. (5012)—a (521)—English, Hindi (534)—T173.B595A22 (811)—71-915023 (821)—TlehIRP9uua (828)—NUC (852)—OC (853)

BISWA beena (210)

search under
Visba vina (740)

BLIND welfare. v.1- 1959—(210)—The National Association for the Blind, India (305)—Bombay (401)—R.T. Vyas (402)—Jahangir Bldg., 51 Mahatma Gandhi Road, Bombay (480)—Rs.2.00 (490)—23cm. (5011)—111us. (5012)—z (521)—English (531)—Ed.: Smt. Rehmat S. Fazilbhoy (611)—Social welfare (680)—1. Blind—India—Periodicals. 2. Blind—Periodicals <OC> (720)—I. National Association for the Blind, India (730)—HV1571.B58 (811)—362 (812)—SA63-4960 (821)—0006-4823 (825)—3045533 (826)—HVemMTB959z (828)—ALC76 (852)—BUCOP CIPE IPaIP NST NUC OC UCD (853)—PL480:v.5, Apr.1963—(910)

BLITZ; Asia’s foremost newsmagazine (210)

search under
Blitz; India’s greatest weekly (740)

BLITZ (210)—India’s greatest weekly; Asia’s foremost newsmagazine <NUC>, v.1—1941—<PiH> (212)—Formerly: Blitz news magazine (250)—Bombay (401)—R.K. Karanjia (402)—Blitz Publications Pvt. Ltd., 17/17-4 Covasji Patel St., Fort, Bombay-400001 (480)—Rs.30.00 (490)—44cm. (5011)—Available on microfilm from the LC Photoduplication Service (5041)—w (521)—English (531)—Ed.: R.K. Karanjia <PiI75> (611)—News and current affairs (680)—I. Karanjia, Rustam Khursheed, 1912—ed. (730)—Blitz; Asia’s foremost newsmagazine (740)—AP2.B62 (811)—SA68-14273
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BLITZ news magazine (210)
search under
Blitz: India's greatest weekly (740)

BOARD of Economic Inquiry, Punjab (110)--Effects of Bhakra Dam Irrigation on the economy of Barani villages in the Hissar District (210)
search under
Haryana. Economic and Statistical Organization. Effects of Bhakra Dam Irrigation on the economy of Barani villages in the Hissar District <ALC76> (740)

BOARD of Economic Inquiry, Punjab (110)--Family budget of cultivators (210)
search under
Haryana. Planning Dept. Studies in family budgets of cultivators in Haryana (740)

BOARD of Economic Inquiry, Punjab (110)--Farm accounts in the Punjab (210)
search under
Board of Economic Inquiry, Punjab. Publication. cat. sep. (740)

BOARD of Economic Inquiry, Punjab (110)--Monthly survey of economic conditions in Punjab (210)
search under

BOARD of Islamic Publication, Delhi (110)--Radiance (210)
search under
Radiance (740)


BOARD of Secondary Education, Orissa (110)--Annual report. 1st-19- (210)--Cuttack (401)--25cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Education, Secondary - Orissa - Periodicals (720)--LB2948.07B63 (811)--379.1531'0954 (812)--1790495 (826)--LBeIOC9uua (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480:1971/72 (910)
BOUQUET B

BOMBAY. (110)--1. Annual report of the administration of the Bombay Presidency. 2. Bombay: a review of the administration of the Presidency. 3. Bombay: a review of the administration of the Province (210)
search under Bombay. A review of the administration of Bombay (740)

BOMBAY. (110)--Blue book quarterly; (210)--a review of the publication of the Govt. of Bombay. no.1- 1914- (212)--Bombay (401)--27.5cm. (5011)--q (521)--English (531)--l. Bombay - Government publications (720)--Bombay blue book quarterly (740)--J531.R25 (811)--18-13927 (821)--J5eIMtB914q (828)--IOL (852)--NUC UCSMt (853)--BOMBAY. Absorbed Kutch (1948-56) and Saurashtra (1948-56) in 1956. Succeeded by Maharashtra in 1960 <UCSM> (991)


BOMBAY. (110)--Catalogue of publications (210)--Bombay (401)--Govt. Central Press (403)--u (521)--English (531)--l. Bombay - Government publications (720)--Z3207.B7B74 (811)--015.54 (812)--Z3eIMtB9uu (828)--IOL (852)--OC (853)--IOL: no.13-16 (pt.2); 1940-43 (920)

BOMBAY. (210)--the city magazine. v.1- Aug.22/Sept.6, 1979- (212)--Bombay (401)--R.K. Wadhwa for Living Media India (402)--28 A & B Jolly Maker Chamber-II, Nariman Point, Bombay-400021 (480)--Rs.3.00 (490)--27cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--e (521)--English (531)--General (680)--l. Bombay - Periodicals (720)--DS486.B7B55 (811)--954'.792 (812)--79-915587 (821)--6643796 (826)--DSeIMtB979e (828)--ALC80 (852)--NUC OC (853)--PL480:1979- (910)

BOMBAY. (110)--List of non-confidential publications issued by the department of the government of Bombay (exclusive of publications appearing in the general catalogue) (210)--Bombay (401)--Govt. Central Press (403)--25cm. (5011)--Issues for 1921, 1925, 1935 are photocopies (negative) (5044)--a (521)--English (531)--l. Bombay - Government publications (720)--Z3207.B7B74 (811)--015.54 (812)--58-51547 (821)--Z3eIBoB937a (828)--NUC (852)--IOL (853)--IOL:1937, 1941-43 (920)

BOMBAY. (110)--A review of the administration of Bombay. 1864/65-1959 (210)--Formerly: 1. Annual report of the administration of the Bombay Presidency. 2. Bombay: a review of the administration of the Presidency. 3. Bombay: a review of the administration of the Province (250)--Bombay (401)--24-34cm. (5011)--u (521)--English (531)--Bombay. 1. Annual report of the
administration of the Bombay Presidency. 2. Bombay: a review of the administration of the Presidency. 3. Bombay: a review of the administration of the Province (740)--2609396 (826)--UUe1BoB865u (828)--OC (852)

BOMBAY. (110)--Selections from the records of the Bombay government. v.1- 1852- (210)--nsv.1- <UCSD> (290)--Bombay (401)--Govt. Central Press (403)--34cm. (5011)--u (521)--English (531)--Subsequently issued by Maharashtra State <OC> (680)--1. Ethnology - India - Collections. 2. India - Social life and custom (720)--J53l.R17 (811)--572.95408 (812)--2618138 (826)--J5eIBoB852u (828)--UCSD (852)--NUC OC (853)


BOMBAY. Bureau of Economics and Statistics (110)--Statistical abstract of Bombay State (210) search under Statistical abstract of Maharashtra State (740)

BOMBAY. Chamber of Commerce and Industry (110)--Report of the Committee. v.1- 1893- <UCSD holdings> (210)--Title varies slightly (250)--Reports for issued by the chamber under its earlier name: Chamber of Commerce (352)--Bombay (401)--23cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--a (irregular) (521)--English (531)--Reports for 1931 in 2 vols. V.2 called correspondence, documents and statistics (620)--1. Bombay - Commerce (720)--1. Bombay. Chamber of Commerce (730)--Chamber of Commerce and
Industry, Bombay (740)--HF331.B6 (811)--59-53094 (821)--1780785 (826)--HFeIB0B893a (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE NUC OC UCSD (853)--PL480:1964-74 (910)

BOMBAY. Directorate of Employment (110)--Annual administration report on the employment exchanges in Bombay State. v.1-; 1956-1959/60 <UCSD> (210)--Bomay (401)--a (521)--English (531)--UUEIBoB956a (828)--MI (852)--UCSD (853)

BOMBAY. Directorate of Publicity (110)--The Farmer (210)
search under
The Farmer (740)

BOMBAY. Education Dept. (110)--Report of the Director of Public Instruction (210)
search under
Bombay. Education Dept. Report on public instruction (740)

BOMBAY. Education Dept. (110)--Report on public instruction, 1840/41--<UCSD> (210)--Formerly: Report of the Director of Public Instruction (250)--Every fifth report is cumulative and has title: Quinquennial report (270)--Bomay (401)--Govt. Central Press (403)--24-33cm. (5011)--maps (5014)--table (pt. fold) (5015)--diagrams (5017)--a (521)--English (531)--Report year ends Mar.31 (620)--Includes supplements (631)--1. Education - India - Bombay (720)--Bomay. Education Dept. Report of the Director of Public Instruction (740)--L578.B7A23 (811)--370.6154 (812)--58-16078 (821)--0406-7223 (825)--3364162 (826)-- L5eIBoB841a (828)--NUC (852)--OC (853)

BOMBAY. Factory Dept. (110)--Report on the administration of the Factories act in the state of Bombay (210)
search under
Maharashtra. Industries and Labour Dept. Annual report on the administration of the Factories act (740)

BOMBAY. High Court of Judicature (110)--Bombay High Court reports (210)--reports of cases decided in the High Court of Bombay. v.1-12; 1863-1875 <UCSMT> (212)--Bombay (401)--Gangadhara Purshotam Pandya (402)--1891-92 (461)--Reprinted by Nagji Nathu Ganatra with the permission of H.E. the Governor-General in Council, 1904-1927 (463)--24cm. (5011)--u (521)--English (531)--V.1-10 lack official title page (680)--1. Law reports, digests, etc. - India - Bombay (720)--10-12849 (821)--9001958 (826)--UUEIBoB863u (828)--NUC (852)--OC (853)

BOMBAY. Jail Dept. (110)--Administration report of the jails in the bilingual Bombay State (59-35097) (210)
search under
Maharashtra. Jail Dept. Annual administration report on the prisons in the Maharashtra State (740)

BOMBAY. Legislative Assembly (110)--Debates; official report. v.1-32; July 19, 1937-Oct.26, 1956 (210)--nsv.1- Nov.1956-
BOMBAY. Legislature Dept. (110)—Digest of Bombay acts (210)
search under
Maharashtra. Laws, statutes, etc. Digest of Maharashtra acts
<NST> (740)

BOMBAY. Legislature. Public Accounts Committee (110)—Report of
the Public Accounts Committee on the appropriation accounts of
the Govt. of Bombay and the audit report. v. 1-1954/55-;
1950/51 <CNLC> (210)—Bombay (401)—vol. for 1954/55 issued in 2
volumes <NST> (502)—a (521)—English (531)—Continued by:
Committee. Report (750)—0406-7312 (825)—UUeIBoB951a (828)—MI
(852)—NST (853)

BOMBAY. Natural History Society (110)
search under
Bombay Natural History Society <AL> (740)

BOMBAY. Prohibition and Excise Dept. (110)—Administration report
(210)
search under
Maharashtra. Prohibition and Excise Dept. Administration report
(740)

BOMBAY. Registrar of Cooperative Societies (110)—Administration
report on the working of the cooperative societies. v. 1-
1949/50—(210)—Cover title: The working of the cooperative
societies, administration report, 1953/54; Cooperative societies
in the Bombay State, administration report, 1954/55—(2304)—
Baroda, etc. (401)—25cm. (5011)—a (521)—English (531)—
Continued by: Maharashtra. Cooperative Dept. Administration
report on the working of cooperative societies (602)—Each
report in 2 vols. v. 1: Report (title varies, some issued without
title); v. 2: Tables and statements (620) —1. Cooperative
societies—Bombay (720)—Bombay. Registrar of Cooperative
Societies. 1. Cooperative societies in the Bombay State,
administration report. 2. The working of the cooperative
societies, administration report (740)—Maharashtra. Cooperative
Dept. Administration report on the working of cooperative
societies (750)—HD3540.A3B643 (811)—59-35102 (821)—
HDeIBoB950a (828)—UCSD (852)—NUC (853)
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BOMBAY. Registrar of Cooperative Societies (110)--1. Cooperative societies in the Bombay state, administration report. 2. The working of the cooperative societies, administration report (210)

search under
Bombay. Registrar of Cooperative Societies. Administration report on the working of the cooperative societies (740)


BOMBAY. State Board for Historical Records and Ancient Monuments (110)--Monograph series. Bombay (210)

search under
Maharashtra. State Board for Historical Records and Ancient Monuments. Monograph series. cat. sep. <NST> (740)

BOMBAY. Town Planning and Valuation Dept. (110)--Biennial administration report (76-912687) (210)

search under
Maharashtra. Town Planning and Valuation Dept. Annual administration report <ALC75> (740)
BOMBAY (city).

BOMBAY (city). Central Labour Institute (110)
search under
Central Labour Institute, Bombay (740)

BOMBAY (City). Colour Society (110)
search under
Colour Society, Bombay <AL> (740)

BOMBAY (City). Indian Economic Society (110)
search under
Indian Economic Society, Bombay (740)

BOMBAY (City). K.R. Cama Oriental Institute (110)
search under
Cama, (K.R.), Oriental Institute, Bombay (740)

BOMBAY (City). Local Self-Government Institute (110)
search under
All-India Institute of Local Self-Government, Bombay <AL> (740)


BOMBAY (city). Municipal Corporation (110)--Budget estimates. lst- 19 - (210)--Bombay (401)--Municipal Printing Press (403)--35cm. (5011)--tables (5015)--issued in several parts (502)--Includes appendices (636)--1. Budget - India - Bombay (720)--HJ9065.B6B13 (811)--76-911454 (821)--6631972 (826)--HJe1MtB9uua (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480:1962/63; some volumes not available (910)

BOMBAY (city). Prince of Wales Museum of Western India (110)
search under
Prince of Wales Museum of Western India, Bombay <AL ULS> (740)

BOMBAY (city). Shreemati Nathibai Damodar Thackersey Women's University (110)
search under
Shreemati Nathibai Damodar Thackersey Women's University, Bombay (740)

BOMBAY anthropological journal (110)
search under
Anthropological Society of Bombay. Journal <ULS> (740)

BOMBAY Art Society. (110)--Art journal. v.1- Oct.1971- (210)--Bombay Art Society's art journal <P1175> (230)--Bombay (401)--The Society (402)--Jehangir Art Gallery, Mahatma Gandhi Road,
BOUQUET B

BOMBAY chronicle weekly.

Fort, Bombay-400023 (480)--Rs.4.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--q (521)--English (531)--Hon. Ed.: Harish Raut (611)--Indexed in: GIIPl; Index India <CIPE> (654)--1. Art - Periodicals (720)--Bombay Art Society's art journal (740)--NL:B65 (811)--700 (812)--72-903057 (821)--0524-0518 (825)--1536706 (826)--NleIMtB971q (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE IP1P NST NUC OC Pi175 UMC (853)--PL480:v.1, Oct.1971- (910)

BOMBAY Art Society's art journal (210)
search under
Bombay Art Society. Art journal (740)

BOMBAY blue book quarterly (210)
search under
Bombay. Blue book quarterly; a review of the publications of the Govt. of Bombay <IOL> (740)

BOMBAY Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society (110)
search under
Asiatic Society of Bombay (740)

BOMBAY calendar and almanac. v.1- 1792- <IOL> (210)--Bombay (401)--The Courier Office (402)--20cm. (5011)--tables (folded) (5015)--u (521)--English (531)--Continues: Bombay calendar and register... with an almanac (601)--Corrected and revised to the latest period (680)--1. Almanacs, English. 2. Bombay - Registers (720)--Bombay calendar and register... with an almanac (740)--DS485.B8B73 (811)--42-40661 (821)--DSeIMtB792u (828)--NLC (852)--IOL NUC (853)

BOMBAY calendar and register... with an almanac (210)
search under
Bombay calendar and almanac (740)

THE BOMBAY chartered accountant journal. v.1- <Jan.1961>- (210)--Published by: Bombay Chartered Accountants' Society (305)--Bombay (401)--no.190 equals Dec.1975 A.D.<CIPE> (462)--69-71 Dol Bin Shir, Ghoga Street, Bombay-400001 (480)--Rs.40.00 (490)--24cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--m (521)--English (531)--Supplements accompany some numbers (631)--1. Accounting - Periodicals (720)--I. Bombay Chartered Accountants' Society (730)--5874301 (826)--UUEIMtB961m (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE UCD (853)--PL480:no.179-190; Jan.-Dec.1975; some issues not available (910)

BOMBAY chronicle <daily>. v.1- 1913- (210)--Bombay (401)--Indian Newspaper Co. (402)--55cm. (5011)--d (521)--English (531)--Ed.: B.G. Horniman, 1913-19 (611)--Founded by: Ferozshah Mehta (613)--APeIMtB913d (828)--PiH (852)--NLC (853)

BOMBAY chronicle. v.1- ; 1913-59 <UCD> (210)--Bombay (401)--Indian Newspaper Co. (402)--43cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--ports. (5013)--w (521)--English (531)--AP8.B6 (811)--48-39725 (821)--APeIMtB931w (828)--PiH (852)--NUC UCD ULS (853)
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BOMBAY City Adult Education Committee (110)
search under
Bombay City Social Education Committee <AL> (740)

BOMBAY City Social Education Committee (110)—Report. v.1- 19-
(210)—Bombay (401)—The Committee (402)—25cm. (5011)--a
(521)—English (531)—Continues: Bombay City Adult Education
Education of adults — India — Bombay (720)—I. Bombay City Adult
Education Committee (730)—LC5257.I4B64 (811)—374.95479 (812)—
56-23654 (821)—7598250 (826)—LaeIMtb9uu (828)—ALC76 (852)—
NUC OC (853)—PL480:27th-33rd; 1965/66-1970/71 (910)

BOMBAY civic journal. v.1- 1954—<PiI75> (210)—Bombay (401)—Bom
Bom BaMuniCorporation (402)—Public Relations Dept.,
Municipal Extension Building, Mahapalika Marg, Bombay-400001
(480)—Rs.6.00 (490)—28cm. (5011)—illus. (5012)—ports.
(5013)—tables (5015)—m (521)—English, Marathi (534)—vols.
for issued in English only (535)—Ed.: K.T. Pandit (611)—
Indexed in: GIPL; Index India (654)—Law and public
administration (680)—DS486.B7B57 (811)—352 (812)—SA63-3361
(821)—0524-0166 (825)—1695309 (826)—DSemIMtb954m (828)—ALC76
(852)—CIPE NST OC PiI75 UCD UMC (853)—PL480:v.8(11), 1962—
some issues not available (910)

BOMBAY civil list (210)—Formerly: Bombay civil service list.
<1840>-Jan.1950 <UCSD> (250)—Issued by: India. Office of the
Accountant General, Bombay State (302)—Bombay (401)—Director,
Govt. Printing and Stationery (403)—22-24cm. (5011)—u (521)—
English (531)—Continued by: Maharashtra civil list wef. July 1,
1960 (602)—1. Bombay — Registers (720)—I. India. Office of the
Accountant General, Bombay State (730)—JQ407.A2 (811)—59-46768
(821)—5145735 (826)—JQeIBoB840u (828)—NUC (852)—OC (853)

BOMBAY civil service list (210)
search under
Bombay civil list (740)

BOMBAY cooperative news. v.1- ; Apr.1924-Feb./Mar.1927 (210)—
Central Cooperative Institute, Bombay (306)—Bombay (401)—
ceased (470)—m (521)—English (531)—UUeIMtb924m (828)—ULS
(852)—IOL NUC UCD (853)

BOMBAY cooperative quarterly (210)
search under
The Maharashtra cooperative quarterly (740)

BOMBAY cooperator. v.1- 1959- (210)—Issued by: Maharashtra State
Cooperative Union (302)—Formerly issued by: Bombay State
Cooperative Union. 1959-Apr.1961 (352)—Bombay (401)—11 Bank
Street, Fort, Bombay-400001 (480)—Rs.10.00 (490)—e (521)—
English (531)—Succeeds: Cooperative news bulletin. v.1-9(8);
numbers (640)—1. Cooperation — India — Periodicals (720)—I.
Bombay State Cooperative Union. II. Maharashtra State Cooperative Union (730)--Cooperative news bulletin (750)--334
<NST>; 280.28 <NUC> (812)--0520-5441 (825)--UUEI Mt B959e (828)--CIPE (852)--IPI NST NUC (853)

BOMBAY cotton annual (210)
search under
Indian cotton annual <AL> (740)

BOMBAY courier. v.1-55; 1792-1846 (210)--Bombay (401)--Bennet Coleman (402)--ceased (470)--45cm. (5011)--w (521)--English (531)--UUEI B792w (828)--NLC (852)

BOMBAY educational record. v.1-33; 1865-1900 <UCM> (210)--Poona (401)--Education Dept. (402)--ceased (470)--20.5cm. (5011)--m (521)--English (531)--Each volume has a supplement, bound at the front and paged separately (631)--I. Bombay. Education Dept. (730)--UUEI B865m (828)--NLC (852)--BUCOP IOL UCM (853)

BOMBAY geographical magazine. v.1-16; Oct.1953-Dec.1969 <OC> (210)--Published by: Bombay Geographical Association (305)--Bombay (401)--ceased (470)--University Campus, CST Road, Bombay-400029 (480)--Rs.8.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--some numbers issued combined (503)--a (521)--English (531)--Ed.: A.N.G. Rao <CIPE> (611)--Cumulative index: v.1-10; 1953-62, lv. (651)--1. Geography - Periodicals. 2. Bombay - Description and travel - Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. Bombay Geographical Association (730)--G35.B814 (811)--910 (812)--SA63-120 (821)--0524-0174 (825)--1536707 (826)--G3I Mt B953a (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE NST NUC OC UCD UCM (853)--PL480:v.8/9-16; 1961-Dec.1969 (910)

BOMBAY Geographical Society (110)--Proceedings (210)
search under
Bombay Geographical Society. Transactions (740)

BOMBAY Geographical Society (110)--Transactions. v.1-19(2);
BOMBAY Historical Society

BOMBAY Historical Society (110)--Annual bibliography of Indian history and indology (210)
search under
Annual bibliography of Indian history and indology <IOL> (740)

BOMBAY Historical Society (110)--Annual report and proceedings...
and list of members (210)--Bombay (401)--22cm. (5011)--illus.
(5012)--ports. (5013)--a (521)--English (531)--DS486.B7B6
(811)--954.7 (812)--48-30722 (821)--DSeImtB9uua (828)--NUC
(852)--NLC (853)

BOMBAY Historical Society (110)--Journal of the Bombay Historical Society. v.1-6(1/2); Mar.1928-1941 <UCD> (210)--Bombay (401)--
The Society (402)--ceased <IOL> (470)--price varies (490)--22cm.
(5011)--illus. (mounted), plates, facsims (part fold) (5012)--
Frequency varies (521)--English (531)--l. History - Societies
<NUC> (720)--DS401.B6 (811)--954.0062 (812)--33-16929 (821)--
1589339 (826)--DSeIBoB928u (828)--NLC (852)--NUC QC UCD ULS
(853)

BOMBAY labour journal. v.1- 1961- (210)--Bombay Labour Institute
(305)--Bombay (401)--30cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--l.
Industrial relations - Periodicals (720)--I. Bombay Labour
Institute (730)--HD4811.B65 (811)--331 (812)--SA68-16190 (821)--
0067-9917 (825)--7729199 (826)--HDeMtB961a (828)--ALC76 (852)--
NST NUC QC UCD UMC (853)--PL480:v.7, 1967 (910)

BOMBAY law journal. v.1-24(12); June 1923-Dec.1946 (210)--<Bombay>
(401)--ceased (470)--23cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--ports.
(5013)--tables (5015)--m (521)--English (531)--Eds.:N.H.
Pandita; B.G. Kher (611)--Includes section "Reviews". "Small
cause court reports" separately paged in v.3-4 (620)--l. Law -
Periodicals - Bombay. 2. Law reports, digests, etc. - Bombay
(720)--I. Pandita, Nayansukhla Harihar, ed. II. Kher, Bal
Gangadhar, ed. (730)--347.05 (812)--31-17483 (821)--K2eMtB923m
(828)--ULS (852)--NUC UCM (853)

BOMBAY law reporter; (210)--journal. v.1- 1899- <BUCOP> (212)--
Bombay (401)--Bombay Law Reporter Office <OC>; M.B. Vakil
<Pi75> (402)--Krisha Mahal, 63 Marine Drive, Bombay-400020
(480)--Rs.40.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--some numbers issued
combined (503)--m (521)--fortnightly, 1899-Dec.1970 (525)--
English (531)--Ed.: M.B. Vakil <Pi75>; R. Ranchhodas and D.K.
Thakore <OC> (611)--Cumulative index: v.1-20; 1899-1918;
v.21-25; 1919-1923 (651)--Law (680)--l. Law - Periodicals. 2.
Law reports, digests, etc. - Bombay <UMC> (720)--K.B639BR
(811)--18-14772 (821)--7745583 (826)--K1eMtB899m (828)--ALC76
(852)--BUCOP CIPE NUC QC Pi75 UCD ULS UMC (853)--PL480:v.64,
Jan.1, 1962- (910)

BOMBAY Literary Society (110)
search under
Asianic Society of Bombay <IOL> (740)
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BOMBAY market. v.1- 1936- <UCD> (210)--Bombay (401)--505 Arun Chamber, Tardeo Road, Bombay-400034 (480)--Rs.3.00 (490)--33-34cm. (5011)--e (521)--weekly (525)--English (531)--Aug.1962 called no.1029-1052 <OC> (573)--Sept.1962-72 called year of publication 25-36; also called v.26-36 (4) (575)--Ed.:K. Multani <CIPE> (611)--Supplemented by: 1. Industries and trade journal. 2. Engineering industries annual <NUC> (631)--Deals with commerce, industry, economic affairs; also market intelligence and company news (680)--1. India - Commerce - Periodicals. 2. Prices - India (720)--HF41.B6 (811)--49-25064 (821)--2618204 (826)--HFeImtb936e (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC UCD ULS (853)--PL480:Sept.1, 1961- (910)

BOMBAY Millowners' Association (110)--Report. v.1- 1909- (210)--Bombay (401)--32.5cm. (5011)--tables (5015)--issued in 2 pts. (502)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Cotton growing and manufacture - Bombay (720)--HD9886.I43B7 (811)--6822837 (826)--HDeImtb909a (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC OC ULS (853)--PL480:1962-74 (910)

BOMBAY miscellany. v.1-5; 1860-63 (210)--Bombay (401)--ceased (470)--u (521)--English (531)--AP8.B68 (811)--APeImtb860u (828)--ULS (852)--NUC UCM (853)

BOMBAY Municipal Corporation (110)
search under
Bombay (city). Municipal Corporation <AL> (740)

BOMBAY Natural History Society (110)--Journal. v.1- Jan.1886- (210)--Bombay (401)--The Society (402)--Hornbill House, Shahid Bhagat Singh Road, Bombay-400028 (480)--Rs.113.50 (490)--25cm. (5011)--plates (part col.) (5012)--maps (part fold) (5014)--q (521)--English (531)--Ed.: J.C. Daniel <CIPE> (611)--v.36(4), v.87(1) & (4), v.88(2) have separately paged supplements: The Wild animals of the Indian Empire and the problem of their preservation, issued in pts. 1-4 (631)--Vol. for 1934 called Golden jubilee volume <BUCOP> (640)--Indices: v.1-18; 1886-1907 in v.18; v.18-24; 1907-16 in v.24; v.25- 30; 1917-25 in v.30; v.31-36; 1926-33 in v.33. Cumulative index up to v.32; v.43-53 <CIPE> (651)--Scholarly and original articles in natural history <CIPE> (680)--1. Natural history - Collected works. 2. Natural history - India - Periodicals (720)--QH1.B61 (811)--574.06254 (812)--48-32581 (821)--0006-6982 (825)--1536710 (826)--QHeIBoB86q (828)--NUC (852)--AL BUCOP CIPE IOL NLC OC ULS (853)--PL480:v.59-71(3); Apr.1962-Dec.1974 (910)

BOMBAY police journal. v.1- 1950- (210)--Bombay police quarterly (230)--Issued by: Bombay. Directorate of Publicity (302)--Bombay (401)--q (521)--English, Gujarati and Marathi (534)--Bombay police quarterly (740)--HVe8249.B6862 (811)--364 (812)--0520-5468 (825)--HVeImtb950q (828)--NST (852)--CNLC NUC (853)

BOMBAY police quarterly (210)
search under
Bombay police journal (740)
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BOMBAY quarterly magazine and review. v.1-3; 1850-53 <NLC> (210) -- Bombay Education Society (305) -- Bombay (401) -- ceased (470) -- 20cm. (5011) -- q (521) -- English (531) -- UUEIBoB850q (828) -- NLC (852) -- BUCOP IOL (853) -- NLC: v.1-3; 1850-53 (930)

BOMBAY quarterly review. v.1-7 (no.1-14); Jan.1855-Sept.1858 <ULS> (210) -- Bombay (401) -- Smith Taylor and Co. (402) -- ceased (470) -- 21cm. (5011) -- illus. (5012) -- maps (5014) -- Available on microfilm from Inter-Documentation in Zug, Switzerland <OC> (5041) -- q (521) -- English (531) -- 1. India - Periodicals (720) -- DS401.B65 (811) -- 34-39628 (821) -- DSEIBoB855q (828) -- NLC (852) -- BUCOP IOL NUC OC UCM ULS (853)

BOMBAY scout; (210) -- the journal of the Boy Scouts Association, Bombay. v.1- (212) -- Bombay (401) -- The Association (402) -- 25cm. (5011) -- illus. (5012) -- m (irregular) (521) -- English (531) -- 1. Boy scouts - Periodical and social publications - India. 2. Boy scouts - India - Bombay (720) -- I. Boy Scouts Association (730) -- UUEIImtB99um (828) -- NUC (852)

BOMBAY sentinel. v.1- 1933- (210) -- Bombay (401) -- d (521) -- English (531) -- UUEIImtB933d (828) -- PIH (852) -- UCD (853)

BOMBAY Shareholders Association (110) -- Bulletin. v.1- 1957- (210) -- Bombay (401) -- 56 Agakhan Building, 9 Dalal Street, Fort, Bombay-400001 (480) -- unpriced (490) -- q <IPIP> (521) -- English (531) -- Ed.: Shashikant M. Shah <CIPE> (611) -- UUEIImtB957q (828) -- CNLC (852) -- CIPE IPIP (853)

BOMBAY Small Scale Industries Association (110) -- Official journal (210) search under Financial observer <ALC80> (740)

BOMBAY standard and chronicle of Western India (210) search under Times of India (Bombay) (740)

BOMBAY State Road Transport Corporation (110) -- State transport review, Bombay (210)
search under
Maharashtra State Road Transport Corporation. State transport review, Maharashtra (740)

BOMBAY telegraph (210)
search under
Times of India (Bombay) <PiH> (740)


BOMBAY temperance advocate. no.1-6; -1850 (210)--nsv.no.1-5/6; Jan.-May/June 1851 (290)--Bombay Temperance Union (305)--Bombay (401)--ceased? (470)--m (521)--English (531)--UUE1BoB850m (828)--ULS (852)

BOMBAY temperance repository. no.1-11; Jan.1852-June 1854 (210)--Bombay (401)--ceased? (470)--22cm. (5011)--u (521)--English (531)--UUE1BoB852u (828)--ULS (852)--NUC (853)


BOMBAY times (210)
search under
Bombay times and standard (740)

BOMBAY times and standard (210)
search under
Times of India, Bombay (740)

BOMBAY University (110)
search under
University of Bombay (740)

BOMSEL. v.1- 1969- (210)--Patna (401)--Nawal Kishore <PiI75> (402)--Prasa <sic> kuthi, Nayatola, Patna-800004, Bihar (480)--Rs.52.00 (490)--e (521)--English (531)--Ed.:Nawal Kishore (611)--News and current affairs chiefly about events in Bihar <CIPE> (680)--UUE1BiP969e (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE PiI75 (853)--PL480:v.6, Mar.16, 1974- (910)

BOOK news; (210)--journal of the Book Industry Council of South India. v.1- May 1957- (212)--Madras (401)--Bombay: v.1, 1965-<CNLC> (431)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--m (521)--English
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(531)--1. Book industries and trade - India - Periodicals.  2. Bibliography - Periodicals (720)--1. Book Industry Council of South India (730)--2457.B6 (811)--028.655 (812)--63-27253 (821)--0406-7746 (825)--24eITM957m (828)--NUC (852)--CNLC NST (853)

THE BOOK review. v.1- Jan.1976- (210)--New Delhi (401)--C.Char for Perspective Publications <OC> (402)--B 2/59 Safdarjng Enclave, New Delhi-110016 (480)--F-24 Bhagat Singh Market, New Delhi-110001 <OC> (483)--Rs.15.00 (490)--24-28cm. (5011)--b (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Chitra Narayan <CIPE> (611)--Indexed in:GIL; Index India <UMC> (654)--Review of books in the field of social science and humanities <CIPE> (680)--1. Books - Reviews - India - Periodicals (720)--21035.ALB59 (811)--028.1'-0954 (812)--76-913374 (821)--2594657 (826)--ZleIDN976b (828)--ALC78 (852)--CIPE OC UMC (853)--PL480:v.1, Jan./Feb.1977- (910)

BOOK reviews in public administration. v.1- Jan./June 1974- (210)--Indian Council of Social Science Research (306)--New Delhi (401)--Indian Institute of Public Administration (402)--Indraprastha Estate, Ring Road (East), New Delhi-110001 (480)--Rs.10.00 (490)--24cm. (5011)--f (521)--English (531)--Ed.: T.N. Chaturvedi <CIPE> (611)--Reviews of books dealing with Indian administration <CIPE> (680)--1. Public administration - Book reviews - Periodicals <OC> (720)--1. Indian Council of Social Science Research. II. Indian Institute of Public Administration (730)--JAI.B66 (811)--350 (812)--75-905470 (821)--2245636 (826)--JaeIDN974f (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC UMC (853)--PL480:v.2, Jan./June 1975 (910)

BOOK seller. v.1- 1952- (210)--Baroda (401)--English, Hindi (534)--015 (812)--0006-7555 (825)--UUehIGuB952u (828)--NST (852)--CNLC (853)

BOOK talk about economics. v.1- 1970- (210)--New Delhi (401)--Wiley Eastern Pvt. Ltd. (402)--AB-8 Safdarjng Enclave, New Delhi-110016 (480)--Rs.3.00 (490)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: B. Bhattacharya (611)--UUeIDN970m (828)--CIPE (852)--CNLC IPiP (853)

BOOK traders' bulletin (210)
search under
Indian publisher and bookseller <AL> (740)

BOOK University journal (210)
search under
Bhavan's journal <NST> (740)

BOOK world. v.1- 1978- (210)--Jaipur (401)--Book World Publications (402)--Kitab Mahal, Chaura Rasta, Jaipur-302003, Rajasthan (480)--Rs.20.00 (490)--a (521)--English (531)--Dedicated to world book fairs and festivals (680)--1. Book industries and trade - Periodicals. 2. Books and reading -
Periodicals (720)--Z458.B63 (811)--658.8'09'070573 (812)--78-914280 (821)--4594854 (826)--24eIRJ978a (828)--ALC78 (852)--OC UMC (853)--PL480:1978--(910)

BOOKS India. v.1- 1971- (210)--National Book Trust, India (305)--New Delhi (401)--A-5 Green Park, New Delhi-110016 (480)--25cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--l. India - Imprints - Periodicals (720)--l. National Book Trust (730)--Z3203.B73 (811)--015.54 (812)--72-903658 (821)--1780786 (826)--Z3eIDN971a (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC (853)--PL480:no.2-4; 1972-74 (910)

BOOKS of India. v.1- 1963- (210)--Bombay (401)--Publishers World (402)--a (521)--English (531)--A reference catalog of Indian books published in English (680)--l. India - Bibliography - Periodicals (720)--Z3203.B73 (811)--015.54 (812)--SA66-5890 (821)--0524-0689 (825)--Z3eIMtB963a (828)--ALC76 (852)--NST OC (853)--PL480:1963 (910)

BOOKS on India. v.1- 1967/68-69 (210)--Rajasthan University. Library (305)--Jaipur (401)--ceased (470)--20cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--vols. for 1967/68 issued as a supplement to: Index India (631)--Select bibliography of titles on India published in English from all parts of the world (680)--1. India - Bibliography - Periodicals (720)--l. University of Rajasthan. Library (730)--Index India (750)--Z3201.B63 (811)--016.9154 (812)--73-918343 (821)--1774266 (826)--Z3eIRJ968a (828)--NUC (852)--AL OC (853)

BOSE(N.K.) Memorial Foundation (110)--Newsletter, N.K. Bose Memorial Foundation. no.1- Dec.1978- (210)--Other title: Bose Foundation newsletter (2303)--Varanasi (401)--The Foundation (402)--B 8/9 Bara Gambhir Singh (Gauriganj), Varanasi-221001, UP (480)--Rs.15.00 (490)--q (521)--English (531)--Articles on social science research in India, chiefly in the field of anthropological research (680)--X9-915247 (822)--UUEIUV978q (828)--ALC79 (852)

BOSE Research Institute, Calcutta (110)--Report of the Bose Institute (210)--Calcutta (401)--The Institute (402)--25cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--l. Research India - Periodicals (720)--Q180.I4 (811)--52-19238 (821)--3860389 (826)--QleIBC9ua (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480:1964/65-1971/72 (910)

BRAHMACHARIN. v.1-8(3/4); Mar.1900-Mar./Apr.1907 (210)--Jessore (401)--ceased? (470)--m (521)--English (531)--A monthly magazine devoted to Hindu social, religious, and moral reforms containing original articles on religion, philosophy, literature, science, art, etc. of modern and ancient India (680)--UUEIBJe900m? (828)--ULS (852)--1OL UCAP (853)

3RAHMAN gaurav (210)

search under
Brahmana gaurava (740)
BRAHMANA gaurava. v.1- 1965- <PiI75> (210)--Agra (401)--Pt. Chagan Lal Bhardwaj <PiI75> (402)--Moti Katra, Agra-282003, UP (480)--Rs.3.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--some numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--Hindi (532)--some issues reported as not published (540)--Ed.: Shambhu Nath Kaushal <PiI75> (611)--Hinduism (680)--1. Hinduism - Periodicals (720)--Brahman gaurav (740)--BLI100.B7 (811)--72-903060 (821)--0304-9272 (825)--1784146 (826)--BLHiUA965m (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC PiI75 (853)--PL480:v.8, May 1972- (910)

THE BRAHMAVADIN. v.1- 1966- (210)--Published by: Brahmovadin Prakasana Samithi (305)--Bangalore (401)--Jaya Niwas, Old Veterinary Hospital Road, Basavangudi, Bangalore- 560004, Karnataka (480)--Rs.10.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--some numbers issued combined (503)--q (521)--English (531)--Ed.: T.S. Shama Rao <CIPE> (611)--Index: v.1-3, 1966-68 with v.3-4 <CIPE> (651)--Articles on religion, philosophy and mysticism (680)--1. Religion - Periodicals (720)--I. Brahmovadin Prakasana Samithi (730)--BLI100.B7 (811)--105 (812)--78-900683 (821)--0006-8721 (825)--1536982 (826)--BLeIKB966q (828)--NUC (852)--AL CIPE NST OC PiH PiI UMC (853)--PL480:v.3, Jan./Apr.1968- (910)

BRAHMADVADIN; (210)--the monthly magazine of religion, philosophy and allied subjects. v.1- 1895- <IOL> (212)--Formerly: Brahmovadin; a fortnightly religious and philosophical journal (250)--Madras (401)--m (521)--Formerly fortnightly (525)--English (531)--1. Religion - Periodicals (720)--Brahmovadin; a fortnightly religious and philosophical journal (740)--BLI100.B7 (811)--105 (812)--BLeITM895m (828)--ULS (852)--IOL OC (853)--IOL:v.1-19; 1895-1914 (920)

BRAHMADVADIN; a fortnightly religious and philosophical journal (210)

search under
Brahmovadin; the monthly magazine of religion, philosophy and allied subjects (740)

BRAHMAVIDYA. v.1- 1948?- (210)--Kumbakonam (401)--Advaita Sabha (402)--v.19 equals 1966 A.D. (462)--65 Sanskrit College St., Mylapore, Madras-600004 (480)--Rs.6.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--q (521)--English, Sanskrit, Tamil (534)--Suspended (540)--Advaita Vedanta (680)--1. Advaita - Periodicals. 2. Vedanta - Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. Advaita Sabha (730)--BL132.U3B66 (811)--74-923273 (821)--1797811 (826)--BlestITK948q (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480:v.19; Jan./Mar.-Oct./Dec.1966 (910)

BRAHMAVIDYA; (210)--The Adyar Library bulletin. v.1- Feb.17, 1937- (212)--Title in Sanskrit precedes English title (230)--v.18 called "new series" <NLC> (290)--Adyar Library Association (305)--Madras (401)--C. Subbarayudu; K. Ramanathan <PiI75>; Adyar Library and Research Centre, Publishing for Theosophical Society, Madras <PiH> (402)--21cm. (5011)--1illus. (5012)--ports. (5013)--some numbers issued combined (503)--f (521)--quarterly: 1937-70 (525)--English, French, German, Sanskrit, Tamil (534)--
Ed.: Dr. V. Raghavan <Pi175> (611)--Includes text and translations of manuscripts found in the Library (620)--v.12 has one Diamond jubilee supplement <NLC> Supplement accompanies v.38 <ALC79> (631)--Cumulative index every five years; v.1-23; 1937-59 in v.24; v.24- 27; 1960-63, lv.; v.28-36; 1964-72, lv. <OC> (651)--1. Theosophy - Periodicals (720)--I. Adyar Library and Research Centre, Madras (730)--Adyar Library bulletin (740)--BP500.B7 (811)--43-26597 (821)--1589779 (826)--BPefgstITM937E (828)--NUC (852)--AL IOL IPiP JAS NLG OC PiH UCD UCK ULS UMC (853)--PL480:v.26, pts.1/2, 1962--(910)

BRAHMO public opinion. v.1- 1878- (210)--Calcutta (401)--Kalinath Dutt (402)--32.5cm. (5011)--w (521)--English (531)--Contains also the public opinion of the day on the Vernacular Press Act (680)--UUeIBC878w (828)--NLC (852)


BREAKTHRU. v.1- Mar.1971--(210)--New Delhi (401)--K. Saxena (402)--32 Bahar Road, New Delhi <CIPE> (480)--Rs.2.50 (490)--illus. (5012)--some numbers issued combined (503)--q (521)--English (531)--Some issues reported as not published (540)--Ed.: Smt. Kusum Saxena <CIPE> (611)--General (680)--AP8.B67 (811)--79-921465 (821)--1585563 (826)--APeID97lq (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC (853)--PL480:v.1-4(1/2); Mar.1971-Jan./June 1975 (910)

BRIEF directory of museums in India, 1969--(210)--Museums Association of India (305)--New Delhi (401)--C/O National Museum of Natural History, Barakhamba Road, New Delhi- 110001 (480)--Rs.5.00 (490)--19-24cm. (5011)--i (521)--English (531)--Comp.: Usha Agrawal (613)--1. Museums - India - Directories (720)--I. Agrawal, Usha, 1933- Comp. II. Museums Association of India (730)--AM30.A2B74 (811)--069'.025'54 (812)--81-910492 (821)--8105670 (826)--AmP98M969i (828)--NUC (852)--NST OC (853)

BRINGING Christ to the nations. v.1- 1958- (210)--Madras (401)--S. Suvideshmuthu (402)--Christian Arts and Communication Services, 3 Eldems Road, Madras- 600018 (480)--Rs.2.00 (490)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Rev. A.C. Arthur (611)--Religion and philosophy (680)--1. Christ and Christianity - Periodicals (720)--BReITM958m (828)--P175 (852)--CIPE IPiP (853)

BROADER news and views; (210)--Sikkim's monthly magazine. v.1- 1977--(212)--Gangtok (401)--Santosh Nirash (402)--West Point House, Gangtok-737101, Sikkim (480)--27cm. (5011)--illus.
BTRA

search under

Bombay Textile Research Association (740)

BUDDHA-PRABHA or the light of the Buddha <NUC>. v.1- 1932- (210)--

Buddha Society (305)--Official journal of the Buddha Society,

Bombay (307)--Bombay (401)--24cm. (5011)--q (521)--English

(531)--I. Buddha Society, Bombay (730)--BL1400.B57 (811)--BLeIMtB932q (828)--ULS

(852)--NUC (853)

BUDDHIST India. v.1-4 (no.1-18); 1927-30; v.1-5 (no.1-18); 1927-

May 1935 <ULS> (210)--Calcutta; Rangoon <NUC> (401)--ceased?

(470)--illus. (5012)--q (521)--English (531)--Ed.: D.A.

Dharmacharyya <NUC> (611)--I. Dharmacharyya, Dharma Aditya, ed.

(730)--UE1BC927q (828)--BUCOP (852)--IOL NUC ULS (853)

BUDDHIST studies. v.1- 1974- (210)--Published by: Dept. of

Buddhist Studies, University of Delhi (305)--New Delhi (401)--

Rs.10.00 (490)--22cm. (5011)--a (521)--English, Hindi, Sanskrit

(534)--A yearly research journal of the Dept. of Buddhist

Studies, University of Delhi (680)--I. Buddhism -- Periodicals

(720)--I. University of Delhi. Dept. of Buddhist Studies (730)--

BQ2.B82 (811)--294.3'05 (812)--75-907381 (821)--2383953 (826)--

BQesIDN9744a (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC UMC (853)--PL480:v.1,

1974- (910)

BUDDHIST Text and Anthropological Society (110)

search under

Buddhist Text and Research Society, Calcutta (740)

BUDDHIST Text and Research Society, Calcutta (110)--Journal.

v.1-<7>, pt.3-4; 1893-1906 (210)--Formerly published by the

society under variant names: I. Buddhist Text Society of India.

v.1-4; 1893-96. II. Buddhist Text and Anthropological Society.

v.5-7, pt.3-4; 1897-1901 (355)--Calcutta (401)--The Society

(402)--25cm. (5011)--plates (part fold) (5012)--issued in pts.

(502)--1 (521)--English (531)--Succeeded by: Indian Research

Society, Calcutta. Research and view wef.v.1, 1908 <ULS> (602)--

Ed.: Sarat Chandra Das <NUC> (611)--The texts which were issued

in the journal, were later issued in a separate series <NUC>

(680)--I. Das, Sarat Chandra, ed. II. Buddhist Text Society of

India. III. Buddhist Text and Anthropological Society (730)--

Indian Research Society, Calcutta. Research and review (750)--

15-22803 (821)--BQeIBC8931 (828)--NLC (852)--IOL NUC PiH ULS

(853)

BUDDHIST Text Society of India (110)

search under

Buddhist Text and Research Society, Calcutta (740)
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BULLETIN of current awareness. v.1- 1973- (210)--Published by: India. Ministry of Labour. Library. (305)--New Delhi (401)--Shram Shakti Bhavan, Room no. 228, Rafi Marg, New Delhi-110001 (480)--Free (490)--30cm. (5011)--Mimeographed form (505)--m (521)--English (531)--Succeeds: Documentation of Labour, 1956-72 (601)--Ed.: M. Santosh Vats (611)--Contains 2 pts. Pt.1: a) Subject index; b) Author index. Pt.2: Documented material, entries (620)--Index: Index to class headings is given in Pt.1 (651)--1. Labor and laboring classes - India - Bibliography (720)--I. India. Ministry of Labour. Library. (730)--Documentation of labour (740)--Z7164.L1 (811)--Z7eIDN973m (828)--CIPE (852)--IPiP NST OC (853)
BULLETIN of current references on agriculture in India (210)
search under
Indian Council of Agricultural Research. Library. Documentation of agriculture; the bulletin of current references on agriculture in India (740)

BULLETIN of fishery statistics (210)
search under
Quarterly bulletin of fishery statistics (740)

BULLETIN of higher education (210)
search under
India. University Grants Commission. Bulletin of higher education (740)

BULLETIN of Indian industrial research. no.1- 1936- (210)--
Published by: Industrial Research Bureau, India (305)--Delhi (401)--Director of Scientific and Industrial Research (402)--q (521)--English (531)--India. Director of Scientific and Industrial Research. Bulletin of Indian industrial research (740)--UUEIDD936q (828)--BUCOP (852)--IOL (853)--BUCOP: no.1-20, 22-24; 1936-41 (920)

BULLETIN of Indian industries and labour. no.1-79; 1921-47 (210)--
unknown (401)--ceased (470)--u (521)--English (531)--UUEIDD921u (828)--IOL (852)--UCD (853)

BULLETIN of Indian raw materials and their utilization. v.1- Oct. 1974- (210)--Publications and Information Directorate, CSIR (305)--New Delhi (401)--q (521)--English (531)--"List of current titles from scientific and technical serials publications available in P.I.D. Library" (680)--75-903052 (821)--UUEIDN974q (828)--ALC76 (852)--PL480: Oct. 1974- (910)

BULLETIN of lac statistics (210)
search under
Lac bulletin <CIPE> (740)

BULLETIN of mineral statistics and information (210)
search under

BULLETIN of museums & archaeology in U.P. (210)
search under
Sangrahalya-puratattva patrika <ALC76> (740)

BULLETIN of physical education (210)
search under
Sri Aurobindo International Centre of Education. Bulletin <PiH> (740)
BULLETIN of research theses and dissertations (210)
  search under
  India. National Archives. Bulletin of research theses and
dissertations (740)

BULLETIN of small industries. v.1- 1958- (210)--India. Development
Commissioner, Small Scale Industries (305)--New Delhi (401)--The
Manager of Publications (402)--Civil Lines, New Delhi-110008
(480)--Nirman Bhawan, New Delhi <CIPE> (483)--unpriced (490)--
29.6cm. (501l)--m (521)--English (531)--Indexed in: Index India
<CIPE> (654)--Four page notes and news regarding small scale
industries in India <CIPE> (680)--I. India. Development
Commissioner. Small Scale Industries (730)--338.6 (812)--
0521-7318 (825)--UUEIDN958m (828)--NST (852)--CIPE IP1P UCD
(853)

BULLETIN of tea statistics. v.1- 19 - (210)--Issued by: Tripura.
Directorate of Statistics and Evaluation, 1976- <NUC> (302)--
Formerly issued by: Tripura. Statistical Dept., <1955-74>
(352)--Agartala (401)--22cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--
Ed.: J. Saha <CIPE> (611)--Contains statistical data on Tripura
tea production, labour wages, etc. <CIPE> (680)--I. Tea trade -
India - Tripura - Statistics - Yearbooks (720)--I. Tripura.
Directorate of Statistics and Evaluation. II. Tripura.
Statistical Dept. (730)--HD9198.I43T74 (811)--338.1 '7372 '095415
(812)--SA68-8398 (821)--8134410 (826)--HDeITrA9uua (828)--ALC76
(852)--CIPE NUC OC (853)--PL430;1962-68 (910)

BULLETIN of the Andhra Pradesh Forest Officers' Association (210)
  search under
  Van vikas (740)

BULLETIN of the Assam State Museum (210)
  search under
  Assam State Museum. Bulletin of the Assam State Museum <ALC78>
(740)

BULLETIN of the Indian Lac Association for Research (210)
  search under
  Indian Lac Research Institute. Bulletin (740)

BULLETIN of the Madras Geographical Association (210)
  search under
  Indian geographical journal (740)

BULLETIN of the Madras Government Museum (210)
  search under

BULLETIN of Tibetology. v.1- May 1964- (210)--Gangtok (401)--
Namgyal Institute of Tibetology (402)--25cm. (501l)--u (521)--
English (531)--I. Tibet - Periodicals (720)--I. Namgyal
Institute of Tibetology, Gangtok (730)--DS785.ALB8 (811)--
SA65-7263 (821)--2163553 (826)--DSeIT1G964u (828)--NUC (852)--OC
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EURDWAN University (110) search under University of Burdwan <AL> (740)


EUROPEAN Bureau of Research & Publications on Tripura (110) -- B.R.P.T. bulletin. v.1-1974- (210) -- Organ of the Bureau of Research & Publications on Tripura (307) -- Agartala (401) -- The Bureau (402) -- Ramnagar Road, Agartala-799002, Tripura (480) -- Rs.2.50 (490) -- 22cm. (501) -- a (521) -- Bengali, English (534) -- 1. Tripura - Periodicals (720) -- DS485.T8886 (811) -- 954'.15'005 (812) -- 75-903056 (821) -- 2710057 (826) -- DSrIBA974a (828) -- NUC (852) -- ALC76 OC (853) -- PL480:v.1, 1974- (910)
BUSINESS age. v.1- 1968- (210)--Madras (401)--S. Pattabhi Raman (402)--7 Jet Nagar, 1st Main Road, Raja Annamalipuram, Madras-600028 (480)--Rs.18.00 (490)--u (521)--English (531)--Ed.: S. Pattabhi Raman (611)--Commerce and industry (680)--UUEITM968u (828)--PII75 (852)--IOL (853)

BUSINESS analyst. v.1- 1968- <UCD> (210)--Sri Ram College of Commerce, Delhi (305)--Journal of Shri Ram College of Commerce (307)--Delhi (401)--Rs.5.00 (490)--24cm. (5011)--some numbers issued combined (503)--t (521)--English (531)--Ed.: C.B. Gupta <CIPE> (611)--1. Economics - Periodicals. 2. Business - Periodicals. 3. India - Economic conditions, 1947- - Periodicals (720)--I. Sri Ram College of Commerce, Delhi (730)--Journal of Sri Ram College of Commerce (740)--HBl.B83 (811)--75-917727 (821)--0007-6430 (825)--6167128 (826)--HBeIDD968t (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE NUC OC UCD (853)--PL480:v.3-6(1); Jan./Apr.1970-July 1973/Apr.1974 (910)

BUSINESS digest (210)

search under
Business digest of India (740)

BUSINESS digest of India. v.1- 1953- <CNLC> (210)--Scattered issues have title: Business digest (230)--Bombay (401)--S.A. Thakur (402)--Reported ceased (470)--Lotus House, Marine Lines, Bombay-400001 (480)--Price varies (490)--28cm. (5011)--illlus. (5012)--m (521)--English (531)--1. India - Commerce - Periodicals. 2. Business - Periodicals (720)--Business digest (740)--HF41.B84 (811)--330 (812)--SA62-446 (821)--0521-8853 (825)--1537879 (826)--HFeIMtB953m (828)--ALC76 (852)--ALC79 CIPE CNLC IPiP NST NUC OC (853)--PL480:v.9(5)-v.13(2); Jan.1962-Feb.1966 (910)


BUSINESS herald. v.1-8(4); Nov.1965-Apr.1973 <UMC> (210)--Trivandrum (401)--K.G.P. Nayar <PII75> (402)--ceased (470)-- Herald House, P.B. No.133, Uppalam Road, Vanchiyoor, Trivandrum, Kerala (480)--Rs.35.00 (490)--some numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--Some issues reported as not published (540)--Ed.: K.G.P. Nayar (611)--Indexed in: Index India <CIPE> (654)--1. Industrial management - Periodicals (720)--HD28.B825 (811)--658'005 (812)--SA68-17313 (821)--0007-6783 (825)--7894089 (826)--HDeIKeT965m (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE IPiP NST OC PII75 UCD UMC (853)--PL480:v.1-8(1/4); Nov.1965-Jan./Apr.1973 (910)
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BOUQUET B

BOMBAY. Factory Dept.

CIPE NUC OC (853)--PL480:v.5, Nov.1964--; some issues not available (910)

BUSINESSMAN (210)--Hyderabad (401)--K. Subramaniam (402)--illus. (5012)--m (521)--English (531)--Suspended <OC> (540)--Ed.: K. Subramaniam (611)--Supplement: Businessman, weekly news letter (631)--1. Andhra Pradesh - Commerce - Periodicals (720)--Businessman; weekly news letter (750)--HF41.B85 (811)--8925070 (826)--HFeIAH9uum (828)--NUC (852)--OC (853)

BUY from India; (210)--Indian exporters directory, 1974--(212)--Bombay (401)--Industrocom International (402)--$18.00 (490)--29cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--a (521)--English (531)--1. India - Commerce - Directories (720)--HF3783.B88 (811)--382'6.02554 (812)--75-903153 (821)--0304-968X (825)--2245612 (826)--HFeIMtB974a (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC OC (853)--PL480:1974 (910)

BYWORD; (210)--a monthly journal devoted to political, sociological & futurist studies <CNLC>. v.1- 1973--(212)--Journal of the Vikendrit Group of Publications (307)--New Delhi (401)--Narenderpal Singh (402)--D-203 Defence colony, New Delhi-110024 (480)--Rs.18.00 (490)--m (521)--English (531)--General (680)--UWeIDN973m (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE CNLC (853)--PL480:v.2, Jan.1974--(910)
C.C.A.I. search under
Coal Consumers Association of India <AL> (740)

C.I.E.F.L. (210) search under
Central Institute of English and Foreign Languages, Hyderabad (740)

C.P. & Berar directory, commercial and general (210) search under
Commercial and general directory of Central Provinces & Berar (740)

C.P. Ramaswami Aiyar Foundation (110) search under
Ramaswami Aiyar (C.P.) Foundation <AL> (740)

C.T.A. journal. 1970-- (210)--Formerly: Journal of the Cine Technicians' Association of South India. v.1- ; 1962-Nov.1969 (250)--Published by: Cine Technicians' Association of South India (305)--Madras (401)--34 Usman Road, T Nagar, Madras-600017 (480)--Rs.6.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: A. Muthuswamy <CIPE> (611)--Articles and technical contributions to the field (680)--1. Moving picture industry -- India -- Periodicals (720)--Cine Technicians' Association of South India. Journal (740)--0009-6970 (825)--UueITM970m (828)--CIPE (852)--OC (853)

CADET. v.1- 1949-- (210)--Director General, NCC (402)--West Block, no.4, R.K. Puram, New Delhi-110022 (480)--Rs.10.00 (490)--q (521)--English, Hindi (534)--Ed.: Sat Narain Mathur (611)--355 (812)--0409-7904 (825)--UuEhIDN949q (828)--CIPE (852)--NST UCD (853)

CAIRO; (210)--Egyptian monthly. v.1- Jan.1972-- (212)--New Delhi (401)--Press Bureau, Embassy of the Arab Republic of Egypt (402)--28cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--m (521)--English (531)--1. Egypt -- Periodicals. 2. Egypt -- Relations (general) with India -- Periodicals. 3. India -- Relations (general) with Egypt -- Periodicals (720)--I. Egypt Safarah (India). Press Bureau (730)--DT43.C34 (811)--962'.005 (812)--75-644397 (821)--DTeIDN972m (828)--NUC (852)--UCD (853)

CALCUTTA. Asiatic Society (110) search under
Asiatic Society, Calcutta <AL> (740)

CALCUTTA. Bengal National Chamber of Commerce and Industry (110) search under
Bengal National Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Calcutta <AL> (740)
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CALCUTTA. Buddhist Text and Research Society (110)  
*search under*
Buddhist Text and Research Society, Calcutta <AL> (740)

CALCUTTA. Central Reference Library. Indian National Bibliography Unit (110)  
*search under*
Central Reference Library, Calcutta. Indian National Bibliography Unit (740)

CALCUTTA. Commissioner of Police (110) --Annual report on the police administration of the town of Calcutta and its suburbs (210)  
*search under*
Bengal. Police Dept. Annual report on the police administration of the town of Calcutta and its suburbs (740)

CALCUTTA. Commissioners for the Port of Calcutta (110)  
*search under*
Commissioners for the Port of Calcutta <AL> (740)

CALCUTTA. Corporation (110)  
*search under*
Calcutta. Municipal Corporation (740)

CALCUTTA. Court of Nizam Adawlat (110) --Reports of cases determined in the court of Nizam Adawlat. v.1- 1851- (210) --Calcutta (401)--Thacker, Spink & Co. (402)--23cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Comp.: W.H. Macnaghten (613)--UUEIBC851a (828)--NLC (852)

CALCUTTA. Cultural Research Institute (110)  
*search under*
Cultural Research Institute, Calcutta <AL> (740)

CALCUTTA. Greater India Society (110)  
*search under*
Greater India Society, Calcutta <ULS> (740)

CALCUTTA. Indian Chamber of Commerce (110)  
*search under*
Indian Chamber of Commerce, Calcutta (740)

CALCUTTA. Indian Institute of Management (110)  
*search under*
Indian Institute of Management, Calcutta (740)

CALCUTTA. Indian Jute Mills Association (110)  
*search under*
Indian Jute Mills Association, Calcutta <ULS IOL> (740)

CALCUTTA. Indian Museum (110)  
*search under*
Indian Museum, Calcutta <AL> (740)
CALCUTTA. Indian Rationalistic Society (110)

search under
Indian Rationalistic Society, Calcutta <IOL> (740)

CALCUTTA. Indian Society for Quality Control (110)

search under
Indian Society for Quality Control, Calcutta <ALC76> (740)

CALCUTTA. Indian Society of Oriental Art (110)

search under
Indian Society of Oriental Art, Calcutta (740)

CALCUTTA. Institute of Child Health (110)

search under
Institute of Child Health, Calcutta (740)

CALCUTTA. Institute of Historical Studies (110)

search under
Institute of Historical Studies, Calcutta <ALC76> (740)

CALCUTTA. Jadavpur University (110)

search under
Jadavpur University, Calcutta (740)

CALCUTTA. Municipal Corporation (110) -- Budget estimates of receipts and expenditures on the revenue and loan funds. v.1- (210) -- At head of title: Corporation of Calcutta (308) -- Calcutta (401) -- The Corporation (402) -- 40cm. (5011) -- a (521) -- English (531) -- Includes appendices (636) -- 1. Municipal budget -- Calcutta (720) -- Corporation of Calcutta (740) -- HJ9553.C3C34 (811) -- 352'.12'0954414 (812) -- 75-904334 (821) -- 2349683 (826) -- HJeIBC9uua (828) -- NUC (852) -- ALC76 OC (853) -- PL480:1973/74- (910)


BOUQUET C

CALCUTTA

1894- ed. II. Chatterjee, Santosh Kumar, ed. (730)--JS33.C224 (811)--352.054 (812)--50-29162 rev. (821)--JSeIBC9uua (828)--NUC (852)

CALCUTTA. Municipal Corporation (110)--Report of the municipal administration of Calcutta. v.1- 1968/ 69- (210)--Title varies slightly (250)--Calcutta (401)--34cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Calcutta - Politics and government - Periodicals (720)--JS33.C23M86 (811)--352'.008'095414 (812)--74-643188 (821)--4740426 (826)--JSeIBC969a (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC UCSK UCSWB (853)


CALCUTTA. National Library (110)
search under
National Library (India) <ALC76> (740)

CALCUTTA. Oriental Chamber of Commerce (110)
search under
Oriental Chamber of Commerce, Calcutta <ALC76> (740)

CALCUTTA. Patent Office Technical Society (110)
search under
Patent Office Technical Society, Calcutta <ALC76> (740)

CALCUTTA. Sanskrit College (110)
search under
University of Calcutta. Sanskrit College <ALC76> (740)

CALCUTTA. Sudder Dewanny Adawlut (110)--Decisions of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut. v.1- 19 - (210)--Calcutta (401)--Bengal Military Orphan Press (403)--23cm. (5011)--u (521)--English (531)--UUEIBC9uuu (828)--NLC (852)

CALCUTTA. Sudder Dewanny Adawlut (110)--...Reports of select cases, turning chiefly on points of Hindu or Mohammedan law, adjudged in appeal before the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut ... (210)--Calcutta (401)--29cm. (5011)--UUEIBCuuu (828)--NLC (852)

CALCUTTA. Victoria Memorial (110)
search under
Victoria Memorial (Museum), Calcutta (740)

THE CALCUTTA; (210)--half-yearly publication of the Indo-American Society, Calcutta. v.1- 1959- <NST> (212)--Calcutta (401)--The

-223-
CALCUTTA almanac

Society (402)--60 Middle Town St., 6th Floor, Flat 62, Calcutta (480)--28 cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--some issues combined (503)---f (521)---monthly: 1959-Dec.1972; quarterly: (525)---English (531)---Cultural, scientific and economic developments in India and U.S.A. (680)--1. Indian periodicals (general)---English (720)---1. Indo-American Society, Calcutta (730)--AP8.C23 (811)--327 (812)--SA67-5925 (821)--0045-3862 (825)--1640772 (826)--APeIBC959f (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE NST NUC OC UMC (853)--PL480:v.9-17(1); Jan.1967-June 1975 (910)

CALCUTTA almanac and book of direction. v.l- (210)--Calcutta (401)--Sanders, Cones & co. (402)--21 cm. (5011)--u (521)--English (531)--UUEIBCuuuu (828)--NLC (852)

CALCUTTA annual register and directory. v.l- ; 1820-36 (210)---Formerly: 1. Directory and register. 2. Directory and first quarterly register (250)--Calcutta (401)--India Gazette Press <NLC> (402)---ceased (470)--22 cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)---1. Directory and register. 2. Directory and first quarterly register (740)--UUEIBC820a (828)--BUCEO (852)--NLC (853)

CALCUTTA case-law. v.l- ; Jan.1909-14 (210)--Calcutta (401)--ceased (470)--u (521)--English (531)--UUEIBC909u (828)--ULS (852)

CALCUTTA Christian advocate; (210)---quarterly magazine for the discussion of religious and social questions of interest to the native community <BUCEO>. v.l-15; 1839-53; v.l-13; 1839-51 <ULS> (212)--Calcutta (401)--ceased? <ULS> (470)--q (521)--English (531)--UUEIBC839q (828)--IOL (852)--BUCEO ULS (853)

CALCUTTA Christian observer. v.l-8 (no.1-91); June 1832-62 (210)--nsv.l-27 (no.1-323); 1840-66. Also numbered in old series as v.35, no.414 <IOL> (290)--Calcutta (401)---ceased? with old series v.31 in 1862: <OC> (470)--22 cm. (5011)--fronts. (5012)--m (521)--English (531)--new ser. v.2-5 (no.13-53), Jan.1841-May 1844 called also old ser. v.10-13 (no.104-144) <OC> (575)---Includes occasional supplements <OC> (631)---1. Theology - Periodicals. 2. Baptists - Missions - India - Periodicals (720)--UUEIBC832m (828)--ULS (852)--IOL OC (853)

CALCUTTA chronicle. v.l- 1786- (210)--Calcutta (401)--45 cm. (5011)--w (521)--English (531)--UUEIBC786w (828)--NLC (852)

THE CALCUTTA chronicle and general advertiser, 1787- (210)--Calcutta (401)---ceased (470)--u (521)--English (531)--UUEIBC87u (828)--BUCEO (852)--BUCEO: 1787-90 (920)

CALCUTTA commercial guide to imports and exports. v.l- 18 - (210)--Bengal, Custom Dept. (302)--Calcutta (401)---ceased (470)--u (521)--English (531)--UUEIBC8uu (828)--BUCEO (852)--BUCEO: Nov.1838-Dec.1851 (920)

-224-
BOUQUET C

CALCUTTA Corporation yearbook (210)

search under
Calcutta. Municipal Corporation. Yearbook (740)

THE CALCUTTA courier. v.1- 1795-1830 (210)--nsv.1- Apr.1832-(290)--Calcutta (401)--Bengal Military Orphan Press (402)--ceased (470)--48cm. (5011)--d (new ser.) (521)--e (525)--English (531)--Suspended: 1830-31 (540)--Ed.: George Prinsep (611)--UUeIBC795d (828)--NLC (852)

CALCUTTA Diocesan Council (110)--Report. 1st- 1887- (210)--Calcutta (401)--20cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--UUeIBC887a: (828)--NLC (852)

CALCUTTA fortnightly review (210)

search under
Calcutta weekly review and sporting chronicle (740)


THE CALCUTTA gazette and commercial advertiser. v.1- 1828- (210)--Calcutta (401)--V. Holcroft (402)--43.5cm. (5011)--d (521)--English (531)--UUeIBC828d (828)--NLC (852)

CALCUTTA gazette and the morning post (210)

search under
Calcutta journal of politics and general literature (740)

-225-
BOUQUET C

CALCUTTA journal of natural history and miscellany of the arts and science in India. v.1-8(no.1-30); Apr.1840-July 1847 (210)--Cover title: Calcutta journal of natural history; exhibiting a view of the progressive discoveries in Indian zoology, botany, geology and other branches of natural science <NUC> (2304)--v.1 has the title: Calcutta journal of natural history <NUC> (270)--Calcutta (401)--W. Ridsdale, Bishop's College Press <NUC> (402)--ceased (470)--22cm. (5011)--plates (pt fold) (5012)--tables (5015)--Available on microfilm from Zug, Switzerland. Inter-Documentation Co. (5043)--q (521)--English (531)--Eds.: John McClelland and others <NUC> (611)--Includes proceedings of the British Association for the Advancement of Science. v.1 includes Proceedings of the Zoological Society <OC> (620)--Cumulative index: v.1-8; 1840-47 in v.8 (651)--1. Natural history - Periodicals. 2. Science - Periodicals (720)--I. British Association for the Advancement of Science (730)--QH1.C12 (811)--4358613 (826)--QHeIBC841q (828)--ULS (852)--IOL NLC NUC OC (853)

THE CALCUTTA journal of political studies. v.1- 1980- (210)--Published by: Dept. of Political Science, University of Calcutta (305)--Calcutta (401)--Asutosh Bldg., University of Calcutta, Calcutta-700073 (480)--25cm. (5011)--f (521)--English (531)--1. India - Politics and government - Periodicals. 2. Political science - Periodicals (720)--I. University of Calcutta. Dept. of Political Science (730)--JQ'201.C34 (811)--320.954'05 (812)--81-910486 (821)--8036300 (826)--JQeIBC980f (828)--NUC (852)--OC (853)

CALCUTTA journal of politics and general literature. v.4-6; 1821-1822 <IOL> (210)--Formerly: Calcutta journal, or political, commercial and literary gazette. v.1-3; 1818-1821 (250)--Calcutta (401)--Union Press (402)--ceased (470)--28.5cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--Available on microfilm, v.4-6; July-Dec.1819 from University Microfilm International, Ann Arbor, MI (5041)--English literary periodicals series. v.929-930 <OC> (510)--6 vols. a year (521)--daily except Monday, 1819; daily except Sunday, 1820-22 <OC> (525)--English (531)--Succeeds: The Calcutta gazette and the morning post (601)--Contains summary of the political and other news of the day with extracts of the most interesting articles from the European print (680)--1. Calcutta gazette and the morning post. 2. The Calcutta journal, or political, commercial and literary gazette (740)--AP8.C35 (811)--7261958 (826)--APeIBC818b (828)--NLC (852)--IOL NUC OC ULS (853)

CALCUTTA law journal. v.1-100; Feb.16, 1905-56; 1957-64 <UCWB> (210)--Calcutta (401)--Calcutta Law Journal Office (402)--25cm. (5011)--ports. (5013)--forms 2 vols. annually <NUC>; each volume issued in 2 pts. (502)--e (521)--English (531)--Contains 2 pts. Pt.1: Reports of cases decided by the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council on appeals from India and by the High Court of Judicature at Fort William in Bengal. Pt.2: ... short notes of cases, articles and other matters. Each part has separate title

-227-
CALCUTTA law reports.

page and paging <NUC> (620)--l. Law reports, digests, etc. - India. 2. Law - Periodicals (720)--I. Gt. Brit. Privy Council. Judicial Committee. II. Bengal. High Court of Judicature (730)--6-45261 rev. (821)--UUEIBC905e (828)--NLC (852)--IOL NUC UCBW ULS (853)

CALCUTTA law reports. v.1-13; 1878-1883 (210)--Calcutta (401)--u (521)--English (531)--UUEIBC878u (828)--CNLC (852)--UCSMt (853)

CALCUTTA legal observer. v.1-- ; Nov.1839-May 1840 (210)--Calcutta (401)--ceased (470)--u (521)--English (531)--UUEIBC839u (828)--ULS (852)

CALCUTTA literary gazette and journal of belles letters, science and the arts. v.1-10; -1834 (210)--Calcutta (401)--ceased (470)--u (521)--English (531)--Volumes called also new series <NUC> (575)--"Incorporated by: Bengal herald or weekly intelligencer" <NLC> (6042)--Bengal herald or weekly intelligencer (750)--UUEIBC8uuu (828)--ULS (852)--NLC NUC (853)

CALCUTTA literary gleaner. v.1-2; Mar.1842-Feb.1844 (210)--Calcutta (401)--Baptist Mission Press <NUC> (402)--ceased <ULS> (470)--21cm. (5011)--m (521)--English (531)--Contains original papers; selections in prose and verse from the British literary periodicals (680)--APe8.C18 (811)--CA20-351 unrevd. (821)--APeIBC842m (828)--NLC (852)--NUC ULS (853)

THE CALCUTTA magazine; (210)--a journal of literature, politics, science and arts. v.1- 1873- (212)--Calcutta (401)--Calcutta magazine Office (402)--26cm. (5011)--m (521)--English (531)--Conducted by: Owen Aratoo (614)--UUEIBC873m (828)--NLC (852)--IOL (853)--IOL:v.1-53<!>(12); 1873-1887 (920)

CALCUTTA magazine and miscellany. v.1-2(5); 1814-Jan./Mar.1815 (210)--Calcutta (401)--ceased (470)--u (521)--English (531)--UUEIBC814u (828)--ULS (852)

CALCUTTA magazine and monthly register. v.1-3; 1830-32 <IOL> (210)--Calcutta (401)--Samuel Smith and Company (402)--ceased <IOL> (470)--20cm. (5011)--m (521)--English (531)--UUEIBC830m (828)--NLC (852)--BUCOP IOL ULS (853)

CALCUTTA Management Association (110)--CMA newsletter. v.1- 1961- <NST> (210)--Calcutta (401)--1 Shakespeare Sarani, lst Floor, Calcutta-700016 (480)--Free (490)--m (521)--English (531)--UUEIBC961m (828)--CIPE (852)--NST UCD (853)

CALCUTTA Management Association (110)--Report. lst- 1958/59- (210)--Calcutta (401)--9 Syed Amit Ali Avenue, Calcutta-700017 (480)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--ports. (5013)--a (521)--English (531)--Report year ends Mar.31 (620)--1. Industrial management - Societies, etc. 2. Management - Societies, etc. (720)--HD28.C34 (811)--SA64-1000 (821)--HDeIBC959a (828)--NST (852)--CNLC NUC (853)
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BOUQUET C

CALCUTTA market. v.1- 1964- (210)--Cover title: All India market report, Mar.1967- (2304)--Calcutta (401)--Published also at Bombay and Delhi and other important centres (431)--29-A Chandra Nath Chatterjee Street, Calcutta (480)--27cm. (5011)--m (521)--English (531)--Incorporated: All India market report (6032)--1. Calcutta - Manufacturing - Directories - Periodicals (720)--All India market report (740)--T12.5.I5C3 (811)--658.8 (812)--SA65-6065 (821)--0008-0640 (825)--T1eIBC964m (828)--NST (852)--CNLC IP1P NUC (853)

CALCUTTA missionary herald. v.1-7; Jan.1840-46 (210)--Calcutta (401)--Baptist Mission Press (402)--22cm. (5011)--m (521)--English (531)--Succeeded in part by: Oriental Baptist wef. 1847 (602)--Related to the proceedings of the Baptist Mission in India with occasional notices of the Society's operations in other places, and also those of other kind of institutions (680)--1. Baptists - India - Periodicals. 2. Baptists - Missions - Periodicals (720)--Oriental Baptist (750)--BV3260.B33C3 (811)--56-42949 (821)--8704295 (826)--BVeIBC840m (828)--ULS (852)--NUC OC (853)

THE CALCUTTA monthly; (210)--a monthly review devoted to literary, scientific, social, moral, and sporting subjects. v.1-4; 1896-99 (212)--Calcutta (401)--Mohammadan Sporting Club <BUCOP> (402)--ceased <BUCOP> (470)--m (521)--English (531)--πΠeTRC96m (828)--IOL (852)--BUCOP (853)

CALCUTTA monthly journal. v.1- ; 1798-1830 (210)--nsv.1-4; 1831-34; (s3), v.1-12; 1835-41 (290)--Calcutta (401)--ceased (470)--18cm. (5011)--m <PH> (521)--English (531)--UUeIBC798m (828)--ULS (852)--BUCOP NLC <PH> (853)

CALCUTTA morning post. v.1- (210)--Calcutta (401)--Morning Post Press (403)--47cm. (5011)--w (521)--English (531)--UUeIBCuuw (828)--NUC NLC (852)

CALCUTTA municipal gazette (210)

search under
Calcutta. Municipal Corporation. The Calcutta municipal gazette <ALC76> (740)

THE CALCUTTA oriental journal. v.1-3(6); Oct. 1933-Mar.1936 <ULS> (210)--Calcutta (401)--J.C. Chatterji (402)--ceased with v.8(6) <BUCOP> (470)--24.5cm. (5011)--m (521)--English (531)--1. Indo-Iranian philology - Periodicals (720)--PK1.C3 (811)--43-33054 (821)--PKeIBC933m (828)--BUCOP (852)--NUC PiH UCD UL (853)

CALCUTTA philatelist; (210)--a quarterly international stamp advertiser. v.1-3(2); Oct.1932-Sept. 1934 (212)--Title varies slightly (250)--Published by: Aero-Philatelic Club of Calcutta (305)--Official organ of the Aero-Philatelic Club of Calcutta and the Calcutta Philatelic Mart (307)--Calcutta (401)--ceased (470)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--q (521)--monthly:
CALCUTTA Philosophical Society (110)

search under
Indian Philosophical Congress, Calcutta. Proceedings <PiH> (740)

CALCUTTA practitioner. no.1-5; 1904- (210)—Calcutta (401)—ceased (470)—English (531)—UUeIBC904u (828)—ULS (852)

CALCUTTA public advertiser (210)

search under
India gazette (740)


CALCUTTA School Book Society (110)—Report and account of the institution. v.1—1817/18—1857/58 (210)—Published by: School Book Society (305)—Calcutta (401)—ceased (470)—19.5cm. (5011)—a (521)—English (531)—l. Text books - India (720)—LC459.C14 (811)—LCeIBC818a (828)—NLC (852)—NUC (853)

THE CALCUTTA spectator. v.1—1913— (210)—Calcutta (401)—India Press (Printers) (403)—49.5cm. (5011)—English (531)—UUeIBC913u (828)—NLC (852)

THE CALCUTTA star. v.1—1840— (210)—Calcutta (401)—Star Press (403)—50.5cm. (5011)—d (521)—English (531)—UUeIBC840d (828)—NLC (852)

-230-

CALCUTTA Stock Exchange (110)--Official yearbook. 1st- 1937- <NLC> (210)--Calcutta Stock Exchange Association Limited (306)--Calcutta (401)--Rs.20.00 (490)--24cm. (5011)--Vols. for 1969-70 combined (503)--a (521)--English (531)--l. Securities - Yearbooks. 2. Securities - India. 3. Corporations - India <OC> (720)--HG5740.C3 (811)--332.6 (812)--49-39127 (821)--HGEIBC937a (828)--ALC76 (852)--BUCOP CIPE IOL NLC OC UCD UCST (853)--PL480:v.26, 1962- (910)

CALCUTTA Stock Exchange Association (110)--Stock Exchange official yearbook (210)
search under
Calcutta Stock Exchange. Official yearbook (740)

CALCUTTA Tea Traders Association (110)--Report of the Committee. v.1- (210)--Calcutta (401)--25cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--l. Tea trade - India (720)--HD9198.I4C3 (811)--48-30587 (821)--HDEIBCuuua (828)--ULS (852)--NUC (853)

CALCUTTA telephone directory. no.1- 19- (210)--Calcutta (401)--a (521)--English (531)--Vol. for 1964 reported as not published (540)--UUEIBC9uuua (828)--ALC76 (852)--PL480:1963-74 (910)

CALCUTTA University (110)
search under
University of Calcutta <ALC76> (740)

CALCUTTA University Law College magazine (210)--Calcutta (401)--u (521)--English (531)--UUEIBC932u (828)--ULS (852)

CALCUTTA University law journal (210)
search under
Law journal (740)

THE CALCUTTA University magazine; (210)--a monthly newspaper and review. v.1-8; 1894-1901 <BUCOP> (212)--University of Calcutta <NLC> (305)--Calcutta (401)--ceased <UCD> (470)--23.5cm. (5011)--m (521)--English (531)--UUEIBC894m (828)--PIH (852)--BUCOP IOL NLC UCD (853)
CALCUTTA weekly notes; (210)--a journal of law notes and reports of the Calcutta High Court. v.1- Nov.1896- <NUC> (212)--Former sub-title: reports of important decisions of the Calcutta High Court and of the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council on appeal from India <NLC>. v.1-11, 16-18 (252)--Calcutta (401)--Calcutta Weekly Notes Office <NLC> (402)--34 Ballygunge Circular Road, Calcutta-700019 (480) --Rs.104.00 (490) --23-26cm. (501)--issued in separately paged parts: Notes and Reports (502)--some issues combined (503)--w (521)--English (531)--Some issues reported as not published (540)--Ed.: Ranadab Chawdhri <CIPE> (611)--Includes Twelve years digest which indexes civil and criminal cases. v.1-12; 1896-1908 (631)--Indexes (651)--Indexed in: Indian legal periodicals <CIPE> (654)--Law notes and reports of Calcutta High Court (680)--l. Law reports, digests, etc. - India (720)--I. Gt. Brit. Privy Council. Judicial Committee. II. Bengal. High Court. III. West Bengal. High Court of Judicature (730)--Calcutta weekly notes; reports of important decisions of the Calcutta High Court and of the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council on appeal from India (740)--SA63-694 (821)--UUEIBC896w (828)--ALC76 (852)--BU COP CIPE IPI P NLC NUC ULS (853)--PL480:Nov.20, 1961- (910)

CALCUTTA weekly notes; reports of important decisions of the Calcutta High Court and of the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council on appeal from India (210) search under
Calcutta weekly notes; a journal of law notes and reports of the Calcutta High Court (740)

CALCUTTA weekly review and sporting chronicle. v.1- 189u- <BU COP> (210)--Formerly: Calcutta fortnightly review. v.1- 1880- (250)--Calcutta (401)--Cones and Co. (402)--ceased (470)--23cm. (5011)--w (521)--Formerly fortnightly (525)--English (531)--Calcutta fortnightly review (740)--UUEIBC880w (828)--NLC (852)--BU COP (853)--BU COP: v.1-3;1897?-1899 (920)

CALCUTTA'S who's who (210) search under
Thacker's Calcutta directory, including Calcutta's who's who (740)

CALCUTTA'S who's who in business. v.1- 19- (210)--Calcutta (401)--K.K.Taneja <NST> (402)--Reported ceased (470)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--ports. (5013)--vols. for 1973-74 issued combined (503)--a (521)--English (531)--Ed.: K.K. Taneja <NUC> (611)--"Hira directory" (680)--l. Calcutta - Commerce - Directories (720)--I. Taneja, K.K., ed. (730)--"Hira directory (740)--HF529.3C33 (811)--SA65-47 (821)--HFeIBC9uua (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC OC (853)--PL480:1963/64-1973/74; some volumes not available (910)

CALICUT. University (110) search under
University of Calicut <ALC76> (740)
BOUQUET C


CALICUT University news (210)

THE CALL. v.1-1949- <OC> (210)--Published by: Central Committee, Revolutionary Socialist Party (305)--Organ of Revolutionary Socialist Party (307)--Delhi (401)--S. Bhattacharya (402)--Available on microfilm from LC Photoduplication Service (5041)--m (521)--English (531)--1. Socialism - Periodicals (720)--I. Revolutionary Socialist Party (730)--62-27080 (821)--1640401 (826)--UUEID949m (828)--ALC76 (852)--IPiP NUC OC (853)--PL480:v.14(10), Mar.1963 (910)

CALL divine. v.1-1962- (210)--Bombay (401)--P.M.N. Swamy (402)--Plot no.204, Block G/4 Usha Kunj, Sion East, Bombay-400022 (480)--Rs.10.00 (490)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: P.M.N. Swamy (611)--Religion and philosophy (680)--UWeIMtB962m (828)--Pi75 (852)--CIPE IPiP (853)


CANE grower's bulletin (210)

search under
The Indian sugar crops journal (740)

CAPEXIL home bulletin (210)

search under
Chemicals and Allied Products Export Promotion Council. CAPEXIL home bulletin (740)
CAPEXIL monthly export

CAPEXIL monthly export bulletin (210)
search under
Chemicals and Allied Products Export Promotion Council. CAPEXIL
home bulletin (740)

CAPITAL; (210)--a weekly journal of commerce, industry and
finance. v.1- 1888- <NLC> (212)--Calcutta (401)--A.K. Ganguly
(402)--Capital Limited, 19 R.N. Mukerjee Road, Calcutta-700001
(480)--Rs.100.00 (490)--44cm. (5011)--w (521)--English (531)--
v.131-147 also called 65th-74th year of issue <OC> (575)--
Incorporates: Indian financial review <UCD> (6032)--Ed.: A.K.
Ganguly (611)--Includes supplements: Annual survey of economic
and public affairs (issued in Dec.) and a Survey of Indian
industries (issued in July) <OC> (631)--Jubilee number,
1888-1938 (640)--Indexes (651)--Indexed in: GIPL; Index India
(654)--Deals with articles on commerce, industry and finance
(680)--1. Finance - India - Periodicals. 2. India - Economic
conditions - Periodicals (720)--Indian financial review (740)--
HC431.C3 (811)--44-44985 (821)--1774271 (826)--HCeIBC888w
(828)--CIPE (852)--ALC76 IP1P NLC OC PI175 UCD (853)--
PL480:Jan.4, 1962- (910)

THE CAPITALIST. v.1- Nov.1978- (210)--New Delhi (401)--Published
by S.K. Bhargava for Ikon Papyrus (402)--D-4 Kalindi, New
Delhi-110065 (480)--Rs.40.00 (490)--27cm. (5011)--illus.
(5012)--m (521)--English (531)--General (680)--1. Delhi -
Periodicals <OC> (720)--DS486.D3C36 (811)--954'.56'005 (812)--
78-914666 (821)--5863570 (826)--DSdIDN978m (828)--ALC79 (852)--
OC (853)--PL480:1978- (910)

CARAVAN; (210)--India's national monthly <IOL>. no.1- 1940- <ULS>
(212)--New Delhi (401)--Delhi Press Samachar Patra (402)--
Jhandewalan Estate, Rani Jhansi Marg, New Delhi-110055 <CIPE>
(480)--Rs.42.00 (490)--23cm. (5011)--e (521)--monthly;
1949-Dec.1963 (525)--English (531)--Ed.: Vishwa Nath <CIPE>
(611)--Supplements (631)--Indexed in: Index India (654)--
Literary and general magazine <CIPE> (680)--AP8.C25 (811)--052
(812)--50-55659 (821)--0008-6150 (825)--155333 (826)--
APeIDN940e (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE IOL IP1P NUC OC ULS (853)--
PL480:no.258, Jan.1962- (910)

CARDAMOM. v.8(6)- Nov./Dec.1976- <OC> (210)--Formerly: Cardamom
(401)--Cardamom Board, Cochin (402)--Chittoor Road, Ernakulam,
Cochin-682018, Kerala (480)--Rs.6.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--illus.
(5012)--charts (5016)--b (521)--Formerly monthly (531)--English,
Kannada, Malayalam, Tamil <IP1P> (534)--Suspended: May
<PIl> (611)--Devoted to the promotion of the cardamom industry
(680)--1. Cardamoms - India - Periodicals (720)--I. India.
Cardamom Board (730)--Cardamom news (740)--HD9210.I4C3 (811)--
338.1705 (812)--76-920198 (821)--5086057 (826)--HDekmIKe967b
(828)--ALC79 (852)--CIPE CNLC IP1P NST OC (853)--PL480:v.5,
Jan.1971- (910)
BOUQUET C

CARDAMOM news (210)
search under
Cardamom (740)

CAREER prospect. v.1- 1967- (210)--University Employment
Information and Guidance Bureau, S.V. University, Tirupati
(302)--Tirupati (401)--T. Siddamuni (402)--28.5cm. (5011)--
m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: T. Siddamuni (611)--Education (680)--
UUEIAT967m (828)--CIPE (852)--CNLC IPiP PiI75 (853)

CAREERS digest; (210)--a journal of career competitions, and
current affairs. v.1- Jan. 1964- (212)--New Delhi (401)--Verma
Brotehrs <CIPE> (402)--21 Shanker Market, New Delhi-110001
(480)--Rs.27.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--m (521)--English (531)--
Ed.: Om Prakash Varma <CIPE> (611)--Supplements accomapny some
numbers (631)--AP8.C3 (811)--SA64-3818 (821)--1774272 (826)--
APeIDN964m (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE CNLC IPiP NST OC UCG (853)

CARNATIC Telegraph and Madras exchange gazette. v.1- 1853- (210)--
Madras (401)--Hindu Press (402)--57cm. (5011)--e (521)--English
(531)--UUEITM853e (828)--NLC (852)

CARTOONS from the Hindi punch; (210)--being the political and
social history of the country during the year, told in humorous
cartoons and etc. v.1- 1905- <BCUCOP> (212)--Bombay (401)--
Barjorjee Nowrosjee (402)--24.5cm. (5011)--a (521)--Anglo
(531)--Continues: Hindi punch, 1886-1904 (601)--Hindi punch
(740)--UUEIMtB905a (828)--NLC (852)--BUCOP (853)

CARTOONS international. v.1- 1974- <CIPE> (210)--Lucknow (401)--
Manohar Bhargava (402)--4 Lal Bagh, Lucknow-226001, UP (480)--
Rs.60.00 (490)--e; m <CIPE> (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Manohar
Bhargava (611)--Miscellaneous (680)--UUEIUL974m (828)--PiI75
(852)--CIPE (853)

CASHEW and pepper bulletin (210)
search under
Indian cashew journal <ALC76> (740)

CASHEW bulletin. v.1- 1964- (210)--Published by: Cashew Export
Promotion Council (305)--Ernakulam (401)--K.T. Ravi Varma
(402)--World Trade Centre, M.G. Road, Ernakulam-682016, Kerala
(480)--Rs.6.00 (490)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: K.T. Ravi
Varma (611)--Commerce and industry (680)--CEPC cashew bulletin
(740)--UUEIKee964m (828)--PiI75 (852)--CIPE IPiP UCD (853)

CASHEW causerie. v.1- Jan./Mar.1979- (210)--Cochin (401)--
Directorate of Cashewnut Development, Govt.of India (402)--
Ministry of Agriculture and Irrigation, Dept. of Agriculture,
Cochin- 682011, Kerala (480)--30cm. (5011)--q (521)--English
(531)--Succeeds: Cashew news teller, 1967-78 (601)--1. Cashewnut - Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. India. Directorate of Cashewnut
Development (730)--Cashew news teller (750)--80-910541 (821)--
7297624 (826)--UUEIKeCo979q (828)--ALC80 (852)--OC (853)

-235-
CASHEW Corporation of T U L I P

CASHEW Corporation of India (110)--Annual report. 1970/71- (210)--New Delhi (401)--Z.K. Joseph (402)--ililus. (501)--a (521)--English (531)--Report year ends Mar.31 (620)--X6-913040 (822)--9284154 (826)--UUEIDN971a (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480:1973/74 (910)


CATHOLIC charities India (110)--Annual report. no.1- 196u (210)--New Delhi (401)--no.3/4 equals 1965/66 A.D. (462)--issue for 1965-66 combined (503)--a (irregular) (521)--English (531)--Period covered by reports is irregular <NUC> (620)--l. Charities -- India. 2. Catholic church -- Charities (720)--HV392.C312 (811)--361 (812)--SA68-12832 (821)--0576-9337 (825)--HVeIDN96ua (828)--ALC76 (852)--NST NUC OC (853)--PL480:no.3/4- ; 1965/66-1967/68 (910)


THE CATHOLIC educational review; (210)--India, Burma and Ceylon. v.1-16; 1921-36; 1920 <IOL> (212)--Mangalore (401)--u (521)--English (531)--UUEIKM921u (828)--ULS (852)--IOL UCTN (853)

-236-
THE CATHOLIC herald of India (Indo-European correspondence). new series (210)
search under
Indo-European correspondence; or Indian Catholic chronicle (740)

CATURMUKHA. v.1-19-(210)—Sikandarpura (401)—ceased <ALC80>
(470)—Sikandarpura, Balia Zila, UP (480)—q (521)—Hindi
(532)—Suspended (540)—Hindi, Bhojpuri literature (680)—
76-913093 (821)—UUhlUS9uuq (828)—ALC76 (852)—UMC (853)—

CBI bulletin (210)
search under
India. Central Bureau of Investigation. CBI bulletin <ALC76>
(740)

CCITU labour bulletin (210)
search under
Coordinating Committee of Indian Trade Unions. CCITU labour
bulletin (740)

CEMENT. v.1-1967—<UCD> (210)—Published by: Cement
Manufacturers' Association, Bombay (305)—Journal of the Cement
Manufacturers' Association (307)—Bombay (401)—Express
Building, Churchgate, Opp. Railway Station, Bombay-400020
(480)—Rs.20.00 (490)—30cm. (501l)—illus. (5012)—charts
(5016)—some numbers issued combined (503)—q (521)—English
(531)—Ed.: G.M. Pandya (611)—Indexed in: Index India (654)—
Contains articles both of technical and economic nature, as well
as news and notes pertaining to the cement industry (680)—1.
Cement industries—India—Periodicals. 2. Cement industries—
Periodicals (720)—I. Cement Manufacturers' Association (730)—
HD9662.15C43 (811)—666'.9'05 (812)—71-904746 (821)—0008-8803
(825)—HDeImTB967q (828)—CIPE (852)—ALC76 IIP NST NUC UCD

CEMENT and concrete. v.1-1960—<OC> (210)—New Delhi (401)—N.M.
Thadani <NUC> (402)—28cm. (501l)—illus. (5012)—ports.
(5013)—q (521)—English (531)—Suspended with July/Sept. 1972
(540)—Efflorescence in masonry works, a Sahu Cement Service
Publications, appended to v.7 <OC> (636)—A Sahu Cement Service
magazine (680)—1. Concrete construction—Periodicals. 2.
Concrete—Periodicals. 3. Cement—Periodicals (720)—I. Sahu
Cement Service, Delhi (730)—Sahu Cement Service, Delhi.
Efflorescence in masonry works (740)—TA680.C43 (811)—SA65-8978
(821)—0008-8838 (825)—1553634 (826)—TaE1D1N960q (828)—ALC76
(852)—NUC OC (853)—PL480:v.6, Apr./June 1965—(910)

CEMENT Research Institute of India (110)—Annual report. No.1—
1971/72—(210)—New Delhi (401)—M-10 South Extension II, Ring
Road, New Delhi-110049 (480)—31cm. (501l)—illus. (5012)—a
(521)—English (531)—Report year ends Mar.31 (620)—
TP875.C422A2 (811)—666.8 (812)—SA73-902300 (821)—1790462
(826)—TPeIDN972a (828)—ALC76 (852)—OC (853)—
CEMENT Research Institute

PL480:1971/72-1972/73 (910)

CEMENT Research Institute of India (110)--CRI abstracts; (210)--a quarterly digest of developments and research in cement and concrete. v.1- Jan. 1968--<CIPE> (212)--Formerly: Digest of developments and research in cement and concrete <CIPE> (250)--New Delhi (401)--M-10 South Extension II, Ring Road, New Delhi-110049 (480)--Rs.40.00 (490)--29.7cm. (5011)--q (521)--English (531)--Ed.: H.C. Visvesvaraya (611)--1. Cement -- Abstracts -- Periodicals. 2. Concrete construction -- Abstracts -- Periodicals. 3. Concrete -- Abstracts -- Periodicals <OC> (720)--Cement Research Institute of India. Digest of developments and research in cement and concrete (740)--TA680.C513 (811)--SA68-8404 (821)--8368303 (826)--TAEIDN968q (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE NUC OC (853)--PL480:v.1(2), Apr. 1968--(910)

CEMENT Research Institute of India (110)--Digest of developments and research in cement and concrete (210)

search under

Cement Research Institute of India. CRI abstracts; a quarterly digest of developments and research in cement and concrete (740)

CENBOSEC news and views. v.1- 1965--(210)--New Delhi (401)--Central Board of Secondary Education, 17-B Indraprastha Marg, New Delhi-110001 (480)--28cm. (5011)--q (521)--English, Hindi (534)--Ed.: R.P. Singhal (611)--Indexes (651)--Disseminates important educational developments in the Board, country and elsewhere in the field of school education (680)--India. Central Board of Secondary Education. News and views (740)--UUEhIDN965q (828)--CIPE (852)--IPiP UCD (853)

CENCUS. v.1- Feb. 1973--(210)--New Delhi (401)--Census Publications (402)--N-14 South Extension, Pt.I, New Delhi-110049 <CIPE> (480)--Rs.50.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--q (521)--English (531)--Ed.: H.M. Singh <CIPE> (611)--Central excise and customs journal (680)--1. Internal revenue law -- India -- Periodicals. 2. Tariff -- Law and legislation -- India -- Periodicals (720)--343'-54'055 (812)--SA73-903871 (821)--0376-7809 (825)--1790522 (826)--KleIDN973m (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE NUC OC (853)--PL480:v.1, 1973--(910)

CENTEX; (210)--journal of central excise. v.1- 1965-- (212)--New Delhi (401)--Double Storey, New Rajinder Nagar, New Delhi (480)--Rs.45.00 (490)--e (521)--English (531)--Ed.: M.K. Madan (611)--UUEhIDN965e (828)--CIPE (852)--IPiP UCAP (853)

CENTRAL acts, rules, ordinances, and notifications (210)

search under

India. Laws, statutes, etc. Central acts, rules, ordinances, and notifications <ALC76> (740)

CENTRAL Arid Zone Research Institute (110)--Annual report. 1965/66-- (210)--Formerly: Scientific progress report. -1964/65 (250)--Jodhpur (401)--The Institute (402)--24cm. (5011)--a
BOUQUET C


CENTRAL Arid Zone Research Institute (110)--Scientific progress report (210)
search under
Central Arid Zone Research Institute. Annual report (740)

CENTRAL Bank of India (110)--Annual report (210)
search under
Central Bank of India. Statement of accounts and report (740)

CENTRAL Bank of India (110)--Statement of accounts and report. 1st- 1969-- (210)--Formerly: Annual report, Central Bank of India <OC> (250)--Bombay (401)--29cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Banks and banking, Central - India (720)--Central Bank of India. Annual report (740)--HG3290.B74C433 (811)--70-926964 (821)--1779655 (826)--HGeIMtB969a (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC OC (853)--PL480:1970-74 (910)

CENTRAL Board for Workers' Education, Nagpur (110)--Annual report. 1st- 1959/60?-- (210)--Nagpur (401)--v.5 equals 1963/64 A.D. <NST> (462)--22cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Labor and laboring classes - Education - Periodicals (720)--India. Central Board for Workers' Education (740)--LC5001.C4 (811)--SA68-8319 (821)--5778373 (826)--LSeIMN960a (828)--ALC76 (852)--NST NUC OC (853)--PL480:2nd-16th; 1960/61-1974/75 (910)

CENTRAL Building Research Institute, Roorkee (110)--Building digest. no.1- 1963-- (210)--Formerly: Building materials notes. no.1-15 (250)--Roorkee (401)--29cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--i (521)--English (531)--Indexes: nos.1-21 issued as no. 22; no.23-55 in no. 57; no.56-89 in no. 90 (651)--1. Building - Collected works <OC> (720)--Central Building Research Institute. Building materials notes (740)--TH7.R57 (811)--SA66-1978 (821)--0557-319X (825)--1607633 (826)--THeIUR963i (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC OC (853)--PL480:no.1-118 (910)

CENTRAL Building Research Institute (110)--Building materials notes (210)
search under
Central Building Research Institute. Building digest (740)

CENTRAL Chinmaya Mission Trust, Bombay (110)--Cinmaya pradeep (210)
search under
Cinmaya pradipa (740)
CENTRAL Coir Research

CENTRAL Coir Research Institute, Ernakulam (110)--Coir economics and statistics; (210)--half yearly bulletin. v.1- 1959--(212)--Ernakulam (401)--f (521)--English (531)--UUEIKeE959f (828)--CNLC (852)

CENTRAL Council of Gosamvardhana (110)
search under
India. Central Council of Gosamvardhana <ALC76> (740)


CENTRAL Drug Research Institute, Lucknow (110)--Annual report. no.1-19--(210)--Lucknow (401)--25cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Pharmaceutical research - Yearbooks <NUC> (720)--RS122.L8 (811)--RaeIUL9uuua (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC OC UCSD (853)

CENTRAL Family Planning Council (110)--Proceedings of the joint meeting of Central Council of Health and Central Family Planning Council (210)
search under
Central Council of Health. Proceedings of the joint meeting of Central Council of Health and Central Family Planning Council (740)

CENTRAL Family Planning Institute, Delhi (110)--Director's report (210)
search under
National Institute of Family Planning. Director's report (740)

CENTRAL Fisheries Corporation (110)--Annual report of the Board of Directors. lst- 1965--(210)--Formerly: Director's report (250)--Howrah (401)--The Corporation (402)--14 Watkins Lane,
BOUQUET C

Central Fisheries Corporation (110)--Director's report (210)

search under
Central Fisheries Corporation. Annual report of the Board of Directors (740)

Central Food Technological Research Institute, Mysore (110)--
Annual report. Ist-19- (210)--Mysore (401)--The Institute (402)--25cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Report for 1963/64 reported as not published (540)--1. Food research - Periodicals. 2. Food research - India (720)--TP368.M9A3 (811)--SA64-3501 (821)--1681044 (826)--TPEpIM9uuua (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480:1960/1960-1973 (910)

Central Fuel Research Institute (110)--FRI news. v.1-1951-<NST>
(210)--Organ of the Central Fuel Research Institute (307)--Jealgora (401)--Director, the Institute (402)--Post Office F.R.I., Jealgora-828110, Dist. Dhanbad, Bihar (480)--Rs.4.00 (490)--some issues combined (503)--q (521)--English (531)--Ed.: K.Y. Shrikhande (611)--Indexed in: Ind. sc. abstr. (654)--Articles on fuel technology; also gives abstract (680)--FRI news (740)--TP315.F2 (811)--662 (812)--SA64-4179 (821)--0429-9558 (825)--TPEpIB1J951Iq (828)--CIPE (852)--ALC76 NST NUC PI175 (853)--PL480:v.11-25(2); Mar./June 1961-June 1975 (910)


Central Glass and Ceramic Research Institute (110)--Bulletin,
Central Glass and Ceramic Research Institute. v.1- Aug. 1954--
(210)--Calcutta (401)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--q (521)--
English (531)--1. Glass research - Periodicals. 2. Ceramics -
Periodicals (720)--TP785.C2A13 (811)--666.072 (812)--61-1708 (821)--2732511 (826)--TPEpIBC954q (828)--NUC (852)--OC (853)

Central Glass and Ceramic Research Institute (110)--Documentation
list (210)

search under
Documentation list on glass and ceramics (740)

Central Hindi Institute, Agra (110)

search under
Kendriya Hindi Samsthan, Agra <ALC76> (740)
SA65-1499 (821)--3137245 (826)--L8eIDD956i (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC (853)--PL480: no.39-62; Jan. 1962-73 (910)

CENTRAL Institute of Education, Delhi. (110)--Summaries of M.Ed. reports. v.1-; 1950/51-1967/68 <CIE holdings> (210)--Delhi (401)--22cm. (5011)--CIE studies in psychology and education publication (510)--a (521)--English (531)--I. Dissertations, Academic - India - Abstracts. 2. Education - India - Periodicals (720)--I. National Council of Educational Research and Training, Central Institute of Education, Delhi (730)--75-906898 (821)--1566103 (826)--UveIDD951a (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC OC UCSD UCSM (853)--PL480: no.64, 1966/67-1967/68 (910)

CENTRAL Institute of Education, Delhi. Dept. of Extension Services (110)--Annual report of the Extension Services Dept., CIE, Delhi. v.1- 19 - (210)--Delhi (401)--The Department, CIE (402)--25cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Report year ends June 30 (620)--1. Adult education - India. 2. Education - India. 3. Teachers, Training of - India <NUC> (720)--LC5257.I4D42 (811)--370.7 (812)--SA58-18120 (821)--0419-9812 (825)--5346976 (826)--LCeIDD9uua (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC OC (853)--PL480:1966/67-1972/73 (910)

CENTRAL Institute of Education, Delhi. Extension Service Dept. (110)

search under
Central Institute of Education, Delhi. Dept. of Extension Services <ALC76> (740)

CENTRAL Institute of English (110)--Bulletin (210)

search under
Central Institute of English and Foreign Languages. CIEFL bulletin. <ALC76> (740)

CENTRAL Institute of English and Foreign Languages (110)--Bulletin (210)

search under
Central Institute of English and Foreign Languages. CIEFL bulletin (740)


CENTRAL Institute of Indian Languages, Mysore (110)--Bulletin (210)

search under
Vartavaha (740)
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CENTRAL Institute of Medicine and Aromatic Plants (110)--CIMAP newsletter. v.5(2)--Apr./June 1978--(210)--Lucknow (401)--The Institute (402)--474/6 Sitapur Road, Lucknow-226007, UP (480)--unpriced (490)--a (521)--quarterly (irregular), 1974-78 <OC> (525)--English (531)--Continues: Central Indian Medicinal Plants Organisation. CIMPO newsletter. v.1-5(1); Jan./Mar. 1974-Jan./Mar. 1978 (601)--Central Indian Medicinal Plants Organisation. CIMPO newsletter (740)--X9-915186 (821)--9253719 (826)--UUEIUL974a (828)--ALC79 (852)--OC (853)--PL480:v.1, 1974--(910)

CENTRAL Labour Institute. (110)--News bulletin. v.1- 1959--(210)--Bombay (401)--u (521)--English (531)--UUEIMtB959u (828)--UCD (852)

CENTRAL Labour Institute. Industrial Physiology Division (110)--Report. v.1- 1964--(210)--Each no has also distinctive title <OC> (2302)--Formerly issued by: Chief Advisor, Factories; Directorate General of Factory Advice Service and Labour Institutes (352)--New Delhi (401)--Bombay <OC> (431)--29-30cm. (5011)--i (521)--English (531)--1. Industrial hygiene - Collected works. 2. Physiology - Collected works (720)--I. India. Office of the Chief Advisor, Factories. II. India. Directorate General of Factory Advice Service and Labour Institutes (730)--RC963.A227 (811)--SA67-1704 (821)--0523-9664 (826)--6472561 (826)--RGeDN964i (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480:no.1-16; some issues not available (910)

CENTRAL Leather Research Institute (110)--Current leather literature (210)
search under
Current leather literature (740)

CENTRAL Leather Research Institute (110)--Research programme. v.1-19 -- (210)--Madras (401)--17cm. (5011)--some volumes issued combined (503)--a (521)--English (531)--TS940.M34 (811)--SA68-16791 (821)--1589639 (826)--TSeITM9ua (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC OC (853)--PL480:1967/68-1972/73 (910)

CENTRAL Marine Fisheries Research Institute (110)--Annual report, Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute (210)--Cochin (401)--25cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Fisheries - India - Periodicals (720)--SH299.C43 (811)--639.2'05 (812)--72-902626 (821)--3957517 (826)--SHeIKeCo9ua (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480:1969-72 (910)

CENTRAL Mechanical Engineering Research Institute (110)--CMERI directory of indigenous engineering products. 1st- 1967--(210)--Durgapur (401)--ceased (470)--30cm. (5011)--i (521)--English (531)--1. India - Manufactures - Directories (720)--T12.5.I5C45 (811)--SA68-16500 (821)--TleIGuD967i (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC (853)--PL480:1967 (910)
CENTRAL Mechanical Engineering Research Institute (110)--CMERI report. no. 1--Jan. 1966--(210)--Durgapur (401)--The Institute (402)--22cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--issued in parts (502)--i (521)--English (531)--1. Mechanical engineering - Collected works (720)--8321321 (826)--TleIGuD966i (828)--OC (852)

CENTRAL Mechanical Engineering Research Institute (110)--Directory of indigenous engineering products (210) search under Central Mechanical Engineering Research Institute. CMERI directory of indigenous engineering products (740)

CENTRAL Medical Library (110)--Union catalogue of medical periodicals in Indian libraries. 1st- 19 -- (210)--Directorate General of Health Services (305)--New Delhi (401)--i (521)--English (531)--1. Medicine - Periodicals - Bibliographies - Catalogs. 2. Catalogs, Union (720)--Union catalogue of medical periodicals in Indian libraries (740)--Z6661.15D4 (811)--SA64-6097 (821)--Z6eIDN9uui (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC (853)--PL480:5th ed., Jan. 1962 (910)

CENTRAL Potato Research Institute, Simla (110)--Scientific report of the Central Potato Research Institute, 1957-- (210)--Formerly: Progress report of the scientific work. 1949/56-1956/57 (250)--Published by: Ministry of Food and Agriculture, Govt. of India, 1963-- (305)--Simla (401)--25cm. (5011)--some numbers issued combined (503)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Potatoes - India - Periodicals. 2. Potatoes - Research (720)--Central Potato Research Institute. Progress report of the scientific work (740)--SB211.P85S9 (811)--SA66-4015 (821)--0583-3167 (825)--1641721 (826)--SBeIHs956a (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC OC (853)--PL480:1956/57-1974 (910)

CENTRAL Provinces. Revenue Dept. (110)--Note on the stamp revenue of the Central Provinces (210) search under Central Provinces and Berar. Stamp Dept. Note on the working of the Stamp Dept. of.... (740)

CENTRAL Provinces and Berar. (110) search under Madhya Pradesh (750)

Merged Berar in 1903. Renamed Madhya Pradesh in 1950 <UCSW> (991)


CENTRAL Provinces and Berar. Stamp Dept. (110)--Report on the stamp revenue of the Central Provinces and Berar (210) search under
Central Provinces and Berar. Stamp Dept. Note on the working of the Stamp Dept. of the Central Provinces and Berar (740)

CENTRAL Railway (110)--Facts and figures. v.1- 19 - (210)--Bombay (401)--27cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--m (521)--English (531)--1. Railroads - India - Periodicals (720)--I. Central Railway (730)--TF103.C4 (811)--SA66-3079 (821)--UUEIIMtB9uua (828)--NUC (852)--CNLC (853)

CENTRAL Reference Library, Calcutta. Indian National Bibliography Unit (110)--Rastrigrahanthasuch, Samskrta Vibhaga, Kalakatta. no.1- 19 - (210)--Issued by: Ministry of Scientific Research and Cultural Affairs, Govt. of India (302)--Calcutta (401)--u (521)--Sanskrit (533)--SA67-3270 (821)--UUsIBC9uuu (828)--AL (852)--PL480:1958/62; Subscription discontinued (910)


CENTRAL Rice Research Institute, Cuttack (110)--Annual technical report (210) search under
Central Rice Research Institute. Annual report (740)
CENTRAL Rice Research Institute, Cuttack (110)--1. Report. 2. 
search under
Central Rice Research Institute, Cuttack. Annual report <ALC76> 
(740)

CENTRAL Road Research Institute, Delhi. (110)--Annual report. v.1- 
19- (210)--Published by: Council of Scientific and Industrial 
Research (305)--New Delhi (401)--26cm. (5011)--illus. (5012) 
--some issues combined (503)--a (521)--English (531)--Report year 
ends Mar. 31 (620)--1. Highway research -- Societies, etc. 2. 
Roads -- India -- Societies, etc. (720)--TE103.D4 (811)-- 
625.7'072054 (812)--SA65-2266 (821)--3764016 (826)--TEeIDN9uua 
(828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC UCSM (853)--PL480:1961/62- (910)

CENTRAL Road Research Institute, Delhi. (110)--CRRI road 
abstracts. v.1- June 1961- (210)--Published by: Council of 
Scientific and Industrial Research (305)--New Delhi (401)--25cm. 
(5011)--a (521)--semiannual: v.1-11: June 1961-May 1978 (525) 
--English (531)--Suspended: June 1971-May 1978 (540)--Resumed 
(560)--1. Roads -- Abstracts -- Periodicals (720)--1. India. 
Council of Scientific and Industrial Research (730)--Central 
Road Research Institute. Road abstracts (740)--TE4.D45 (811)-- 
SA66-307 (821)--6339480 (826)--TEeIDN961a (828)--ALC76 (852)-- 
NST NUC OC (853)--PL480:v.1, June 1961- (910)

CENTRAL Road Research Institute, Delhi. (110)--Road abstracts 
(210) 
search under
Central Road Research Institute, Delhi. CRRI road abstracts 
(740)

CENTRAL Road Research Institute, Delhi. (110)--Road research 
papers. no.1- 1956-- (210)--Okhla, Delhi (401)--The Institute 
(402)--24cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--u (521)--English (531)--1. 
Road construction -- Collected works. 2. Roads -- Research -- 
Collected works. 3. Road materials -- Collected works (720)-- 
TE7.R622 (811)--8007172 (826)--TEeIDD956u (828)--OC (852)

CENTRAL Road Research Institute, Delhi. Library. (110)--Articles in 
current periodicals. v.1- 1970- (210)--New Delhi (401)--Central 
Road Research Institute Library, Mathura Road, New Delhi (480)-- 
Price varies (490)--e (521)--English (531)--TEeIDN970e (828)-- 
IPiP (852)

CENTRAL Road Transport Corporation, Calcutta (110)--Annual report. 
1st- 1964/65- (210)--Calcutta (401)--25cm. (5011)--a (521)-- 
English (531)--1. Transportation, Automotive -- India -- Yearbooks 
(720)--HE569.17.C4 (811)--SA68-12009 (821)--0577-0904 (825)-- 
1774277 (826)--HEe1BC956a (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC OC UCSMt UCSWb 
(853)--PL480:1964/65-1974/75 (910)

CENTRAL Salt and Marine Chemicals Research Institute (110)-- 
Journal (210)

-247-
search under
Salt research and industry (740)

CENTRAL Sanskrit Institute, Tirupati (110)
search under
Kendriya Sanskrit Vidyapeetha, Tirupati <ALC76> (740)

CENTRAL Scientific Instrument Organisation, Chandigarh (110)--
Annual report. 1st- 1965/66- (210)--Chandigarh (401)--25cm.
(5011)--illus. (5012)--a (521)--English (531)--Q73.C43 (811)--
SA68-18976 (821)--0577-0920 (825)--3967373 (826)--Q7C966
(828)--ALC76 (852)--NST NUC OC (853)--PL480:1965/66-1970/71
(910)

CENTRAL Small Industries Organisation, Delhi (110)--Report (210)
search under
India. Development Commissioner, Small Scale Industries. Report
<ALC76> (740)

CENTRAL Soil & Water Conservation Research & Training Institute
(110)--Annual report, 1974-- (210)--Dehra Dun (401)--The
Institute (402)--26cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--a (521)--English
(531)--Continues: Indian Council of Agricultural Research.
Consolidated annual report of the soil conservation research
demonstration and training centres <NUC> (601)--1. Soil
conservation - India - Periodicals. 2. Water conservation -
India - Periodicals. 3. Central Soil and Water Conservation
Research & Training Institute - Periodicals (720)--Indian
Council of Agricultural Research. Consolidated annual report of
the soil conservation research demonstration and training
centres (740)--S625.I47I53 (811)--631.4'5'0954 (812)--76-913400
(821)--3803486 (826)--S6eIUD974a (828)--NUC (852)--OC (853)

CENTRAL Tobacco Research Institute (110)--Annual report (210)
search under
Central Tobacco Research Institute. Annual report of the Central
Tobacco Research Institute, Rajahmundry, and its regional
research stations (740)

CENTRAL Tobacco Research Institute (110)--Annual report, Central
Tobacco Research Institute, Rajahmundry and its regional
research stations, 1965/66- (210)--At head of title: -1964/65:
Indian Central Tobacco Committee (308)--Rajahmundry (401)--The
Institute (402)--25cm. (5011)--Report for 1965/66 issued in 2
pts. (502)--a (521)--English (531)--Absorbs: Reports of Wrapper
and Hookah Tobacco Research Station, Deinhata; and the Tobacco
Research Station, Hunsur <OC> (6031)--1. Tobacco - India. 2.
Tobacco - Periodicals (720)--1. Indian Central Tobacco Committee
Wrapper & Hookah Tobacco Research Station. Report. 3. Tobacco
Research Station, Hunsur. Report (740)--SB278.I4R16 (811)--
73-902627 (821)--3062142 (826)--SBeIAR9uua (828)--ALC76 (852)--
OC (853)--PL480:1962/63-1969 (910)
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CENTRAL Tobacco Research Institute (110)--Bulletin, Central Tobacco Research Institute. no.1- 1978- (210)--Rajahmundry (401)--The Institute (402)--29cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--u (521)--English (531)--1. Tobacco - India. 2. Tobacco - Collected works (720)--SB276.C39 (811)--4354800 (826)--SBeIAR978u (828)--OC (852)

CENTRAL Vigilance Commission (110)
search under
India. Central Vigilance Commission (740)

CENTRAL Warehousing Corporation, Delhi (110)--Report and accounts. v.1- 19 - (210)--New Delhi (401)--24cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--a (521)--English (531)--HF5489.I5C4 (811)--658.7 (812)--SA66-6427 (821)--0577-1055 (825)--3011596 (826)--HFeIDN9uua (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC OC (853)--PL480:1963/64- (910)


CENTRE for Advanced Study in Education (110)--Research abstracts, Centre for Advanced Study in Education. <no.5- 1965/66- > (210)--Published by: Faculty of Education and Psychology, Maharaja Sayajirao University of Baroda (305)--Baroda (401)--22cm. (5011)--Educational monographs (510)--a (521)--English (531)--no.1- also called 1945/62- (575)--Continues: Maharaja Sayajirao University of Baroda. Faculty of Education and Psychology. Research abstracts. no.1-4; 1962/63-1964/ 65 (601)--1. Dissertations, Academic - India - Abstracts. 2. Education - Abstracts (720)--Maharaja Sayajirao University of Baroda. Faculty of Education and Psychology. Research abstracts (740)--LB5.M25 (811)--6671332 (826)--LBeIGuB963a (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480:no.1-4; 1962/63-1964/65 (910)
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CENTRE for


CENTRE International d'Education Sri Aurobindo (110)—Bulletin (210)
search under
Sri Aurobindo International Centre of Education. Bulletin <UCD> (740)


THE CENTURY digest. Supplement to the Century (210)
search under
The Century (740)

THE CENTURY review; (210)—a British-India weekly recorder. v.1—6(2); Jan. 1915—Sept. 25, 1920 <BUkop> (212)—Subtitle varies: quarterly (monthly) magazine (a weekly recorder) <BUkop> (252)—Calcutta (401)—The Central Press (403)—33cm. (501l)—Century review; quarterly (monthly) magazine (a weekly recorder) (740)—UUeIBC915w (828)—NLC (852)—BUkop IOL (853)

CENTURY review; quarterly (monthly) magazine (a weekly recorder) (210)
search under
Century review; a British-India weekly recorder (740)
BOUQUET C  

CHANDIGARH (Union Territory)  

CEPC CASHEW BULLETIN (210)  

search under  
Cashew bulletin <UCD> (740)  

CERAMICS. v.1- 1959- <CIPE> (210)--Calcutta (401)--College of Ceramic Technology, University of Calcutta (402)--Students Union, College of Ceramic Technology, 71 Abinash Chandra Banerjee Lane, Calcutta-700010 <CIPE> (480)--Rs.6.00 (490)--24cm. (5011)--m (521)--English (531)--L. Ceramics - Periodicals (720)--I. University of Calcutta. College of Ceramic Technology (730)--TP785.C425 (811)--75-914201 (821)--0009-0301 (825)--1553731 (826)--TPeIBC959a (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC (853)--PL480:v.10-11; 1970/71-1971/72 (910)  


CHAKRAVARTY (B.N.) University (110)--Annual report (210)  

search under  
Kurukshetra University. Annual report (740)  

CHAMBER of Commerce and Industry, Bombay (110)  

search under  
Bombay Chamber of Commerce and Industry <ALC76> (740)  

CHAMELEON. v.1- 1872- (210)--Mirzapore (401)--Orphan School Press (402)--22cm. (5011)--u (521)--English (531)--UUeIUM872u (828)--NLC (852)  

CHAMPION (210)  

search under  
Indian spectator, Voice of India and Champion <PiH> (740)  

THE CHANAKYA defence annual. v.1- 1969- (210)--Allahabad (401)--Chanakya Publishing House (402)--3 Thornhill Road, Allahabad, UP (480)--Rs.38.00 (490)--23cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--some issues combined (503)--a (521)--English (531)--Volume for 1969 called inaugural issue (640)--1. Military art and science - Yearbooks. 2. Military policy - Periodicals. 3. National security - Periodicals. 4. India - Defenses - Periodicals <OC> (720)--UA11.C47 (811)--355.03'35 (812)--70-913346 (821)--0069-2654 (825)--2256043 (826)--UAeIUA1969a (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE NUC OC (853)  

CHAND. v.1- 1922- (210)--Allahabad (401)--m (521)--Hindi (532)--UUhIUA1922m (828)--PiH (852)  

CHANDIGARH (Union Territory) (110)--Chandigarh administrative gazette. v.1- 19- (210)--Chandigarh (401)--18-34cm. (5011)--issued in pts. (502)--Available in microfilm from LC
CHANDRABHAGA.  TULIP

Photoduplication Service (5041)--m (521)--English, Hindi (534)--
Includes supplements and extraordinary issues (631)--1. Gazettes
- India - Chandigarh (Union Territory). 2. Chandigarh (Union
Territory) - Politics and government (720)--J.B.49C45 (811)--
78-909402 (821)--0529-7710 (825)--4129584 (826)--J8eICC9uum
(828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480:Nov. 1966-- (910)

CHANDRABHAGA. no.1- Summer 1979- <OC> (210)--Cuttack (401)--
Chandrabhaga Society (402)--Tinkonia Bagicha, Cuttack-753001,
Orissa (480)--$10.00 (490)--24cm. (5011)--f (521)--English
(531)--A magazine of world writing (680)--1. Literature -
Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. Chandrabhaga Society (730)--PN2.C47
(811)--805 (812)--79-915518 (821)--6705796 (826)--PNeIOC97f
(828)--ALC80 (852)--OC (853)

CHARIOT. v.1- 19 - (210)--Cuttack (401)--YMCA Buildings,
Cuttack-753001, Orissa (480)--b (521)--Formerly quarterly
(525)--English (531)--Ed.: K. Pathak <CIPE> (611)--Essays, poems
and short stories (680)--32-904026 (821)--UEeIOC9ub (828)--
ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC (853)--PL480:Apr./June-Oct./Dec. 1972 (910)

THE CHARTERED accountant. v.1- 1952- (210)--Institute of Chartered
Accountants of India (302)--Organ of the Institute <CIPE>
(307)--New Delhi (401)--Indraprastha Marg, Post Box 9100, New
Delhi-110001 <CIPE> (480)--27cm. (5011)--m (521)--English
(531)--Ed.: B.L. Kabra <CIPE> (611)--Supplements accompany some
numbers (631)--Indexed in: GIPL; Index India; Index to Indian
legal periodicals <CIPE> (654)--1. Accountants - India -
Periodicals. 2. Accounting - Periodicals (720)--I. Institute of
Chartered Accountants of India (730)--HF5601.C48 (811)--657
(812)--SA64-3564 (821)--0009-188X (825)--2067778 (826)--
HF6IDN952m (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE IIP NST OC UCD UMC (853)--
PL480:v.12, pt.7, Jan. 1964--; v.24(1), July 1975 not available
(910)

CHARTERED secretary; (210)--journal of the Institute of Company
Secretaries of India. v.1- 1971- <CIPE> (212)--New Delhi (401)--
Institute of Company Secretaries of India (402)--A-1/111
Saadajang Enclave, New Delhi-110016 (480)--Rs.25.00 (490)--
24cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: A.M.
Chakraborti <CIPE> (611)--Supplements accompany some numbers
(631)--1. Corporation secretaries - India - Periodicals (720)--
I. Institute of Company Secretaries of India (730)--HD2741.C46
(811)--658.1'145'05 (812)--73-903825 (821)--0376-7868 (825)--
1790519 (826)--HD6IDN971m (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC (853)--
PL480:v.3, Apr. 1973-- (910)

CHAYANATA. v.1- Mar./June 1977- (210)--Uttara Pradesh Sangita
Nataka Akadami (305)--Lakhanau (401)--q (521)--Hindi (532)--On
performing arts with special reference to Hindi drama,
rangamanca, ntya, sangita tatha anya abhineya kalaon ka
traimasika (680)--UUHIUL977q (828)--ALC78 (852)--UMC (853)
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CHEMEXCIL overseas. v.1- 1971- <PiI75> (210)--Published by: Basic Chemicals, Pharmaceuticals and Cosmetics Export Promotion Council (305)--v.1, issue 2, 1971/72 published by: Basic Chemicals, Pharmaceuticals and Soaps Export Promotion Council (355)--Bombay (401)--Reported ceased (470)--Jhansi Castle, 4th Floor, 7 Cooperage Road, Bombay-400001 (480)--Rs.20.00 (490)--28cm. (5011)--q (521)--English (531)--Resumed <ALC79> (540)--Ed.: V. Sitaram (611)--Export of chemicals (680)--I. Chemical industries - India - Periodicals. 2. Foreign trade promotion - India - Periodicals (720)--I. Basic Chemicals, Pharmaceuticals and Soaps Export Promotion Council. II. Basic Chemicals, Pharmaceuticals and Cosmetics Export Promotion Council (730)--HD9657.H14C44 (811)--338.4'7'660954 (812)--72-900008 (821)--HDeIMtB971q (828)--ALC80 (852)--ALC76 ALC79 NUC PiI75 (853)--PL480:v.2(1-2); 1971/72 (910)


CHEMICAL concepts. v.1- 1973- (210)--Bombay (401)--Vijay Lakshmandas Sujan (402)--Garden House, 3rd Floor, Battery Street, Bombay-400001 (480)--Rs.5.00 (490)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: R. Shanker (611)--Commerce and industry (680)--TPeIMtB973m (828)--PiI75 (852)--CIPE (853)

CHEMICAL era. v.1- 1964- <CIPE> (210)--Calcutta (401)--Laksmi Kant Pandey (402)--Block F, 105C New Alipore, Calcutta-700053 (480)--Rs.150.00 (490)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Laksmi Kant Pandey (611)--1. Chemicals - Periodicals. 2. Chemicals - Manufacture and industry - Periodicals (720)--TP1.C5 (811)--660.5 (812)--1247253 (826)--TPeIBC964m (828)--CIPE (852)--OC (853).

CHEMICAL India annual. v.1- 1965- <CIPE> (210)--New Delhi (401)--S.K. Bhanot (402)--Reported ceased (470)--640 Double Storey, New Rajinder Nagar, New Delhi-110005 (480)--Rs.5.00 (490)--27cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--a (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Sarvadaman Kumar Bhanot (611)--Articles on chemical and other allied industries (680)--1. Chemical engineering - India - Periodicals. 2. Chemical industries - India - Periodicals (720)--TP1.C3665 (811)--338.4'7'66020973 (812)--74-902026 (821)--0304-1166 (825)--1797758 (826)--TPeIDN965a (828)--ALC79 (852)--CIPE NUC OC (853)--PL480:1973 (910)

CHEMICAL India handbook and directory (210)

search under

Indian chemical directory (740)
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CHEMICAL industrial undertakings - T U L I P

Published by: Indian Chemical Manufacturers' Association (305)--Calcutta (401)--25cm. (5011)---i (521)---English (531)---1.

Cheer Valley Manufacture and Industry - India - Directories (720)--I. Indian Chemical Manufacturers' Association (730)--


CHEMICAL industry developments; (210)--annual. v.6- 1972- (212)--Bombay (401)--Colour Publications (402)--29cm. (5011)---illus.

(5012)---a (521)---English (531)---Continues: Chemical processing and engineering annual. 1967-71 (601)--Ed.: R.V. Raghavan, 1969-

<NUC> (611)--1. Chemical engineering - Yearbooks (720)--Chemical processing and engineering annual (740)--TP1.C3673 (811)---

660'.2 '05 (812)---73-903553 (821)---0302-7678 (825)---1553977 (826)---TPeIimbB967a (828)---ALC676 (852)---NUC OC (853)---

PL480:1969-74 (910)

CHEMICAL industry developments (210)

search under

Petroleum and chemical industry developments (740)

CHEMICAL industry news. v.1- May 1956- (210)--Published by: Indian Chemical Manufacturers' Association (307)--Bombay (401)--16 Bombay Samachar Marg, Bombay-400001 (480)--Rs.24.00 (490)---24cm. (5011)---illus.

(5012)---ports. (5013)---tables (5015)---some numbers issued combined (503)---m (521)---English (531)---Issue numbering

irregular (571)---Eds.: Dr. T.P.S. Rajan and Dr. H.C. Bijawal (611)---Index in: RZ <CIPE> (654)---1. Chemical industries -

India - Periodicals. 2. Chemical industries - Periodicals (720)--I. Indian Chemical Manufacturers' Association (730)--

HD9650.1.C48 (811)---338.4 (812)---SA63-3437 (821)---0009-2576 (825)---9349122 (826)---HDeImtbB956m (828)---ALC676 (852)---CIPE IPiP

NST NUC OC (853)---PL480:v.10, May 1965- (910)

CHEMICAL processing and engineering (210)

search under

Petroleum and chemical industry developments (740)

CHEMICAL processing and engineering annual (210)

search under

Chemical industry developments; annual (740)

CHEMICAL review. v.1- 1965- (210)--Bombay (401)--V.R. Rao (402)--

C-24/213 M.I.G. Colony, Bandra, Bombay (480)--Rs.12.00 (490)---m

(521)---English (531)---Ed.: V.R. Rao (611)---Industry (680)---

TPeIimbB965m (828)---Pi775 (852)---CIPE IPiP (853)

CHEMICAL take off. v.1- Sept. 1971- (210)--New Delhi (401)--

Chemical Industries in India, G-17 Himalaya House, Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi-110001 (480)--Rs.40.00 (490)--28cm.

(5011)---some numbers issued combined (503)---m (521)---English
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BOUQUET C

(531)—Ed.: Mrs. Satya Chopra (611)—Annual and special numbers
<OC> (640)—Chemical industries in India (680)—1. Chemical
industries—India—Periodicals <NUC> (720)—HD9657.I4C46
(811)—72-900828 (821)—1554011 (826)—HDeIDN971m (828)—ALC76
(852)—CIPE NUC OC (853)

CHEMICAL times. v.1- 1974—<CIPE> (210)—Bombay (401)—R.V.
Raghvan (402)—Colour Publications Ltd., 126-A Dhuruwadi, Dr.
Nariman Road, Bombay—400025 (480)—Rs.80.00 (490)—42cm.
(5011)—Illus. (5012)—w (521)—English (531)—Ed.: R.V. Raghvan
(611)—Supplement accompanies v.2(13) (631)—Commerce and
industry (680)—1. Chemical industries—Periodicals. 2.
Chemicals—Manufacture and industry—Periodicals. 3. Petroleum
chemicals industry—Periodicals (720)—TPI.C3685 (811)—
X5-902154 (822)—TPeIMtB974w (828)—ALC76 (852)—CIPE OC PiI
(853)—PL480:v.2, Jan. 6, 1975—(910)

CHEMICALS and allied products export news. v.1- 1965—(210)—
Issued jointly by: Basic Chemicals, Pharmaceuticals and Soaps
Export Promotion Council, Bombay and Chemicals and Allied
Products Export Promotion Council, Calcutta (302)—Calcutta
(401)—14/B Ezra Street, Calcutta—700001 (480)—Rs.10.00 (490)—
q (521)—English (531)—I. Basic Chemicals, Pharmaceuticals and
Soaps Export Promotion Council, Bombay. II. Chemicals and Allied
Products Export Promotion Council, Calcutta (730)—382 (812)—
0009-2738 (825)—TPeIBC965q (828)—IPiP (852)—NST UCD (853)

CHEMICALS and Allied Products Export Promotion Council, Calcutta
(110)—CAPEXIL home bulletin. v.5—1965—(210)—Formerly:
CAPEXIL monthly export bulletin. v.1-4; 1962-65 <UCD> (250)—
Calcutta (401)—M.G. Joshi (402)—World Trade Centre, 14/1B Ezra
Street, Calcutta—700001 (480)—Rs.6.00 (490)—m (521)—English
(531)—Ed.: M.G. Joshi (611)—CAPEXIL monthly export bulletin
(740)—TPeIBC962m (828)—CIPE (852)—IPiP PiI75 UCD (853)

CHEMICALS and Allied Products Export Promotion Council (110)—
Exporters' directory. no.1- 19—(210)—Calcutta (401)—The
Council (402)—World Trade Centre, 14/1B Ezra Street,
Calcutta—700001 (480)—25cm. (5011)—a (521)—English (531)—
Succeeds: Exporters' directory, Indian Chemical and Allied
Industries (601)—1. Chemical industries—India—Directories
(720)—Exporters' directory, Indian Chemical and Allied
Industries (750)—HD9657.I4E9 (811)—X7-912065 (822)—HDeIBC9uu
(828)—ALC78 (852)—NUC (853)—PL480:1973/74—(910)

CHEMICALS and Allied Products Export Promotion Council (110)—Home
bulletin (210)
search under
Chemicals and Allied Products Export Promotion Council. CAPEXIL
home bulletin <UCD> (740)

THE CHEMICALS international. v.1—1965—(210)—New Delhi (401)—
Navin Chander (402)—ENCEE Technical Publications Corporation,
1/22 Jhandawalan Extension, New Delhi-110055 (480)—Rs.25.00
CHETANA; a periodical

(490)--m (521)--Formerly quarterly (525)--English (531)--Ed.: V. Navin (611)--Deals with chemicals and processing industry both its technical and trade aspects (680)--1. Chemicals - Manufacture and industry - Periodicals (720)--TP1.C44 (811)--SA67-2748 (821)--2800721 (826)--TPeIDN965m (828)--CIPE (852)--ALC79 OC (853)--PL480:v.2, Aug./Sept. 1966--; some issues not available (910)

CHETANA; a periodical devoted to enlightenment. v.1- 1956- (210)--Bombay (401)--ceased (470)--u (521)--English (531)--181 (812)--401l-9266 (825)--UWEIMtB956u (828)--NST (852)--IOL (853)

CHHINDWARA, India. Tribal Research and Training Institute (110)
search under
Tribal Research and Development Institute, Bhopal <ALC76> (740)

CHIDAMBARAM. Annamalai University (110)
search under
Annamalai University, Annamalainagar <ALC76> (740)

CHILD psychiatry quarterly. v.1- 1967- <UCWB> (210)--Published by: Community Mental Health Centre (Indira Health Home) <OC> (305)--Formerly published by: Dept. of Child Psychiatry, Niloufer Hospital, 1967-Oct. 1972 (355)--Hyderabad (401)--8-2-547/2 7th Road, Bonjara Hills, Hyderabad-500034, AP (480)--23cm. (501l)--some numbers issued combined (503)-q (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Mrs. Jaya Nagara <CIPE> (611)--Indexes: Cumulative index from 11679-72 <CIPE> (651)--1. Child psychiatry - Periodicals. 2. Adolescent psychiatry - Periodicals (720)--1. Community Mental Health Centre, Hyderabad. II. Niloufer Hospital. Dept. of Child Psychiatry (730)--RJ499.ALC452 (811)--74-919761 (821)--2942685 (826)--RJbIAH967q (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE IPiP OC (853)--PL480:v.4(1/2), Jan./Apr. 1971 (comb. issue)--(910)

CHILDREN's world. v.1- Jan. 21, 1968- <NUC> (210)--Published by: Children's Book Trust (305)--New Delhi (401)--Nehru House, 4 Bahadur Shah Zafar Marg, New Delhi <IPiP> (480)--29cm. (501l)--illus. (5012)--w (521)--English (531)--I. Children's Book Trust (730)--AP201.06 (811)--52 (812)--78-906092 (821)--APeIDN968w (828)--AL (852)--IPiP NUC (853)


CHINA report. v.1- Dec. 1964- (210)--Chung-Kuo toung hshun (230)--China Study Centre (302)--New Delhi (401)--29 Rajpur Road, Delhi-110006 <CIPE> (480)--25cm. (501l)--illus. (5012)--some numbers issued combined (503)-b (521)--English (531)--v.1 preceded by 2 issues numbered no.1 and no.2 dated Aug. 1964 and Oct. 1964 (575)--Ed.: C.R.M. Rao <CIPE> (611)--Special number
BOUQUET C

(640)—Indexes (651)—Indexed in: GIPL; Index India (654)—1. China (People's Republic of China, 1949– )—Periodicals (720)—I. China Study Centre, Delhi (730)—Chung-Ruo toung hshun (740)—DS777.55.C4484 (811)—951 (812)—SA65-4751 (821)—0009-4455 (825)—DSeIDD964b (828)—CIPE (852)—ALC76 NST NUC OC UCD UMC (853)


CHINMAY pradeepa (210)

search under
Cinmaya pradipa (740)

CHITRABIKSHAN. v.1—1975– (210)—Journal of the Cine Central, Calcutta <OC> (307)—Calcutta (401)—Cine Central (402)—2 Chowringhee Road, Calcutta-700013 (480)—$4.00 (490)—29cm. (5011)—illus. (5012)—a (521)—English (531)—On film industry, with special reference to India (680)—1. Moving pictures—Periodicals (720)—Cine Central, Calcutta. Journal (740)—PN1993.C47 (811)—791.43'05 (812)—76-913249 (821)—3967976 (826)—PNeIBC975a (828)—ALC78 (852)—IPiP OC (853)—PL480:v.1, 1975– (910)

CHITRAPAT (210)

search under
Citrapata (740)

CHITRETANA Hindi monthly (210)

search under
Citretana (740)

CHOUCHARSHI Shodh Sansthan (110)—Parampara (210)

search under
Parampara <PiH> (740)

CHOWKHAMBA Sanskrit series. Studies (210)

search under
Chowkhamba Sanskrit studies. cat. sep. (740)

CHRIST Church Byculla Parish paper. v.1—1948– (210)—Bombay (401)—Rev. Michael John Sundaram (402)—Christ Church Lodge, Clave Road, Byculla, Bombay-400008 (480)—Rs.2.00 (490)—m (521)—English (531)—Ed.: Rev. Michael John Sundaram (611)—Religion and philosophy (680)—UUeIMtB948m (828)—PI75 (852)—CIPE IPiP (853)

CHRIST College magazine. v.1—1959– (210)—Trichur (401)—Stanely Paul (402)—Union Press, Mariapuram, Trichur-680005, Kerala (480)—Free (490)—a (521)—English, Hindi, Malayalam (534)—

-257-
CHRISTIAN Institute for the Study of Religion and Society, Bangalore (110)--Bulletin (210)
search under
Religion and society (740)

CHRISTIAN Institute for the Study of Religion and Society, Bangalore (110)--Report, Christian Institute for the Study of Religion and Society. v.1- 1958- (210)--Formerly: Annual report, 1958 <QC> (250)--Bangalore (401)--Post Box 4600, 17 Miller's Road, Bangalore-560002, Karnataka (480)--22cm. (5011)--g (521)--English (531)--Minutes of the biennial council, statement of account, constitution of CISRS and list of members (680)--BRL150.C43 (811)--261.I'06'25487 (812)--70-918022 (821)--0578-0099 (825)--2347326 (826)--BReIKB958g (828)--ALC76 (852)--NST OC (853)--PL480:1967/68-1972/73 (910)

CHRISTIAN Institute for the Study of Society (110)
search under
Christian Institute for the Study of Religion and Society
<ALC76> (740)

CHRISTIAN instructor and missionary record. v.6-10; 1848-527 (210)--Formerly: Madras Christian instructor and missionary record. v.1-5; 1843-47 (250)--Madras (401)--ceased? (470)--m (521)--English (531)--Madras Christian instructor and missionary record (740)--BReITM843m (828)--ULS (852)--BUCOP IOL (853)--IOL: v.1-4(12); 1843-46 (920)

THE CHRISTIAN intelligencer. no.1-2; 1829-30 (210)--NSV.1-45; 1831-72 <BUCOP> (290)--Calcutta (401)--ceased <BUCOP> (470)--m? (521)--English (531)--vol. for 1854 includes: The Quarterly missionary intelligencer, v.3 (9-12), 1854 (620)--Quarterly missionary intelligencer (740)--UUeIBC829m (828)--IOL (852)--BUCOP (853)

CHRISTIAN patriot; (210)--a journal of social and religious progress. v.1-38(4); 1891-Apr.6, 1929 (212)--Madras (401)--ceased (470)--u (521)--English (531)--vols.25, 36 repeated in numbering (573)--UUeITM891u (828)--ULS (852)

CHRISTIAN Retreat and Study Centre, Dehradun (110)--Reflections (210)
search under
Reflections <PiH> (740)

CHRISTIAN Society for the Study of Hinduism, Benares (110)--Pilgrim (210)
search under
Pilgrim <PiH> (740)

CHRISTIAN spectator. v.1-5(no.1-60); July 1871-June 1876 (210)--Calcutta (401)--ceased? (470)--m (521)--English (531)--
CHUNG-KUO toung hshun

UUeIBC87lm (828)--ULS (852)--IOL (853)

CHUNG-KUO toung hshun (210)

search under

China report (740)


CHURCH History Association of India (110)--Bulletin. no.1- 1961?-- (210)--Serampore (401)--f (521)--English (531)--Succeeded by: Indian Church history review wef. June 1967 (602)--Indian church history review (750)--UUeIBS961f (828)--PiH (852)

CHURCH of India, Burma and Ceylon (110)--Churchman (210)

search under

Churchman <PiH> (740)

CHURCH Union news and views. v.1- 1956-- (210)--Organ of the Negotiating Committee for Church Union in North India and Pakistan <OC> (307)--Kharar (401)--Published by R.B. Singh for the Committee (402)--Mashal Printing Press, Kharar, Ambala Dist.--133001, Haryana (480)--Rs.2.00 (490)--Available on microfilm from Dallas. Microfilm Center in Library of Church Unity Periodicals. ser.2, no.11 (5041)--t (irregular), 1967-- (521)--quarterly: May 1956-May 1967 <OC> (525)--English (531)--vols. for 1956-69 called new series <OC> (573)--Ed.: P. Adhikari (611)--BX1 (811)--280 (812)--1. India - Church history - Periodicals. 2. Christian union - India - Periodicals (720)--I. Negotiating Committee for Church Union in North India and Pakistan (730)--0412-4677 (825)--2445957 (826)--BXeIHK956t (828)--CIPE (852)--IPIP NST OC PiH (853)

CHURCH union news and views. v.1-18; July 1930-Nov.1947 (210)--Issued by: South India Joint Committee on Union <BUCOP> (302)--Sponsored by: The Christian Literature Society for India and the Continuation Committee of the Joint Committee of the Church of India, Burma and Ceylon, the South India United Church and the South India Provincial Synod of the Methodist Church (306)--Organ of the Continuation Committee of South India Joint Committee on Union, July 1930-41 <NUC> (307)--Madras (401)--ceased (470)--25cm. (5011)--q, Sept.1934-June 1947 (521)--bimonthly: 1930-May 1934 (525)--1. India - Church history - Periodicals. 2. Christian union - Periodicals (720)--I. Christian Literature Society for India. II. Joint Committee of the Church of India, Burma and Ceylon, the South India United Church and the South Provincial Synod of the Methodist Church.
BOUQUET C

Continuation Committee (730)--BR1150.C45 (811)--275.4 (812)--45-53028 (821)--BReIT930q (828)--ULS (852)--BUCOP NUC (853)

THE CHURCH weekly. v.1- 1946- (210)--Kottayam (401)--N.M. Abraham (402)--Malathra Obsha <Manoram Buildings, K.K. Road>, Kottayam-686001, Kerala (480)-- Rs.20.25 (490)--w (521)--English, Malayalam (534)--Ed.: N.M. Abraham (611)--Religion and philosophy; On the activities of church in Kerala (680)--UUeMIReK946w (828)--Pl175 (852)--ALC76 IP1P (853)--PL480:v.29(22), June 8, 1975-- (910)

CHURCHMAN. v.1- 1950- (210)--Church of India, Burma and Ceylon (305)--New Delhi (401)--m (521)--English (531)--UUeIDN950m (828)--PiH (852)

CIE news letter (210)
search under
Central Institute of Education. CIE news letter <AL> (740)

CIE news letter (210)
search under
Central Institute of Education. CIE news letter (740)

CIEA labour journal (210)
search under
Commercial and Industrial Employees Association. CIEA labour journal (740)

CINE Central, Calcutta (110)--Journal (210)
search under
Citrabikshana <AL> (740)

CINE Technicians' Association of South India (110)--Journal of the Cine Technicians' Association of South India (210)
search under
C.T.A. journal (740)

CINEMA sansara. v.1- 1934- (210)--Calcutta (401)--m (521)--Hindi (532)--Cinema sansar (740)--PWhlBC934m (828)--PiH (852)

CINEMA vision India. v.1- Jan.1980- (210)--Bombay (401)--65/1503 Adarsh Nagar Prabhadevi, Bombay-400025 (480)--Rs.45.00; $10.00 (490)--q (521)--English (531)--1. Moving pictures - India - Periodicals. 2. Moving pictures - Industry - India - Periodicals (720)--PN1993.5.18C54 (811)--384'.8'0954 (812)--80-910320 (821)--6159902 (826)--PNeIMtB980q (828)--ALC80 (852)--OC (853)

CINMAYA pradipa. v.1- 1964- (210)--Central Chinmaya Mission Trust (305)--Bombay (401)--m (521)--Hindi (532)--Chinmaya pradeepa (740)--UUHIMtB964m (828)--PiH (852)

CINMAYA sandesa. v.1- 1972- (210)--Bombay (401)--Goverdhandas Himatlal Muni (402)--Chinmaya Mission, C/O Vissanjli Sons and Co., 9 Wallace Street, Fort, Bombay-400001 (480)--Rs.12.00
CINTAMANI. T U L I P

(490)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Goverdhandas Himatlal Muni (611)--Religion and philosophy (680)--UUEIMtB972m (828)--PiT75 (852)

CINTAMANI. v.1- 19 - (210)--Bombay (401)--Satsahitya Prakasana Trust (402)--28/16 V.G. Kher Road, Bombay-400006 (480)--Rs.4.00 (490)--22cm. (501l)--q (521)--English, Hindi, Sanskrit (534)--1. Hinduism -- Periodicals (720)--BLl100.C55 (811)--75-900491 (821)--2245571 (826)--BLehsIMtB9uq (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC OC (853)--PL480:v.8, Nov.1973- (910)

CIRTES newsletter (210)

search under
Central Institute for Research and Training in Employment Service. CIRTES newsletter (740)

CISRS (110)

search under
Christian Institute for the Study of Religion and Society <AL> (740)


CITIZEN. v.1- 1969- (210)--Delhi (401)--ceased (470)--u (521)--English (531)--UUEIDD969u (828)--UCD (852)

CITIZEN and public administration (110)

search under
Public administration (740)

CITIZEN and weekend review. v.1-2(4); Mar.8, 1968-70 <NUC> (210)--New Delhi (401)--Impact Publications, Private Limited (402)--ceased (470)--Nizamuddin East, New Delhi-110001 (480)--Rs.18.00 (490)--28cm. (501l)--illus. (5012)--e (52I)--English (531)--1. India -- Politics and government -- 1947- -- Periodicals. 2. India -- Economic conditions -- 1947- -- Periodicals. 3. India -- Economic policy -- Periodicals (720)--JQ201.C55 (811)--052 (812)--77-902835 (821)--0009-7551 (825)--1554761 (826)--JQeIDN968e (828)--PIH (852)--IPiP NST NUC OC PiT75 UCD (853)

CITIZEN of India. v.1- 1933- (210)--Madras (401)--English (531)--UUEITM933m (828)--ULS (852)

CITIZEN'S gazette. v.1- 1964- <CNLC> (210)--New Delhi (401)--Baldev Sharma (402)--ceased (470)--31 Theatre Communication Building, Cannanoga Place, New Delhi- 110001 (480)--Rs.10.00
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BOUQUET C


CITIZENS' voice. v.1-8(141); 1967-Jan.31, 1975 <QC> (210)--Kohima (401)--Nectuo Agami on behalf of Citizens' Voice Pub. Board (402)--ceased (470)--Rs.50.00 (490)--46cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--some numbers issued combined (503)--d (521)--weekly: 1967-Apr.1974 (525)--English (531)--v.7(28) reported as not published (540)--Ed.: Nectuo Agami (611)--News and current affairs (680)--70-904952 (821)--UUeINK967d (828)--ALC76 (852)--IPiP QC PI75 (853)--PL480:May 8, 1969-Jan.31, 1975; some issues not available (910)

CITRAPATA. v.1- 1933- (210)--Delhi? (401)--w (521)--Hindi (532)--Chitrapat (740)--UUhIDD933w (828)--PiH (852)

CITRETNA. v.1- 1973- <PI75> (210)--Chitretna Hindi monthly (230)--Yuva Cintana ka pratibaddha masika (307)--Patana (401)--Jayasri Prakasana (402)--no.6-C Rajinder Nagar, Patna-800016, Bihar (480)--Rs.21.00 (490)--some numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--Hindi (532)--Ed.: Jayanti Singh Rathore (611)--Essays, poems, short stories, etc. (680)--Chitretna Hindi monthly (740)--X7-912188 (822)--UUhIBIP973m (828)--ALC78 (852)--PI75 (853)

CIVIC affairs. v.1- 1953- (210)--Kanpur (401)--Citizen Press (403)--40 Bhargava Estate, Mahatma Gandhi Road, Kanpur-208001, UP (480)--Rs.18.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: S.P. Mehra <CIBE> (611)--Indexed in: GIP; Index India <CIBE> (654)--Monthly journal of city government and public administration in India (680)--1. Local government - India - Periodicals (720)--JS7001.C5 (811)--350 (812)--SA62-247 (821)--0009-7772 (825)--1604121 (826)--JSeIUK953m (828)--ALC76 (852)--BUCOP CIPE IPiP NST QC UCD UMC (853)--PL480:v.9, Aug.1961- (910)


CIVIL and military law journal. v.1- Jan./Mar.1965- (210)--New Delhi (401)--D-1/24 Rajouri Garden, New Delhi-110027 (480)--Rs.18.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--some numbers issued combined (503)--q (521)--English (531)--Ed.: H.S. Bhatia <CIBE> (611)--1. Law - Periodicals - India. 2. Military law - Periodicals - India

-263-
Delhi (401)--Jagowal Private Ltd. (402)--Jeevan Vihar, 3 Parliament Street, New Delhi-110001 (480)--Rs.7.50 (490)--vol.8(1/2), Apr./June 1975 issued combined (503)--b (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Manmohan Singh <CIPE> (611)--1.
Refrigeration and refrigerating machinery - Periodicals. 2. Air conditioning - Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. All India Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Association (730)--TF490.C46 (811)--697; 621.5 <OC> (812)--SA68-20128 (821)--0009-8930 (825)--1554916 (826)--TPeID968b (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE IPIp NST OC (853)

CLOTHING news bulletin. v.1- 1968- (210)--Published by: Clothing Manufacturers Association of Bombay (305)--Bombay (401)--India House, no.2 Mexxanine Floor, Kemps Corner, Bombay-400036 (480)--Rs.12.00 (490)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: J.J. Desai (611)--UUE1MtB968m (828)--CIPE (852)--IPIp UCD (853)--COAL and mining review, 197u?- (210)--Calcutta (401)--<s.n.> (402)--29cm.
(5011)--u (521)--English (531)--1. Coal mines and mining - India - Periodicals. 2. Mines and mineral resources - India - Periodicals (720)--TN809.14C62 (811)--338.2'0954 (812)--75-644742 (821)--NUC (852)--OC (853)

COAL and steel; (210)--a journal of mining and steel industries. v.1- 1961- (212)--Published by: Indian Mine Managers' Association (305)--Organ of the Association (307)--Ranchi (401)--K.B. Banerjee (402)--H.B. Road, Ranchi-834001, Bihar (480)--Rs.52.00 (490)--26cm. (5011)--e (521)--English (531)--Suspended with v.9(13), Mar.1970 (540)--Ed.: B.M. Chatterjee (611)--Commerce and industry (680)--1. Coal mines and mining - India - Periodicals. 2. Steel industry and trade - India - Periodicals (720)--TN1.I314 (811)--622'.33'0954 (812)--75-907371 (821)--0009-9929 (825)--TNeIBir961e (828)--ALC76 (852)--CNLC IPIp NST NUC Pi72 UCP (853)--PL480: v.8(3), Oct.1, 1966- (910)

COAL Board (110)--Annual report, Coal Board. v.1- 19- (210)--Calcutta (401)--Secretary, Coal Board (402)--25cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Coal trade - India. 2. Coal mines and mining - India (720)--HD9556.I4A315 (811)--72-261427 (821)--5420049 (826)--HDeIBC9uu (828)--NUC (852)--ALC76 OC (853)--PL480:1969/70-1971/72 (910)

COAL Board (110)--Monthly review of coal production and distribution. v.1- 1956- (210)--Issued by: Coal Controller and Chairman, Coal Board (302)--Delhi (401)--Manager of Publications (402)--Civil Lines, Delhi (480)--28cm. (5011)--some numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--1. Coal trade - India (720)--Coal Board. Review of coal production and distribution (740)--HD9556.I4A32 (811)--SA65-1603 (821)--5517171 (826)--HDeHDD956m (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480:v.8-16(4/6); Jan.1963-Aug./Oct.1971 (910)

COAL Board (110)--Review of coal production and distribution (210) search under Coal Board. Monthly review of coal production and distribution
COAL Consumers Association

A $\text{LC76}$ (740)

COAL Consumers Association of India <A$\text{LC76}$> (110) -- C.C.A.I. monthly newsletter. v.1- 1962- (210) -- Official organ of the Association (307) -- Calcutta (401) -- The Association (402) -- Indian Exchange Building, 7th Floor, Indian Exchange Place, Calcutta-700001 (480) -- Rs.20.00 (490) -- 25cm. (501l) -- Illus. (5012) -- m (521) -- English (531) -- l. Coal trade -- India -- Periodicals (720) -- C.C.A.I. monthly newsletter (740) -- HD9556.14C623 (811) -- 338.2'7'20954 (812) -- 74-902114 (821) -- 0376-7787 (825) -- 1797761 (826) -- HDeIBC962m (828) -- ALC76 (852) -- CIPE OC (853) -- PL480:v.3, Apr.1974-- (910)

COAL directory of India. v.1- 1969- <UCSK> (210) -- Issued in association with: India. Office of the coal Controller and Coal Board, Calcutta (302) -- Published by: Publication and Statistics Wing, Coal Board, Govt. of India (305) -- Calcutta (401) -- 28cm. (501l) -- a (521) -- English (531) -- l. Coal mines and mining -- India -- Directories <NUC> (720) -- I. India. Coal Board. Publication and Statistics Wing (730) -- TNL2.C64 (811) -- 338.2'7'20954 (812) -- 72-926060 (821) -- 1554991 (826) -- TNeIBC969a (828) -- ALC76 (852) -- CNLC NUC OC UCSD UCSK (853) -- PL480:1970 (910)


search under


COAL Mines Labour Welfare Organization (110)

search under

India. Coal Mines Labour Welfare Organization (740)

COAL Mines Labour Welfare Organization (110) -- Karyakalapa varshika prativedana (210)

search under


COAL Mines Provident Fund (110)

search under

India. Coal Mines Provident Fund (740)

COAL Mines Provident fund (110) -- Annual report on the working of the Coal Mines Provident Fund Scheme (210)

search under

India. Coal Mines Provident Fund. Annual report, Coal Mines Provident Fund and Family Pension Schemes (740)

COAL Reporter and mineral news. v.1- 1962- <UCD> (210) -- Calcutta (401) -- l. British India Street, Calcutta-700001 (480) -- u (521)--
COAL statistics; production, distribution, consumption and stock (210)
search under
India. Ministry of Energy. Provisional coal statistics; production, distribution, consumption and stock (740)

COALFIELD times. v.1- 1947- (210)--Dhanbad (401)--Harendra Nath Chatterjee (402)--Harinder Road, Dhanbad-823001, Bihar (480)--Rs.18.00 (490)--26cm. (5011)--Microfilm available from American Libraries Book Procurement Centre, New Delhi (5041)--w (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Harendra Nath Chatterjee (611)--Commerce and industry (680)--l. Coal - Periodical and society publications. 2. Coal - Trade and statistics - India (720)--UUEIbD947w (828)--PlI72 (852)--CIPE IPiP NUC UCD (853)--PL480:v.15(38):v.18(51); Jan.5, 1962-Apr.9, 1965; v.21, Apr.21, 1967- (910)

COCHIN (Dist.). Chamber of Commerce and Industry (110)
search under
Cochin Chamber of Commerce and Industry <ALC76> (740)

COCHIN Chamber of Commerce and Industry (110)--Annual report. v.1- 1857/58- (210)--Formerly issued by: Cochin Chamber of Commerce (352)--Calicut (401)--25cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--l. Cochin (Dist.) - Industry (720)--I. Cochin Chamber of Commerce (730)--HF3789.C66 (811)--48-27505 (821) --9261802 (826)--HPEiKeC858a (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC OC (853)--PL480:111th, 1967/68- (910)

COCHIN port news; (210)--news bulletin of the Cochin Port. v.1- 1970- (212)--Cochin (401)--K.J. Chacko (402)--Cochin Port Trust, Willingdon Island, Cochin-682001, Kerala (480)--free (490)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: K.J. Chacko (611)--Transport (680)--X6-913074 (822)--UUEIKeCo970m (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE PlI75 (853)--PL480:v.6, 1975 (910)


COCHIN Port Trust. Planning & Research Cell (110)--Statistical handbook. v.1- 1969/70- (210)--Cochin (401)--u (521)--English (531)--73-905053 (821)--1781506 (826)--UUEIKeCo970i (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480:1969/70 (910)

COCHIN Refineries, Ltd. (110)--Report. 1st- 1963/64- (210)--Ernakulam (401)--27cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Report year ends Mar.31 (620)--HD9576.I44C6 (811)--665 (812)--SA66-6028
COCHIN University law

COCHIN University law review. v.1- Mar.1974- (210)--Dept. of Law, Cochin University (305)--Cochin (401)--free (490)--q (521)--English (531)--Ed.: A.T. Markose <CIPE> (611)--1. Law -- Periodicals -- India -- Cochin (state) <OC> (720)--I. Cochin University. Dept. of Law (730)--K25.N5693 (811)--340'.095483 (812)--77-912488 (821)--4378793 (826)--K2eIKECo974q (828)--ALC78 (852)--CIPE OC (853)--PL480:1974- (910)

COCONUT bulletin. new series (210)

search under

Indian coconut journal (740)


COFFEE Board, Bangalore (110)

search under


COFFEE Board, Bangalore (110)--Indian coffee (210)

search under

Indian coffee <UCSK> (740)

COFFEE in India (210)

search under

India. Directorate of Economics and Statistics. Coffee in India <AL> (740)

COFFEE mazdoor sahakari. v.1- 1968- (210)--All India Coffee Workers Cooperative Societies Federation (305)--Delhi (401)--10 U.B. Bungalow Road, Jawahar Nagar, Delhi-110007 (480)--Rs.3.00 (490)--q (521)--Hindi (532)--I. All India Coffee Workers Cooperative Societies Federation (730)--UH1DD968q (828)--IPIP (852)--UCD (853)
COHESION. v.1-3(1); Jan.1970-Jan./June 1972 <OC> (210)--Journal of the Nehru Institute of National Integration (307)--Karnal (401)--Jaranilly Kothi, Karnal-132001, Haryana (480)--Rs.10.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)----f (521)--English (531)--Suspended (540)--National integration; social, political and religious (680)--AP8.C575 (811)--301.45 (812)--70-912093 (821)--0010-0307 (825)--1644163 (826)--APEIHK970f (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE IPiP NST NUC OC UCD (853)--PL480:Jan./June 1972 (910)


COIR. v.1- Aug.1956- <OC> (210)--Title varies slightly (250)--Published by: India. Coir Board (305)--Ernakulam (401)--T. Devidas <PIT75> (402)--Office of the Coir Board, Ernakulam South, Cochin-682001, Kerala (480)--Rs.3.00 (490)--28cm. (5011)----illus. (5012)----ports. (5013)----tables (5015)----diagr. (5017)----Ed.: T. Devidas <PIT75> (611)--Supplements accompany some numbers (631)--Commerce and industry (680)--I. Coir - Periodicals (720)--I. India. Coir Board (730)--TS1544.C6C6 (811)--634 (812)--SA63-3944 (821)--0530-0495 (825)--3178122 (826)--TSeIKeE956q (828)--ALC76 (852)--NST NUC OC Pi75 UCD (853)--PL480:v.6(3), Apr.1962- (910)

COIR news. v.1- 1972- <PIT75> (210)--Bulletin of the Coir Board (307)--Cochin (401)--T. Devidas (402)--Office of the Coir Board, Ernakulam South, Cochin-682016, Kerala (480)--Rs.12.00 (490)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: T. Devidas (611)--Commerce and industry (680)--X3-902846 (822)--TSeIKeCo972m (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE Pi75 (853)--PL480:v.2, Jan.1973- (910)

COLLEAGUE; (210)--news magazine of the State Bank of India and its subsidiary banks <UCD>. v.1- 1965- (212)--Bombay (401)--V.R. Dalal (402)--The State Bank of India, Central Office, Development and Public Relations Dept., New Administrative Building, P.B.No.12, Bombay- 400021 (480)--free (490)--q (521)--English (531)--Ed.: M.H. Latif (611)--UUEIMt965q (828)--Pi75 (852)--IPiP UCAP UCD (853)

COLLEGE of Agriculture (110)--Magazine (210)

search under
Nagpur Agricultural College magazine (740)

THE COLLEGE'S magazine (210)

search under
Law journal (740)
COLLEGIAN and all India journal of education (210)

search under
Collegetm and progress of India; a fortnightly journal of Indian educational progress... (740)

THE COLLEGIAN and progress of India; (210)—a fortnightly journal of Indian educational progress in all its branches. v.1-24(7); 1911-29 (212)—Formerly: Collegian and all India journal of education. v.1-2(12); 1911- (250)—Calcutta (401)—25cm. (5011)—plates (5012)—ports. (5013)—c (521)—English (531)—1. Education—India—Periodicals. 2. Periodicals (720)—Collegian and all India journal of education (740)—L61.C7 (811)—A15-1639 (821)—L6eIMb911c (828)—NUC (852)—IOL ULS (853)—IOL: v.1-20(12); 1911-1923 <incomplete> (920)

COLLOQUIM (210)

search under
Goa Institute for Historical and Cultural Research. Colloquim (740)

COLOUR Society (110)—Journal of the Colour Society. v.1- 1962-<NST> (210)—Organ of the Society <CIPE> (307)—Bombay (401)—The Society (402)—C/O Dept. of Chemical Technology, Matunga Road, Bombay-400019 (480)—Rs.10.00 (490)—28cm. (5011)—illus. (5012)—some numbers issued combined (503)—q (521)—English (531)—Ed.: S.P. Potnis <CIPE> (611)—Cited in Chemical abstracts <OC> (680)—l. Paint industry and trade—Periodicals. 2. Paint industry and trade—India—Societies (720)—TP934.C64 (811)—667 (812)—SA68-14634 (821)—0588-5094 (825)—1564206 (826)—TPeIMb962q (828)—ALC76 (852)—CIPE NST NUC OC (853)—PL480:v.6, Jan./Mar.1967— (910)


COLOURAGE annual. no.1- 1967— (210)—Bombay (401)—Colour Publications (402)—126-A Dhuruwadi, Off. Dr. Nariman Road, Bombay-400019 (480)—29cm. (5011)—q (521)—English (531)—Textile wet processing: dyeing, printing, bleaching and finishing (680)—l. Dyes and dyeing—Yearbooks. 2. Textile industry and fabrics—India—Yearbooks (720)—TP890.C63 (811)—667.2'05 (812)—76-903541 (821)—0588-5108 (825)—1771266
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BOUQUET C

COMMERCE pamphlet.

(826)--TPeIMtB967a (828)--ALC76 (852)--NST NUC OC (853)--
PL480:1968-74 (910)

COMBINED civil list for India. (210)
search under
All India civil list, a complete directory of the Indian civil... (740)

COMBINED civil list for India, Pakistan and Burma (210)
search under
All India civil list, a complete directory of the Indian civil... (740)--COMBINED civil list for India and Burma (210)--
All India civil list, a complete directory of the Indian civil... (740)

COMMENTARY on Indian economic conditions (210)
search under
Monthly commentary on Indian economic conditions <AL> (740)

COMMERCE; (210)--a weekly review of Indian financial, commercial
and industrial progress <NLC BUCOP>. v.1- 1910- (212)--Bombay
(401)--D.B. Mahatma (402)--Calcutta (431)--Commerce Ltd., Manek
Mahal, 6th Floor, 90 Veer Nariman Road, Churchgate,
Bombay-400020 (480)--Rs.100.00 (490)--25-43cm. (5011)--w (521)--
English (531)--Ed.: Vadilal Dagli (611)--Supplements accompany
some numbers (631)--Annual numbers, 1947-; Special air mail ed.
for foreign countries (640)--Indexes (651)--Indexed in: GIPL;
Index India (654)--Commerce and industry (680)--1. India--
Economic conditions - Periodicals (720)--HC431.C58 (811)--
330.954 (812)--46-37077 (821)--0010-275X (825)--1775723 (826)--
HdEdMtB910w (828)--ALC76 (852)--BUCOP CIPE NLC NUC OC UCD ULS
(853)--PL480:Jan.6, 1962- (910)

COMMERCE and industry; (210)--popular weekly review of trade,
industry and finance of Indian provinces and Indian states
<ULS>. v.1-64(8); 1933-65 <UCTN> (212)--New Delhi (401)--ceased
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CONSPECTUS. v.1-3(2); 1965-67 <PiH> (210)—Issued by: India International Centre (302)—Journal of the Centre <OC> (307)—New Delhi (401)—The Centre (402)—ceased (470)—22cm. (5011)—illus. (5012)—q (521)—English (531)—I. India International Centre, New Delhi (730)—AS471.C65 (811)—909 (812)—SA66-6564 (821)—0589-4654 (825)—4903280 (826)—ASeIDN965q (828)—PiH (852)—NST NUC QC (853)

THE CONSTITUTIONAL law journal. no.1 Sept. 1971—(210)—Hyderabad (401)—Law Academy, Ltd. (402)—q (521)—English (531)—73-926808 (821)—1564898 (826)—UUEAH971g (828)—ALC76 (852)—OC UMC (853)—PL480:no.1-2; Sept.-Dec. 1971 (910)

CONSULTATIVE Council on Community Development (110)—Proceedings of the meeting. 1st—1969—(210)—Published by: Dept. of Community Development, Ministry of Food, Agriculture, Community Development and Cooperation, Govt. of India (305)—New Delhi (401)—30cm. (5011)—a (521)—English (531)—1. Community development—India—Congresses (720)—HN683.5.C66 (811)—309.2'6'0954 (812)—73-927655 (821)—HNeIDN969a (828)—ALC76 (852)—NUC (853)—PL480:1969-70 (910)


CONSUMER Guidance Society of India (110)—Journal (210)

search under
Keemat <ALC78> (740)

CONSUMER Guidance Society of India (110)—Monthly journal (210)

search under
Keemat <ALC78> (740)

CONSUMERAIDS. v.1- Jan. 1975—(210)—<New Delhi> (401)—K.R.Polavarapu (402)—Reported ceased (470)—25cm. (5011)—some
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CONSUMPTION and stocks

numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--
Compendium of consumer information (680)--1. Consumer education
- India - Periodicals. 2. Consumer protection - India -
Periodicals (720)--TX335. Alc768 (811)--75-904466 (821)--4043582
(826)--TXeIDN975m (828)--ALC79 (852)--OC (853)--
PL480:v.1(1-2/3); Jan.-Mar. 1975 (910)

CONSUMPTION and stocks of important minerals in India. v.1(1-2);
1968-69 (210)--Nagpur (401)--Indian Bureau of Mines (402)--
ceased (470)--28cm. (501l)--u (521)--English (531)--1. Mineral
industries - India - Statistics. 2. Mines and mineral resources
- India - Statistics (720)--I. India. Indian Bureau of Mines
(730)--HD9506. I4A22 (811)--74-285534 (821)--0591-0285 (825)--
4434182 (826)--HDeIMtN968u (828)--NUC (852)--OC (853)

TEE CONTEMPORARY. v.1- 1957- (210)--Sponsored by: Society for
Contemporary Studies (306)--New Delhi (401)--Published by: R.N.
Guha Thakurta for Contemporary Journals Ltd. (402)--8 Fire
Brigade Lane, New Delhi-110001 <CIPE> (480)--Rs.22.00 (490)--
28cm. (5011)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Debosh Das Gupta
<CIPE>; R.K. Sinha <OC> (611)--Special numbers <CIPE> (640)--
Indexed in: Index India <UMC> (654)--Political information
(680)--I. Sinha, R.K., ed. II. Das Gupta, Debosh, ed. III.
Society for Contemporary Studies (730)--AP8.C62 (811)--954
(812)--SA63-463 (821)--0573-7958 (825)--1606812 (826)--
APE1D9N57m (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE IPIP NST OC UCD UMC (853)--
PL480:v.7, Jan. 1963- (910)

CONTEMPORARY India; (210)--a national quarterly. v.1-3(1); Jan.
1935-37 <UCD> (212)--Former sub-title: a quarterly review of
Indian affairs (252)--Lahore (401)--R.S. Chopra; Contemporary
India Office <ULS> (402)--ceased <ULS UCD> (470)--25cm. (5011)--
q (521)--English (531)--Eds.: I. Baba Pyare Lal Bedi; II. Freda
Marie (Houston) Bedi (611)--Includes section "current
literature" (620)--1. India - Periodicals (720)--I. Bedi, Baba
Pyare Lal, 1909- ed. II. Bedi, Freda Marie (Houston), 1911- ed.
(730)--Contemporary India; a quarterly review of Indian affairs
(740)--DS401.C6 (811)--38-29308 (821)--DSeIPL935q (828)--NUC
(852)--BUCOP IOL NLC UCD ULS (853)

CONTEMPORARY India; a quarterly review of Indian affairs (210)
search under
Contemporary India; a national quarterly (740)

CONTEMPORARY Indian literature. v.1- 1961- (210)--Formerly: The
Literary news bulletin (250)--New Delhi (401)--S.L. Shastri
(402)--6/1185 Naiwali Gali, Karolbagh, New Delhi-110005 (480)--
Rs.10.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--q (521)--Formerly
monthly <NUC> (525)--English (531)--Ed.: S. Lakshman Shastri
<Pi75> (611)--1. Indo-Aryan philology - Periodicals (720)--The
Literary news bulletin (740)--AP8.C63 (811)--040 (812)--SA62-213
(821)--0045-8333 (825)--APE1D9N61q (828)--AL (852)--NST NUC
Pi75 (853)--PL480:v.2, Jan. 1962- (910)
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CONTRIBUTIONS to South Asian Studies. no.1- 1979- <OC> (210)--
Delhi (401)--Oxford University Press (402)--2/11 Ansari Road, Daryaganj, New Delhi-110002 (480)--Rs.70.00 (490)--23cm. (501l)--illus. (5012)--a (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Gopal Krishna, 1979- (611)--South Asia - Collected works (720)--I. Krishna, Gopal, ed. (730)--DS331.C66 (811)--954'.005 (812)--79-915479 (821)--5788918 (826)--DS6eID979a (828)--ALC80 (852)--OC UMC (853)

COOPERATIVE Bombay (210)
search under
Cooperative Maharashtra (740)

COOPERATIVE India (210)
search under
Cooperative Maharashtra <ALC76> (740)

COOPERATIVE information bulletin (SA68-10370) (210)
search under
Cooperative perspective (740)

THE COOPERATIVE law journal. v.1- 1965- <UCD> (210)--Sponsored by:
Committee for Cooperative Training (National Cooperative Union of India) (306)--New Delhi (401)--P.V. Das <CIPE> (402)--C/O National Cooperative Union of India, Suryamukhi Building, Aurobindo Marg, New Delhi-110016 <CIPE> (480)--Rs.25.00 (490)--25cm. (501l)--q (521)--English (531)--Ed.: J.R. Sharma <CIPE> (611)--Indices (651)--Publishes judgements of the Supreme Court/High Court/cooperative tribunals <CIPE> (680)--1.
Cooperative societies - India - Law - Periodicals (720)--I. Committee for Cooperative Training (730)--K3.055 (811)--340'.05 (812)--72-912958 (821)--1565052 (826)--K3eIDN965q (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE IPiP NUC OC UCD (853)--PL480:v.6, pt.1, Apr. 1970- (910)

COOPERATIVE Maharashtra. 1961- <CIPE> (210)--Formerly: Cooperative Bombay, 1960 <CNLC> (250)--Bombay (401)--D.N. Nadkarni <NST>; Service Publications <NUC> (402)--107 Mahatma Gandhi Road, Fort, Bombay-400001 <IPiP> (480)--Price varies (490)--24cm. (501l)--a (521)--English (531)--Suspended (540)--Incorporates: Cooperative India (6032)--1. Cooperation - Maharashtra - Periodicals. 2.
Cooperative societies - Maharashtra - Periodicals (720)--1.
Cooperative Bombay. 2. Cooperative India (740)--HD3540.A3M325 (811)--334 (812)--SA68-7810 (821)--059-6363 (825)--HDe1MtB960a (828)--ALC76 (852)--CNLC IPiP NUC NST OC UCD (853)--PL480:1962-64 (910)

COOPERATIVE news bulletin. v.1-9(8); Aug. 1950-Mar. 1959 (210)--
Issued by: Bombay Provincial Cooperative Institute (302)--Bombay (401)--e (521)--English (531)--Succeeded by: Bombay cooperator
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BOUQUET C

COOPERATIVE trade directory wef. v.1, 1959 <NST> (602)--I. Bombay Provincial Cooperative Institute (730)--Bombay cooperator (750)--280.28; 334 <NST> (812)--0573-9640 (825)--UueImtB950e (828)--Nuc (852)--CNLC NST (853)

COOPERATIVE news digest. no.1- Mar. 1950- (210)--Published by: Reserve Bank of India, Agricultural Credit Dept. (305)--Bombay (401)--33cm. (5011)--tables (5015)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: K. Madhava Das <CIPE> (611)--Indexed in: Index India (654)--I. Reserve Bank of India. Agricultural Credit Dept. (730)--334 (812)--0525-6402 (825)--UueImtB950m (828)--Nuc (852)--CIPE IOL IPiP NST UCD (853)--Specimen copy only (920)

COOPERATIVE perspective. v.8- Feb./Apr. 1973- (210)--Formerly: Cooperative information bulletin. v.1-7; 1966-Jan. 1973 <UCD> (250)--Published by: Vaikunth Mehta National Institute of Cooperative Management (305)--Poona (401)--S.R. Jog <Pi775> (402)--NICM, R.B.I. Building, Ganeshkhind Road, Poona-411016, Maharashtra (480)--Rs.5.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--q (521)--English (531)--Ed.: S.B. Mahababal <CIPE> (611)--Indexed in: Index India <CIPE> (654)--Cooperation (680)--1. Cooperation - India - Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. Vaikunth Mehta National Institute of Cooperative Management (730)--Cooperative information bulletin (740)--HD2951.6737 (811)--334'.0954 (812)--73-904688 (821)--0302-7767 (825)--1790545 (826)--HDeImtP966q (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC Pi775 UCD UMC (853)--PL480:Jan. 1968- (910)

COOPERATIVE studies. v.1- 1958- (210)--Journal of the Cooperative Training College, Poona (307)--Poona (401)--u (521)--English (531)--I. Cooperative Training College, Poona (730)--334 (812)--0573-9705 (825)--UueImtP958u (828)--NST (852)--BUCOP UCD UCR (853)

COOPERATIVE sugar directory & yearbook, 1970- (210)--Published by: National Federation of Cooperative Sugar Factories, Ltd. (305)--New Delhi (401)--24cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--a (521)--English (531)--Ed.: N.S. Jain, 1970-74/76 (611)--1. Sugar trade - India - Directories. 2. Producer cooperatives - India - Directories. 3. India - Sugar trade - Directories. 4. Sugar trade - Directories - India (720)--I. National Federation of Cooperative Sugar Factories, Ltd. II. Jain, W.S., ed. (730)--HD9116.139C66 (811)--334'.68641'02554 (812)--80-649190 (821)--4157472 (826)--HDeIN970a (828)--Nuc (852)--OC (853)

COOPERATIVE trade directory for South East Asia. 1st- Mar. 1964- <NUC> (210)--Issued by: International Cooperative Alliance. Regional Office and Education Centre for South East Asia (302)--New Delhi (401)--33cm. (5011)--a (irregular) (521)--English (531)--Supplements accompany some numbers (631)--1. Asia, Southeastern - Commerce - Directories. 2. Cooperative societies - Asia, Southeastern - Directories (720)--I. International Cooperative Alliance. Regional Office and Education Centre for South East Asia (730)--HP3763.C63 (811)--334 (812)--SA67-2729 (821)--0069-9837 (825)--1774291 (826)--HFeIDN964i (828)--ALC76
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THE COOPERATOR. v.1-1963- <UCD> (210)--Fortnightly of the National Cooperative Union of India (307)--New Delhi (401)--The Union (402)--Eros Apartment (6th Floor), 56 Nehru Place, New Delhi-110024 (480)--27cm. (5011)--some numbers issued combined (503)--e (521)--English, Hindi (534)--Ed.: C.D. Prasad Rao <CIPE> (611)--Indexed in: Index India <CIPE> (654)--Cooperation in India (680)--1. Agriculture, Cooperative - India - Periodicals. 2. Cooperation - India - Periodicals (720)--1. National Cooperative Union of India (730)--HD1491.I4C77 (811)--74-904058 (821)--0573-9713 (825)--4043552 (826)--HDeID963e (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE IOC IP1P OC UCD UMC (853)


COORDINATING Committee of Indian Trade Unions (110)--CCITU labour bulletin. v.1- Oct. 1968- <UCD> (210)--Bombay (401)--G.B. Sukhee (402)--143 Mahatma Gandhi Road, Fort, Bombay-400001 (480)--Rs.5.00 (490)--29cm. (5011)--some numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--Suspended (540)--Succeeds: Labour bulletin. v.1-3; 1965-Sept. 1968 <UCD> (601)--Ed.: G.B. Sukhee (611)--Labour (680)--Trade unions - India - Periodicals. 2. Trade unions - Periodicals (720)--Labour bulletin (750)--HD681.AI3L3 (811)--331.88 (821)--HDeIMtB968m (828)--PiI75 (852)--IP1P OC UCD (853)--PL480:Oct. 1968-July 1974; issue for June 1968 not available (910)--AL lists under Labour bulletin (990)

CORPORATION of Calcutta (110)
search under
Calcutta. Municipal Corporation <ALC76> (740)

CORPUS of Indian coins. v.1-4; -1957 (210)--Published by: Numismatic Society of India (305)--Varanasi (401)--ceased (470)--25cm. (5011)--u (521)--English (531)--1. Coins, Indic - Periodicals (720)--Numismatic Society of India, Varanasi (730)--CJ3536.C63 (811)--SA68-4814 (821)--8572892 (826)--QLeIUM979a (828)--OC (852)--UMC (853)

CORSI bulletin (210)
search under
Operational Research Society of India. Calcutta Branch. CORSI bulletin <AL NST> (740)
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BOUQUET C

COTTAGE industries.

CORSANAT. v.1- Jan. 1979- (210)--Corbett Society of Naturalists (402)--Rani Mill Delhi Road, Meerut-250002, UP (480)--Rs.10.00; $2.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--q (521)--English (531)--On conservation of wild life (680)--I. Wildlife conservation - Periodicals (720)--I. Corbett Society of Naturalists (730)--QL81.5.C67 (811)--79-915280 (821)--5669705 (826)--QLEIUM979a (828)--ALC79 (852)--NUC OC (853)--PL480:v.1, Jan. 1979- (910)


COSMIC Society journal (210)
search under
Cosmic Society. Journal (740)

COSMOPOLITAN view. v.1- Aug. 1974- (210)--Chandigarh (401)--U.S.Cheema (402)--m (521)--English (531)--Suspended (540)--Socioeconomic and political problems in India (680)--75-900398 (821)--UUeIC974m (828)--ALC76 (852)--PL480:v.7 (11)-9 (3/4)

COSMOS Research Institute (110)--Study, Cosmos Research Institute. no.1- 1968- <OC> (210)--New Delhi (401)--Reported ceased (470)--27-29cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--1 (521)--English, Hindi (534)--Hindu astrology (680)--1. Astrology, Hindu - Periodicals (720)--70-916695 (821)--4538063 (826)--UUeIDN968i (828)--ALC80 (852)--ALC76 OC (853)--PL480:no.1-4 (910)

COST and works accountant. v.1-10; 1955-65 (210)--Published by: Institute of Cost and Works Accountants (305)--Calcutta (401)--12 Sudder Street, Calcutta-700016 (480)--Rs.50.00 (490)--26.5cm. (5011)--m (521)--English (531)--Succeeded by: Management accountant wef. v.1, 1966 <UCD> (602)--Ed.: P. Chattopadhyay <CIPE> (611)--Indexed in: GPI; Index India<CIPE> (654)--I. Institute of Cost and Works Accountant (730)--Management accountant (750)--338 (812)--0574-1823 (825)--UUeIBC955m (828)--UCD (852)--CIPE NST (853)

COTTAGE industries. v.1-2(2); Sept. 1948-June 1950 <NUC> (210)--Shillong (401)--25cm. (5011)--2 vols. on one reel (5041)--u (521)--English (531)--No more published (550)--UUeIAss948u (828)--NUC (852)--ULS (853)
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COTTON and bullion (210) search under Cotton and finance (740)

COTTON and finance. v.1-8(8); July 1925-Feb. 1933 (210)--Formerly:
Cotton and bullion, July 1925-Jan. 1926 (250)--Bombay (401)--m
(521)--English (531)--Succeeded by: Financial news w.e.f. v.1,
1933 <UCD> (602)--Cotton and bullion (740)--Financial news
(750)--UOEIMtB925m (828)--ULS (852)--UCD (853)

COTTON and textile annual. v.1- 1958- (210)--Bombay (401)--<Cotton
and Textile Publications> (402)--United Commercial Bank Ltd.,
1st Floor, 359 Dr. D.N. Road, Fort, Bombay-400001 (480)--Rs.6.00
(490)--29cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--ports. (5013)--vols. for
1970-71 issued combined (503)--a (521)--English (531)--Ed.: D.S.
Nadkarni <PiI75> (611)--Commerce and industry (680)--l. Cotton
trade --India --Periodicals (720)--HD9886.14C64 (811)--338.4
(812)--SA67-1043 (821)--0589-8862 (825)--1695681 (826)--
HDeIMtB958a (828)--PiI75 (852)--AL CIPE IPiP NST NUC OC (853)--
PL480:1965-72 (910)

COTTON Corporation of India (110)--Annual report. 1st- 1970/71-
(210)--Bombay (401)--The Corporation (402)--Air India Building,
12th Floor, Nariman Point, Bombay-400001 (480)--26cm. (5011)--
illus. (5012)--a (521)--English (531)--Report year ends Aug. 31
(680)--l. Cotton Corporation of India --Yearbooks (720)--
HD9886.14C68 (811)--338.7'3510954 (812)--74-901621 (821)--
0304-6907 (825)--1797748 (826)--HDeIMtB971a (828)--ALC76 (852)--
CNLC NUC OC (853)--PL480:2d-4th; 1971/72-1973/74 (910)

COTTON Corporation of India (110)--Newsletter (210) search under
Cotton news <ALC80> (740)

COTTON development. v.1- July 1971- <OC> (210)--Published by:
Directorate of Cotton Development, Govt. of India (305)--Bombay
(401)--14 Nicol Road, Ballard Estate, Bombay-400001 (480)--
Rs.16.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--q (521)--English,
Hindi (534)--Ed.: S.B.P. Rao (611)--Includes special numbers
(640)--Includes articles on cotton research, development,
marketing Statistics, etc. (680)--l. Cotton --India --
Periodicals (720)--I. India. Directorate of Cotton Development
(730)--SB245.C852 (811)--633 (812)--71-926908 (821)--0045-8759
(825)--3961979 (826)--SBehIMtB971q (828)--CIPE (852)--ALC76 NUC
OC (853)--PL480:v.1(2), Oct. 1971- (910)

COTTON news. v.1- 1972- (210)--Published by: Cotton Corporation of
India (305)--Newsletter of the Corporation (307)--Bombay (401)--
R.C. Kapoor (402)--Air India Building, 12th Floor, Nariman
Point, Bombay-400001 <CIPE> (480)--Free (490)--some numbers
issued combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--Suspended: May
(540)--Resumed (560)--Ed.: R.C. Kapoor (611)--Commerce and
industry (680)--I. Cotton Corporation of India (730)--Cotton
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CRAFT designs.

Corporation of India. Newsletter (740)--HD9086.I5C6 (811)--73-903539 (821)--6721734 (826)--HDeIMtB972m (828)--ALC76 (852)--ALC80 CIPE OC PiI75 (853)--PL480:v.1(2), Oct. 1972- (910)

COTTON Technological Research Laboratory (110)--Annual report, Cotton Technological Research Laboratory (210)--Bombay (401)--The Laboratory (402)--25cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--TS156.44C68 (811)--633'.51'072054 (812)--77-912266 (821)--3603099 (826)--TSeIMtB9uua (828)--NUC (852)--ALC80 OC (853)--PL480:50th, 1973- (910)

COTTON Technological Research Laboratory (110)--Technological report, Cotton Technological Research Laboratory (210)--Bombay (401)--v.5 equals 1969 A.D. (462)--29cm. (5011)--some numbers issued combined (503)--i (521)--English (531)--1. Textile industry - India <OC> (720)--72-909658 (821)--4535857 (826)--UUEIMtB89ui (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480:no.5-16; Apr. 1969-73; Subscription discontinued (910)

COTTON Textiles Export Promotion Council (110)--India's exports of cotton textiles (210)

search under
India's exports of cotton textiles (740)

COUNTERPOINT. v.1- 1977- (210)--Calcutta (401)--Riddhi-India (402)--28 Beniatola Lane, Calcutta-700009 (480)--Rs.30.00 (490)--22cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Indology (680)--1. Calcutta - Periodicals (720)--DS486.C2C68 (811)--954'.14 (812)--79-915497 (821)--DSeIBC977a (828)--ALC80 (852)--NUC (853)--PL480: v.1, 1977- (910)

COURIER des Indes; (210)--a bi-lingual weekly devoted to Indo-European friendship. v.1- Apr.11, 1948- (212)--Bombay (401)--38cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--English (531)--Supplements accompany some numbers (631)--AP26.C68 (811)--54-33874 (821)--APefIMtB948w (828)--NUC (852)--ULS (853)

CPI Publications (210)

search under
Communist Party of India. Communist Party publication <ALC76> (740)

CRAFT designs. <1st ed.>- 1961- (210)--Published by: All India Handicrafts Board, Govt. of India (305)--New Delhi (401)--Publicity Section, All India Handicrafts Board, Ministry of Commerce & Industry, New Delhi (480)--29cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--i (521)--English (531)--Suspended: 1963-68 <OC> (540)--1. Art industries and trade, Indic - Periodicals. 2. Designs, Decorative - India (720)--I. India. All India Handicrafts Board (730)--NK1047.C7 (811)--745 (821)--SA66-5452 (821)--0590-045X (825)--1774293 (826)--NKeIDN961u (828)--ALC76 (852)--IP1P NST NUC OC (853)--PL480:1961-71 (910)
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CREATIVE book selection index (210)
search under
Creative plays (740)


CRIME & society. v.4(1)- Apr. 1979- (210)--Formerly: The Path. v.1-3(6); May 1974-Jan. 1977 (250)--<New Delhi> (401)--Path Publications; <P.J. Koshy> (402)--305-A Hans Bhavan, Bahadur Shah Zafar Road, New Delhi-110002 (480)--Rs.10.00; $6.00 (490)--m (521)--biweekly; Feb. 1976-Oct. 1977 <ALC78> (525)--English (531)--Suspended: Feb. 1976-Aug. 14, 1977 and with v.3(6), Nov.1. 1977 (540)--Resumed with v.4(1), Apr. 1979 (560)--Ed.: P.J. Koshy (611)--Brought out by young writers and journalists (680)--The Path (740)--X9-915637 (822)--UUEIDN974m (828)--ALC80 (852)--CIPE for earlier title (853)--PL480:v.1, 1974- ; some issues not available (910)

CRIMINAL law journal; (210)--a monthly legal publication containing full reports of all reportable criminal cases of the High Court and Supreme Court in India <1952> - (212)--Formerly: Criminal law journal of India; a monthly legal publication containing full reports of all reported criminal cases of the high courts and chief courts, etc. v.1- ; 1904-51? 2. Criminal law journal of India; a fortnightly legal publication... v.3-10 <NUC> (250)--Nagpur (401)--D.V. Chitaley for All-India Reporter, Ltd. (402)--Lahore, v.1-46; 1904-1945 <NUC>; Bombay <OC>; Madras <AL> (451)--Law Publishing Press (452)--P.B. No. 209, Congress Nagar, Nagpur-440012, MP (480)--Rs.60.00 (490)--25cm. (501l)--At the end of the year 12 monthly parts with annual index are bound in two volumes (502)--m (521)--fortnightly; v.3-10 <NUC> (525)--English (531)--Ed.: A. Appu Rao; S.D. Chaudhri, 1904- <NUC> (611)--Includes supplements (631)--Indexes (651)--Reports important criminal law judgements of Supreme Court and all high courts in India (680)--1. Criminal law - India. 2. Law reports,
BOUQUET C

CROPS in India.

digests, etc. - India. 3. Law - Periodicals (720)--I. India. Courts. II. Chaudhri, S.D., ed. III. Appu Rao, S., ed. (730)--1. Criminal law journal of India; a fortnightly legal publication... 2. Criminal law journal of India; a monthly legal publication containing full reports of all reported criminal cases of the high courts and chief courts (740)--FL8.I465C9 (811)--12-27493 (821)--0011-1325 (825)--1565433 (826)--FLEIITM904m (828)--CIPE (852)--ALC76 CNLC NUC OC ULS (853)--PL480:v.66(no.757), Jan. 1963-- (910)

CRIMINAL law journal of India; a fortnightly legal publication (210)

search under

Criminal law journal; a monthly legal publication containing full reports of all reportable criminal cases of the high courts and Supreme Court in India (740)

CRIMINAL law journal of India; a monthly legal publication containing full reports of all reported criminal cases of the high courts and chief courts, etc. in India (210)

search under

Criminal law journal; a monthly legal publication containing full reports of all reportable criminal cases of the high courts and Supreme Court in India (740)

THE CRIMINAL law review. v.1-10(4); Feb. 1913-Nov. 5, 1917 (210)--Madras (401)--Thompson (402)--24cm. (5011)--issued in 2 pts. (502)--w (521)--English (531)--Contains 2 pts. separately paged: Journal; Reports (620)--1. Criminal law - India - Periodicals. 2. Periodicals -India. 3. Reports, digests, etc. - India (720)--FL8.I465C92 (811)--FL8IITM913w (828)--ULS (852)--NUC (853)

CRIMINAL lawyer; (210)--a monthly journal. v.1-3; May 1928-June 1930 (212)--Madras (401)--u (521)--English (531)--Nov.-Dec. 1928 not published (540)--UUEIITM928u (828)--ULS (852)

THE CRIMINAL reports; (210)--a monthly publication containing reports of criminal cases decided by the Allahabad High Court, Oudh Chief Court and Privy Council and select important cases of other high courts. v.1- Jan. 1938- <NUC> (212)--Allahabad (401)--Indian Law House (402)--26cm. (5011)--m (521)--English (531)--Eds.: Bhagwan Swarup Darbari and M.L. Kharbanda, 1938- (611)--Law (811)--8613656 (826)--K2eIUA1938m (828)--NUC (852)--OC (853)

CRITERIA: art and poetry today (210)

search under

Art and poetry today (740)

CROPS in India. v.1-2(1); Jan./Mar. 1968-Mar. 1969 <OC> (210)--Delhi (401)--Agro-Service (402)--3491 Gali Bajrangbali, Chawri Bazar, Delhi-110006 (480)--Rs.8.00 (490)--30cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--q (521)--English (531)--No more published <OC> (550)--1. Field crops - India - Periodicals (720)--SB183.C73 (811)--
CROSS roads

633'.0054 (812) --SA68-10563 (821) --0011-1872 (825) --SBeIDD968q (828) --NUC (852) --CIPE IPiP NST OC UCD (853)

CROSS roads; (210) --the progressive newsweekly. v.1-5 (22); Apr. 29, 1949-Sept. 27, 1953 <ULS> (212) --Subtitle varies (252) -- Bombay (401) --Madras (451) --44cm. (5011) --illus. (5012) --w (521) --English (531) --Issues for July 12, 1942-June 27, 1943 have no volume numbering (571) --Absorbed by: New age wef. Sept. 27, 1953 (6041) --Ed.: R. Thapar <NUC> (611) --I. Thapar, Romesh, ed. (730) --New age (750) --AP8.C76 (811) --52-31837 (821) --APEITM949w (828) --NUC (852) --PiH UCD ULS (853)

CROSS section. v.1- 1972- <PiI75> (210) --New Delhi (401) --Navin Berry (402) --188 Golf Links, New Delhi-110003 (480) --Rs.24.00 (490) --28cm. (5011) --illus. (5012) --b; m <PiI75> (521) --English (531) --Suspended (540) --Absorbs: The Trader. v.1-2; Nov. 1972-Dec. 1973 (6031) --News and current affairs (680) --1. India - Commerce - Periodicals. 2. India - Economic conditions, 1945- - Periodicals (720) --The Trader (750) --HF41.C75 (811) --380.1.0954 (812) --74-901706 (821) --1797749 (826) --HFeIDN972b (828) --ALC78 (852) --OC PiI75 (853) --PL480:no.5-18; Mar./Apr. 1974-Nov. 1976 (910)

CROSSFIELD directory of executives in India. v.1- 1970- (210) --New Delhi (401) --a (521) --English (531) --No more published <ALC80> (550) --1. Executives - India - Directories (720) --HF5500.3.15C7 (811) --77-917635 (821) --1565512 (826) --HFeIDN970a (828) --ALC76 (852) --ALC80 OC (853) --PL480:1970 (910)

CSIR handbook (210)

search under

THE CULTURAL digest. v.1(1-3); June-Aug. 1975 (210) --Srinagar (401) --T. Fotedar <OC> (402) --ceased (470) --72 Narpirstan, Srinagar-190001, Kashmir (480) --Rs.10.00 (490) --25cm. (5011) --m (521) --English (531) --A monthly of Kashmiri culture (680) --NX573.A3K383 (811) --954'.6'005 (812) --77-912038 (821) --3391725 (826) --NXeIJK975m (828) --PL480:v.1(3), Aug. 1975 (910)

CULTURAL India; (210)--a cultural weekly. v.1- 1955- (212)--Baroda (401)--Ashok A. Pandit (402)--Loksewa Printing Press, Modikhana, Baroda, Gujarat (480)--Rs.15.00 (490)--e (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Ashok A. Pandit (611)--Literary and cultural magazine (680)--052 (812)--0526-4065 (825)--UUE1GueB955e (828)--PII75 (852)--BUCEO CIPE NST UCK (853)

CULTURAL integration (210)--Manipur Cultural Integration Conference (305)--Imphal (401)--Rs.8.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--u (521)--English, Manipuri, Assamese (534)--On the life, culture and people of Manipur (680)--I. Manipur cultural Integration Conference (730)--77-912599 (821)--9343146 (826)--UUE1MA1g9uu (828)--ALC78 (852)--CIPE OC (853)


CULTURAL Research Institute, Calcutta (110)--Bulletin of the Cultural Research Institute. v.1- 1962-- (210)--Formerly issued by: The Tribal Welfare Dept., Govt. of West Bengal, 1962-66 <NST> (352)--Calcutta (401)--Published by the Director, Cultural Research Institute on behalf of the Scheduled Castes and Tribes Welfare Dept., Govt. of West Bengal (402)--Temple Press, 2 Nayaratna Lane, Calcutta-700004 (480)--28cm. (5011)--Illus. (5012)--q (521)--English, Bengali (534)--Suspended: 1970-71 (540)--Indexed in: GIPL; Index India (654)--Demographic, Sociological ethnographic studies on West Bengal (680)--1. Ethnology - India - Periodicals (720)--I. West Bengal. Tribal Welfare Dept. (730)--DS430.C245 (811)--SA66-1809 (821)--1589222 (826)--DSeIDC962q (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE IPiP NST OC UCD UMC (853)--PL480:v.1(2)-10(3/4); 1962-74 (910)

THE CURRENT. v.8- July 18, 1956-- (210)--Formerly: Current news magazine. v.1-7; 1949-July 11, 1956 <UCD> (250)--Bombay (401)--Current Publications Private Ltd. (402)--Mehar House, 15 Cowasji Patel Street, Bombay-400001 <PII75> (480)--Jolly Maker Chambers, 1 Nariman Point, Bombay-400021 <CIPE> (483)--Rs.22.00 (490)--42cm. (5011)--Illus. (5012)--Available on microfilm from LC Photoduplication Service (5041)--w (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Ayub Syed <CIPE> (611)--News and current affairs (680)--Current news magazine (740)--AP8.C78 (811)--SA68-10447 (821)--0011-3123 (825)--4581241 (826)--APE1Mtb949w (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC PiH PII75 ULS UMC (853)--PL480:v.14(20), Jan. 26, 1963-- (910)
CURRENT affairs.

CURRENT affairs. v.1-19—(210)—Published by: Communist Party of India (305)—Delhi (401)—Careers Institute <NUC> (402)—ceased <ALC70> (470)—P.B.No. 319, New Delhi (480)—18cm. (5011)—q (521)—English (531)—Succeeds: people's age (601)—A quarterly journal of contemporary life and letters <NLC> (680)—People's age (750)—AP8.C79 (811)—954 (812)—SA62-1065 (821)—0590-3696 (825)—APeIDD9uuq (828)—NUC (852)—ALC76 NLC NST UCD ULS (853)—PL480:1962-66 (910)

CURRENT affairs; (210)—India, Pakistan and the world. 1st-15th; 1949-63? (212)—Calcutta (401)—A. Mukherjee & Co. (402)—ceased (470)—18cm. (5011)—maps (5014)—a (521)—English (531)—Ed.: A. Bose, 1949—(611)—India. 2. History—Yearbooks (720)—I. Bose, Atindranath, ed. (730)—DS401.C87 (811)—954 (812)—49-48820 (821)—DSeIBC949a (828)—ALC70 (852)—IOL NUC ULS UMC (853)—PL480: 14th-15th ed.; 1962-63 (910)

CURRENT agriculture. v.1—Jan./June 1977—(210)—Published by: Indian Society of Agricultural Research Scientists (305)—Karnal (401)—Karnal-132001, Haryana (480)—24cm. (490)—some numbers issued combined (503)—q (521)—English (531)—Quarterly journal of soil and plant sciences of Indian Society of Agricultural Research Scientists, Karnal (680)—I. Agricultural research—India—Periodicals. 2. Soils, salts in—Periodicals. 3. Water in agriculture—Periodicals (720)—I. Indian Society of Agricultural Research Scientists (730)—S1.C97 (811)—78-914011 (821)—S1eIK977q (828)—ALC78 (852)—NUC OC (853)—PL480:v.2(1/2), Jan./June 1978—(910)

CURRENT central labour code. no.1—1957—(210)—Delhi (401)—Law Literature House <NST> (402)—2646 Ballimaran, Delhi (480)—Rs.2.00 (490)—u (521)—English (531)—331 (812)—0574-7368 (825)—UUEIDD957u (828)—IPiP (852)—NST UCD (853)

CURRENT developments (210)

search under
Current scene; developments in Mainland china (740)

CURRENT developments in Mainland China (210)

search under
Current scene; developments in Mainland China (740)

CURRENT dynamics. v.1-3; Apr. 1970—Mar. 1972 (210)—Calcutta (401)—Space Age Publishers <CIPE> (402)—ceased (470)—24 Rippon St., Calcutta-700016 (480)—Rs.36.00 (490)—28cm. (5011)—m (521)—English (531)—Ed.: Judhajit Kumar Chakravarty (611)—Economic development (680)—HC431.C8 (811)—74-914197 (812)—1716790 (826)—HCeIBC970m (828)—ALC74 (852)—CIPE OC UCD (853)

CURRENT events. v.1—1955—(210)—Dehradun (401)—Dev Dutt Arora (402)—15 Rajpur Road, Dehradun, UP (480)—Rs.24.00 (490)—25cm. (5011)—Illus. (5012)—ports. (5013)—maps (5014)—tables (5015)—m (521)—English (531)—Ed.: Dev Dutt Arora (611)—
BOUQUET C

CURRENT leather literature.

Current affairs (680)--AP.C793 (811)--909 (812)--SA63-4105 (821)--0011-3484 (825)--3828296 (826)--APEIUD955m (828)--PII75 (852)--CIPE NST OC (853)

CURRENT events yearbook (210)
search under
Current events yearbook and world gazetteer (740)


CURRENT income-tax law. v.1- 1966- (210)--Delhi (401)--Current Law Publishers <NST> (402)--ceased (470)--P.B.No.1298, GPO, New Delhi-110006 (480)--RS.48.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--some numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: J.D. Jain (611)--Special numbers (640)--Income tax law (680)--1. Income tax - India - Law (720)--LAW (811)--336.2 <NST>; 340 <NUC> (812)--SA68-10290 (821)--0590-3939 (825)--1565629 (826)--Kle1DD966m (828)--CIPE (852)--ALC76 IPiP NST NUC OC (853)--PL480:v.1(7/8)-10(4/6); Jan./Feb. 1967-Oct./Dec. 1975 (910)

CURRENT Indian statutes. v.1- 1963- (210)--Chandigarh (401)--36 Sector 9-A, Chandigarh (480)--RS.40.00 (490)--27cm. (5011)--tables (5015)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Lalit Mohan Suri (611)--Supplements accompany some volumes (631)--Indices (651)--Contains acts, important notifications of Central, Madhya Pradesh, West Bengal, Orissa, Maharashtra and Gujarat States including important judgements and regulations (680)--1. Law reports, digests, etc. - India <UMC> (720)--I. India. Laws, statutes, etc. (730)--K.C926CU (811)--SA64-233 (821)--1752795 (826)--KleICC963m (828)--CIPE (852)--ALC76 IPiP OC UCSI UMC (853)--PL480:Pt.1, Jan. 1963- (910)--OCLC (MUL) lists it under:India. Laws, statutes, etc. Current Indian statutes (991)

CURRENT leather literature. v.1- 1968- (210)--Published by:
Central Leather Research Institute, Madras (305)--Madras (401)--K.G. Shiyappa (402)--Adyar, Madras-600020 (480)--RS.5.00 (490)--29cm. (5011)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: M.V.R. Rau <PII75> (611)--Technology (680)--Leather - Abstracts - Periodicals (720)--I. Central Leather Research Institute, Madras (730)--TS940.C87 (811)--685'.22'08 (812)--78-907231 (821)--0011-3638 (825)--TSeITM968m (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE IPiP NST NUC PI175 (853)--PL480:v.2, July 1969- (910)
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CURRENT management literature. v.1- 1970- (210)--Issued by: Administrative Staff College of India (302)--Hyderabad (402)--Library, Bella Vista, Hyderabad-500475, AP (480)--Rs.45.00 (490)--26cm. (5011)--some numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: P. Radhakrishna Murthy <CIPE> (611)--An abstracting journal covering all aspects of management <CIPE> (680)--1. Industrial management -- Bibliography (720)--I. Administrative Staff College of India, Hyderabad (730)--Z7164.07C87 (811)--016.6584 (812)--75-902160 (821)--0376-7604 (825)--3261224 (826)--ZleIAR970m (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE IPiP OC UCD UMC (853)--PL480:v.5, July 1974-- (910)

CURRENT news magazine (210)
search under
The Current (740)


CURRENT thought. v.1- 1924- (210)--Madras (401)--illus. (5012)--m (521)--English (531)--Eds.: S. Ganesan, Oct. 1924- (611)--l. Periodicals -- India (720)--UUeITM924m (828)--NUC (852)

CURRENT thought. v.1- 1939- <ULS> (210)--Calcutta (401)--P. Ghosh (402)--24cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--q (521)--English (531)--Eds.:Bimal Ghose and Parimal Ghose (611)--l. Periodicals -- India (720)--I. Ghose, Bimal, ed. II. Ghosh, Parimal, ed. (730)--UUeIBC939q (828)--NUC (852)--PIH ULS (853)
BOUQUET C

CUTTACK. Kala Vikash Kendra (110)

search under

Kala Vikash Kendra, Cuttack <ALC76> (740)

CUTTACK law times. v.1- 1935- (210)--Cuttack (401)--P.S.V. Lyor (402)--Nimchauri, Cuttack-753002, Orissa (480)--Rs.30.00 (490)--e (521)--monthly: v.1-33; 1935-Dec. 1968 (525)--English (531)--Ed.: J.K. Misra (611)--Indexed in: Index to Indian legal periodicals <CIPE> (654)--1. Law - Cuttack - Periodicals. 2. Law reports, digests, etc. - Cuttack - India (720)--LAW (811)--347 (812)--42-40905 rev. (821)--1565723 (826)--KleIOC935e (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE CNLC OC PiI75 UCD ULS (853)--PL480:v.28, Jan. 1962- (910)

CUTTACK weekly reporter. v.1- 1971- (210)--Cuttack (401)--Amarendra Nath Samanta (402)--Anand Printing Works, Telonga Bazar, Cuttack-753009, Orissa (480)--Rs.200.00 (490)--w (521)--English (531)--Naba Kumar Das (611)--Law (680)--1. Law - Cuttack - Periodicals. 2. Law reports, digests, etc. - Cuttack, India - Periodicals (720)--KleIOC971w (828)--PiI75 (852)--CIPE UCD (853)

CYCLONE (210)--Imphal (401)--S. Arambam (402)--Bhagyavati Karyalaya, Chuda Chand Printing Works, Imphal-795001, Manipur (480)--Rs.30.00 (490)--46cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--e (521)--English (531)--News and current affairs of Northeastern India <ALC78> (680)--1. India, Northeastern - Periodicals (720)--I. Arambam, Sarata (730)--DS483.C93 (811)--954'.l'005 (812)--77-912061 (821)--3117268 (826)--DSelIMA19uue (828)--ALC78 (852)--OC (853)
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BOUQUET D

D.E.S.U. (110)
search under
Delhi Electric Supply Undertaking (740)

D.P.A.R. (210)
search under
Development policy and administration review (740)

DACCA review. v.1- 1911- (210)--Dacca (401)--ceased <UCWB> (470)--25cm. (5011)--i (521)--English, Bengali (534)--UUeIBD9111 (828)--NLC (852)

DACCA University (110)
search under
University of Dacca (740)

DACCA University bulletin (210)
search under
University of Dacca. Bulletin (740)

DAILY chronicle (Delhi) (210)
search under
Civil and military gazette <PiH> (740)

DAINIKA visvanitra. v.1- 19 - (210)--Calcutta (401)--d (521)--Hindi (532)--UUHIBC9uud (828)--AL (852)--PL480:v.46, Jan. 1962- (910)

DAK tar. v.1- 1956- <UCD> (210)--Issued by: India. Post and Telegraphs Dept. (302)--House journal of the Indian Posts and Telegraph Dept. (307)--Delhi (401)--Rs.4.00 (490)--27cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--ports. (5013)--some issues combined (503)--m (521)--English, Hindi (534)--Issues for Nov. 1971-July 1972 reported as not published (540)--Ed.: H.N. Verma <CIPE> (611)--Special numbers (640)--I. India. Posts and Telegraphs Depts. (730)--HE6009.15A32 (811)--383 (812)--SA63-3918 (821)--0011-5762 (825)--3785067 (826)--HEeHDD956m (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE NUC OC UCD (853)--PL480:v.6(12), July 1962- (910)

DAKSHIN bharat (210)
search under
Dakshina bharata (740)

DAKSHIN Bharat Hindi Prachar Sabha (110)--Trimasika sahityika patrika (210)
search under
Dakshina bharata <ALC78> (740)

DAKSHINA bharata. v.1- Jan./Mar. 1976- ; 1952 <UCTN> (210)--Cover title: Dakshin bharat (2304)--Madras (401)--Dakshina Bharata Hindi Pracara Sabha, Madrasa (402)--25cm. (5011)--q (521)--Hindi (532)--Contemporary Hindi literature; Trimasika sahityika patrika (680)--I. Hindi literature - Periodicals (720)--I. Dakshina Bharata Hindi Pracara Sabha, Madras (730)--Dakshin
bharat (740) -- PK2030.D34 (811) -- SA77-912475 (821) -- 6413296 (826) -- PkhITM976g (828) -- ALC78 (852) -- OC UCT UMC (853) -- PL480:v.2 (no.6), Jan./Mar. 1977- (910)


DALA samachara. v.1 -- Jan. 1948? (210) -- Official organ of Congress Seva Dala (307) -- Dilli (401) -- Some numbers issued combined (503) -- m (521) -- English, Hindi (534) -- Suspended <ALC79> (540) -- SA68-19544 (821) -- UUEh1DD968m (828) -- ALC76 (852) -- PL480:v.21, Jan. 1968-; some issues not available (910)

DAMODAR Valley Corporation (110) -- Annual report of the Damodar Valley Corporation and audit report (210) search under Damodar Valley Corporation. Report (740)


DANDAKARANYA samachar. v.1 -- 1959- (210) -- Jagdalpur (401) -- Tushar Kanti Bose (402) -- Jeypore Road, Jagdalpur, Dist. Bastar, MP (480) -- Rs.10.00 (490) -- w (521) -- Bengali, English, Hindi (534) -- Ed.: Tushar Kanti Bose (611) -- News and current affairs (680) -- 052 (812) -- 0416-6744 (825) -- UUbehIMJw (828) -- Pi775 (852) -- IPiP NST (853)
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BOUQUET D

PL480:1971/74 (910)

DARBHANGA. Mithila Institute (110)

search under
Mithila Institute, Darbhanga (740)

DARJEELING Natural History Society (110)--Journal (210)

search under
Bengal Natural History Society. Journal <ULS> (740)

DARSANA samiksha. varsha 1- Julai 1971- (210)--Jayapura (401)--Rajasthania Hindi Grantha Akadami (402)--ceased (470)--A-26/2 University Road, Tilak Nagar, Jaipur, Rajasthan (480)--Rs.20.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--f (521)--Hindi (532)--Philosophy (680)--1. Philosophy -- Periodicals (720)--I. Rajasthania Hindi Grantha Akadami (730)--B8.H5D37 (811)--SA72-902747 (821)--1784128 (826)--B8HJR97Jf (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC OC UMC (853)--PL480: July 1971-Dec. 1973 (910)


DARSHANA (210)

search under
Darshana international (740)

DARSHANA international. v.3- 1963- (210)--Formerly: Darshana. v.1-2; Jan. 1961-62 (250)--Moradabad (401)--Darshana Printers, Diwan Bazar, Dahira, Moradabad, UP <CIPE> (402)--Rs.30.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--q (521)--English (531)--Ed.: J.P. Atteya (611)--Indexed in:Index India (654)--An international quarterly of philosophy, psychology, psychical research, religion, mysticism and sociology (680)--1. Philosophy -- Periodicals. 2. Philosophy, Indic - Periodicals (720)--Darshana (740)--B1.D3 (811)--100 (812)--SA63-639 rev. (821)--0011-6734 (825)--1606152 (826)--BleIUM961q (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE NST NUC OC PiH UMC (853)--PL480:v.2, Jan. 1962- (910)

DAS Gupta studies in library science. v.1- 1964- (210)--Published by: Dept. of Library Science, University of Rajasthan (305)--Jaipur (401)--22cm. (5011)--i (521)--English (531)--I. University of Rajasthan. Dept. of Library Science (730)--Z674.G8 (811)--020 (812)--SA66-7035 (821)--4018-405X (825)--Z6eIRJ965i (828)--AL75 (852)--NST NUC (853)

DATA India. no.1- Jan. 1974- (210)--New Delhi (401)--Press Institute of India (402)--Sapru House Annex, Barakhamba Road, New Delhi-110001 (480)--28cm. (5011)--w (521)--monthly:
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DATELINE Delhi.

Jan.-Mar. 1974 (525)--English (531)--News and current affairs
(680)--1. India - Periodicals. 2. India - Economic conditions,
1947- -- Periodicals (720)--I. Press Institute of India (730)--
DS401.D28; HC431.AI3 <OC> (811)--954'.005 (812)--74-903307
(821)--0377-6832 (825)--1797778 (826)--DS8IDN974w (828)--ALC76
(852)--OC UMC (853)--PL480:n0.1, Jan. 1974-- (910)

DATELINE Delhi. v.1- Oct. 20, 1968- (210)--New Delhi (401)--
Neighbourhood Publications Cooperative Society (402)--18A
Communication Buildings, Connaught Place, New Delhi-110001
(480)--m (521)--semimonthly: Oct. 20, 1968-Nov. 1970 (525)--
English (531)--Ed.: Sam Castelino (611)--Special number (640)--
General (680)--1774294 (826)--UUEIDN968m (828)--CIPE (852)--
ALC76 IPIp OC (853)

DAWN. v.1- ; 1942-46 (210)--Delhi (401)--Available on microfilm
from LC Photoduplication Service (5041)--d (521)--English
(531)--UUEIDD942d (828)--PIH (852)--NUC (853)--Since 1947
published in Karachi, Pakistan (991)

THE DAWN. v.1-16; 1897-1913 (210)--The Dawn and Dawn Society's
magazine. Superior ed...<NUC> (270)--Calcutta (401)--Dawn
Society (402)--ceased<ULS> (470)--24.5cm. (5011)--m (521)--
English (531)--1. India - Civilization - Periodicals (720)--I.
Dawn Society, Calcutta (730)--The Dawn and Dawn Society's
magazine (740)--DS401.D3 (811)--15-1338 (821)--DS8IDC897m
(828)--ULS (852)--NUC PIH (853)

THE DAWN and Dawn Society's magazine; Superior ed. (210)

search under
The Dawn (740)

DAYALBAGH herald. v.1- 1928- (210)--Dayalbagh, Agra (401)--
Rahraswami Education Institute <PIH>; Balakrishna Saxena <PI IT75
(402)--Dayalbagh, Agra, UP (480)--Rs.6.00 (490)--w; e <PIH>
(521)--English (531)--Ed.: Babu Ram Jadoun (611)--Social welfare
(680)--UUEIUA928e (828)--PII75 (852)--PIH (853)

DAYANANDA sandesa. v.1- Nov. 1973- (210)--Published by: Asha
Sahitya Pracara Trasta (305)--Journal of the Asha Sahitya
Pracara Trasta (307)--Dilli (401)--2-F Kamla Nagar, New
Delhi-110007 (480)--Rs.8.00 (490)--24cm. (5011)--some numbers
issued combined (503)--Hindi (532)--Ed.: Rajveer Shastri <PII75
(611)--Chiefly on Arya Samaj (680)--1. Arya Samaj - Periodicals
(720)--I. Asha Sahitya Pracara Trasta (730)--BL1250.D38 (811)--
75-900544 (821)--2245557 (826)--BS8IDD973m (828)--ALC76 (852)--
OC PI75 (853)--PL480:v.2, Nov. 1974-- (910)

DEAF in India. v.1- Nov. 1949- (210)--Official organ of the
Convention of the Teachers of the Deaf in India (307)--Calcutta
(401)--25cm. (5011)--illlus. (5012)--ports. (5013)--q (521)--
English (531)--1. Deaf - India - Periodicals (720)--I.
Convention of the Teachers of the Deaf in India (730)--HV2862.D4
(811)--371.912 (812)--56-46258 (821)--HVeIIBC949q (828)--NUC
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BOUQUET D

DECCAN College Research

(852)--UCD (853)

DEBONAIR. v.1- 1972--(210)--Bombay (401)--S.D. Mavinkurve, etc.<OC> (402)--Caxton House, 289 Shahid Bhagat Singh Road, Bombay-400001 (480)--Rs.43.00 (490)--29cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Anthony Sevier van Braband <CIPE>; Vinod Mehta <NL> (611)--Literary and cultural (680)--AP8.D4 (811)--052 (812)--77-647567 (821)--3214063 (826)--APeIMtB072m (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE NL NUC OC (853)--PL480:v.4, Jan. 1975--(910)

DECCAN chronicle. v.1- Jan. 1938--UCD (210)--Secunderabad (401)--K.R. Pattabhiram <PiI75> (402)--36 Sarojini Devi Road, Secunderabad-500003, AP <PiI75> (480)--Rs.55.00 (490)--Available on microfilm from LC Photoduplication Service (5041)--d (521)--English (531)--Ed.: K.R. Pattabhiram (611)--News and current affairs (680)--UoeI89S938d (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC PiH PiI72 UCD (853)--PL480:v.25, Jan. 1, 1962--(910)

DECCAN College, Poona (110)

search under

Deccan College Postgraduate and Research Institute, Poona <ALC76> (740)

DECCAN College, Poona (110)--Vak (210)

search under

Vak <PiH> (740)

DECCAN College Postgraduate and Research Institute, Poona (110)--Bulletin of the Deccan College Research Institute. v.1--Dec. 1939--(210)--Poona (401)--The Institute (402)--Rs.20.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--maps (5014)--diagrams (5017)--Issued in pts. (502)--some issues combined (503)--q (521)--English (531)--Ed.: A.M. Ghatage <CIPE> (611)--v.2 accompanied by two separately paged supplements <OC> (631)--v.5 has special title page: V.S. Sukhankar memorial volume, 21st January, 1944 <NUC> (640)--Indexes: Cumulative author index published <CIPE> (651)--1. India - History - Periodicals. 2. Indo-Aryan philology - Periodicals. 3. India - Antiquities - Periodicals <NUC> (720)--DS4401.D4 (811)--378.54 (812)--47-21378 (821)--1566017 (826)--DS4401.D4P939q (828)--ALC76 (852)--BUCOP CIPE IPS NUC OC UCD ULS UMC (853)--PL480:v.24-34(1/2); 1963/64-1974 (910)

DECCAN College Postgraduate and Research Institute, Poona (110)--The Deccan College quarterly. v.1-15; 1892-1907 (210)--Poona (401)--q (521)--Anglo-Marathi (534)--UUamIMtP892q (828)--IOL (852)--BUCOP (853)

DECCAN College Research Institute, Poona (110)

search under

Deccan College Postgraduate and Research Institute <ALC76> (740)

DECCAN College Research Institute and M.S. University publication. no.1- 1958--(210)--Poona (401)--29cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--
maps (5014)--diags. (5017)--i (521)--English (531)--I. Deccan College Postgraduate and Research Institute. II. Maharaja Sayajirao University of Baroda (730)--AS471.D4 (811)--060 (812)--60-40453 (821)--0418-4750 (825)--4535806 (826)--ASElmP9581 (328)--OC (852)

DECCAN Education Society (110)--Report. v.1- 19- (210)--Poona (401)--20cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--L61.A17 (811)--370 (812)--SA65-5216 (821)--0418-4869 (825)--L6eImP9uua (828)--ALC76 (852)--NST NUC (853)--PL480:1962/63- (910)

DECCAN geographer. v.1- July 1962- (210)--Issued by: Hyderabad Geography Association (302)--Journal of the Hyderabad Geography Association <UMC> (307)--Formerly issued by: Deccan Geographical Society and Indian Institute of Geography (352)--Formerly: Journal of the Deccan Geographical Society and Indian Institute of Geography (357)--Hyderabad (401)--Md. Inamullah <Pi75> (402)--Secunderabad (451)--Subhadra Bhavan, 120-A Nehru Nagar, Secunderabad-500003, AP (480)--Rs.515.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--maps (5014)--f; g <NL> (521)--English (531)--General ed.: Subhadra Bhavan <NST>; B.N.Chaturvedi <Pi75> (611)--Index for v.1-5; 1962-67 with v.3-5 <UMC> (651)--Indexed in: GIP; Index India <UMC> (654)--l. India -- Description and travel -- Periodicals. 2. Geography -- Periodicals <NUC> (720)--Deccan Geographical Society. II. Indian Institute of Geography. III. Hyderabad Geography Association (730)--Gl.D15 (811)--910 (812)--SA65-2376 (821)--0011-7269 (825)--1487551 (826)--Gl6eIAS962f (828)--AL72 (852)--NST NUC OC Pi75 UCD UMC (853)--PL480: July 1963-70; Subscription discontinued (910)

DECCAN herald. v.1- 1948- (210)--Added title: Industrial Mysore (2305)--Bangalore (401)--T.S. Ramachandra Rao <Pi75> (402)--16 Mahatma Gandhi Road, Bangalore-560001, Karnataka (480)--Rs.100.00 (490)--Microfilm available from LC Photoduplication Service <NUC> (5041)--d (521)--English (531)--Ed.: G. Narasimhan <Pi75> (611)--Special numbers (annual) (640)--Industrial Mysore (740)--72-908936 (821)--1781410 (826)--UUeIKB948d (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC OC Pi75 (853)--PL480:v.14, Jan.1, 1962- ; Special no., 1972- (910)

DECCAN Institute of Commerce (110)--Quarterly. v.1- 1952- (210)--Poona (401)--594 Budhwar Peth, Poona-411002, Maharashtra (480)--q (521)--English (531)--Commerce (680)--UUeImP952q (828)--UCD (852)--NLC (853)

DECISION. v.1- Apr. 1974- (210)--Published by: Indian Institute of Management (305)--Journal of the Institute (307)--Calcutta (401)--56-A, B.T. Road, Calcutta-700050 (480)--Diamond Harbour Road, P.B.No.1657, P.O. Alipore, Calcutta-700027 <CIPE> (483)--Rs.40.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--q (521)--semiannual: v.1-2(2); Apr. 1974-Sept. 1975 (525)--English (531)--Ed.: N.N. Chatterjee <CIPE> (611)--Index: v.1-3; 1974-76 with v.3(3), Sept. 1976 <NUC> (651)--Deals with management thought, research and practice <CIPE> (680)--l. Management -- Periodicals (720)--I.
Indian Institute of Management, Calcutta (730)--HD28.D4 (811)--658.4'08 (812)--75-641348 (821)--0304-0941 (825)--1798790 (826)--HDe1BC974q (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE NUC OC UCR UMC (853)--PL480:v.1, 1974--(910)

DEENDAYAL Research Institute, Delhi (110)--Quarterly journal (210)
search under
Manthan <ALC78> (740)

DEENDAYAL Research Institute, Delhi (110)--Traimasika patrika (210)
search under
Manthan <ALC78> (740)


DEFENCE manager (210)
search under
Defence management (740)

DEFENCE science journal. v.1--1950--(210)--Issued by: Scientific Information Bureau, Defence Science Laboratory <OC> (302)--Published by: Ministry of Defence, Research and Development Organisation, Govt. of India (305)--New Delhi (401)--Metcalf House, New Delhi-110006 <CIPE> (402)--Rs.8.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--Eng. (531)--Ed.: J.V.S.R. Anjaneyulu <CIPE> (611)--Supplements accompany some numbers <NUC> (631)--Subject and author index issued for every volume (651)--Indexed in: Biological abstr.; Chem. abstr.; Indian sc. abstr.; FACT <CIPE> (654)--1. Military research - India (720)--I. India. Ministry of Defence. Research and Development Organisation. II. Delhi. Defence Science Laboratory (730)--U395.15D4 (811)--600 (812)--SA65-1573 (821)--0011-748X (825)--1699394 (826)--U3eIDN950q (828)--NST (852)--CIPE IPiP NUC OC (853)--PL480:v.9, Jan.1959--(910)

DEFENCE studies. v.1--1966--(210)--Allahabad (401)--Eng. (531)--UUEIUA1966u (828)--UCD (852)

DEFENSE science journal (210)
search under
Defence science journal (740)

DEHRA Dun. Forest Research Institute (110)--Handbook of Indian forest statistics (210)
search under
Handbook of Indian forest statistics (740)

DEHLI. (110)--Annual administration report, 1972/73- (210)--
Formerly: 1. Delhi administration report, -1966/67. 2. Varshika
vivara. 1967/68-1971/72 (250)--Delhi (401)--Director, Public
Relations, Delhi Administration (402)--22-25cm. (5011)--Reports
for 1969/70-1970/71 issued combined (503)--a (521)--English
(531)--vols. for 1967/68-1971/72 issued in Hindi (535)--Issue
for 1965/66 reported as not published (940)--Report year ends
Mar. 31 <NUC> (620)--1. Delhi - Politics and government. 2.
Local government - Delhi (720)--Delhi. l. Delhi administration.
2. Varshika vivara (740)--J549.R84 (811)--352.05456 (812)--
SA65-1582 (821)--5461770 (826)--J5ehID9uu (828)--ALC76 (852)--
NUC OC UCSD (853)--PL480:1956/57-1974/75 (910)

DEHLI. (110)--Delhi administration report (210)
search under
Delhi. Annual administration report (740)

DEHLI. (110)--Delhi gazette (210)
search under
Delhi. Dilli rajapatra <NST> (740)

DEHLI. (110)--Dilli rajapatra. Delhi gazette, 1964-- (210)--
Formerly: Government gazette; Boletim official <NST> (250)--
Delhi (401)--Delhi Gazette Press <piH> (403)--II-F-100 Lajpat
Nagar, New Delhi-110024 (480)--Rs. 880.00 (490)--25-35cm.
(5011)--issued in 6 pts. <CIPE> (502)--Available on microfilm
from LC Photoduplication Service (5041)--w (521)--English,
Hindi, Urdu <piH> (534)--volumes for issued in English only
(535)--Includes extraordinary issues (631)--l. Delhi - Politics
and government (720)--Delhi. Government gazette. Boletim
official. 2. Delhi gazette (740)--J8.B49D4 (811)--349 (812)--
SA63-891 rev. (821)--0416-9212 (825)--5907198 (826)--J5ehID9uu
(828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE IPi NST NUC OC PiH UCSD (853)--
official continues: Delhi gazette? Needs further study (991)

DEHLI. (110)--Varshika vivara (210)
search under
Delhi. Annual administration report (740)

DEHLI. Arthika evam Sankhyiki Karyalaya (110)
search under
Delhi. Bureau of Economics & Statistics <AL NST> (740)

DEHLI. Bharati Sahitya Mandira (110)
search under
Bharati Sahitya Mandira, Delhi (740)

DEHLI. Bureau of Economics and Statistics (110)--Arthika evam
sankhyiki traimasika kramanika. Digest of economics and
statistics. v.16- 1967- (210)--Published by: Arthika evam Sankhya
-309-
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DELHI. Bureau of Economics and Statistics (110)--Digest of economics and statistics (210)

search under


DELHI. Bureau of Economics and Statistics (110)--Estimates of state income of Delhi (210)

search under

Delhi. Bureau of Economics and Statistics. Dilli ki rajya aya ke anumana <ALC76> (740)


-310-
DELHI. Bureau of Economics and Statistics (110) -- Statistical handbook (210)
search under

DELHI. Central Family Planning Institute (110)
search under
Central Family Planning Institute, Delhi (740)

DELHI. Central Institute of Education (110)
search under
Central Institute of Education, Delhi (740)

DELHI. Central Institute of Research & Training in Public Co-operation (110)
search under
Central Institute of Research and Training in Public Cooperation, Delhi (740)

DELHI. Central Road Research Institute (110)
search under
Central Road Research Institute, Delhi (740)

DELHI. Centre for the Study of Developing Societies (110)
search under
Centre for the Study of Developing Societies, Delhi (740)

DELHI. Directorate of Education (110) -- Hamara gamva (210)
search under
Hamara gamva (740)

DELHI. Economic and Scientific Research Foundation (110)
search under
Economic and Scientific Research Foundation, Delhi (740)

DELHI. Educational Resources Center (110)
search under
Educational Resources Center, Delhi (740)

DELHI. Employment Market Information Office (110) -- Annual review on employment market in Delhi (210)
search under
Delhi. Employment Market Information Office. Employment market in Delhi; an annual review (740)

DELHI. Employment Market Information Office (110) -- Employment market in Delhi; an annual review (210) -- Cover title: Annual review on employment market in Delhi, 1972/73- (2304) -- Published by: Directorate of Employment, State Employment Market
Information Unit. Employment Market Information Office, Delhi Administration (305)--New Delhi (401)--Employment Exchange Bldg., Pusa Road, New Delhi-110012 (480)--35cm. (501) --a (521) --English (531) --1. Labor supply - India - Statistics - Periodicals (720)--Delhi. Employment Market Information Office. Annual review on employment market in Delhi (740)--HD5820.D44D44 (811)--331.1'2'095456 (812)--76-913381 (821)--HDeIDD973a (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480:1972/73 (910)

DELHI. Employment Market Information Office (110)--Quarterly employment report. v.1- 19 -- (210)--New Delhi (401)--Delhi Administration, Directorate of Employment, State Employment Market Information Unit (402)--q (521)--English (531)--X7-912185 (822)--HDeIDD9uuq (828)--ALC78 (852)

DELHI. Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry (110)
search under
Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry, Delhi (740)

DELHI. Harijan Welfare Board (110)--Harijan kalyana (210)
search under
Harijana kalyana (740)

DELHI. High Court (110)--Delhi high court notes. v.1-- ; Apr. 1, 1967-July 1970 (210)--New Delhi (401)--Law Reporters (402)--ceased (470)--The Repose, Gurudwara Road, Karol Bagh, New Delhi-110005 <CIPE> (480)--Rs.15.00 (490)--21cm. (501) --e (521) --English (531) --Ed.: Daljit Singh <CIPE> (611)--1. Law reports, digests, etc. - India (720)--Delhi High Court notes (740)--349 (812)--71-906093 (821)--0011-7838 (825)--UUEfDN967e (828)--AL75 (852)--CIPE NUC (853)--PL480:Apr. 1967-July 1970 (910)

DELHI. High Court (110)--Ucca Nyayalaya nirmaya patrika (210)
search under
Ucca Nyayalaya nirmaya patrika (740)

DELHI. India International Centre (110)
search under
India International Centre, Delhi (740)

DELHI. Indian Institute of Public Administration (110)
search under
Indian Institute of Public Administration, Delhi (740)

DELHI. Indian Institute of Public Opinion (110)
search under
Indian Institute of Public Opinion, Delhi (740)

DELHI. Indian Standards Institution (110)
search under
Indian Standards Institution, Delhi (740)
DELHI. Institute for Defence Studies and Analyses (110)
search under
Institute for Defence Studies and Analyses, Delhi (740)

DELHI. Institute of Applied Manpower Research, Delhi (110)
search under
Institute of Applied Manpower Research, Delhi (740)

DELHI. Institute of Economic Growth (110)
search under
Institute of Economic Growth, Delhi (740)

DELHI. Labour Dept. (110)--Shram patrika (210)
search under
Shram patrika (740)

DELHI. Legislative Assembly (110)--Debates; official report
<1952> (210)--Delhi (401)--u (521)--English (531)--UUEIDD952u (828)--CNLC (852)--UCSD (853)

DELHI. Municipal Committee (110)--Municipal information series.
no.1- 1951-- (210)--Delhi (401)--u (521)--English (531)--1. Delhi -- Politics and government -- Periodicals (720)--0415-228X (825)--4623394 (826)--UUEIDD951u (828)--OC (852)

DELHI. Municipal Committee (110)--Nai Dilli Palika samacara. v.1- 1973-- (210)--New Delhi (401)--Nai Dilli Nagara Palika (402)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--m (521)--Hindi (532)--1. Delhi -- Politics and government -- Periodicals (720)--JS7065.D4A141 (811)--74-903598 (821)--JShIDN973m (828)--UMC (852)--NUC (853)

DELHI. Municipal Committee (110)--Rajdhani weekly (210)
search under
Rajdhani weekly <PiH> (740)


DELHI. Municipal Corporation (110)--Schedules of establishment; final edition. v.1- 19 -- (210)--Delhi (401)--34cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Civil service positions -- Delhi --
BOUQUET D

DELIHI. State Employment

Classification. 2. Delhi- Officials and employees - Salaries, allowances, etc. (720)--JS7065.D43A4 (811)--352.005'0954456 (812)--SA68-10257 (821)--0418-5706 (825)--JSelID9wua (828)--ALC76 (852)--NST NUC (853)--PL480:1966/67-1974/75 (910)

DELIHI. Municipal Corporation (110)--Speech by Chairman, Standing Committee, on the revised estimates and budget estimates (210)--Delhi (401)--25cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Volumes for includes budget estimates for (620)--1. Delhi. Municipal Corporation - Appropriations and expenditures (720)--HJ9065.D4ml7 (811)--SA68-16668 (821)--HJelID9wua (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC (853)--PL480:1962/63-1074/75; volume for 1969/70 not available (910)

DELIHI. Municipal Corporation. Delhi Electric Supply Undertaking (110)
search under
Delhi Electric Supply Undertaking <NST> (740)

DELIHI. Municipal Corporation. Delhi Transport Undertaking (110)
search under
Delhi Transport Undertaking (740)

DELIHI. Municipal Corporation. Delhi Water Supply and Sewage Disposal Undertaking (110)
search under
Delhi Water Supply and Sewage Disposal Undertaking <AL> (740)

DELIHI. National Institute of Health Administration and Education (110)
search under
National Institute of Health Administration and Education, Delhi (740)

DELIHI. National Museum of India (110)
search under
National Museum of India, Delhi (740)

DELIHI. Office of the Chief Registrar, Births & Deaths (110)--Registration of births & deaths act; annual report (210)
search under

DELIHI. Shriram Institute for Industrial Research (110)
search under
Shriram Institute for Industrial Research, Delhi (740)

DELIHI. State Employment Market Information Unit (110)
search under
Delhi. Employment Market Information Office (740)

-314-
DELHI University

search under
University of Delhi (740)

DELHI University Library (110)--Documentation list: Africa (210)

search under
Documentation list: Africa (740)

DELHI directory (old and new). no.1-1911- (210)--New Delhi (401)--Caxton Press (402)--24cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--l. Delhi - Directories. 2. India - Economic conditions - 1918-1947 - Directories <OC> (720)--DS485.D3D4 (811)--5358465 (826)--DSeIDD911a (828)--NLC (852)--OC (853)


DELHI Electric Supply Undertaking (110)--Annual report and statement of accounts (210)

search under
Delhi Electric Supply Undertaking. Administration report and statement of accounts (740)

DELHI Electric Supply Undertaking (110)--Report and statement of accounts (210)

search under
Delhi Electric Supply Undertaking. Administration report and statement of accounts (740)


DELHI gazette (210)

*search under
Delhi. Dilli rajapatra. Delhi gazette (740)
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DELHI High Court notes (210)
search under
Delhi. High Court. Delhi High Court notes <AL NST> (740)

DELHI law review. v.1- 1972- (210)--Delhi (401)--The Faculty of
Law, University of Delhi (402)--Delhi-110007 (480)--Rs.80.00
(490)--25cm. (501l)--q (521)--English (531)--Ed.: P.S. Sangal
<CIPE> (611)--1. Law - Periodicals - India (720)--I. University
of Delhi. Faculty of Law (730)--K4.E4 (811)--340'.0954 (812)--
SA72-904458 (821)--1566109 (826)--K4eIDD972q (828)--ALC76
(852)--BU COP CIPE NUC OC UCD UMC (853)--PL480:v.1, 1972- (910)

DELHI law times. v.1- 1965- <NUC> (210)--Delhi (401)--Delhi Law
Times Office (402)--3820-22 G.T. Road, Tis Hazari, Delhi (480)--
Rs.45.00 (490)--25cm. (501l)--some numbers issued combined
(503)--e (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Shashi Mohan Suri (611)--
Indexes (651)--Indexed in: Punjab digest (654)--1. Law reports,
digests, etc. - India. 2. Law - India <NUC> (720)--Law (811)--
349 (812)--SA67-1733 (821)--0011-7846 (825)--1566110 (826)--
KleIDD965e (828)--CIPE (852)--ALC76 NST NUC UCD (853)

DELHI Library Association (110)--Conference papers and
proceedings, 1957- (210)<a> (521)--English (531)--UUEIDD957a
(828)--UCSMT (852)--UCSK (853)

DELHI Library Association (110)--General report (210)
search under
Delhi Library Association. Report and accounts (740)

DELHI Library Association (110)--Indian press index (210)
search under
Indian press index <PiH> (740)

DELHI Library Association (110)--Report (210)
search under
Delhi Library Association. Report and accounts (740)

DELHI Library Association (110)--Report and accounts, 1954-
(250)--Delhi (401)--22cm. (501l)--illus. (5012)--a (521)--
English (531)--Report year ends Mar. 31 (620)--Delhi Library
(811)--020 (812)--55-24624 (821)--4204897 (826)--26eIDD954a
(828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480:1969/70- (910)

DELHI Management Association (110)--Newsletter (210)
search under
Management review (740)

DELHI mirror. v.1-3(3); 1964-67 (210)--Delhi (401)--ceased with
Mar. 1967 (470)--w? (521)--English (531)--UUEIDD964w (828)--PiH
(852)--UCD (853)
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DELHI official

DELHI official and diplomatic directory (210)
search under
Delhi official directory (740)

DELHI official directory. 1st ed.- 15th Nov. 1947- <NUC> (210)--
Formerly: Delhi official and diplomatic directory (250)--Issued
by: India. President's Secretariat (302)--Formerly issued by:
India. Office of the Secretary to the Governor-General (352)--
New Delhi (401)--21cm. (5011)--1 (521)--English (531)--I. India
- Registers (720)--I. India. President's Secretariat. II. India.
Office of the Secretary to the Governor-General (730)--Delhi
official and diplomatic directory (740)--JQ221.D4 (811)--
SA67-4926 (821)--22547525 (826)--JQeID947i (828)--ALC76 (852)--

DELHI Public Library (110)--Report. 1st- 1951/52- (210)--Delhi
(401)--Delhi Library Board (402)--illus. (5012)--Report for
1961/62 treated as monograph ephemera (512)--a (521)--English
(531)--Report year ends Mar. 31 (620)--027 (812)--55-39246
(821)--0418-5749 (825)--178084 (826)--UUEID952a (828)--ALC76
(852)--OC (853)--PL480:1961/62-1973/74 (910)

DELHI Sangita Samaj (110)--Journal (210)
search under
Indian music journal <PiH> (740)

DELHI School of Economics (110)--Indian economic review (210)
search under
Indian economic review <BUCOP> (740)

DELHI sketch book <NUC>. v.1-8 (4); May 1850-Apr. 1857 (210)--Delhi
sketchbook (230)--Delhi (401)--Delhi Gazetteer Press (403)--28cm.
(5011)--illus. (5012)--w (521)--m <NUC> (525)--English (531)--
Succeeded by: Indian punch wef. v.1, 1859 (602)--
Newspaper-magazine (680)--Delhi sketchbook (740)--Indian punch
(750)--AP10.D5 (811)--12-789 (821)--APeIDD850m (828)--ULS
(852)--NUC PiH (853)

DELHI sketchbook (210)
search under
The Dehi sketch book (740)

DELHI telephone directory. v.1- 1947- (210)--Published by: Posts
and Telegraph Dept., Govt. of India (305)--New Delhi (401)--f
(521)--English (531)--I. India. Posts and Telegraph Dept.
(730)--UUEID947e (828)--AL (852)--IPiP (853)--PL480:1962-May
1974? (910)

DELHI Transport Corporation (110)--Administration report, Delhi
Transport Corporation, 1971/72- (210)--Formerly issued by the
body under its earlier name: Delhi Transport Undertaking <NUC>
(352)--New Delhi (401)--D.T.C. Head Office (402)--35cm. (5011)--
a (521)--English (531)--Continues: Delhi Transport Undertaking.
Administration report (601)--Report year ends Mar. 31 (620)--1.
BOUQUET D


DELHI Transport Undertaking (110)--Administration report (210) search under
Delhi Transport Corporation. Administration report (740)


DELHI University Political Science Association (110)--Journal (710) search under
Teaching politics <ALC80> (740)

DELHI Water Supply and Sewage Disposal Undertaking (110)--Adhikari tatha karmacari padom ki suciyam, Dilli Jala Pradaya evam Mala Vyayana Samsthan <OC> (210)--Schedules of establishment, Delhi Water Supply and Sewage Disposal Undertaking (2301)--Dilli (401)--34cm. (5011)--u (521)--English, Hindi (534)--Delhi Water Supply and Sewage Disposal Undertaking. Schedules of establishment (740)--TD304.D4D43 (811)--73-900548 (821)--2239568 (826)--TDeIDD9uuu (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC (853)--PL480:1970/71- (910)

DELHI Water Supply and Sewage Disposal Undertaking (110)--Revised budget estimates and budget estimates (210) --Delhi (401)--Municipal Press (403)--34cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Includes revised budget estimates for the reported year and budget estimates for the coming year (620)--l. Water supply - India - Delhi. 2. Sewage disposal - India - Delhi (720)--I. Delhi. Municipal Corporation (730)--HD4465.15D4 (811)--628 <NST>; 333.9 '12'0954456 <NUC> (812)--SA68-12091 (821)--0418-5919 (825)--4632676 (826)--HDDeIDD9uu (828)--ALC76 (852)--NST NUC OC (853)--PL480:1964/65- (910)

DELHI Water Supply and Sewage Disposal Undertaking (110)--Schedules of establishment (210) search under
Delhi Water Supply and Sewage Disposal Undertaking. Adhikari tatha karmacari padom ki suciyam <AL> (740)
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DELHI Water Supply

DELHI Water Supply and Sewage Disposal Undertaking (110)--Speech by Chairman of Water Supply & Sewage Disposal Committee on the revised budget estimates and budget estimates (210)--Title varies slightly (250)--At head of title: Municipal Corporation of Delhi (308)--Delhi (401)--25cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Include revised budget estimates for the reported year and budget estimates for the coming year (620)--I. Delhi. Municipal Corporation (730)--Delhi. Municipal Corporation. Delhi Water Supply and Sewage Disposal Undertaking (740)--HD4465.15D42 (811)--SA68-16157 (821)--HDeIDD9uu (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC OC (853)--PL480:1964/65-- (910)

DELHI Zoological Park (110)--Annual report. v.1- 19 - (210)--Delhi (401)--25cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--QL77.D45A14 (811)--590'.744'5456 (812)--77-928732 (821)--5077318 (826)--QLeIDD9uu (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC OC (853)--PL480:1969/70-1972/73 (910)

DEMOCRATIC forum. v.1- Jan. 1966- (210)--Calcutta (401)--Dharmatolla Street, Calcutta-700013 (480)--Rs.12.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--m (521)--English (531)--Suspended (540)--Ed.: B.L. Shah <CIPE> (611)--News and current affairs (680)--l. India - Periodicals (720)--DS401.D46 (811)--915.4'005 (812)--SA73-907158 (821)--1790583 (826)--DS6C966m (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE IPIP NUC OC (853)--PL480:v.8(5)-v.10; May 1973-Dec. 1975 (910)

DEMOCRATIC world. v.1- Nov. 23, 1972- <OC> (210)--New Delhi (401)--Gulab Singh & Sons (402)--6 Bahadur Shah Zafar Marg, New Delhi-110002 <CIPE> (480)--$16.00 (490)--28cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--some numbers issued combined (503)--w (521)--English (531)--Incorporates: Parliamentary studies. v.1-16; 1957-72 <UCD> (6032)--Ed.: Thomas P. Matthaia <CIPE> (611)--Indexed in: Index India (654)--A weekly analysis of politics, economics and the arts <CIPE> (680)--l. Economics - Periodicals. 2. World politics - 1945- -- Periodicals <UMC> (720)--Parliamentary studies (750)--HBl.D44 (811)--330'.05 (812)--72-908147 (821)--1784257 (826)--HBeIDN972w (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE NUC OC UCG UMC (853)--PL480:v.1, Nov. 23, 1972- (910)

DEMOGRAPHIC Research Centre, Kerala (110)--Studies in demography, 1963- (210)--At head of title: Govt. of Kerala (308)--Trivandrum (401)--25cm. (5011)--u (521)--English (531)--HB3640.K4D45 (811)--SA68-1166 (821)--4645147 (826)--HBeIKE7963w (828)--NUC (852)--OC (853)

DEMOGRAPHIC Training and Research Centre, Bombay (110)--Newsletter (210)

search under International Institute for Population Studies. IIPS newsletter (740)

DEMOGRAPHY and development digest. v.1- Jan. 1967- <UCD> (210)--Published by: Demographic Research Centre, Lucknow University (305)--Lucknow (401)--25cm. (5011)--a (521)--semiannual: Jan.
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DEPOSIT Insurance Corporation (110) -- Directors' report, balance sheet, and accounts (210)

search under
Deposit Insurance Corporation. Annual report; directors' report, balance sheet and accounts <ALC76> (740)


DEVA nagara. v.1– 19 – (210) -- Published by: Samsadiya Hindi Parishad (305) -- Nai Dilli (401) -- 3 Safdarjung Road, New Delhi–110011 <OC> (480) -- Rs.8.00 (490) -- 22cm. (5011) -- q (521) -- Hindi (532) -- Literary and cultural (680) -- 1. Samsadiya Hindi Parishad (730) -- AP95.H5D47 (811) -- 72–907384 (821) -- 1784234 (826) -- APHIDN9uq (828) -- ALC76 (852) -- OC (853) -- PL480: v.20, Apr./June 1972– (910)
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DEVALAYA review; (210)—a quarterly journal devoted to religion, social, moral and educational progress of all communities. v.1-1918—(212)—Calcutta (401)—Brojendra Kumar Das Gupta Tantraratna <NUC> (402)—Devalaya Office (403)—23cm. (5011)—illus. (5012)—q (521)—English (531)—Ed.: S.N. Ray Chaudhuri <NUC> (611)—UUEIBC918q (828)—ULS (852)—BU/COP NLC NUC (853)

DEVELOPMENT and welfare; (210)—bi-monthly index <OC>. v.18-1975- (212)—Formerly: An annotated list of new arrivals and selected articles, 1958-69; Documentation in social work and related fields, 1970-74 (250)—Published by: Documentation Centre, Delhi School of Social Work, University of Delhi (305)—Delhi (401)—University Road, University of Delhi, Delhi-110007 (402)—28cm. (5011)—b (521)—English (531)—Ed.: B.S. Kumadan (611)—Index: v.18, 1975 (651)—A selective index of articles from more than 1000 periodicals published in English throughout the world in social sciences, medical sciences and humanities (680)—1. Social service—Periodicals—Indexes (720)—I. University of Delhi. School of Social Work. Documentation Centre (730)—1. An annotated list of new arrivals and selected articles. 2. Documentation in social work and related fields (740)—HV1.D47 (811)—4868254 (826)—HVEIDD958b (828)—CIPE (852)—NUC OC (853)—UCD lists under Documentation in social work and related fields. v.1, 1958—(991)

DEVELOPMENT policy and administration review. v.1—Jan./June 1975- (210)—DPAR (2303)—Published by: HCM State Institute of Public Administration (305)—Jaipur (401)—Jaipur-302004, Rajasthan (480)—80.00 (490)—25cm. (5011)—f (521)—English (531)—Ed.: Hari Mohan Mathur <CIPE> (611)—Devoted to an objective analysis of developmental problems confronting India and other third world nations <CIPE> (680)—1. Public administration—Research—India (720)—I. Harishchandra Mathur State Institute of Public Administration (730)—DPAR (740)—JF1338.A2D49 (811)—354'.54’000072 (812)—76-644383 (821)—2713617 (826)—JFeIRJ975f (828)—ALC76 (852)—CIPE NUC OC UMC (853)—PL480: v.2, Jan./June 1976—(910)

DEVKUMAR Jain Oriental Research Institute, Arrah (110)—Jain antiquary (210)

search under
Jain antiquary <PiH> (740)

DHARA; (210)—a monthly review of Indian literature. v.1-5(7); 1965-Sept. 1974 (212)—Former sub-title: a review of Hindi literature <NUC> (252)—Delhi (401)—Radhe Shyam Yadav (402)—Reported ceased (470)—18cm. (5011)—illus. (5012)—some numbers issued combined (503)—m, 1973/74- (521)—quarterly (irregular): v.1-4; 1965-1972/73 <OC> (525)—English (531)—1. Hindi literature—Periodicals (720)—Dhara; a review of Hindi literature (740)—PK2030.D48 (811)—891.1 (812)—SA66-8112 (821)—0012-1738 (825)—1774299 (826)—PR/IDD965m (828)—ALC76 (852)—NST NUC OC UMC (853)—PL480:v.1-5(7); 1965—Sept. 1974 (910)
Dharwar. Institute of 
<ALC76> (740)

Dharwar. Institute of Economic Research (110) 
<ALC76> (740)

Dharwar. Karnataka University (110) 
<ALC76> (740)

DHI oilda enda oilasidjha jarnala (210) 
<ALC76> (740)

DI VARKARSA. v.1- 1971- <PI75> (210)--Kanapura (401)--Sheo Nath Awasthi <PI75> (402)--105/481 Sri Nagar, Kanpur, UP (480)--Rs.3.00 (490)--27cm. (5011)--some issues issued combined (503)--m (521)--Hindi (532)--Ed.: Sheo Nath Awasthi <PI75> (611)--Labor journal of Uttar Pradesh (680)--l. Labor and laboring classes - Uttar Pradesh, India - Periodicals (720)--The Workers (740)--HD481L.D5 (811)--75-900543 (821)--2245574 (826)--HDIUK971m (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC OC PI75 (853)--PL480:v.4(1/2), June/July 1974- (910)


DIALOGUE Calcutta; (210)--poetry from India. no.1-19; 1968-71 <OC> (212)--Calcutta (401)--Dialogue Publications, 5 Pearl Road, Calcutta-700017 <CIPE> (480)--23cm. (5011)--numbers 13-14 combined (503)--some numbers sent as monographs under various code numbers (512)--m (521)--English (531)--Succeeded by: Dialogue India wef. 1971 (602)--Ed.: Prithish Nandy <OC> (611)--Features the works of leading Indian poets and translators (680)--l. Indic poetry - Translations into English - Periodicals. 2. English poetry - Translations from Indic literature - Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. Nandy, Prithish, ed. (730)--Dialogue India (750)--PK5461.A3D52 (811)--0012-2270 (825)--1774301 (826)--PKIIBC968m (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC (853)

DIALOGUE India. no.1- 1971- <OC> (210)--Calcutta (401)--Dialogue Publications (402)--Reported ceased (470)--5 Pearl Road,
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DIGEST of

Calcutta-700017 (480)--Rs.24.00 (490)--23cm. (5011)--some numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--Succeeds:
Dialogue Calcutta, 1968-71 (601)--Ed.: Prithish Nandy <CIPE>
(611)--Anthology of poems (680)--1. Indic poetry - Translations into English. 2. English poetry - Translations from Indic literature - Periodicals (720)--Dialogue Calcutta (750)--PK5461.A3D5 (811)--891.43 (812)--76-923741 (821)--2255665
(826)--PKelBC971m (828)--ALC76 (852)--ALC79 CIPE NUC OC (853)--PL480:no.1-19;1971- (910)

DIAMOND world. v.1- Nov./Dec. 1973- (210)--Jaipur (401)--Gem & Jewellery Information Centre of India <AL>; Vidya Vinod Kala (402)--A-95 Journal House, Janta Colony, Jaipur-302004, Rajasthan (480)--Rs.18.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--b (521)--English, Hindi, Gujarati (534)--Ed.: Vidya Vinod Kala (611)--Commerce and industry (680)--X4-900375 (822)--4694002 (826)--UVegehIRJ973b
(828)--Pi775 (852)--ALC76 CIPE OC (910)

DIBRUGARH University. Dept. of Anthropology (110)--The Bulletin of the Dept. of Anthropology. v.1- 1972- (210)--Dibrugarh (401)--The University (402)--Dilbrugarh-786004, Assam (480)--26cm.
(5011)--Illus. (5012)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Anthropology - Periodicals <OC> (720)--GN1.D47 (811)--301.2'05 (812)--77-912365
(821)--453639 (826)--GNeFAs972a (828)--ALC78 (852)--CIPE OC
(853)--PL480:v.1, 1972- (910)

DIGEST of Bombay acts (210)
search under
Digest of Maharasthra acts (740)

DIGEST of Central acts and constitutional cases, 1963 (210)
search under
India. Laws, statutes, etc. Digest of Central acts and constitutional cases, 1963 (740)

DIGEST of current industrial and labour law. v.1- 1965- (210)--Delhi (401)--Current Law Publishers (402)--Post Box 1268, GPO, Delhi-110006 (480)--Rs.30.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--some numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: J.D. Jain
(611)--Supplemented by: Annual consolidated digest of labour law cases (631)--Contains digest of all the cases decided by Supreme and High courts and selected cases of Tribunals and labour courts: cumulated annually (680)--Labor laws and legislation - India - Digests. 2. Insurance, Social - India - Digests. 3. Industrial safety - India - Digests <NUC> (720)--331 (812)--SA68-3682 (821)--0419-1293 (825)--1566635 (826)--UVeIDD965m
(828)--CIPE (852)--ALC76 IPIP NST NUC OC (853)--PL480:v.2, pt.1, Oct.1966- (910)

A DIGEST of forest statistics (210)
search under
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DIGEST of Indian labour research (210)
search under
India. Labour Bureau. Digest of Indian labour research (740)

DIGEST of Indian labour statistics (210)
search under
India. Labour Bureau. Indian labour statistics <ALC76> (740)

DIGEST of indological studies (210)
search under
Prachi-jyoti; digest of indological studies <NST> (740)

DIGEST of labour cases. v.1- 1960- <PII75> (210)--Madras (401)--V. Subramanian <NUC> (402)--337 Thambu Chetty St., Madras-600001 (480)--Rs.20.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--issued in 3 pts. (502)--some numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: V.G. Row <CIPE> (611)--Supplements accompany some numbers (631)--Law (680)--1. Labor laws and legislation - India - Digs <NUC> (720)--331 (812)--SA66-6380 (821)--0012-2750 (825)--1566638 (826)--UUeITM960m (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE NST NUC OC UCSD (853)--PL480:1964-74 (910)

DIGEST of legislative and constitutional cases (210)
search under
India. Laws, statutes, etc. Digest of legislative and constitutional cases (740)


DILIP .v.1- 1974- (210)--Published by: Sudakshina Trust <AL>
(305)--Bombay (401)--R.V. Raghvan (402)--Colour Publications Pvt. Ltd., 126-A Dhruwadi, Off Dr. Nariman Road, Bombay-400025 (480)--Rs.15.00 (490)--24cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--b (521)--English (531)--Ed.: R.V. Raghvan (611)--Indian civilization <AL> (680)--1. India - Civilization - Periodicals (720)--DS423.D46 (811)--954'.005 (812)--75-904333 (821)--0376-8368 (825)--2245625 (826)--DSeITMb974b (828)--PII75 (852)--ALC76 CIPE NUC OC UMC (853)--PL480:v.2, Jan./Feb. 1975- (910)

DINAMANA. sankhya 1- Pharavari 21, 1965- (210)--Dinman (230)--Nayi Dilli (401)--Baineta Kolamaina; Times of India <IPiP> (402)--Bahadur Shah Zaffar Marg, New Delhi (480)--Rs.26.00 (490)--28cm. (5011)--ports. (5013)--w (521)--Hindi (532)--Suspended (540)--Resumed (560)--Supplement accompanies v.7, no.10 <ALC76> (631)--General (680)--Dinman (740)--AP95.H5D56 (811)--059 (812)--
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DIRECTORY and first quarterly register (210)

SA65-5808 (821)—0012-3005 (825)—3889190 (826)—APhIDN965w (828)—ALC76 (852)—ALC80 IPiP NST OC PiH (853)

DINHATA, India. Wrapper & Hookah Tobacco Research Station (110)

search under

Wrapper & Hookah Tobacco Research Station, Rajahmundry (740)

DINMAN (210)

search under

Dinamana (740)

DIPIKI; (210)—monthly journal of independent Indian opinion.

v.1–3; Aug. 1956–Nov. 1958 <OC> (212)—Bombay (401)—D.C. Home <OC> (402)—ceased (470)—25cm. (5011)—illus. (5012)—m (521)—English (531)—AP8.D56 (811)—954 (812)—SA63-1329 (821)—0415-8695 (825)—4687910 (826)—APeIMtB956m (828)—PiH (852)—NST NUC OC UCD (853)

DIPLOMAT'S directory. ed.1–; 1961–69 (210)—New Delhi (401)—M.H. Samuel (402)—illus. (5012)—1 (521)—English (531)—Suspended with 1969 (540)—341.7 (812)—62-248 (821)—0417-5182 (825)—1774302 (826)—UUeIDN9611 (828)—OC (852)

DIRECT taxes bulletin (210)

search under

India. Directorate of Inspection (Research, Statistics & Publication). Direct taxes bulletin.<ALC76> (740)

DIRECTOR; (210)—India's top management journal <UCD>. v.1—1964–(212)—Published by: Institute of Directors (India) (305)—Calcutta (401)—India International News Service (402)—25cm.


DIRECTORY <of> Fulbright alumni (210)

search under

United States Educational Foundation in India. Alumni directory <ALC 76> (740)


DIRECTORY and first quarterly register (210)

search under

Calcutta annual register and directory (740)
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DIRECTORY and register

search under

Calcutta annual register and directory (740)


DIRECTORY of cardamom planters, 1974- (210)--Published by: Cardamom Board, Govt. of India (305)--Ernakulam (401)--Cochin (431)--Chittor Road, Ernakulam-682018, Kerala <OC> (480)--Rs.50.00 (490)--28cm. (5011)--u (521)--English (531)--1. Cardamoms - India - Directories. 2. Plantations - India - Directories (720)--I. India. Cardamom Board (730)--SB307.C3D57 (811)--633'.83 (812)--75-908231 (821)--2357648 (826)--SBeRKe974u (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC OC (853)--PL480: 1st, 1974 (910)

DIRECTORY of Christian hospitals and dispensaries in India. v.1- 1968- (210)--Cover title: Christian hospital directory (2304)--Published jointly by: Christian Medical Association of India and the Catholic Hospital Association of India (305)--Nagpur (401)--Reported ceased (470)--25cm. (5011)--i (521)--English (531)--1. Hospitals - India - Directories. 2. Dispensaries - India - Directories (720)--I. Christian Medical Association of India. II. Catholic Hospital Association of India (730)--Christian hospitals directory (740)--RA990.I37D48 (811)--76-900401 (821)--8392179 (826)--RAeIMtN968i (828)--ALC76 (852)--ALC79 NUC OC (853)--PL480:1968 (910)
DIRECTORY of directors. 1st- 1966- <NST> (210)--Calcutta (401)--Kothari Publications (402)--12 India Exchange Place, Calcutta-700001 (480)--$9.00 (490)--24cm. (501)---i (521)--English (531)---. Directors of corporations - India - Directories. 2. India - Biography <NUC> (720)--HG4241.25D5 (811)--658.04502554 (812)--SA66-6483 (821)--0070-542X (825)--1774303 (826)--HGeIBC966i (828)--ALC76 (852)--NST NUC OC (853)--PL480:1st, 1966 (910)

DIRECTORY of dissertations on English produced by Indian scholars. 1st- 1967- (210)--Bombay (401)--Published by Orient Longmans on behalf of the Indian Association for English Studies (402)--22cm. (501)---i (521)--English (531)---l. English philology - Bibliography. 2. Dissertations, Academic - India - Bibliography (720)--I. Indian Association for English Studies (730)--Z2015.A1D5 (811)--420 or 016 (812)--SA68-12022 (821)--0419-2532 (825)--47021606 (826)--Z2eIMtB967i (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC OC (853)--PL480:1967 (910)


DIRECTORY of educational institutions, Haryana (210)--Published by: Director of Public Instruction, Haryana (305)--Chandigarh (401)--Rs.3.70 (490)--21cm. (501)---some volumes issued combined (503)---u (521)--English (531)---l. Education - India - Haryana - Directories (720)--I. Haryana. Director of Public Instruction (730)--L961.I4D5 (811)--370.25'54558 (812)--73-900770 (821)--1790419 (826)--L9eIHCh9uuu (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC OC (853)--PL480:1972-1973/74 (910)


DIRECTORY of exporters of Indian produce and manufactures (210) search under Directory of Indian exporters (740)

DIRECTORY of foreign collaborations in India. v.1- 1968- <NST> (210)--Delhi (401)--Indiana Overseas Publications (402)--29cm. (501)---Issued in 2 volumes (502)---i (521)--English (531)---l. Corporations, Foreign - India - Directories. 2. Investments, Foreign - India - Directories (720)--HC432.D55 (811)--338.7'4'02554 (812)--SA68-6817 (821)--0419-2664 (825)--1774305
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DIRECTORY of free world enterprises & collaboration in India. v.1-1966- (210)--New Delhi (401)--Champaksons (402)--24cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Business enterprises, Foreign - India - Directories (720)--HF3783.D5 (811)--338 (812)--SA67-3085 (821)--0419-2680 (825)--1774306 (826)--HFeID966a (828)--ALC76 (852)--NST NUC OC (853)--PL480:1966 (910)

DIRECTORY of government purchases (72-901347) (210)
search under
Directory of government purchases and an industrial guide <ALC76> (740)


DIRECTORY of house journals in India, 1964- <OC> (210)--Issued by: Indian Association of Industrial Editors (302)--Bombay (401)--Wadia Bldg., 1st Floor, 22-D Parsi Bazar, Fort, Bombay-400001 (480)--Rs.15.00 (490)--22cm. (5011)--i (521)--English (531)--1. India - Industries - Periodicals - Directories. 2. English periodicals - India - Directories. 3. English periodicals - Directories (720)--I. Indian Association of Industrial Editors (730)--HC435.2 (811)--050'.954 (812)--79-915533 (821)--6162035 (826)--HGeIMtB964i (828)--ALC80 (852)--NUC OC (853)

DIRECTORY of Indian engineering exporters. v.1- 1963?- (210)--Calcutta (401)--Engineering Export Promotion Council (402)--World Trade Centre, 3rd Floor, 14/l-B Ezra Street, Calcutta-700001 (480)--Rs.10.50 (490)--28cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--g (521)--English (531)--1. India - Manufactures - Directories (720)--I. Engineering Export Promotion Council (730)--HD9736.ISD45 (811)--382'.45'620002554 (812)--73-901676 (821)--0417-5964 (825)--1790446 (826)--HDeIBC963g (828)--ALC76 (852)--NST NUC OC UCSD (853)--PL480;7th ed., 1971 (910)

Intelligence Dept. of India <OC> (352)--Calcutta (401)--30cm. (5011)--1 (521)--English (531)--l. commercial produce -- India.  
2. India - Commerce - Directories (720)--I. India. Dept. of Commercial Intelligence and Statistics. II. India. Commercial Intelligence Dept. (730)--1. Directory of exporters of Indian produce and manufacture. 2. Indian export directory (740)--HF3783.A3 (811)--382'.25.54 (812)--75-904744 (821)--2411513 (826)--HPe1BC919i (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC OC UCM UMC (853)--PL480:1972 (910)--MULs say: continued by: Indian export directory with 1973 <OC, 1780918> (991)

DIRECTORY of Indian scientific and technical translators, 1978- (210)--Formerly: Roster of scientific and technical translators (250)--Issued by: Indian National Scientific Documentation Centre (302)--Delhi (401)--INSDOC, New Delhi-110012 (480)--Rs.15.00 (490)--24cm. (5011)--u (521)--English (531)--l. India - Translators - Directories. 2. India - Translating services - Directories. 3. Translating services - Directories. 4. Translators - Directories (720)--I. Indian National Scientific Documentation Centre (730)--Roster of scientific and technical translators (740)--PN241.1.I4D5 (811)--6284554 (826)--PNeID978u (828)--OC (852)

DIRECTORY of Indian scientific periodicals. 1st ed.- 1964- (210)--Issued by: Indian National Scientific Documentation Centre (302)--Delhi (401)--25cm. (5011)--i (521)--English (531)--l. Science - India - Periodicals - Bibliography (720)--I. Indian National Scientific Documentation Centre, Delhi (730)--Z7403.D52 (811)--016.5'05 (812)--SA68-13728 (821)--0419-2745 (825)--3857403 (826)--Z7eID964i (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC OC UMC (853)--PL480:2nd ed., 1968 (910)

DIRECTORY of Indian specialists in energy, 1979- (210)--Issued by: Tata Energy Research Institute Documentation Centre (302)--Bombay (401)--Bombay House, 24 Homi Mody St., Bombay-400023 (480)--28cm. (5011)--u (521)--English (531)--l. Energy - India. 2. India - Energy - Directories. 3. India - Energy - Biography. 4. India - Biography (720)--I. Tata Energy Research Institute. Documentation Centre (730)--CTe1503.E4D5 (811)--S934176 (826)--CTeIMtB979u (828)--OC (852)


DIRECTORY of industrial units. <lst> 1977- (210)--Published by: Directorate General of Technical Development and Directorate of
DIRECTORY of industrial units in Uttar Pradesh registered under Indian factories act (210) - Issued by: Uttar Pradesh. Industries Dept. (302) - Kanpur (401) - Reported ceased (470) - 24cm. (501) - a (521) - English (531) - l. Uttar Pradesh - Industries - Directories (720) - I. Uttar Pradesh. Industries Dept. (730) - HC437. 06A3813 (811) - 338 (812) - SA68-14394 (821) - 0419-2796 (825) - 4706150 (826) - HCEIUK9uua (828) - ALC76 (852) - NST NUC OC (853) - PL480:1964 (910)

DIRECTORY of industrial units registered with the Directorate of Industries, Maharashtra State, as small scale industries (210) - Issued by: Maharashtra. Directorate of Industries (302) - Bombay (401) - 25cm. (501) - a (521) - English (531) - l. Small business - Maharashtra - Directories (720) - I. Maharashtra. Directorate of Industries (730) - HD2346. 05D46 (811) - 338.4'025'5479 (812) - 74-908368 (821) - 0420-2171 (825) - HDeIMtB9uua (828) - ALC76 (852) - NST NUC OC (853) - PL480:1965 (910)

DIRECTORY of industries in Orissa, 1967 - (210) - Issued by: Directorate of Industries, Govt. of Orissa (302) - Cuttack (401) - 29cm. (501) - a (521) - English (531) - No more published <ALC80> (550) - Continues: The Register of industries in Orissa for the year 1965 <OC> (601) - 1. Orissa - Industries - Directories (720) - I. Orissa. Industries Dept. (730) - HC437. 07D55 (811) - 338.4'025'5413 (812) - 73-908330 (821) - 0420-1450 (825) - 1624376 (826) - HCEIOC965a (828) - ALC76 (852) - ALC80 NST NUC OC (853) - PL480:1967 (910)

DIRECTORY of institutions, 1976 - (210) - Published by: Directorate of Medical, Health and Family Planning, Rajasthan (305) - Jaipur (401) - 28cm. (501) - illus. (5012) - u (521) - English (531) - Succeeds: Directory of medical & health institutions, Rajasthan, 1965-75 (601) - l. Health facilities - India - Rajasthan - Directories (720) - I. Rajasthan. Directorate of Medical, Health and Family Planning (730) - Directory of medical & health institutions, Rajasthan (750) - RA990. I4R344 (811) - 362.1'025'544 (812) - 78-914580 (821) - 5905570 (826) - RAEIRJ965u (828) - ALC79 (852) - NUC OC (853)

DIRECTORY of institutions for higher education (210) - Formerly: Directory of universities and other institutions of higher learning in India <UCSD>; Institutions for higher education in India, 1953 <OC> (250) - Issued by: Ministry of Education and Social Welfare, Govt. of India, 1974/75 (302) - Vols. for
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1953-1970? issued by the ministry under its earlier name:

DIRECTORY of institutions of oriental studies in overseas countries, 1974- (210)--Delhi (401)--Lord International (402)--2/6 Canal Road, Vijay Nagar, Delhi-110009 (480)--$3.00 (490)--24cm. (5011)--u (521)--English (531)--1. Oriental studies - Directories (720)--DS32.8.D57 (811)--915'.03'0711 (812)--74-647453 (821)--0377-6948 (825)--1795890 (826)--DSeIDD974u (828)--OC (852)

DIRECTORY of joint stock companies, 1970- (210)--Cover title: Joint stock companies in India, 1970- (2304)--Issued by: Dept. of Company Affairs, Research & Statistics Division, Govt. of India (302)--New Delhi (401)--The Department (402)--29cm. (5011)--quinquennial (521)--English (531)--Kept up to date by: Alphabetical list of joint stock companies in India; registration and liquidations (631)--1. Corporations - India - Directories. 2. Corporations, Government - India - Directories <NUC> (720)--I. India. Dept. of Company Affairs. Research & Statistics Division (730)--India. Dept. of Company Affairs. Research & Statistics Division. Joint stock companies in India (740)--India. Dept. of Company Affairs. Research & Statistics Division. Alphabetical list of joint stock companies in India; registrations and liquidations (750)--HD2897.A14 (811)--338.7'4'02554 (812)--79-915011 (821)--5667209 (826)--HDeIDN970z (828)--ALC79 (852)--NUC OC (853)--PL480:1970- (910)

DIRECTORY of key personnel in public enterprises and who's who in public sector (210)
search under
Scope directory of public enterprises <ALC78> (740)

DIRECTORY of large and medium industries in Mysore State, 1970- (210)--Issued by: Dept. of Industries and Commerce, Govt. of Mysore (302)--Banglore (401)--21cm. (5011)--i (521)--English (531)--Succeeded by: Mysore industrial directory wef. <1970- > (602)--1. Mysore - Industries - Directories (720)--I. Mysore. Dept. of Industries and Commerce (730)--Mysore industrial directory (750)--HC437.M865 (811)--70-914634 (821)--1566710 (826)--HCeIKB970i (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC OC (853)--PL480: 1970- (910)
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DIRECTORY of large scale industrial undertakings licensed under the Industries (development & regulation) act, 1951, in Tamil Nadu (210)--Formerly: Directory of large scale industrial undertakings licensed under the industries (development & regulation) act, 1951 in Madras state (250)--Issued by: Major Industries Branch of the Dept. of Industries, Govt. of Tamil Nadu (302)--Madras (401)--30cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--I. Tamil Nadu -- Industries -- Directories (720)--I. Tamil Nadu. Dept. of Industries. Major Industries Branch (730)--Directory of large scale industrial undertakings licensed under the Industries (development & regulation) act, 1951 in Madras State (740)--HC431.T24D56 (811)--338.4'025'5482 (812)--72-900693 (821)--1784074 (826)--HClTM9uua (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC OC (853)--PL480: 1968 (910)

DIRECTORY of large scale industrial undertakings licensed under the Industries (development & regulation) act, 1951 in Madras State (210) search under
Directory of large scale industrial undertakings licensed under the Industries (development & regulation) act, 1951, in Tamil Nadu (740)


DIRECTORY of medical colleges in India, 1964- <NUC> (210)--Formerly: Medical colleges and training institutions in India. 1st- 2nd: 1958-60 (250)--Issued by: India. Central Bureau of Health Intelligence (302)--New Delhi (401)--24cm. (5011)--i (521)--English (531)--Succeeded: India. Directorate General of Health Services. Medical colleges and training institutions in India (601)--I. Medical colleges - India - Directories (720)--I.
BOUQUET D

DIRECTORY of professional

India. Central Bureau of Health Intelligence (730)--India. Directorate General of Health Services. Medical colleges and training institutions in India (740)--Al A32 (811)--378 or 610 (812)--SA67-2523 (821)--0419-2982 (825)--6324490 (826)--R8eIDN958i (828)--ALC76 (852)--NST NUC OC UCSM (853)--PL480: 1969 (910)

DIRECTORY of medical colleges in India (210)

search under
Binny's directory of medical colleges in India (740)

DIRECTORY of medical institutions in Punjab State (210)--Issued by: Punjab. State Bureau of Health Intelligence (302)--Published by: Director, Health and Family Planning, Punjab (305)--Chandigarh (401)--29cm. (5011)--SBHI series publication no.8 (510)--a (521)--English (531)--Vols. for 1971-72 reported as not published (540)--1. Health facilities - India - Punjab - Directories. 2. Hospitals - Punjab - Directories (720)--I. Punjab, India. Health and Family Planning Dept. (730)--RA990.I4D63 (811)--362.1'025'54552 (812)--76-916694 (821)--2245789 (826)--R8eIPC9uu (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC OC (853)--PL480:1970-73 (910)

DIRECTORY of medical teaching man-power in India, 1967- (210)--New Delhi (401)--Central Bureau of Health Intelligence, Govt. of India (402)--21cm. (5011)--Issued in 2 vols. (502)--i (521)--English (531)--1. Medical colleges - India - Directories. 2. Medical teaching personnel - India - Directories (720)--I. India. Central Bureau of Health Intelligence (730)--R814.A25 (811)--70-924565 (821)--9087230 (826)--R8eIDN967i (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC OC (853)--PL480:1967 (910)

DIRECTORY of principal mines of India (210)--Published by: Indian Bureau of Mines, Govt. of India (305)--Nagpur (401)--30cm (5011)--u (521)--English (531)--1. Mineral industries - India - Directories. 2. Mines and mineral resources - India - Directories (720)--I. India. Indian Bureau of Mines (730)--HD9506.I4A23 (811)--72-929599 (821)--4717921 (826)--HDeIMtN9uu (828)--OC (852)

DIRECTORY of printing presses in India, 1959- (210)--Compiled by: All India Federation of Master Printers (301)--Madras (401)--22cm. (5011)--u (521)--English (531)--1. Printers - India - Directories (720)--I. All India Federation of Master Printers (730)--2455.D5 (811)--SA63-2370 (821)--Z4eITM959u (828)--NUC (852)

DIRECTORY of professional organizations of social scientists in India. v.1- 1972- (210)--Published by: Indian Council of Social Science Research (305)--New Delhi (401)--I.P.A. Hostel Building, Indraprastha Estate, New Delhi <OC> (480)--22cm. (5011)--Indian Council of Social Science Research. 1. Publication. 2. Research information series (510)--1 (521)--English (531)--1. Social sciences - Societies, etc. - Directories. 2. Social science
DIRECTORY of psychologists

research - India - Periodicals (720)--I. Indian Council of
social Science Research (730)--H19.ISA2 (811)--300'.6254
(812)--73-907976 (821)--0377-6956 (825)--2239637 (826)--
H1eIDN9721 (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC OC (853)--PL480:1972 (910)

DIRECTORY of psychologists and personnel active in the field of
psychology in Maharashtra State (210)--Published by: Bombay
Psychological Association (305)--Bombay (401)--C/O Dept. of
Applied Psychology, University of Bombay, Bombay (480)--Rs.3.50
(490)--22cm. (5011)--u (521)--English (531)--1. Psychologists -
India - Maharashtra - Directories - Collected works (720)--I.
Bombay Psychological Association (730)--BF30.D53 (811)--
150'.25'54792 (812)--74-900668 (821)--0376-8538 (825)--1797703
(826)--BFeIMvB9uul (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC OC (853)--
PL480:1972-74 (910)

DIRECTORY of public enterprises in India, 1974-- (210)--Published
by: National Forum of Public Enterprises (305)--New Delhi
(401)--S.L. Sharma (402)--C-40 South Extension-11, New
Delhi-110049 (480)--28cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--a (521)--
English (531)--1. Government business enterprises - India -
Statistics (720)--I. National Forum of Public Enterprises
(730)--HD4293.D57 (811)--338.7'025'54 (812)--75-902000 (821)--
0376-8546 (825)--2245594 (826)--HDeIDN974a (828)--ALC76 (852)--
NUC OC (853)--PL480:1974 (910)

DIRECTORY of publishers (210)

search under
Indian books (740)

DIRECTORY of Rajasthan book industry (210)

search under
Rajasthana pustika udyoga nirdesika <ALC76> (740)

DIRECTORY of registered small scale industries in Madhya Pradesh.
v.1-19 -- (210)--Issued by: Madhya Pradesh. Directorate of
Industries (302)--<Bhopal> (401)--Indore <NST> (431)--ceased
(470)--25cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Vols. for 1965/66
reported as not published (540)--1. Small business - Madhya
Pradesh - Directories. 2. Madhya Pradesh - Industries -
Directories (720)--I. Madhya Pradesh. Directorate of Industries
(730)--HC437.M28D57 (811)--338.6 (812)--SA68-14310 (821)--
0419-3377 (825)--1566734 (826)--HDeIB9uua (828)--ALC76 (852)--
ALC80 NST NUC OC (853)--PL480:3rd-- ; 1964/65-1966/67 (910)

DIRECTORY of registered small scale industries in Mysore State.
v.1-19 -- (210)--Bangalore (401)--Director of Industries and
Commerce, Govt. of Mysore (402)--26cm. (5011)--i (521)--English
(531)--Succeeded by: Mysore industrial directory (602)--1.
Mysore - Directories. 2. Mysore - Manufacturers - Directories
(720)--I. Mysore. Directorate of Industries and Commerce (730)--
Mysore industrial directory (750)--HD9736.I5D48 (811)--338.6
(812)--SA66-3850 (821)--0419-3385 (825)--HDeIK9uui (828)--ALC76
(852)--NST NUC (853)--PL480:1963 (910)
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DIRECTORY of research workers in agriculture and animal husbandry. v.1-19—(210)—Published by: Indian Council of Agricultural Research (305)—New Delhi (401)—24cm. (5011)---u (521)—English (531)—l. Agricultural research—India—Directories. 2. Agriculturalists—Directories (720)—I. Indian Council of Agricultural Research (730)—S535.I5D5 (811)—SA63-1222 (821)—8775820 (826)—S5eIDN9uuu (828)—NUC (852)—OC (853)

DIRECTORY of returned U.S.A.I.D. participants: Indian nationals who have participated in official Indian-American training and observation programs abroad (210)—Issued by: Participant Training Branch, United States Agency for International Development Mission to India, American Embassy (302)—New Delhi (401)—ceased (470)—24cm. (5011)—a (521)—English (531)—vols. for 1967-70 not published (540)—l. Technical assistance, American—India—Directories. 2. Returned students—India—Directories (720)—I. U.S. AID Mission to India. Participant Training Branch (730)—HC432.D57 (811)—SA66-4571 (821)—1774307 (826)—HCeIDN9uuu (828)—ALC76 (852)—NUC OC (853)—PL480:1964-71 (910)

DIRECTORY of scientific instruments and components manufactured in India. v.1—1969—(210)—Issued by: Central Scientific Instruments Organisation (302)—Chandigarh (401)—30cm. (5011)—illus. (5012)—i (521)—English (531)—l. Scientific apparatus and instruments—Directories (720)—l. Central Scientific Instruments Organisation (730)—75-909262 (821)—4115411 (826)—UUEICC969i (828)—ALC76 (852)—NUC OC (853)—PL480:1969 (910)


THE DIRECTORY of scientific research institutions in India. v.1—1969—(210)—Published by: Indian National Scientific Documentation Centre (305)—Delhi (401)—25cm. (5011)—illus. (5012)—i (521)—English (531)—l. Laboratories—India—Directories. 2. Research—India—Directories (720)—l. Indian National Scientific Documentation Centre (730)—Q183.43.I5D5 (811)—507'.2'0954 (812)—78-904954 (821)—0419-3482 (825)—1566735 (826)—Q1eID969i (828)—ALC76 (852)—NST NUC OC UMC (853)—PL480:1969 (910)
DIRECTORY of small manufacturing units in Rajasthan (210)

Directory of small scale industries in Rajasthan (740)

DIRECTORY of small scale industrial units employing five or more persons in the unorganised sector in Haryana (210)--Published by: Economic and Statistical Organisation, Planning Dept., Govt. of Haryana (305)---Chandigarh (401)---28cm. (5011)---Haryana. Economic and Statistical Organisation. Publication (510)--u (521)---English (531)---No more published <ALC79> (550)--1. Small business - Haryana - Directories. 2. Haryana - Industries - Directories. 3. Labor supply - Haryana (720)--I. Haryana. Economic and Statistical Organisation (730)--HD2346.I52H354 (811)--338.6'42'02554558 (812)--74-900773 (821)--0376-8570 (825)--1797715 (826)--HDeIHC9uuu (828)--ALC76 (852)--ALC79 NUC OC (853)--PL480:1972 (910)


DIRECTORY of small scale industrial units in Madras State. v.1-19 --(210)--Published by: Director of Industries and Commerce, Govt. of Madras (305)--Madras (401)---29cm. (5011)--i (521)--English (531)--1. Small business - Tamil Nadu - Directories. 2. Tamil Nadu - Industries - Directories (720)--I. Madras. Dept. of Industries and Commerce (730)--HC437.T24D57 (811)--SA68-18677 (821)--1566739 (826)--HCeITM9uui (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480:1965 (910)

DIRECTORY of small scale industrial units in the urban areas of Kerala State, 1969/70--(210)--Published by: Bureau of Economics and Statistics, Govt. of Kerala (305)--Trivandrum (401)--30cm. (5011)--u (521)---English (531)--1. Small business - Kerala - Directories (720)--I. Kerala. Bureau of Economics and Statistics (730)--HD2346.I52K473 (811)--338.6'42'0255483 (812)---75-902176 (821)--0376-8589 (825)--2245605 (826)--HDeIKEt970u (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC OC (853)--PL480:1969/70 (910)

DIRECTORY of small scale industrial units in West Bengal; registered with the Directorate of Cottage and Small Scale Industries, 1966-<NUC> (210)--Published by: Bengal (West). Directorate of Cottage and Small Scale Industries (305)--Calcutta (401)--Rs.40.00 (490)---30cm. (5011)--a (521)---English (531)--1. Small business - West Bengal. 2. Cottage industries - Bengal (West) (720)--I. Bengal (West). Directorate of Cottage and Small Scale Industries (730)--HD2346.I52W34 (811)--338.6'42'0255414 (812)---77-900270 (821)--0419-3520 (825)--1800029 (826)--HDeIBC966a (828)--ALC76 (852)--NST NUC OC (853)--
DIRECTORY of specialised treatment centres in India. v.1- 1961- (210)—A special issue of Swasthya samachar, 1967- (270)—Published by: Central Bureau of Health Intelligence, Govt. of India (305)—New Delhi (401)—30 cm. (5011)—i (521)—English
DIRECTORY of universities


DIRECTORY of universities and other institutions of higher learning in India (210)

search under
Directory of institutions of higher education (740)

DIRECTORY of university books & booksellers (210)

search under
Dani's directory of university books & booksellers (740)

DIRECTORY of wool, hosiery & fabrics. v.1- 1972- (210) -- Formerly: India and Pakistan wool, Hosiery and fabrics <CIPE> (250) -- Bombay (401) -- D.B. Mahatma <PI75> (402) -- Commerce Ltd. (1935) <OC> (452) -- 6th Floor, manek Mahal, 90 Veer Nariman Road, Churchgate, Post Box 840, Bombay-400020 (480) -- $3.00 (490) -- 29cm. (501) -- a (521) -- English (531) -- Ed.: V. Dagli <PI75>;
Neville E Vakil <CIPE> (611) -- Commerce and industry (680) -- 1. Wool trade and industry - India - Directories. 2. Wool trade and industry - Pakistan - Directories (720) -- I. India and Pakistan wool, hosiery and fabrics (740) -- HD9906.415 (811) -- 380.1 45' 7773102554 (812) -- 72-906797 (821) -- 1784209 (826) -- HDeIMtB965a (828) -- ALC76 (852) -- CIPE NUC OC PI75 (853) -- PL480:1966-73 (910)


DIRGHA. v.1- 19- (210) -- Sahitya Samiksha ka traumasika prakasana (307) -- Dilli (401) -- Reported ceased (470) -- 175-E Kamla Nagar, Delhi-110007 (480) -- Rs.10.00 (490) -- q (521) -- Hindi (532) -- Creative and critical Hindi literature (680) -- 1. Hindi literature - History and criticism (720) -- I. Sahitya Samiksha (730) -- X8-914135 (822) -- UUHDD9uuq (828) -- ALC78 (852) -- ALC80 UMC (853)

THE DISCOURSE. v.1- Jan. 30, 1972- (210) -- Published by; Society of Servants of God (305) -- New Delhi (401) -- Yashwant Place, Satya Marg, Chanakyapuri, New Delhi-110021 (480) -- Rs.10.00 (490) -- 18cm. (501) -- some numbers issued combined (503) -- e (521) -- English (531) -- Issue for Jan. 30, 1972 has no volume numbering but constitute v.1, no.1 (575) -- Ed.: Miss Sundri P. Vaswani (611) -- Includes supplements (631) -- Indexes (651) -- Spiritual (680) -- 1. Christianity - India - Periodicals (720) -- I. Society
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DIVANA (210)--New Delhi (401)--Divana Teja Saptahika (402)--w
(521)--Hindi (532)--Some issues reported as not published
(540)--Wit and humor (680)--UUhIDN9uw (828)--ALC76 (852)--
PL480:v.7(14), Apr. 7, 1971- (910)

DIVINE life. v.1- Sept. 1938- <PiH> (210)--Published by: Divine
Life Society, Rishikesh (305)--Sivanandanagar (401)--
Shivanandanagar, Dist. Tehri-Garhwal, UP (480)--24cm. (5011)--
illus. (5012)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Swami Krishnananda
<CIPE> (611)--Indexed in: GIPL; Index India<CIPE> (654)--
Articles expounding mostly the teachings of Swami Sivananda
<CIPE> (680)--1. Yoga - Periodicals (720)--I. Divine Life
(821)--1644563 (826)--B1eIS938m (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE IPiP
NUC OC PiH ULS UMC (853)--PL480:v.32, Jan. 1970- (910)

DIVYAJYOTI. v.1- 1955- (210)--Simla (401)--Acharya Divikar Dutta
Sharma <Pi75> (402)--Divyajyoti Karyalaya, Om Niketan,
Simla-171001, Himachal Pradesh (480)--Rs.12.00 (490)--26cm.
(5011)--illus. (5012)--some numbers issued combined (503)--m
(521)--Sanskrit (533)--Sanskrit literature, Hindu philosophy and
religion (680)--I. Sanskrit literature - Periodicals. 2.
Hinduisrn - Periodicals (720)--PK401.D58 (811)--SA79-927371
(821)--1800220 (826)--PKsiIHi955m (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC OC UMC
(853)--PL480:v.16(1/2), Oct./Nov.1971- (910)

DIWANA. no.1-37; July 1970-July 1975 (210)--New Delhi (401)--
Bahadur Shah Zafar Marg, New Delhi <IPiP> (480)--Rs.12.00
(490)--m (irregular) (521)--English (531)--No more published
(550)--Humor and satire (680)--74-920527 (821)--1774309 (826)--
UUeIDN970m (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC (853)

DNYANODAYA (210)
search under
Jnanodaya <ALC76> (740)

DOABIA'S election cases. v.1- 1961- (210)--Chandigarh (401)--T.S.
Doabia <NUC> (402)--Agra (451)--C.D. Wadhwa (452)--Price varies
(490)--26cm. (5011)--m (521)--monthly: v.1-3; 1961-63 (525)--
English (531)--Ed.: H.S. Doabia <NUC> (611)--1. Election law -
India - Cases (720)--I. Doabia, H.S., ed. (730)--349 (812)--
SA63-448 (821)--0417-7673 (825)--1566815 (826)--UUe1PC961a
(828)--ALC76 (852)--NST NUC OC (853)--PL480:1963-697 (910)

DOCUMENTATION bulletin (210)
search under
Vaikunthbhai Mehta Smarak Trust. Documentation Centre cum
Reference Library. Documentation bulletin (740)
DOCUMENTATION bulletin for cooperative organisations in the South-East Asian area (210)

search under

Documentation bulletin for South-East Asia (740)

DOCUMENTATION bulletin for South East Asia, 1970?-- (210)--Caption title: Documentation bulletin for cooperative organisations in the South-East Asian area <ALC76> (2306)--Formerly: 1. Documentation bulletin <from European languages periodicals>. no.1-11; 1966-Dec. 1968 <ALC76>. 2. Documentation bulletin <from English language periodicals>. Apr.-Dec. 1969? (250)--Published by: International Cooperative Alliance. Regional Office and Education Centre for South East Asia <OC> (305)--New Delhi (401)--Bonow House, 43 Friends Colony East, New Delhi-110014 (480)--Rs.7.50 (490)--29cm. (5011)--Issued in 2 pts. (502)--some numbers issued combined (503)--q (521)--English (531)--Ed.: B.D. Pandey <CIPE> (611)--Pt.1 contains abstract of articles on cooperation and allied subjects. Pt.2: Classified list of books added to the ICA Library <CIPE> (620)--l. Cooperation - Abstracts. 2. Cooperative societies - Abstracts (720)--I. International Cooperative Alliance. Regional Office and Education Centre for South-East Asia (730)--International Cooperative Alliance. Regional Office and Education Centre for South-East Asia. 1. Documentation bulletin. 2. Documentation bulletin for cooperative organisations in the South-East Asian area. 3. ICA documentation bulletin (740)--HD3271.161 (811)--71-906696 (821)--3825571 (826)--HDeIDN966q (828)--OC (852)--ALC76 CIPE (853)--PL480:no.10, Dec. 1968-- (910)

DOCUMENTATION fortnightly, 1975-- (210)--New Delhi (401)--Lok Sabha Secretariat, New Delhi (480)--Rs.38.50 (490)--29cm. (5011)--e (521)--English (531)--Index (631)--Contains annotated titles of important books, articles, reports and other materials on various subjects received in Parliament Library; titles are arranged under a specially devised classification system. Subject and name/author indices are provided (680)--UUEIDN975e (828)--CIPE (852)

DOCUMENTATION in public administration. v.1- Jan./Mar. 1973-- (210)--Published by: Indian Institute of Public Administration (305)--New Delhi (401)--Indraprastha Estate, Ring Road, New Delhi-110001 <CIPE> (480)--$3.00 (490)--24cm. (5011)--q (521)--English (531)--Succeeds: Public administration abstracts and index of articles. v.1-16; 1957-Dec. 1972 <UMC> (601)--Ed.: T.N. Chaturvedi <CIPE> (611)--Abstracts of articles and subject index of selected articles appearing in periodicals and newspapers received in the Library of Indian Institute of Public Administration <OC> (680)--l. Public administration - Abstracts - Periodicals (720)--I. Indian Institute of Public Administration (730)--Public administration abstracts and index of articles (750)--27164.A2D6 (811)--016.35 (812)--74-901434 (821)--0377-7081 (825)--1797735 (826)--27eIDN957q (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE NUC OC UMCP UMCS (853)--PL480:v.1, Jan./Mar. 1973-- (910)
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DOCUMENTATION in social work and related fields (210)
search under
Development and welfare (740)

DOCUMENTATION list: Africa. v.1- 1962- <UCD> (210)--Issued by:
Dept. of African Studies, University of Delhi (302)--vols. for
(352)--Delhi (401)--33cm. (5011)--some numbers issued combined
(503)--q (521)--English (531)--. Africa -- Bibliographies. 2.
Periodicals -- Indexes (720)--I. University of Delhi. Dept. of
African Studies. II. University of Delhi. Library (730)--Z3501
(811)--016.960 (812)--SA65-9951 (821)--0418-582X (825)--1688003
(826)--Z3eID962q (828)--ALC76 (852)--IPiP NST OC UCD (853)--
PL480:v.4-10(1/4); 1965-1971 (910)

DOCUMENTATION list on glass and ceramics. v.13- 1978-- (210)--
Published by: Documentation Unit, Central Glass and Ceramic
Research Institute (305)--Calcutta (401)--Calcutta-700032
(480)--Rs.60.00 (490)--27cm. (5011)--m (521)--English (531)--
Continues: Central Glass and Ceramic Research Institute.
Documentation Unit. CGCRI documentation list. v.1-12; 1966-77
(601)--. Glass -- Bibliography. 2. Ceramics -- Bibliography
(720)--Central Glass and Ceramic Research Institute.
Documentation Unit. CGCRI documentation list (740)--016.666
(812)--80-910390 (821)--7628106 (826)--UUeIBC978m (828)--ALC80
(852)--ALC76 OC (853)--PL480:v.1, 1966-- (910)

DOCUMENTATION of labour (210)
search under
Bulletin of current awareness (740)

DOCUMENTATION on foreign trade. v.1- Jan./June 1972-- (210)--
Published by: Foreign Trade Library, Indian Institute of Foreign
Trade (305)--New Delhi (401)--H/24 Green Park Extension, New
Delhi-110016 (480)--Rs.18.00 (490)--27cm. (5011)--a (521)--
Formerly semiannual <CIPE> (525)--English (531)--Indices <CIPE>
(651)--. Commerce -- Indexes. 2. International economic
relations -- Indexes. 3. India -- Commerce -- Indexes (720)--IUC.
Indian Institute of Foreign Trade. Foreign Trade Library <NUC>
(730)--27164.C8 (811)--016.382 0954 (812)--73-901677 (821)--
1790447 (826)--27eIDN972a (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE IPiP NUC OC
(853)--PL480: v.1-2; Jan.-June-July/Dec. 1972 (910)

DOCUMENTATION Research and Training Centre, Bangalore (110)--
Annual seminar. v.1- 1963-- (210)--Other title: DRTC seminar
(2303)--Bangalore (401)--112 Cross Road, 11 Malles Waram,
Bangalore-560003, Karnataka <CIPE> (480)--28-33cm. (5011)--vols.
for issued in 2 pts. (502)--Now treated as monographs (512)--a
(521)--English (531)--Indexed in: GIP; Index India (654)--.1.
Documentation -- Congresses (720)--Documentation Research and
Training Centre, Bangalore. DRTC seminar (740)--21008.B27
(811)--SA67-2987 (821)--0067-3439 (825)--2324292 (826)--
Z1eIKB63a (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE NUC OC (853)--
PL480:2nd-11th; 1964-74 (910)
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BOUQUET D

DVIVEDI'S annual digest

(821)--0537-1430 (825)--1774311 (826)--DSeIMtB960a (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE IP1P NUC OC (853)--PL480:1960 (910)


DOGRI Research Institute (110)--Nibandhavali, 1965-- (210)--Title varies: Papers read in the Research Institute <UMC> (250)--Published by: Dogri Research Institute (305)--Jammu (401)--23cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--u (521)--Dogri, English, Hindi (534)--l. Dogri - Philology - Collected works (720)--Dogri Research Institute. Papers read in the Research Institute (740)--PK2645.D64 (811)--SA68-5587 (821)--2246873 (826)--PKehdIJJJ965u (828)--OC (852)--UMC (853)

DOGRI Research Institute (110)--Papers read in the Research Institute (210)
search under
Dogri Research Institute. Nibandhavali (740)

DRUK losel. v.1-- May 1979-- (210)--<Timphu>, Bhutan (401)--Dept. of Information, Ministry of Development (402)--27cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--q (521)--English (531)--"Reflections on Bhutan" (680)--l. Bhutan - Periodicals (720)--I. Bhutan. Ministry of Development. Dept. of Information (730)--DS485.BS03078 (811)--954.9'005 (812)--79-915437 (821)--6192557 (826)--DSeIBht979q (828)--ALC80 (852)--NST NUC OC (853)--PL480:May 1979-- (910)

DVIVEDI, Hari Har Nivas (110)--Dvivedi's annual digest for Madhya Pradesh (210)
search under
Dvivedi's annual digest for Madhya Pradesh (740)

DVIVEDI'S annual digest for Madhya Pradesh, 1970-- (210)--Gwalior (401)--Law Journal Publications (402)--26cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Hari Har Nivas Dvivedi, 1970-- (611)--Supplement to Dvivedi's Twelve years' digest, 1957-68 (633)--Dvivedi, Hari Har Nivas, 1912--. Twelve years' digests for Madhya Pradesh, 1957-68 (710)--l. Law reports, digests, etc. - India - Madhya Pradesh (720)--I. Dvivedi, Hari Har Nivas, ed. 1912-- (730)--Dvivedi, Hari Har Nivas. Dvivedi's annual digest for Madhya Pradesh (740)--347.54'010264 (812)--70-916092 (821)--
E.I.C.

search under
Export Insepction Council of India <ALC76> (740)

E.I.'S Electrical and electronics annual (210)
search under
Electrical India's electrical and electronics annual (740)

E.S.R.F. (110)
search under
Economic and Scientific Research Foundation <ALC76> (740)

EAST. v.1- June 1967- (210)--Calcutta (401)--Pilgrim Publishers
(402)--18/B/1B Tamer Lane, Calcutta (480)--Rs.12.00 (490)--25cm.
(501l)--f (521)--English (531)--History and culture (680)--1.
Oriental studies - Periodicals <NUC> (720)--D51.E2 (811)--954
(812)--SA68-4341 (821)--0424-0448 (825)--1774312 (826)--
D5eIBC967E (828)--ALC76 (852)--IPiP NST NUC OC UCUP (853)--
PL480:v.1(2), Dec. 1967- (910)

EAST and west. v.1- Spring 1956- (210)--Secundrabad (401)--u
(521)--English (531)--0420-3216 (825)--3185431 (826)--UUeIAS956u
(828)--OC (852)

EAST and west; (210)--a monthly review. v.1-21; 1901-Dec. 1921
(212)--nsv.20, 1920 <IOL> (290)--Bombay (401)--M. Munzur Ali
(402)--Simla (431)--ceased (470)--23cm. (5011)--m (521)--English
(531)--AP8.E2 (811)--Ca7-730 (821)--ApeIMtB901m (828)--ULS
(852)--BUCOP IOL NLC NUC (853)

EAST and west (210)
search under
Mira; monthly journal of Indian culture <ULS> (740)

EAST and west series. no.1- 1954- (210)--Poona (401)--10 Sadhu
Vaswani Path, Poona-411001, Maharashtra (480)--some numbers
issued combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--Supplement
accompanies no. 159/161 (631)--181 (812)--0012-8384 (825)--
1774313 (826)--UUeIMtP954m (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE IPiP NST OC
(853)--PL480:no.71- (910)

EAST European trade. v.1- Apr. 1963- (210)--New Delhi (401)--G.
Singh at Vishal Press, etc. <NUC> (402)--Post Box 3567, New
Delhi-110024 (480)--Rs.30.00 (490)--28cm. (5011)--illus.
(5012)--ports. (5013)--m (521)--English (531)--Vols. for 1967-
also called nos.46- (573)--Ed.: Gurdip Singh <CIPE> (611)--
Covers all aspects of India's economic cooperation and trade
relations with the countries of East Europe <CIPE> (680)--1.
India - Commerce - Europe, Eastern 2. Europe, Eastern -
Commerce - India (720)--HP3788.EBE3 (811)--382 (812)--SA64-3544
(821)--0012-8457 (825)--1605567 (826)--HFedDN963m (828)--ALC76
(852)--CIPE NST NUC OC UCD (853)--PL480:no.6, Sept. 1963- (910)
EAST India army magazine and military review, 1853- (210)--Calcutta (401)--R.C. Lepage and Co. (402)--20cm. (5011) u (521) --English (531)--UUEIBC853u (828)--NLC (852)

EAST India united service journal and military magazine. <no> 1-58; Aug. 1833-Apr. 1839? (210)--Title varies (250)--Calcutta (401)--ceased? (470)--m? (521) --English (531)--UUEIBC833m (828)--ULS (852)--BU Cop IOL UC D (853)


THE EAST wind. no.1-11; Aug. 1978-May 1979 (210)--Hyderabad (401) --S.V.S. Subha Rayudu (402)--16-2-148/A Serfekhas Paltan, Malakpet, Hyderabad, AP (480)--no.1: Rs.1.50 (490)--w (521) --English (531) --Succeeded by: The Proletarian line wef. June 1979 (602)--A bulletin of communist revolutionaries. Articles and views, Chiefly on economic and political conditions of India (680)--1. Communist - India - Periodicals. 2. India - Politics and government - 1947- - Periodicals (720)--Proletarian line (750)--HX391.E18 (811)--335.43'0954 (812) --78-914691 (821)--5773844 (826)--HXeIAH978w (828)--ALC79 (852)--ALC80 OC (853)

EASTERN anthropologist; (210) --a quarterly record of ethnography and folk culture. v.1- 1947- (212)--Sponsored by: Ethnographic and Folk Culture Society, UP (306)--Lucknow (401) --Lucknow University, Dept. of Anthropology, Lucknow, UP <IPiP> (480)--Rs.60.00 (490)--25cm. (5011) --illus. (5012) --q (521) --3 numbers a year, Sept. 1947-Sept./Dec. 1972 (525)--English (531) --Ed.: K.S. Mathur (611)--Cumulative index of v.1-21 (651)--Indexed in: GIPiL; Index India; Sociological abstracts <CIPE> (654) --Social and physical anthropology, ethnography, arts and traditions, archaeology, linguistics of India <CIPE> (680)--1. Anthropology - Periodicals. 2. Ethnology - India - Periodicals (720)--I. Ethnographic and Folk Culture Society, UP <OC> (730)--913.54 <UMC> (812)--59-30548 (821)--0012-8686 (825)--1567273 (826)--GNEIUL947q (828)--ALC76 (852)--BU Cop CIPE IP iP NUC OC ULS UMC (853)--PL480:v.15, Jan./Apr. 1962- (910)

EASTERN Bengal and Assam. (110) --Eastern Bengal and Assam district gazetteers. v.1- 19 - (210)--Allahabad (401)--Pioneer Press (402)--25cm. (5011) --plates (5012) --maps (fold) (5014) --u (521) --English (531) --1. Eastern Bengal and Assam - Description and travel - Gazetteers (720)--DS485.E3A4 (811)--44-20509 (821)--5251416 (826)--DSIEBAsA9uuu (828)--NUC (852)--OC (853)

EASTERN Bengal and Assam. Dept. of Public Instruction (110) --General report on public instruction in Eastern Bengal and
EASTERN Centre of Tulip

Assam. 1905-06-1911/12 <UCSD> (210)--Shillong (401)--Eastern Bengal and Assam Secretariat Printing Office (403)--33.5cm. (5011)--maps (fold) (5014)--tables (5015)--a (521)--English (531)--A quinquennal report is issued in 2 vols. instead of annual report with title: Report on the progress of education in Eastern Bengal and Assam (620)--1905/06 bound with: Assam. Dept. of Public Instruction. General report on public instruction in Assam, 1902-03-1904/05 (661)--Reports prior to 1905 and after 1912 are found in the General report on public instruction in Assam issued by the Dept. of Public Instruction of Govt. of Assam (680)--1. Education - India - Eastern Bengal and Assam (720)--Assam. Dept. of Public Instruction. General report on public instruction in Assam (750)--L578.B5A3 (811)--46-33272 (821)--L5eIAsS906a (828)--NUC (852)

EASTERN Centre of International Studies (110)--The eastern journal of international law (210)

search under

The Eastern journal of international law <ALC80> (740)

EASTERN cooperative front. v.1- 1964- <UCD> (210)--Sponsored by: Assam State Cooperative Union (306)--Gauhati (401)--Dr. Barooah Road, Gauhati-781007, Assam (480)--Rs.2.00 (490)--26cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--q (521)--English (531)--Suspended (540)--Revived in Feb. 1976 with new numbering (560)--1. Cooperative societies - India - Periodicals (720)--I. Assam State Cooperative Union (730)--HD3540.A3A84 (811)--334'.0954'162 (812)--78-914284 (821)--5185812 (826)--HDeIAsG964q (828)--ALC76 (852)--IPiP OC UCD (853)

EASTERN economist; (210)--a weekly review of Indian and international economic affairs <UMC>. v.1-79; May 21, 1943-July 31, 1982 <OC> (212)--New Delhi (401)--R.P. Agarwala (402)--34cm. (5011)--Microfilm from University Microfilms International, Ann Arbor, MI (5041)--w (521)--English (531)--Issue for Dec. 1, 1944 accompanied by 'Agriculture supplement' (631)--Beginning in 1948 the last issue published in Dec. of each year (except for 1958-62 when it was the first issue in Jan.) is called Annual number (640)--A weekly review of Indian and international economic affairs (680)--1. India - Economic conditions - Periodicals. 2. India - Economic history - Periodicals <NUC> (720)--HC431.E3 (811)--330.954 (812)--SA49-20208 (821)--0012-8767 (825)--1567281 (826)--HCeIDN943w (828)--ALC76 (852)--BU COP NST NUC OC UCD ULS UMC (853)--PL480:v.38, Jan. 5, 1962- (910)

EASTERN economist; (210)--annual number. no.1- 1948- (212)--New Delhi (401)--32cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--a (521)--English (531)--Issued as the last number each year of the weekly publication, (except for 1958-62 when it was the first issued in January) (640)--1. India - Politics and government - 1947- - Periodicals. 2. India - Economic conditions - 1947- - Periodicals (720)--HC431.AE22 (811)--330 or 309.1'54 (812)--SA68-10385 (821)--0012-8767 (825)--8838733 (826)--HCeIDN948a
EASTERN Railway newsletter.

(828)--NST (852)--AL NUC OC (853)--PL480:1964-- (910)

THE EASTERN journal of international law. v.1-10(4); Apr. 1969-Jan. 1979 (210)--Quarterly organ of the Eastern Centre of International Studies (307)--Madras (401)--A.K. Pavithran <PNI75> (402)--ceased (470)--22 Ritherdon Road, Madras-600007 (480)--Rs.50.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--q (521)--English (531)--Ed.: A.K. Pavithran <PNI75> (611)--Supplements accompany some numbers (631)--Law (680)--1. International law - Periodicals (720)--I. Eastern Centre of International Studies (730)--Eastern Centre of International Studies. Eastern journal of international law (740)--JX18.E3 (811)--341 (812)--71-904596 (821)--0012-8821 (825)--1567285 (826)--JXEITM969q (828)--ALC76 (852)--ALC80 CIPE NST NUC OC PII75 UCD UMC (853)

EASTERN market review. v.6- 1953- (210)--Formerly: The metal market review. v.1-5; 1948-53 <UCD> (250)--Calcutta (401)--G.D Binani <NLG> (402)--38 Strand Road, Calcutta-700001 (480)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--maps (5014)--charts (5016)--w (521)--biweekly: 1948-53 (525)--English (531)--Ed.: V.J. Petha <PNI75> (611)--Supplements accompany some numbers (631)--Devoted to metal industry and trade <NLG> (680)--1. Metal trade - India - Periodicals (720)--Metal market review (740)--HD9506.14M4 (811)--52-39745 rev. (821)--0012-8856 (825)--2326117 (826)--HDEHBC948w (828)--ALC76 (852)--NLG NUC OC PII75 UCD ULS (853)--PL480:v.16(32)--v.27(32); Sept. 2, 1963-Sept. 1974 (910)

EASTERN purchasing journal (210)

search under
Materials management journal of India, New Delhi (740)

EASTERN Railway (110)--1. Eastern Railway magazine. 2. Eastern Railway newsletter (210)

search under
1. Eastern Railway magazine. 2. Eastern Railway newsletter (740)

EASTERN Railway magazine. v.1- 1945- <CIPE>; June 1952 <NUC> (210)--Published by: Staff Benefits Fund of the Eastern Railway (305)--Calcutta (401)--12 Netaji Subhas Road, Calcutta-700001 <CIPE> (480)--Rs.8.00 (490)--28cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--ports. (5013)--some numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--Suspended: Jan. 1970-May 1974 (540)--Eds.: C.V.S. Mani and K. Nagarajan <CIPE> (611)--Includes a special supplement called Eastern Railway magazine centenary supplement, 1853-58 <NUC> (631)--1. Railroads - India - Periodicals (720)--I. Eastern Railway (730)--Eastern Railway. Eastern Railway magazine (740)--TFT4.E3 (811)--56-26815 (821)--TFeIIBC952m (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE CNLC NUC (853)--PL480:v.11, May 1962- (910)

THE EASTERN times. v.1- 1948- (210)--Published by: Prajatantra Prachar Samity (305)--Cutack (401)--Available on microfilm from IC Photoduplication Service (5041)--w (521)--Formerly daily (525)--English (531)--News and current affairs chiefly about events in Orissa (680)--lUeIOC948w (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC PiH (853)--PL480: Jan. 3, 1962-Nov. 5, 1966; June 11, 1975- (910)

EASTERN who's who in business. v.1- 1977- (210)--Gauhati (401)--Furneswar Borah (402)--Gauhati-781021, Assam (480)--Rs.10.00 (490)--26cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Assam - Commerce - Directories. 2. Businessmen - India - Assam - Directories (720)--i. Borah, Furneswar (730)--HF5239.A74E17 (811)--338.0025'54162 (812)--78-914315 (821)--512.8596 (826)--lFEIAs977a (828)--ALC78 (852)--OC (853)--PL480:1977- (910)

ECONOMETRIC; annual of the Indian economic journal (210)

search under
Indian economic journal <UCD> (740)

ECONOMIC affairs. v.1- July 1956- <NST> (210)--Calcutta (401)--H. Roy, etc. (402)--10 Gauff Street, Block 5, Suite 64, Calcutta-700003 (480)--Rs.30.00 (490)--24cm. (5011)--some numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Himansu Roy (611)--Supplements (631)--Indexes (651)--Indexed in: Index India; PAIS (654)--Deals with economic theory, the progress and problems of India's planned economy (680)--1. Economics - Periodicals. 2. India - Economic conditions - Periodicals. 3. India - Economic policy - Periodicals (720)--HC431.E32 (811)--330 (812)--SA62-250 (821)--0424-2513 (825)--L774314 (826)--HCE1BC956m (828)--CIPE (852)--ALC76 NST NUC OC UCD UMC (853)--PL480:v.7, Jan. 1962- (910)

ECONOMIC age. v.1- 1968- (210)--Calcutta (401)--Shiba Prasad Banerjee (402)--P-36 India Exchange Place, 2nd Floor, Room no. 40, Calcutta-700004 <CIPE> (480)--Rs.12.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--some numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Shiba Prasad Banerjee <OC> (611)--1. India - Economic conditions - 1949- - Periodicals (720)--HC431.E322 (811)--330.9'54'04 (812)--76-913021 (821)--2476607 (826)--HCE1BC968m (828)--ALC78 (852)--CIPE CNLC NUC OC (853)--PL480:v.7, Dec. 1974- (910)

ECONOMIC and business review. v.1- Apr./May 1969- (210)--New Delhi (401)--S.S. Mohan (402)--48/5 East Patel Nagar, New Delhi-110005 <CIPE> (480)--Rs.12.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--some numbers issued combined (503)--q (521)--bimonthly: Apr./May 1969-Feb./Mar. 1972 (525)--English (531)--Ed.: S.S. Mohan <CIPE> (611)--1. India - Economic conditions - 1947- - Periodicals (720)--HC431.E323 (811)--330.954 (812)--73-906892 (821)--0012-995X (825)--1774315 (826)--HCE1DN969g (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE IPiP NST NUC OC UMC (853)--PL480:v.1, 1969- (910)
ECONOMIC and commercial news. <1971> <OC> (210) Published by: Exhibitions and Commercial Publicity, Ministry of Commerce, Govt. of India (305)--vols. for Jan. 12, 1974-Dec. 27, 1975 issued by the Ministry of Commerce (352)--New Delhi (401)--Udyog Bhavan, New Delhi-110011 <CIPE> (480)--29cm. (501) some reports issued several parts (502) w (521) -- English (531) Ed.: V.D.N. Rao <CIPE> (611) Contains information on export marketing, industrial growth, scientific research, quality control, etc. <CIPE> (680)--1. India - Commerce - Periodicals. 2. India - Industries - Periodicals (720)--I. India. Ministry of Commerce. II. India. Ministry of Commerce, Exhibitions and Commercial Publicity (730)--HF41.E44 (811) -- 330.9'54'05 (812)--77-644586 (821)--2256069 (826)--HFeIDN971w (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE NUC OC (853)--PL480:v.4(2), Jan. 12, 1974--; some issues not available (910)

ECONOMIC and commercial series. no.1- 1963?-- (210) Cover title: Economic series (2304) -- Agra (401) -- Sahitya Bhawan (402) -- 22cm. (5011) -- (521) -- English (531)--1. India - Economic conditions (720) -- Economic series (740) -- HC431.E324 (811) -- 330 (812) -- SA64-5270 (821) -- 0424-2963 (825) -- 1586338 (826) -- HCeIDN9631 (828) -- ALC76 (852) -- NST NUC OC (853) -- PL480:no.1-42 (910)


ECONOMIC and Scientific Research Foundation, Delhi (110) -- Guide to performance of top companies (210) search under Economic and Scientific Research Foundation, Delhi. Top 300 companies <ALC76> (740)

-351-
ECONOMIC and Scientific Research Foundation, Delhi (110)—Top 300
companies. 1963/64—<NUC> (210)—Formerly: 1. Top 200 companies.
2. Guide performance of top companies (250)—New Delhi (401)—
Hon. Director, ESRF (402)—28cm. (5011)—a (521)—English
(531)—1. Corporations—India. 2. Corporations—India—
Statistics (720)—Economic and Scientific Research Foundation,
Delhi. 1. Guide to performance of top companies. 2. Top 200
companies (740)—HD2899.E362 (811)—330 (812)—70-920050 (821)—
0424-2602 (825)—6698389 (826)—HDeIDN968a (828)—ALC76 (852)—
NST NUC OC (853)—PL480:1964-1967/68 (910)

Economic Cooperation Study Group (402)—ceased (470)—99
Rabindra Nagar, New Delhi <CIPE> (480)—Rs.20.00 (490)—28cm.
(5011)—ports. (5013)—q (521)—English (531)—Succeeded by:
Public undertakings wef. v.1, June 1969 (602)—Ed.: Mrs. Raj
Virmani <CIPE> (611)—1. India—Economic conditions—1947—
Periodicals. 2. India—Economic policy—Periodicals (720)—I.
Economic Cooperation Study Group (730)—Public undertakings
(750)—HC431.E328 (811)—338.954 (812)—75-906019 (821)—
0531-6480 (825)—HDeIDN968q (828)—ALC76 (852)—CIPE IPI NST

ECONOMIC journalist. v.1-1973—(210)—New Delhi (401)—Forum of
Financial Writers (402)—8 Bhagat Singh Marg, New Delhi-110001
(480)—Rs.6.00 (490)—29cm. (5011)—illus. (5012)—<irregular>
(521)—English (531)—Ed.: Balraj Mehta <CIPE> (611)—1. India—
Economic conditions—Periodicals (720)—I. Forum of financial
Writers (730)—HC431.E329 (811)—330.954'05 (812)—77-912233
(821)—3276999 (826)—HDeIDN973f (828)—ALC76 (852)—CIPE NUC OC
(853)—PL480:1973—(910)

ECONOMIC policy review (210)
search under
Arthniti sameeksha (740)

ECONOMIC review. v.12(4)—21(14); June 15, 1960—Mar. 1, 1970 (210)—
Formerly: 1. Economic review. v.1(2-4); May 15—1949. 2.
Fortnightly economic review. v.1(5)—v.5; July 1, 1949—Apr. 15,
1954. 3. AICC economic review. v.6-12; May 1, 1954—May 7, 1961
(250)—Issued by: Indian National Congress. All India Congress
Committee (302)—Fortnightly journal of the Economic and Political
Research Dept. All India Congress Committee (307)—New Delhi (401)—
—N. Balakrishnan, Publications Dept. (402)—7 Jantar Mantar Road,
New Delhi-110001 (480)—Rs.29.00 (490)—28-35cm. (5011)—illus.
(5012)—ports. (5013)—e (521)—English (531)—Suspended: Oct.
26, 1951-Jan. 26, 1952 <Direct source from University of Delhi
Library> (540)—v.5(6)—called also no.79—(573)—Succeeded by:
Political and economic review wef. Mar. 9, 1970—(602)—Some
volumes have annual indexes <Direct source> (651)—1. India—
Economic conditions—Periodicals (720)—I. Indian Natinal
Congress. All India Congress Committee. Economic and Political
Research Dept. (730)—1. AICC economic review. 2. Fortnightly
economic review (740)—Political and economic review (750)—
-352-
ECONOMIC statistics of India's overseas shipping industry (210)--

The ECONOMIC statistics of India's overseas shipping industry (210)--

-353-
industry (740)--HE879.E27 (811)--387.5'4'0954 (812)--79-915165 (821)--6495320 (826)--HEeIDN9uu (828)--ALC79 (852)--OC (853)--PL480:1975/76-- (910)

ECONOMIC studies; (210)--an independent monthly journal of economic outlook and trend <OC>. v.1- 1960- (212)--Calcutta (401)--Economic Studies & Journals (402)--2 Private Road, Dum Dum, Post Box 10838, Calcutta-700009 (480)--Rs.12.00 (490)--28cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--some numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--Indexes (651)--Indexed in: GIPL; Index India (654)--Studies of various economic sectors in India and Pakistan <CIPE> (680)--1. Economic history - 1945- -- Periodicals. 2. India - Economic conditions - 1945- -- Periodicals <NUC> (720)--HC10.E415 (811)--330 (812)--SA63-3316 (821)--0013-0362 (825)--1607809 (826)--HCIeBC960m (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE IPiP NST NUC OC (853)--PL480:v.5, July 1964- (910)


THE ECONOMIC times. v.1- 1961- (210)--Issued by: Times of India, Bombay (302)--Bombay (401)--Bonnett Coleman; Shreekrishna Govind Joshi <Pi75> (402)--The Times of India Building, Dr. Dadabhaji Naoroji Road, Bombay- 400001 (480)--illus. (5012)--Available on microfilm from the LC Photoduplication Service (5041)--d (521)--English (531)--Ed.: D.K. Rangnekar <Pi75> (611)--News and current affairs (680)--I. The Times of India, Bombay (730)--HC437.E334 (811)--330.9'54'05 (812)--HCIeIMtB961d (828)--ALC76 (852)--IPiP PiH Pi75 (853)--PL480:v.1(302), Jan. 1, 1962- (910)

THE ECONOMIC times annual. v.1- 1972- (210)--Bombay (401)--Bonnett Coleman & Co.; Shreekrishna Govind Joshi <Pi75> (402)--The Times of India Press, Dr. Dadabhaji Naoroji Road, Fort, Bombay- 400001 (480)--Rs.6.00 (490)--33cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--a (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Dr. D.K. Rangnekar <Pi75> (611)--Economic and social conditions of India (680)--1. India - Economic conditions - 1947- -- Periodicals <NUC> (720)--HC437.E334 (811)--330.9'54'05 (812)--73-900193 (821)--1790403 (826)--HCIeIMtB972a (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE NUC OC Pi75 UCSMt (853)--PL480:1972- (910)

ECONOMIC trends. v.1- Oct. 1, 1971- (210)--Published by: Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry (305)--
BOUQUET E

EDUCATION.


ECONOMIC trends and indications (210)

search under
Kapasi, Bhikhalal. Economic trends and indication <ALC76> (740)

ECONOMIC weekly; (210)--a journal of current economic and political affairs. v.1-17; 1949- 65 <UCD> (212)--Bombay (401)--Sameeksha Trust (402)--29cm. (501l)--w (521)--English (531)--Succeeded by: Economic and political weekly wef. Aug. 1966 (602)--l. India - Economic conditions - Periodicals (720)--Economic and political weekly (750)--HC431.E34 (811)--52-32626 (821)--6061069 (826)--HCeIMtB949w (828)--PiH (852)--NUC OC UCD ULS (853)

ECORISSA (210)--<Bhubaneswar> (401)--Ashok Singh (402)--84 P & T Colony, Unit no.4, Bhubaneswar-751001, Orissa (480)--Rs.6.00 (490)--b (521)--English (531)--On industry, finance, economy, and society of Orissa (680)--l. Orissa - Economic conditions - Periodicals. 2. Industries - Orissa - Periodicals (720)--X8-914714 (822)--9327674 (826)--UUeIOB9uub (828)--ALC79 (852)--OC (853)

EDUCATION. v.1- 1921- (210)--Sponsored by: Teacher's Cooperative Education Journals and Publications, Ltd. <CIBE> (306)--Official organ of the United Provinces Secondary Education Association <NUC> (307)--Lucknow (401)--Kanya Kubja College, 10 Staff Colony, Lucknow, UP <CIBE> (480)--Rs.10.00 (490)--26cm. (501l)--ports. (5013)--some numbers issued combined (503)--e (521)--monthly: 1921-Dec. 1947 (525)--English, Hindi (534)--Ed.: L. Mukherjee (61l)--l. Education - Periodicals. 2. Education - India - United Provinces of Agra and Oudh (720)--I. United Provinces. Secondary Education Association (730)--L61.E3 (811)--370.5 (812)--49-1964 (821)--8528900 (826)--L6ehIUL921e (828)--
EDUCATION and culture.  TULIP

ALC76 (852)--CIPE IPiP NUC OC UCD UMC (853)--PL480:v.47, Jan. 1968--(910)

EDUCATION and culture. v.1- 1964- (210)--New Delhi (401)--Proutist Forum of India (402)--D-41 South Extension Part-I, New Delhi-110049 (480)--illus. (5012)--some numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--Suspended with Apr. 1973 (540)--Ed.: Santosananda Avadhuta <CIPE> (611)--10102565 (826)--UUEIDN964m (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC UCD UMC (853)--PL480:v.6--June 1971-Apr. 1973 (910)

EDUCATION and psychology (210)
search under
Manas <PiH> (740)

EDUCATION and psychology review. v.1- 1961- (210)--Published by: Maharaja Sayajirao University of Baroda. Faculty of Education and Psychology (305)--Baroda (401)--D.M. Desai <PiI75> (402)--Lokamanya Tilak Road, Baroda, Gujarat (480)--Rs.8.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--illls. (5012)--q (521)--English (531)--Ed.: D.M. Desai (611)--I. Education - Periodicals (720)--I. Maharaja Sayajirao University of Baroda. Faculty of Education and Psychology (730)--L61.332 (811)--370 (812)--SA63-1322 (821)--0046-1385 (825)--1567530 (826)--L6eIGu966lq (828)--AL (852)--NUC OC PiH PiI75 (853)--PL480:v.2, Jan. 1962--(910)

EDUCATION for teaching (210)
search under
National Institute of Education. N.I.E. journal (740)

EDUCATION in India; (210)--bibliographical series. no.1- 1980-(212)--New Delhi (401)--Acharan Prakashan (402)--Manasayan, 32 Netaji Subhash Marg, New Delhi-110002 (480)--26cm. (5011)--u (521)--English (531)--I. Education - India - Bibliography - Collected works (720)--016.370954 (812)--8292982 (826)--UUEIDN980u (828)--OC (852)


EDUCATION quarterly. v.1—Mar. 1949—(210)—Issued by: Ministry of Education and Social Welfare, Govt. of India (302)—Formerly
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EDUCATION today. v.1- 1978- (210) -- Published by: State Institute of Education, Govt. of Manipur (305) -- Imphal (401) -- Babupara, Imphal-795001, Manipur (480) -- Unpriced (490) -- a (521) -- English (531) -- S.I.E. annual on the development of education in Manipur (680) -- 82-21722 (821) -- 8713471 (826) -- UUEIMI978a (828) -- ALC79 (852) -- NST OC (853) -- PL480:v.1, 1978- (910)


EDUCATIONAL digest. v.1- June 1957- (210) -- New Delhi (401) -- u (521) -- English (531) -- 370 (812) -- 0420-784X (825) -- UUEIDN957u (828) -- NST (852) -- UCD (853)

EDUCATIONAL India. v.1- 1934- (210)--Masulpatnam (401)--M. Seshachalam <PiI75> (402)--Jaganathpuram, Masulpatnam-521001, AP (480)--Rs.12.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--some numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: M. Venkatarangaiah <PiI75> (611)--Indexed in: Index India <CIPE> (654)--Education (680)--I. Education - Periodicals. 2. Education - India (720)--L61.E35 (811)--370.954 (812)--52-20563 (821)--0013-1768 (821)--1567587 (826)--L6eIAM934m (828)--ALC76 (852)--BUCCP CIPE IPiP NUC OC PiI75 UMC (853)--PL480:v.28, July 1961- (910)

EDUCATIONAL miscellany. v.1- 1964- (210)--Published by:

THE EDUCATIONAL reporter. v.1- 1970- (210)--New Delhi (401)--Mrs. Swarn Lata for the Educational Reporter (402)--Reported ceased (470)--159 Golf Links, New Delhi-110003 (480)--Rs.20.00 (490)--29cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--some numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Miss Madhu Bala <CIPE> (611)--I. Education - India. 2. Education - Periodicals (720)--71-927057 (821)--5066987 (826)--UUnIDN970m (828)--ALC76 (852)--ALC79 CIPE OC UCD UMC (853)--PL480:v.2-7(3); Sept. 1971-Mar. 1976 (910)

EDUCATIONAL Resources Center, Delhi (110)--Annual report,

EDUCATIONAL review: (210)--a monthly record for India. v.1- 1895- (212)--Madras (401)--M.R. Sampatikumar <PiI75> (402)--Sankuwar Street, Triplicane, Madras-600005 (480)--Rs.10.00 (490)--24cm. (5011)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: A.N. Parasuram <PiI75> (611)--Indexed in: GIPL; Index India; Indian educational abstr. (654)--I. Education - India - Periodicals (720)--L61.E37 (811)--370.954 (812)--SA65-8293 (821)--0013-192X (825)--5522646 (826)--L6eITm897m (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE IPiP NUC OC PiI75 ULS UMC (853)--PL480:v.71, Jan. 1965- (910)
EDUCATIONAL trends.


THE EDUCATIONIST (The only All-India educational weekly). v.1- 1906- (210)--Madras (401)--Swadesamitran Press (403)--33.5cm. (5011)--w (521)--English (531)--UUEITM906w (828)--NLC (852)--ULS (853)

EDUCATIONIST in India (210)

search under

Heads of the educational institutions in India (740)

EDUCATOR; (210)--a quarterly educational journal. v.1- 1946-(212)--Published by: University Training College (305)--Nagpur (401)--ceased <UCD> (470)--23cm. (5011)--q (521)--English (531)--UUEITM946q (828)--NLC (852)--BUCOP UCD (853)

THE ELECTION archives. no.1- 1969- (210)--Sponsored by: Institute for Electoral Studies <CIPE> (306)--New Delhi (401)--Shiv Lal <OC> (402)--CA-33 Tagore Garden, New Delhi-110027 (480)--Rs.150.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--ports. (5013)--q (521)--English (531)--Ed.:Shiv Lal (611)--Supplements accompany some issues <OC> (631)--Deals with electoral activities in India and elsewhere <CIPE> (680)--I. Elections - India. 2. Election <NUC> (720)--JQ292.E4 (811)--75-905192 (821)--0046-1644 (825)--1567699 (826)--JQeIDN969q (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE IPIP NUC OC (853)

ELECTION law reports, containing cases on election law decided by the Supreme Court and the high courts of India, opinions of the Election Commission and important decisions of the election tribunals, 1951/ 52-- (210)--Delhi (401)--Manager of Publications (402)--Controller of Publications, Civil Lines, New Delhi-110006 (480)--Rs.12.50 (490)--24cm. (5011)--i (521)--English (531)--Ed.: R.K.P. Shankardass <CIPE> (611)--324 (812)--0422-8545 (825)--UUEIDD952i (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE NST NUC (853)--PL480:v.23-52; 1968- (910)

ELECTRICAL India. v.1- 1961- (210)--Official organ of the Indian Electrical Manufacturers Association (307)--Bombay (401)--S.T. Cherry (402)--14 Siddhar Prasad, Ghatkopar Mahul Road, Tilak Nagar P.O., Bombay- 400089 (480)--Rs.60.00 (490)--29cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--tables (5015)--some numbers issued combined (502)--e (521)--bimonthly: 1961-Mar. 1964; monthly: May 1964-Dec. 1971 (525)--English (531)--Includes supplements: Electric India's
Electrical and electronics annual (631)--Indexed in: Indian sc. abstr. <CIPE> (654)--1. Electric engineering - Periodicals (720)--EI's electrical and electronics annual (740)--TK1.E32576 (811)--621.3 (812)--SA63-3830 (821)--0013-435X (825)--TKeImtB96ie (828)--ALC76 (852)--ALC78 CIPE IPiP NST NUC UCD (853)--PL480:v.2(7/8), July/Aug. 1962- ; Annual: 1977- (910)

ELECTRICAL India's electrical and electronics annual (210)--EI's electrical and electronics annual (2307)--Bombay (401)--S.T. Chary (402)--29cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--a (521)--English (531)--Yearly special supplement to Electrical India (633)--Electrical India (710)--1. Electrical industries - India - Periodicals (720)--EI's electrical and electronics annual (740)--Electrical India (750)--HD9695.I42E45 (811)--X8-914436 (822)--6022618 (826)--HDeImtB9uua (828)--OC (852)--ALC78 (853)--PL480:1977- (910)

ELECTRONIC application news. v.1- 1964- (210)--Bombay (401)--Indian Building Elements Company>. Electronic Components, Division of Phillips India Ltd. (402)--Band Box House, 254-D Dr. Annie Besant Road, Worli, Bombay-400018 (480)--Rs.30.00 (490)--b (521)--English (531)--Ed.: P.B. Parikh <CIPE> (611)--1. Electronic apparatus and appliances - Periodicals <NUC> (720)--TK7870 (811)--621.38 (812)--71-906889 (821)--0013-4813 (825)--1567746 (826)--TKeImtB964b (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE IPiP NST NUC OC (853)--PL480:v.6, Jan./Feb. 1969- (910)

ELECTRONICS for you. v.1- Jan. 1969- (210)--New Delhi (401)--E-9 Green Park, New Delhi-110016 (480)--Rs.30.00 (490)--28cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--ports. (5013)--some numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Ramesh Chopra (611)--Provides information on the electronics industry, trade as well as research institutions (680)--1. Electronics - Periodicals (720)--TK7800.E43892 (811)--621.381'05 (812)--75-904424 (821)--0013-516X (825)--9305281 (826)--TKeIND969m (828)--CIPE (852)--ALC76 NST NUC OC (853)--PL480:v.1, Jan. 1964-; some issues not available (910)


ELECTRONICS Trade and Technology Development Corporation (110)--Annual report, Electronics Trade and Technology Development Corporation Ltd. (210)--New Delhi (401)--The Corporation (402)--15/48 Malcha Marg, New Delhi-110021 (480)--unpriced (490)--a
ELT Forum India. (512) -- English (531) -- X9-915138 (821) -- 9362775 (826) -- UUeIDN9uu (828) -- ALC79 (852) -- OC (853) -- PL480:3rd, 1976/77 -- (910)

ELT Forum India. (110) -- ELT Forum news (210) search under
ELT Forum India. ELT Forum journal of English studies (740)

ELT Forum India (110) -- ELT Forum journal of English studies. v.1--Mar. 1978-- (210) -- Tellicherry (401) -- ELT Forum India (402) -- C/O Velayudhan, Dept. of English, University Centre, Tellicherry-670101, Kerala (480) -- Rs.12.00; $6.00 (490) -- 22cm. (5011) -- q (521) -- English (531) -- Incorporates: Its ELT Forum news (6032) -- l. English philology -- Study and teaching -- India -- Periodicals (720) -- ELT Forum India. ELT Forum news (740) -- PE1128.A2E17 (811) -- 820'.5 (812) -- X9-915374 (822) -- 6934467 (826) -- PEeIKeTe789q (828) -- ALC80 (852) -- OC (853)


EMPLOYEES’ Federation of India (110) -- Industrial bulletin (210) search under
Industrial bulletin (740)


1965/66-1972/73 (910)

EMPLOYMENT review, Karnataka State (74-903833) (210)
  search under
  Annual employment review, Government of Karnataka (740)

EMPLOYMENT review, Mysore State (210)
  search under
  Annual employment review, Government of Karnataka (740)

EMPLOYMENT review, Orissa (210)
  search under
  Quarterly employment review, Orissa (740)

EMPERESS; (210)--an illustrated magazine. 18-; 1902? <BUCOP>
  (212)--Calcutta (401)--T. Back & Co. (402)--44cm. (5011)--illus.
  (5012)--ports. (5013)--w (521)--English (531)--UUEIBC8uuw
  (828)--NLC (852)--BUCOP (853)

ENACT. v.1- 1967- (210)--Delhi (401)--Pauls Press <OC> (403)--4
Chamelian Road, Delhi (480)--Rs.6.00 (490)--some numbers issued
combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--Theatre; The drama
monthly (680)--1. Theatre - India - Periodicals (720)--792
(812)--0013-6980 (825)--1774320 (826)--UUEIDD967m (828)--ALC76
(852)--TPiP NST OC (853)--PL480: -no.105/106; -Sept./Oct. 1975
(910)

ENCYCLOPAEDIC guide to Agra, Delhi, Jaipur, and Varanasi (210)
  search under
  Hardy's encyclopaedic guide to Agra, Delhi, Jaipur, and Varanasi
<ALC76> (740)

ENCYCLOPEDIA of Indian manufacturers; a buyers' guide (210)
  search under
  Industrial produce of India; handbook of indigenous
manufacturers (740)

ENDEAVOUR. v.1- Feb. 1968- (210)--Published by: Christ Church
College (305)--Kanpur (401)--ceased (470)--Rs.24.00 (490)--26cm.
(5011)--illus. (5012)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: K.K. Sehgal
<CIPE> (611)--General (680)--AP8.E46 (811)--052 (812)--70-900480
(821)--0013-7170 (825)--1606275 (826)--APEIUUK968m (828)--ALC76
(852)--CIPE IPiP NST NUC OC (853)--PL480:Feb. 1968- (910)

ENERGY update. no.1- Dec. 5, 1979- (210)--New Delhi (401)--Dipak
B.R. Chaudhuri (402)--G-82 Sujan Singh Park, New Delhi-110003
(480)--Re.1.00 per issue; unpriced to subscribers of Urja
(490)--w (521)--English (531)--Supplement to Urja (633)--Urja
(750)--YO-910310 (822)--9316760 (826)--UUEIDN979w (828)--ALC80
(852)--OC (853)

ENGINEERING Association of India. Research Dept. (110)--
  Statistical handbook. v.1- ; 1964-72 (210)--Calcutta (401)--
15cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Succeeded by: Association
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HA1724.5E5 (811)--620 (812)--SA68-14629 (821)--0425-0079 (825)--

HaeIBC964a (828)--ALC76 (852)--IPiP NST NUC (853)--PL480:1965-72

(910)

ENGINEERING digest. v.1- Jan./Mar. 1963- (210)--Published by:

Irrigation, Roads and Buildings, Electricity, Public Health and

Panchayat Raj Engineering Depts., Andhra Pradesh (305)--Journal

of the Departments (307)--Formerly journal of the Public Works,

Electricity, Highways and Public Health Depts., Andhra Pradesh

<NUC> (357)--Hyderabad (401)--ceased (470)--q (521)--English

(531)--1. Engineering - Periodicals. 2. Engineering - India -

Andhra Pradesh - Periodicals (720)--I. Andhra Pradesh.

Electricity Dept. II. Andhra Pradesh. Highways Dept. III. Andhra


Dept. (730)--TA4.E474 (811)--620 (812)--SA67-5470 (821)--

0425-0125 (825)--TaeIAH963q (828)--ALC76 (852)--IPiP NST NUC

(853)--PL480:Jan./Mar. 1963-Sept. 1971; some issues not

available (910)

ENGINEERING Export Promotion Council (110)--Home bulletin. v.1-

1957- (210)--Calcutta (401)--World Trade Centre, 3rd Floor,

14/1B Ezra Street, Calcutta (480)--Rs.12.00 (490)--25cm.

(5011)--tables (5015)--e (521)--English (531)--Ed.: R.K. Singh

(611)--Contains overseas tenders, commercial information, names

of foreign importers, market survey reports and other

information of interest to exporters of engineering goods

(680)--1. India - Commerce - Periodicals (720)--Home bulletin

(740)--HF41.E5 (811)--338 (812)--SA64-2283 (821)--0423-1384

(825)--HFeIBC957e (828)--CIPE (852)--NST NUC UCD (853)

ENGINEERING Export Promotion Council (110)--Report (210)--Calcutta

(401)--India Exchange, 7th Floor, Calcutta <NST> (480)--25cm.

(5011)--i (521)--English (531)--1. Asia, Southeastern - Commerce

- Collections (720)--HF41.E53 (811)--681 (812)--SA65-3293

(821)--0425-0141 (825)--HFeIBC9uui (828)--ALC76 (852)--NST NUC

(853)--PL480:no.4-51 (910)

ENGINEERING index of India. v.1-5; Mar./June 1970-Sept./Dec. 1974

(210)--Published by: Malaviya Regional Engineering College

(305)--Jaipur (401)--ceased (470)--Rs.35.00 (490)--24cm.

(5011)--some numbers issued combined (503)--q (521)--English

(531)--1. Engineering - Periodicals - Indexes. 2. Technology -

Periodicals - Indexes. 3. Indic periodicals - Indexes (720)--I.

Malaviya Regional Engineering College, Jaipur (730)--25851.E74

(811)--016.6 (812)--74-917637 (821)--25eIRJ970q (828)--ALC76

(852)--IPiP NUC UMC (853)--PL480:v.1-5; Mar./June


ENGINEERING industries and trade journal. v.1- 1961- <NST> (210)--

Published by: Parveen Corporation (305)--Baroda (401)--C.M.

Pandit <Pi75> (402)--Parsuram Bldg., Sayaji Ganj, Baroda,
BOUQUET E

Gujarat <PiI75> (480) -- Rs.12.00 (490) -- 24cm. (5011) -- illus.
(5012) -- some numbers issued combined (503) -- m (521) -- English
(531) -- some issues reported as not published (540) -- Ed.: C.M.
Pandit (611) -- Commerce and industry (680) -- l. Technology -
Periodicals (720) -- T4.E47 (811) -- 338.4 (812) -- SA66-293 (821) --
0013-7987 (825) -- TeIguB961m (828) -- ALC76 (852) -- CIPE IPiP NST
1972 (910)

ENGINEERING industries annual. v.1- 1970- (210) -- Bombay (401) --
V.P. Agarwal (402) -- 21 Dadiseth Agiary St., Kalbadevi,
Bombay-400002 (480) -- Rs.50.00 (490) -- 29cm. (5011) -- illus.
(5012) -- a (521) -- English (531) -- Supplement to: Bombay market
(633) -- l. Industrial management - Periodicals. 2. India -
Industries - Periodicals (720) -- Bombay market (750) -- HD28.E52
(811) -- 650 (812) -- SA63-1869 (821) -- 0423-1457 (825) -- 1586096
(826) -- HDemtB970a (828) -- ALC76 (852) -- IPiP NST NUC OC (853) --
PL480:1964 (910)

ENGINEERING news (210) -- Published by: Association of Indian
Engineering Industry (305) -- Calcutta (401) -- 28cm. (5011) -- illus.
(5012) -- m (521) -- English (531) -- l. Engineering - India -
Periodicals (720) -- I. Association of Indian Engineering Industry
(730) -- TAI.E596 (811) -- 620'.005 (812) -- 75-646468 (821) --
TAEIBC9uum (828) -- NUC (852) -- AL (853)

ENGINEERING times annual directory. 14th ed. - 1974/75- (210) --
Formerly: Indian engineering and industries register. 1st-13th;
-1973/74 (250) -- Calcutta (401) -- Engineering times Publications
Private Ltd. (402) -- 25cm. (5011) -- a (521) -- English (531) -- l.
India - Manufactures - Directorates (720) -- Indian engineering and
industries register (740) -- T12.5.I5153 (811) -- 338.4'7'6702554
(812) -- 76-913366 (821) -- 2692387 (826) -- TAEIBC9uum (828) -- ALC76
(852) -- NUC OC (853) -- PL480: - 14th ed.; 1964/65-1974/75 (910)

ENGINEERING world. v.1- Feb. 7, 1971- (210) -- A "Bombay market"
publication (307) -- Bombay (401) -- 505 Arun Chambers, Tardeo Road,
Bombay-400034 <CIPE> (480) -- Rs.35.00 (490) -- 29cm. (5011) -- some
numbers issued combined (503) -- m (521) -- biweekly: Feb. 7,
Engineering - Periodicals (720) -- TAI.E685 (811) -- 620'.005
(812) -- 77-919700 (821) -- TAEIMtB971m (828) -- ALC76 (852) -- CIPE
IPiP NUC (853) -- PL480:v.1, Feb. 1971- (910)

ENGINEERS India Ltd. (110) -- l. Annual report. 2. Annual report and
accounts (210)
search under
Engineers India Ltd. Report and accounts <ALC76> (740)

ENGINEERS India Ltd. (110) -- Report and accounts, 1972/73- (210) --
Formerly: Annual report, 1965/66-1966/67; Annual report and
(5011) -- a (521) -- English (531) -- Report year ends Mar. 31 (620) --
Engineers India Ltd. 1. Annual report. 2. Annual report and
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accounts (740)--TA217.E5 (811)--338.4 (812)--SA68-839 (821)--0425-0370 (825)--TAeIDD366a (828)--ALC76 (852)--NST NUC (853)

ENGINEERS India Ltd. (110)--Statement; (210)--annual general meeting (212)--New Delhi (401)--25-30cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Report year ends Mar. 31 (620)--70-901434 (821)--UUEIDN9uua (828)--ALC76 (852)--PL480: 4th, 1969 (910)

ENGLISH opinion on India. v.1-5(5); 1887-91 (210)--Published by: English Opinion on India Office (305)--Poona (401)--Arya-Bhushan Press <NUC> (402)--24.5cm. (5011)--m (521)--Formerly semimonthly (525)--English (531)--Ed.: Vasudev Balkrishna Kelkar (611)--A monthly magazine containing select extracts from English newspapers on Indian subjects (680)--1. India - Periodicals (720)--DS401.E6 (811)--ca9-6463 (821)--DS413mP887m (828)--NLC (852)--BUwOP 10L NUC ULS (853)


ENGLISHMAN and military chronicle (210)
search under
Englishman (740)

ENLITE. v.1-5(26); Mar. 1967-69 <UCD> (210)--Baroda (401)--Light Publications Ltd. <NST> (402)--Industrial Estate, Gorwa Road, Baroda, Gujarat (480)--Rs.60.00 (490)--28cm. (5011)--w (521)--English (531)--AP8.E48 (811)--052 (812)--SA68-6391 (821)--0013-8487 (825)--6593627 (826)--APeIGu967w (828)--IP61P (852)--NST NUC OC UCD (853)

ENQUIRY. v.1-6; Mar. 1959-62 (210)--nsv.1-3(2); 1964-69? <UCD> (290)--Delhi (401)--Bipan Chandra <NST> (402)--15-C University road, Delhi <IP61P> (480)--Rs.6.00 (490)--22cm. (5011)--t (521)--Formerly semiannual (525)--English (531)--Suspended: 1966-68; some issues reported as not published (540)--new series v.1--also called no.7 <OC> (573)--Ed.: Bipan Chandra (611)--General (680)--I. Chandra, Bipan (730)--AP8.E5 (811)--954 (812)--62-35145 (821)--0013-8517 (825)--1780866 (826)--APeIDD995r (828)--UCD (852)--IP61P NST NUC OC UCD (853)--PL480:no.6, 1962 (old series); v.1-3(3); new series: 1964-Oct. 1971 (910)

ENTERPRISE. v.1- 1967- <NST> (210)--Published by: Vidarbha Industries Association (305)--Nagpur (401)--ceased (470)--Bank of Maharashtra Building, 2nd Floor, Nagpur <IP61P> (480)--Rs.24.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--illu. (5012)--m (521)--English, Hindi (534)--Industrialization of underdeveloped regions (680)--

ENVIRONMENTAL awareness. v.1- 1977- <OC> (210)--Baroda (401)--INSONA (402)--Oza Bldg., Salatwada, Baroda-390001, Gujarat (480)--Rs.10.00 (490)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--q (521)--English (531)--Environmental conservation (680)--I. Environmental protection - Periodicals. 2. Environmental protection - India - Periodicals (720)--I. Indian Society of Naturalists (730)--HC79.E5E616 (811)--78-914575 (821)--5047367 (826)--HCEI Gub977q (828)--ALC79 (852)--OC (853)--PL480:v.1, 1977- (910)

EPA bulletin. v.1- Apr. 1978-- (210)--Issued by: National Institute of Educational Planning. v.2(2), Apr. 1978-- (302)--Formerly issued by: National Staff College for Educational Planners and Administrators (352)--New Delhi (401)--The Institute (402)--17-B Sri Aurobindo Marg, New Delhi-110016 (480)--24cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--English (531)--I. Education - India - Periodicals. 2. Educational planning - India - Periodicals. 3. School management and organisation - India - Periodicals (720)--I. National Institute of Educational Planning and Administration. II. National Staff College for Educational Planners and Administrators (730)--LB2947.E6 (811)--372.07'0954 (812)--79-915133 (821)--7988918 (826)--LB 1ED978q (828)--ALC79 (852)--OC (853)--PL480:v.1, Apr. 1978- (910)

EPICHLA Indica; Arabic

search under

Epigraphia Indica. Arabic and Persian supplement (740)

search under

Studies in Indian epigraphy <ALC78> (740)

search under

World union <ALC76> (740)

search under

South Indian bulletin (740)
EVANGELICAL Fellowship of India. Christian Education Dept. (110)--CEEFI bulletin. v.1- 1962- (210)--Published by: Evangelical Fellowship of India (305)--Hyderabad (401)--M.M. Das (402)--Jhansi (451)--6-3-609/172 Anandnagar Colony, Hyderabad-500004, AP (480)--Rs.15.00 (490)--q (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Elizabeth Johnston (611)--Religion and philosophy (680)--UUEIAH962q (828)--Letter from: Evangelical Fellowship of India. Christian Education Dept. (CEEFI) (851)--IPiP (852)--PIIT75 (853)

THE EVANGELIST and reporter. v.2-4; Aug. 1834-37 (210)--Formerly: The Evangelist and the missionary reporter. v.1, 1833-July 1834 (250)--nsv.1-3(10); 1837-Aug. 1839? (290)--Bombay (401)--ceased (470)--m (521)--English (531)--The Evangelist and the missionary reporter (740)--UUEI MtB834m (828)--IOL (852)--ULS (853)--Formerly published separately as: The Evangelist and The Missionary reporter <IOL> (991)

THE EVANGELIST and the missionary reporter (210)

search under
The Evangelist and reporter <IOL> (740)

EVE'S annual (210)--Bombay (401)--J.C. Jain (402)--Sanj Vartman Press, Apollo Street, Fort, Bombay-400001 (480)--Rs.12.00 (490)--32cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--a (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Smt. Yash Kohli (611)--1. Fashion - Periodicals (720)--TT500.E76 (811)--687 (812)--SA62-243 (821)--0423-8737 (825)--1774325 (826)--TTeIMb9uu (828)--ALC76* (852)--IPiP NST OC PiIT75 (853)--PL480:1962- ; vol. for 1971 not available (910)

EVE'S weekly. v.1- 1947- (210)--Bombay (401)--J.C. Jain (402)--Eve's weekly Private Ltd., Peraj Building, Apollo Street, Fort, Bombay-400001 (480)--Rs.80.00 (490)--w (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Smt. Gulshan Ewing <PiIT75> (611)--SA62-1242 (821)--1696337 (826)--UUEIMb947w (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE QC PiIT75 ULS (853)--PL480:v.16(46), Feb. 21, 1963-; v.20(11), Mar. 1966 not Available (910)

EVERYMAN'S perspectives for today & tomorrow (210)

search under
Everyman's weekly <ALC76> (740)

EVERYMAN'S weekly. v.1- July 7, 1973- (210)--Everyman's perspectives for today & tomorrow (230)--Running title:
Everyman's (2307)--A Lok Niti Parishad publication (307)--New Delhi (401)--R.K. Misra <OC> (402)--Bahadurshah Zafar Marg, New Delhi-110001 (480)--43cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--w (521)--English (531)--Suspended with v.2(51), June 22, 1975 (540)--News and current affairs (680)--1. India - Periodicals (720)--Everyman's perspectives for today & tomorrow (740)--DS401.E83 (811)--079.54 (812)--73-904751 (821)--1790548 (826)--DSelDN973w (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)

EXAMINER; (210)--a Catholic newspaper and review. v.1- 1850-(212)--Bombay (401)--T.A. Periera <PiIT75> (402)--35 Dalal St., -369-
EXPERIMENTS in secondary

Fort, Bombay-400001 (480)--Rs.17.00 (490)--33cm. (5011)--w (521)--English (531)--Ed.: B.M. Aguiar <Piams> (611)--Supplements accompany some numbers (631)--Religion and philosophy (680)--1. Catholic church in India. 2. Catholic church Periodicals 720--Bk801.E77 (811)--282.05 (812)--51-17966 (821)--BxeImt8850w (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE IPiP NUC PiI75 ULS (853)--PL480:v.118, Jan. 7, 1967-- (910)

EXPERIMENTS in secondary education. v.1- 1964- <UCTN> (210)--Sponsored by: Sardar Patel University (306)--Vallabh Vidyanagar (401)--Vallabh Vidyanagar 388120, Gujarat (480)--q (521)--English (531)--373 (812)--0531-5638 (825)--Uueiguv964g (828)--NST (852)--UCTN (853)


EXPLOSION hunger, 1975- (210)--Formerly: Explosion hunger. v.1-6(2); 1968-Apr./May 1974 (250)--Delhi (401)--I.T. Karamchandani (402)--1st Floor, Khanna Talkies Building, New Delhi-110055 (480)--Rs.25.00 (490)--27cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--ports. (5013)--some numbers issued combined (503)--v.1, no.1 sent as monograph (512)--q (521)--English (531)--v.1, no.1 published without numbering <OC> (571)--Ed.: I.T. Karamchandani (611)--Family planning and food supply in India (680)--1. Food supply - India - Periodicals. 2. Agriculture - Economic aspects - India - Periodicals. 3. Birth control - India - Periodicals <OC> (720)--I. Karamchandani, I.T., 1909- ed. (730)--HD9016.4E96 (811)--338.1'9 54 (812)--71-904892 (821)--0014-5041 (825)--1568661 (826)--HdeiD968q (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE NST NUC OC PiI75 (853)--PL480:v.1-6(3); 1968-Apr./May 1974 (910)--It seems the publication was suspended and revived with new numbering but with the same title (991)

EXPORT Credit and Guarantee Corporation (110)--Annual report. lst-1957- (210)--vols. For 1957-62 issued by the corporation under its earlier name: Export Risks Insurance Corporation (352)--Bombay (401)--a (521)--English (531)--I. Export Risks Insurance Corporation (730)--382 (812)--SA68-6871 (821)--0531-5840 (825)--1695831 (826)--UueImt897a (828)--ALC76 (852)--NST OC (853)--PL480:5th-17th; 1962-74 (910)

EXPORT gazette. v.20- Jan. 1975- (210)--Formerly: 1. Indo-Arab world. v.1-6; 1956-61; 2. Afrasian market. v.6-19; 1961-Dec. 1974 <UCD> (250)--Official organ of Indo-Arab Society (307)--Bombay (401)--Amalgamated Press (402)--Narang House, 41 Ambalal Doshi Marg, Bombay-400023 (480)--Rs.50.00 (490)--29cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--ports. (5013)--tables (5015)--m (521)--English
BOUQUET E

(531)--Ed.: N.J. Da Silva <CIPE> (611)--Sumplements accompany some numbers <AL> (631)--Issues special numbers <CIPE> (640)--Commerce and industry (680)--1. Commerce - Periodicals. 2. India - Commerce - Africa (720)--I. Indo-Arab Society (730)--1. Indo-Arab world. 2. Aparajita market (740)--HF41.A35 (811)--382'-05 (812)--76-913190 (821)--0001-9712 (825)--3519527 (826)--HFeImtB956m (828)--NUC (852)--ALC76 CIPE IPiP NST OC UCD (853)--PL480:v.8, 1963-- (910)


EXPORT Inspection Council of India (110)--Newsletter (210)
search under
Export Inspection Council of India. EIC news letter <ALC76> (740)

EXPORT Inspection Council of India (110)--Report. <lst- 1965-1966> (210)--Calcutta (401)--Technical & General Press (402)--22cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Report year ends Mar. 31 (620)--1. Foreign trade promotion - India - Periodicals (720)--HF1589.E88 (811)--382'.6'0954 (812)--SA68-19253 (821)--5671146 (826)--HFeIBG965a (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC (853)--PL480:2nd-11th; 1966-1974/75; some reports not available (910)

EXPORT Promotion Council for Finished Leather and Leather Manufactures (110)--Export statistics (210)--Kanpur (401)--15/46 Civil Llnes, Post Box no. 198, Kanpur-208001, UP (480)--27cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--1. Leather industry and trade - India - Statistics (720)--HD9780.163S4 (811)--77-912251 (821)--HDeIUK9uua (828)--ALC78 (852)--CIPE NUC (853)--PL480:1973/74-; 1974/75 included in 1975/76 (910)

EXPORT Risks Insurance Corporation (110)
search under
Export Credit and Guarantee Corporation (740)

EXPORT times. v.1- Dec. 1973- (210)--New Delhi (401)--S.S. Gandhi (402)--K-14 Connaught Circus, New Delhi-110001 (480)--N-74 Greater Kailash I, New Delhi-110048 <CIPE> (483)--Rs.24.00 (490)--31cm. (5011)--m (521)--English (531)--Suspected <ALC79> (540)--Ed.: S.S. Gandhi <CIPE> (611)--1. India - Commerce - Periodicals. 2. Export marketing - India - Periodicals (720)--HF41.E9 (811)--380'.0954 (812)--74-900029 (821)--2240184 (826)
EXPORT trade control

HFeIDN973m (828)--ALC76 (852)--ALC79 CIPE OC (853)--
PL480:v.1(1-6); Dec. 1973-May 1974; some issues not available
(910)

EXPORT trade control; handbook of policy and procedure (210)

search under

India. Ministry of Commerce. Export trade control; handbook of
policy and procedure (740)

EXPORTERS' directory, Indian chemical and allied industries
(210)--Issued by: The Chemicals & Allied Products Export
Promotion Council of Calcutta and the Basic Chemicals,
Pharmaceuticals & Soaps Export Promotion Council of Bombay
(302)--Published by: Indian Chemical and Allied Industries
(305)--Calcutta (401)--25cm. (5011)--English (531)--some volumes
reported as not published (540)--Succeeded by: Chemicals and
Allied Products Export Promotion Council, Calcutta (602)--1.
Chemical industries - India - Directories (720)--I. Chemicals &
Allied Products Export Promotion Council, Calcutta. II. Basic
Chemicals, Pharmaceuticals & Soaps Export Promotion Council,
Bombay (730)--Chemicals and Allied Products Export Promotion
Council. Exporters' directory (750)--HD9657.E4E9 (811)--
SA65-3317 (821)--0531-5980 (825)--2319712 (826)--HDeIBC9uua
(828)--ALC78 (852)--NUC (853)--PL480:1963/64-1970/71 (910)
BOUQUET F

FACTS about Punjab (210)--Published by: Director, Information and Publicity, Punjab, 1971- (305)--Formerly published by: Public Relations Dept., Punjab, 1966-70 <OC> (352)--Chandigarh (401)--ceased (470)--19cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--I. Punjab, India - Yearbooks (720)--I. Punjab, India. Public Relations Dept. II. Punjab, India. Director, Information and Publicity (730)--DS485.P37F3 (811)--315.4'55 (812)--SA68-11179 (821)--0429-9884 (825)--1644265 (826)--DSeIPC966a (828)--ALC76 (852)--ALC79 CNLC NUC OC (853)--PL480:1966-71 (910)

FACTS and figures. v.1- Jan. 1972- (210)--Ahmedabad (401)--Patel Chambers, 16 Shatisadan Estate, Lal Darwaja, Ahmedabad- 380001, Gujarat (480)--$25.00 (490)--28cm. (5011)--some numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--Suspended with June 1975 (540)--Economic policy (680)--1. India - Economic conditions - Periodicals <OC> (720)--HC431.F32 (811)--330.9'54'05 (812)--73-902881 (821)--1790483 (826)--HCEijuA972m (828)--ALC78 (852)--OC (853)--PL480:v.2, Jan. 1973- ; Issue for Dec. 1974 not available (910)

FACTS file; (210)--recorder of significant economic facts and documents for ready reference <UCD>. v.1- 1969- (212)--Madras (401)--Southern Publishers <NUC> (402)--ceased (470)--12 Third Main Road, Kasturba Nagar, Madras-600020 (480)--Rs.60.00 (490)--29cm. (5011)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: V. Ramamurthi (611)--Economic affairs; finance and economics (680)--1. India - Economic conditions - 1947- - Periodicals. 2. Economic history - 1945- - Periodicals (720)--HC431.F33 (811)--330.9'54'05 (812)--73-928628 (821)--HCEITM969m (828)--NUC (852)--AL CIPE Pi175 UCD (853)--PL480:Nov. 1971-July 1973 (910)

FACTS for you. v.1- July/Aug.1979- (210)--Other title: FFY, July/Aug. 1979- (2303)--New Delhi (401)--<FACTS for you> (402)--303 Dohil Chambers, 46 Nehru Place, New Delhi-110019 (480)--Rs.25.00 (490)--28cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--b (521)--English (531)--"A bimonthly on economic statistics"; Articles on Indian economy (680)--1. India - Economic conditions - 1947- - Periodicals (720)--FFY (740)--HC431.F34 (811)--330.954'005 (812)--79-915529 (821)--HCEIDN979b (828)--ALC80 (852)--NUC (853)--PL480:1979- (910)

FACTS x-rayed, 1965- (210)--Sponsored by: North East Frontier Agency Administration (306)--Shillong (401)--ceased (470)--Price varies (490)--m (521)--English (531)--954 (812)--0430-0017 (825)--UjEjasS965m (828)--NST (852)--ALC76 IPI (853)--PL480:Apr. 1967-Mar. 1968; issue for Jan. 1968 not available (910)

FAMILY planning news. v.1-11(11); 1960-70 <UCD> (210)--Issued by: Directorate General of Health Services (302)--Published by: Central Family Planning Institute, Delhi and the Directorate General of Health Services, Ministry of Health, Govt. of India (305)--New Delhi (401)--ceased (470)--28cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--ports. (5013)--charts (5016)--m (521)--English (531)--

-373-
FAMILY planning quarterly. Ed.: Brajesh Bhatia <CIPE> (611)--I. India. Directorate General of Health Services. II. India. Ministry of Health. III. Central Family Planning Institute, Delhi (730)--HQ763.F3 (811)--301.426 (812)--SA66-6513 (821)--0014-7346 (825)--1568796 (826)--HQueIDN960m (828)--AL (852)--CIPE IPiP NST OC UCD (853)--PL480:v.6(9), Sept. 1965-- (910)

FAMILY planning quarterly. v.1- 1969- <UCD> (210)--Published by: India. Dept. of Family Planning (305)--New Delhi (401)--Reported ceased (470)--Nirman Bhawan, New Delhi (480)--unpriced (490)--27cm. (5011)--q (521)--English (531)--l. Birth control - India - Periodicals (720)--I. India. Dept. of Family Planning (730)--HQ766.5.15F37 (811)--301.4 (812)--79-910936 (821)--0014-7362 (825)--1774326 (826)--HQueIDN969q (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC UCD (853)--PL480:June 1969-Mar. 1976; some issues not available (910)

FAMILY welfare planning yearbook (210)
search under
India. Dept. of Family Planning. Family welfare planning yearbook (740)

FAMILY welfare programme year book (210)
search under
India. Dept. of Family Welfare. Family welfare programme year book (740)

FAMOUS India; (210)--nation's who's who, 1975- (212)--New Delhi (401)--Famous India Publications (402)--23cm. (5011)--u (521)--English (531)--l. India - Biography (720)--CT1506.F35 (811)--75-902687 (821)--CTeIDN975u (828)--UMC (852)--AL OC (853)

FARM accounts in the Punjab (210)
search under
Board of Economic Inquiry, Punjab. Publications. cat. sep. (740)

FARM and factory. v.l- Nov. 1966-- (210)--Madras (401)--Mrs. K.V. Subbalakshmi (402)--Mohd. Abdullah Sahib Street, Madras-600005 (480)--Rs.12.00 (490)--29cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Mrs. K.V. Subbalakshmi <OC> (611)--v.2-8, no.1 of each volume, i.e. Nov., is called Annual <OC> (640)--Chiefly agriculture (680)--l. Agriculture - India - Periodicals. 2. Agriculture - Economic aspects - India - Periodicals (720)--S19.F227 (811)--74-902758 (821)--1568855 (826)--S1eITM966m (828)--PL480:v.3(4), Feb. 1969-- (910)

FARM front. v.8(12)--Dec. 1974- (210)--Formerly: On the farm front. v.1-8(11); -Nov. 1974 (250)--Published by: Farm Advisory and Extension Services, Karnataka State, Dept. of Agriculture (305)--Bangalore (401)--some numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--l. Agriculture - Karnataka - Periodicals (720)--I. Karnataka. Farm Advisory and Extension Services (730)--On the farm front (740)--S279.A315 (811)--75-904184 (821)--2368637 (826)--S2eIKB9uum (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE OC

-374-
BOUQUET F

FARMS' voices.

(853)--PL480:v.8(12), Dec. 1974--(910)

FARM harvest prices of principal crops in India (210)

search under

India. Directorate of Economics and Statistics. Agricultural
prices in India (740)

FARM journal. v.1--1960--(210)--Calcutta (401)--D.C. Lodh (402)--
47 Anand Palit Road, Calcutta-700014 <CIPE> (480)--Rs.24.00
(490)--28cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--some numbers issued combined
(503)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: D.C. Lodh <CIPE> (611)--
Indexes (651)--Indexed in: Index India; Indian sc. abstr. <CIPE>
(654)--Deals with agricultural economics, farming and animal
husbandry <CIPE> (680)--1. Agriculture - India - Periodicals
(720)--S19.F23 (811)--630 (812)--SA68-10334 (821)--0430-0807
(825)--1568884 (826)--S1eIBC960m (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE IPIP
OC (853)--PL480:v.6-16(12); Nov. 1964-Oct. 1975; Subscription
discontinued (910)

THE FARMER. v.1--1950--Apr. 1963 (210)--Bombay (401)--
Directorate of Publicity, Govt. of Bombay (402)--25cm. (5011)--
illus. (5012)--m (521)--English (531)--1. Agriculture -
Periodicals (720)--I. Bombay. Directorate of Publicity (730)--
S17.F22 (811)--630.5 (812)--56-34642 (821)--5147092 (826)--
S1eIMtB950m (828)--OC (852)--BUCOP NUC (853)

FARMER and Parliament. v.1--1966--(210)--New Delhi (401)--S.N.
Bhalla for Farmers' Parliamentary Forum <CIPE> (480)--18 South
Avenue, New Delhi <CIPE> (480)--Rs.12.00 (490)--28cm. (5011)--
illus. (5012)--m (521)--English, Hindi (534)--Ed.: S.N. Bhalla
<CIPE> (611)--Indexed in: Index India (654)--Propagates modern
technology for scientific cultivation (680)--1. Agriculture -
India - Periodicals. 2. Agriculture and state - India -
Periodicals (720)--I. Farmers' Parliamentary Forum (730)--
S279.F23 (811)--630 (812)--0014-8369 (825)--1568909 (826)--
S2eIDN966m (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE NST OC UCD (853)--PL480:v.2,
Jan. 1967--(910)

FARMERS of India. v.1--1959--(210)--Published by: Indian Council
of Agricultural Research (305)--New Delhi (401)--illus. (5012)--
u (521)--English (531)--Indian Council of Agricultural
Research (730)--S471.I3F3 (811)--0428-0342 (825)--9041168
(826)--S4eIDN959u (828)--OC (852)--NUC (853)

FARMERS' Federation of India (110)--Farmers' voice (210)

search under

Farmers' voice <ALC76> (740)

FARMERS' voice. v.1--1973--(210)--Organ of Farmers' Federation of
India (307)--Lucknow (401)--6 Mausam Bagh, P.O. Mahanagar,
Lucknow-226006, UP (480)--Rs.6.00 (490)--m (521)--English
(531)--Suspended (540)--Ed.: Bhanu Pratap Singh (611)--I.
Farmers' Federation of India (730)--75-900181 (821)--UUE1UL973m
(828)--CIPE (852)--ALC76 (853)--PL480:Sept./Oct.-Nov. 1974 (910)
FARMING guide. (210)—Published by: Himachal Pradesh. Dept. of Agriculture (305)—Simla (401)—Price varies (490)—a (521)—English (531)—I. Himachal Pradesh. Dept. of Agriculture (730)—73-915463 (821)—UUEIHIS970a (828)—AL (852)—CIPE (853)—PL480:1970 (910)

FASII all India directory and hand book of small industries (210)
search under
Federation of Associations of Small Industries of India. FASII all India directory and hand book of small industries <ALC76 NST> (740)

FASII bulletin for small industry (210)
search under
Federation of Associations of Small Industries of India. FASII bulletin for small industry <UCD> (740)

FAUJI Akhabar; (210)—the only illustrated weekly magazine of the army, the navy and the air force. v.1; 1909–Mar. 1954; 1923 <NUC> (212)—Published by: Ministry of Defence, Govt. of India (305)—Delhi (401)—Public Relations Directorate <NUC> (402)—South Block, New Delhi-110011 <CIPE> (480)—32.5cm. (5011)—illus. (5012)—ports. (5013)—maps (5014)—w (521)—English (531)—Hindi, Bengali, Urdu, Punjabi, Tamil, Telugu, Marathi, Gorkhali. Malayalam versions are also issued <CIPE> (534)—Succeeded by: Sainik samachar wef. Apr. 1954 (602)—Eds.: W.P.C. Roy and S.S. Shashi <CIPE> (611)—1. India. Army — Periodicals. 2. World war, 1939-45 — India — Periodicals (720)—I. India. War Dept. Directorate of Public Relations. II. India. Ministry of Defence (730)—Sainik samachar (750)—UA840.F3 (811)—355 (812)—47-3401 (821)—UAeIDD923w (828)—NLC (852)—CIPE U (853)

FEDERAL law journal of India (210)
search under
Supreme Court journal (740)

FEDERATED India; (210)—monthly journal devoted to public affairs. v.1—1927—(212)—Subtitle varies (252)—Madras (401)—N. Venkateswara Sastrulu, at the Vavilla Press (402)—ceased (470)—48.5cm. (5011)—m; weekly <NUC> (521)—English (531)—DS401.F4 (811)—DSeITM927w (828)—NLC (852)—NUC UCTN ULS (853)

FEDERATION of All India Local Authorities (110)—Local government. v.1—1955—(210)—Masulipatam (401)—<ceased> (470)—u (521)—English (531)—352 (812)—0458-1326 (825)—UUEIAM955u (828)—NST (852)—UCD (853)

FEDERATION of Associations of Small Industries of India (110)—All India directory of hand book of small industries (210)
search under
Federation of Associations of Small Industries of India. FASII all India directory and hand book of small industries <ALC76 NST> (740)
FEDERATION of Associations of Small Industries of India (110)--FASII all India directory and handbook of small industries. 1st ed.; 1966- (210)--Cover title: All India directory and handbook of small industries (2304)--New Delhi (401)--Laghoodyog Kutee, 23-B/2 Rohtak Road, Karol Bagh, New Delhi-110005 <NST> (480)--29cm. (5011)--i (521)--English (531)--1. Small business--India--Directories <NUC> (720)--I. All India directory and handbook of small industries. II. FASII all India directory and handbook of small industries (740)--HD2346.ISF4 (811)--338.6 (812)--SA68-6057 (821)--0430-2516 (825)--1774327 (826)--HDeIDN9661 (828)--ALC76 (852)--NST NUC OC (853)--PL480: 1st ed., 1966 (910)

FEDERATION of Associations of Small Industries of India (110)--FASII bulletin for small industry. v.1- 1961- (210)--Organ of the Federation (307)--New Delhi (401)--23-B/2 Rohtak Road, New Delhi-110005 (480)--Rs.24.00 (490)--e (521)--Formerly monthly (525)--English (531)--Eds.: S.G. Gupte and N. Pal (611)--Notes and news (680)--FASII bulletin for small industry (740)--UUEIDN966le (828)--CIFE (852)--IPiP (853)

FEDERATION of Electricity Undertaking of India (110)--Proceedings of All India Conference of Electric Licensees (210)

search under

All India Conference of Electric Licensees. Proceedings <ALC76> (740)

FEDERATION of Hotel and Restaurant Associations of India (110)--Official publication (210)

search under

All India hotel and restaurant guide <ALC76> (740)

FEDERATION of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry, Delhi (110)--Correspondence and relevant documents relating to important questions dealt with by the Federation (210)

search under

Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry, Delhi. Proceedings of the annual session (740)

FEDERATION of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry, Delhi (110)--Export news. v.1-8; 1962-70 (210)--New Delhi (401)--u (521)--English (531)--Amalgamated with: Its Fortnightly review in 1970 (6041)--Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry, Delhi. Fortnightly review (750)--UUEIDN962u (828)--UCD (852)


FEDERATION of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry, Delhi (110)—Newsletter (210)

search under
Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry, Delhi. Notes and news (740)

FEDERATION of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry, Delhi (110)—Notes and news. v.6-11; 1951-56 (210)—Formerly: Newsletter. v.1-5; 1945-50 <UCAP> (250)—New Delhi (401)—25cm. (5011)—e (521)—English (531)—Succeeded by: Its Fortnightly review w.e.f. 1957 (602)—l. India—Economic conditions—Periodicals (720)—Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry, Delhi. Newsletter (740)—Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry, Delhi. Fortnightly review (750)—HC431.F45 (811)—58-47020 (821)—HGeIDN945e (828)—NUC (852)—UCAP UCD (853)

FEDERATION of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry, Delhi (110)—Procedures relating to industrial licensing. 1st ed.; 1958?—(210)—New Delhi (401)—i (521)—English (531)—338 (812)—SA68-15409 (821)—0430-2575 (825)—UUEiIDN958i (828)—ALC76 (852)—NST (853)—PL480: 3rd-5th ed.; 1962-66 (910)

FEDERATION of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry, Delhi (110)—Proceedings of the annual session. no.1—1927—<UCSK> (210)—Title varies: Proceedings of the annual meeting (230)—New Delhi (401)—Federation House, Barakhamba Road, New Delhi-110001 (480)—unpriced (490)—25cm. (5011)—Each year issued in 3 vols. <NUC> (502)—a (521)—English (531)—Contains 3 volumes. v.1: Report of the proceedings of the executive committee; v.2: Correspondence and relevant documents relating to important questions dealt with by the Federation during the year; v.3: Proceedings of the annual meeting <NUC> (620)—l. Commerce—India (720)—Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry, Delhi. 1. Correspondence and relevant documents relating to important question dealt with by the Federation. 2. Report of the proceedings of the executive committee. 3. Proceedings of the annual meeting (740)—71-279348 (821)—1586151 (826)—UUEiIDN927a (828)—ALC76 (852)—CIPE NLC NST NUC QC UCSK (853)—PL480: 39th-41st; 1966-68 (910)

FEDERATION of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry, Delhi (110)—Report of the proceedings of the executive committee (210)

search under
Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry, Delhi. Proceedings of the annual session (740)
FEMINA. v.1- 1959- ; 1960 <NST> (210)--<Bombay> (401)--Published by Pyarelal Sah for M/S Bennet, Coleman and Co. Ltd. <CIPE> (402)--Times of India, Dr. Dadabhooy Naoroji Road, Fort, Bombay-400001 <CIPE> (480)--Rs.34.00 (490)--33cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--ports. (part col.) (5013)--e (521)--English (531)--Suspended June-Aug. 1979 (540)--Resumed (560)--Ed.: Vimal Patel <CIPE> (611)--AP.F4 (811)--SA65-5934 (821)--1327320 (826)--APeIMB960e (828)--ALC76 (852)--ALC80 CIPE NST OC (853)--PL480: v.6, Jan. 1, 1965- (910)


FERTILISER Association of India. (110)--Production and consumption of fertilisers; (210)--annual review. v.1- May 1959- <NST> (212)--New Delhi (401)--The Association (402)--Near Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi-110057 <CIPE> (480)--Rs.20.00 (490)--24cm. (5011)--a (521)--English (531)--Absorbed by: Fertiliser news <ALC79> wef. 1975/76? (6041)--Period covered by statistics for 1962/63- is June 30; Report year for 1959-1961/62 ends Dec. 31 <OC> (620)--l. Fertilizers and manures - India - Yearbooks (720)--Fertiliser news (750)--S631.F35 (811)--631.8 (812)--SA66-5375 (821)--0430-3288 (825)--2995805 (826)--S6eIDN959a (828)--ALC76 (852)--ALC79 CIPE NST NUC OC UCSK (853)--PL480: 1962/63-1974/75 (910)

FERTILISER Association of India. (110)--Technical information series (210)--New Delhi (401)--i (521)--English (531)--631.8 (812)--0430-3296 (825)--UUEIDN95ui (828)--ALC76 (852)--NST (853)--PL480: no.2-5; July 1959-1966 (910)

FERTILISER Association of India. Fertiliser Institute (110) search under Fertiliser Institute (740)

FERTILISER Corporation of India. (110) search under Fertilizer Corporation of India <ALC76> (740)

FERTILISER Institute (110)--Proceedings. <no.1>- Feb. 1969- (210)--New Delhi (401)--i (521)--English (531)--Fertiliser Association of India. Fertiliser Institute (740)--76-912092 (821)--UUEIDN969i (828)--ALC76 (852)--PL480: no.1-11; Feb. 1969-72 (910)

FERTILISER Institute (110)--Report. no.1- Sept. 1969- (210)--Published by: Fertiliser Association of India (305)--New Delhi
FERTILISER marketing news. (401)--22cm. (5011)--i (521)--English (531)--1. Fertilizers and manures - Collected works. 2. Fertiliser industry - India - Collected works (720)--I. Fertiliser Association of India (730)--TP963.F4 (811)--75-912136 (821)--TPeIDN969I (828)--ALC76 (852)--NUC (853)--PL480: Sept. 1969 (910)

FERTILISER marketing news. v.1- 1970- <CIPE> (210)--Published by: Fertiliser Association of India (305)--New Delhi (401)--Near Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi-110057 (480)--Rs.25.00 (490)--27.5cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--charts (5016)--m (521)--English (531)--Contains articles, etc. on fertiliser industry in India and abroad; also government notifications <CIPE> (680)--1. Fertilizer industry - India - Periodicals (720)--I. Fertiliser Association of India (730)--HD9483.F44 (811)--X5-902161 (821)--1620859 (826)--HDeIDN970m (828)--OC (852)--ALC76 CIPE (853)--PL480: v.6, Jan. 1975- (910)

FERTILISER news. v.1- Jan. 1956- (210)--Published by: Fertiliser Association of India (305)--New Delhi (401)--Near Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi-110057 (480)--Rs.30.00 (490)--28cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--m (521)--English (531)--Absorbs: Fertiliser Association of India. Production and consumption of fertilisers in 1975/76 <ALC79> (6031)--Ed.: T. M. Alexander <CIPE> (611)--Supplements accompany some numbers (631)--Indexed in: Index India; Bibliography of Agriculture; Indian sc. absts.; Referatif Zhurnal <CIPE> (654)--1. Fertilizers and manures - Periodicals (720)--I. Fertiliser Association of India (730)--Fertiliser Association of India. Production and consumption of fertilisers; annual review (750)--S631.F36 (811)--631.8 (821)--SA65-1316 (821)--0015-0266 (825)--3008299 (826)--S6eIDN956m (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE NST OC UCD (853)--PL480: v.9(9), Sept. 1964- (910)

FERTILISER statistics (210)
search under
Fertiliser Association of India. Fertiliser statistics <ALC76> (740)

FERTILISERS and Chemicals, Travancore, Limited (110)--Report. 1st-194 - (210)--Eloor (401)--New Delhi <OC> (451)--a (521)--English (531)--Report year ends Mar. 31 (620)--TP963.F4 (811)--SA66-6618 (821)--5079352 (826)--TPeIKE94ua (828)--ALC76 (852)--OC UCSD (853)--PL480: 20th-30th; 1963/64-1973/74 (910)
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FERTILIZER Corporation of India, Ltd. (110)--Quarterly journal (210)
search under
Fertilizer technology <ALC78> (740)

FERTILIZER Corporation of India Ltd. Sindri Unit (110)--l. Sindri news. 2. Sindri newsletter (210)
search under
Sindri news (740)

FERTILIZER technology. v.12(3)-- July/Sept. 1975-- (210)--Formerly: Technology; (250)--a quarterly journal of the Planning and Development Division, Fertilizer Corporation of India Ltd. v.1-12(2); 1964-Apr. 1975 (252)--Journal of the Planning and Development Division, Fertilizer Corporation of India (307)--Sindri (401)--The Division, FCI <OC> (402)--Sindri, Dhanbad, Bihar <OC> (480)--28cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--q (521)--English (531)--Ed.: S. N. Roye (611)--Includes supplements (631)--Special numbers (640)--A keyword in context index to technology, v.1-9 (1964-72) is under print (651)--Indexed in: Indian sc. absts.; Analytical absts.; Chem. absts.; Physical absts. <CIPE> (654)--Deals with original work on disciplines of science and technology specifically those related to fertilizer technology <CIPE> (680)--l. Fertilizer industry - Periodicals. 2. Fertilizers and manures - Periodicals (720)--I. Fertilizer Corporation of India. Planning and Development Division (730)--Technology; a quarterly journal of. . . (740)--S63L.T4 (811)--631.8'05 (812)--78-914409 (821)--0378-0430 (825)--2823483 (826)--S6eIBS964q (828)--ALC78 (852)--CIPE OC (853)--PL480: v.12(3), July/Sept. 1975-- (910)

FEUDATORY and zamindari India. v.1- ; 1921-49 <UCK> (210)--Chetput (401)--Teppakulam, Trichinopoly <NUC> (431)--ceased (470)--25cm. (5011)--plates (5012)--ports. (5013)--m (521)--English (531)--l. India (720)--DS401.P47 (811)--46-39586 (821)--DSeITM921m (828)--ULS (852)--NUC UCK (853)

FFY (210)
search under
Facts for you (740)

FILM Finance Corporation (110)--Annual report and accounts. lst-1960/61?-- (210)--Bombay (401)--The Corporation (402)--White House, 91 Walkeshwar Street, Bombay (480)--a (521)--English (531)--l. Moving picture industry - Finance (720)--791 (812)--SA68-16188 (821)--0430-4292 (825)--6685217 (826)--UUEImtB961a (828)--ALC76 (852)--NST OC UCSD (853)--PL480: no.2-14; 1961/62-1973/74 (910)

FILM world. v.1-- 1964-- (210)--Bombay (401)--Film World International Publications Pvt. Ltd. <OC> (402)--A-15 Anand Nagar, Juhu Tara Road, Juhu, Santa Cruz West, Bombay-400054 (480)--Rs.24.00 (490)--22cm. (5011)--some numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--annual: 1964-67; quarterly: 1968-69;
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FILMFARE. v.1- 1952- (210) -- <Bombay> (401) -- Bennet, Coleman & Co. Ltd., Times of India (402) -- Dr. Dadabhoy Naoroji Road, Bombay-400001 (480) -- Rs.35.00 (490) -- e (521) -- English (531) -- Suspended June-Sept. 1979 <ALC80> (540) -- Resumed (560) -- l. Moving picture - India -- Periodicals (720) -- 792.93 (812) -- SA63-88 (821) -- 0015-1548 (825) -- 1774328 (826) -- UUEIMtB952e (828) -- ALC80 (852) -- ALC76 CIPE IPiP NST OC PIH (853) -- PL480: v.12(4), Feb. 22, 1963- (910)


FINANCE and society. v.1(l-12); Jan.-Dec. 1975 (210) -- Calcutta (401) -- Published by: J. K. Sinha for Shri M. C. Bhandari (402) -- Ceased (470) -- 4 Synagogue Street, 2nd Floor, Calcutta-700001 (480) -- Rs.40.00 (490) -- 25 cm. (5011) -- v.1, no. 7-8, July-Aug. 1975 issued combined (503) -- m (521) -- English (531) -- Succeeds: Finance and commerce. v.1-17; 1958-74 (601) -- Ed.: M. C. Bhandari (611) -- Supplements (631) -- Special numbers (640) -- Indexes (651) -- Indexed in: Index India; PAIS (654) -- Devoted to economic, social, political and allied matters (680) -- l. Commercial law - India - Periodicals. 2. India - Economic conditions - 1947- -- Periodicals. 3. India - Social conditions - 1947- -- Periodicals (720) -- I. Bhandari, M. C., ed. (730) -- Finance and commerce (750) -- HC435.2.B55 (811) -- 330.954'005 (812) -- X6-913068 (822) -- 4405846 (826) -- HCEIBC975m (828) -- CIPE (852) -- ALC76 OC UCD (853) -- PL480: v.1, Jan.-Dec. 1975 (910)

FINANCIAL agriculture annual (210) -- Published by: Agricultural finance Corporation (305) -- Bombay (401) -- 28 cm. (5011) -- Illus. (5012) -- a (521) -- English (531) -- l. Agricultural credit - India - Periodicals. 2. Agriculture - Economic aspects - India - Periodicals (720) -- I. Agricultural Finance Corporation (730) -- HG2051.IA4A26 (811) -- 338.1'0954 (812) -- 78-914697 (821) -- 5875941 (826) -- HGeIMtB9uu (828) -- OC (852)

FINANCIAL and commercial statistics of British India (210)

search under

India. Central Statistical Organisation. Statistical abstract; new series <IOL> (740)
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FINANCIAL express. v.1- 1961- (210)--Published by: Indian Express Newspapers (305)--Bombay (401)--P. M. Rajagopalan <Pi75> (402)--Express Tower, Nariman Point, Bombay-400001 (480)--Rs.110.00 (490)--Available on microfilm from LC Photoduplication Service (5041)--d. (521)--English (531)--Ed.: V. K. Narasinha <Pi75> (611)--News and current affairs (680)--1642779 (826)--UUEMtB961d (828)--ALC76 (852)--IPiP OC PiH UCD (853)--PL480: v.2(107), July 1, 1962- (910)

THE FINANCIAL news; (210)--the journal of practical finance, trade and investment <ULS>. v.1- Feb. 27, 1933- (212)--Subtitle varies (252)--Bombay (401)--C. Mehta & Co. (402)--34cm. (5011)--w (521)--English (531)--Succeeds: Cotton and finance wef. 1933 (601)--Ed.: C. B. Mehta, Feb. 1933- (611)--1. Finance - Periodicals. 2. Finance - India. 3. India - Commerce - Periodicals. 4. Investments - Periodicals (720)--Cotton and finance (750)--HG41.F5 (811)--332.05 (812)--38-9329 (821)--HGeMtB933w (828)--ULS (852)--NUC UCD (853)

FINANCIAL observer. v.1-7: 1963-70 (210)--Published by: Bombay Small Scale Industries Association (305)--Official organ of the Association (307)--Bombay (401)--Reported ceased (470)--II-B Noble Chambers, Ghoga Street, Bombay (480)--Rs.24.00 (490)--some numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--Suspended: Sept. 1965-Oct. 1968 (540)--I. Bombay Small Scale industries Association (730)--332 (812)--SA65-9417 (821)--0430-4829 (825)--1569237 (826)--UUEMtB963m (828)--ALC76 (852)--ALC80 OC UCD (853)--PL480: v.3-7; Jan./Feb. 1965-70 (910)

FINANCIAL times; (210)--journal of trade, industry and finance. v.1- 1934- (212)--Subtitle varies slightly (252)--Calcutta (401)--Financial Times (402)--v.13 equals 1940 A.D. <UCD> (462)--Ceased (470)--24cm. (5011)--m (521)--English (531)--1. Economics - Periodicals. 2. India - Economic conditions - Periodicals (720)--HBl.F5 (811)--330.5 (812)--49-54568 (821)--HBeIBC934m (828)--NLC (852)--NUC UCD ULS (853)

FINANCING agriculture. no.1/2- Apr./July 1969- (210)--Published by: Agricultural Finance Corporation (305)--Bombay (401)--Dhanraj Mahal, 1st Floor, Chatrapati Shivaji Maharaj Marg, Bombay-400039 (480)--$10.00 (490)--28cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--some numbers issued combined (503)--q (521)--English (531)--Ed.: B. Rudramorthy <CIPE> (611)--Indexes: v.1-5, 1969-73 with v.6(1) (651)--1. Agricultural credit - India. 2. Agriculture - Economic aspects - India (720)--I. Agricultural Finance Corporation (730)--HG2051.14A24 (811)--388.1'0954 (812)--79-907041 (821)--0015-2110 (825)--1774129 (826)--HGeMtB969q (828)--ALC76 (852)--ALC79 CIPE IPiP NST OC UMC (853)--PL480: 1975- (910)

FNFS: Free News and Feature Service (110)

search under
Free News and Feature Service <ALC76 NST> (740)
FOCUS; (210)--fortnightly digest for the law maker. v.1- 1971-
(212)--Prepared by: Research and Reference Section, Secretariat
of the Kerala Legislature (303)--Trivandrum (401)--29cm.
(501l)--e (521)--English (531)--1. Law - Periodicals - Kerala
(720)--I. Kerala. Legislative Assembly Secretariat. Research and
Reference Section (730)--K6.03 (811)--340',05 (812)--73-900441
(821)--1790413 (826)--K6eIKetT97l (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE NUC
OC UCPHH (853)--PL480: v.2(12)-5(19); Sept. 1, 1972-Oct. 1975
(910)

FOLK dance and music of Orissa; (210)--bulletin. no.1- 1959-
(212)--Title varies slightly (250)--Published by: Kala Vikas
Kendra (305)--Cutack (401)--Kala Vikas Kendra, Cuttack, Orissa
(480)--Price varies (490)--i (521)--English (531)--398 (812)--
SA66-5415 (821)--0430-8735 (825)--1644280 (826)--UUEIOC959i
(828)--ALC76 (852)--IPiP NST OC PiH (853)--PL480: no.1, 1959
(910)

FOLKLIFE. -1974 (210)--Published by: Academy of Folklore (305)--
Calcutta (401)--Ceased with Dec. 1974 <OC> (470)--17/C South End
Park, Calcutta-600029 (480)--a (521)--English (531)--I. Academy
of Folklore (730)--398 (812)--74-913965 (821)--16182568 (826)--
UUEIBC9ua (828)--ALC80 (852)--NST OC UMC (853)--PL480: 1973-
(910)

FOLKLORE. v.1- Jan./Feb. 1960- (210)--Calcutta (401)--Indian
Publications (402)--3 British Indian Street, Calcutta-700069
(480)--Rs.25.00 (490)--25cm. (501l)--illus. (5012)--some numbers
issued combined (503)--Available on microfilm from University
Microfilms, Ann Arbor, MI <OC> (504l)--m (521)--Frequency varies
(525)--English, Hindi, Bengali (534)--Volume numbers irregular
(571)--v.15(2)-v.16(1); v.17(4); v.18(3) are omitted (575)--
Succeeds: Indian folklore, v.1-2; 1958-59 <UCD> (601)--Ed.:
Shankar Sen Gupta (611)--Indexed in: GIPL; Index India (654)--
Devoted to folk literature, folk arts and crafts, folk music and
dance (680)--1. Folklore - India - Periodicals <OC> (720)--
Indian folklore (750)--GR305.F63 (811)--398.0954F66 (812)--
SA63-121 (821)--0015-5896 (825)--1336470 (826)--GREIBC963m
(828)--CIPE (852)--ALC76 NST OC PiH UMC (853)--PL480: v.1, 1960-
(910)

FOLKLORE Fellows of India (110)--Journal (210)
search under
Journal of Indian Folklorists (740)

FOLKLORE Fellows of India (110)--News bulletin--Folklore Fellows
of India. v.1- 1977- (210)--Mysore (401)--The Author (402)--
Folklore Museum, Manasagangotri, Mysore-570006, Karnataka
(480)--Rs.20.00 (490)--29cm. (501l)--q (521)--English (531)--
Eds.: Jawaharlal Handoo and J. S. Paramashiviah <CIPE> (611)--
UUEIKM977q (828)--ALC79 (852)--CIPE (853)

FOLK MUSIC and folklore. v.1- 1967- (210)--Sponsored by: Folkmusic
and Folklore Research Institute (306)--Calcutta (401)--25cm.
BOUQUET F

(5011) --i (521) -- English (531) --l. Folk--music -- Periodicals. 2. Folk--lore -- Periodicals. 3. Folk-music -- India <OC> (720) --I. Folk--Music and Folklore Research Institute (730) --ML5.F653 (811) -- SA68-10395 (821) --1569585 (826) -- MeleIC967i (828) -- ALC76 (852) -- IpiP OC UMC (853) -- PL480: v.1, 1967 (910)


FOOD, agriculture, and plantation journal. v.1- Jan./Feb. 1971- (210) -- Baroda (401) -- Praveen Corp. <OC> (402) -- Parshuram Building, Sayajigunj, Baroda, Gujarat (480) -- Rs. 4.00 (490) -- 29 cm. (5011) -- illus. (5012) -- some numbers issued combined (503) -- b (521) -- English (531) -- Suspended during 1973; May 1974- (540) -- Ed.: C. M. Pandit <PiI75> (611) -- Agriculture (680) --l. Agriculture -- India -- Periodicals (720) -- S19.F68 (811) -- X0-921965 (822) -- 0015-6213 (825) -- 1641652 (826) -- S1eIGuB971b (828) -- ALC76 (852) -- CIPB IpiP OC PiI75 (853) -- PL480: v.1, Jan./Feb. 1971- (910)

FOOD and beverages. v.1- June 1978- (210) -- <New Delhi> (401) -- <M. S. N. Menon> (402) -- G-5 Princes Park Hotel, Copernicum Marg, New Delhi-110001 (480) -- Rs. 35.00; $10.00 (490) -- 28 cm. (5011) -- illus. (5012) -- m (521) -- English (531) -- Indexed in: Chem. absts. (654) -- On food industry and trade in India (680) -- l. Food industry and trade -- India -- Periodicals (720) -- HD9016.I4F684 (811) -- 83-716 (821) -- 0253-6862 (825) -- 5047348 (826) -- HDeIDN978m (828) -- ALC79 (852) -- OC (853) -- PL480: v.1, June 1978- (910)

FOOD and farming. v.1- 1951- (210) -- Published by: Agriculture Machinery Dealers & Manufacturers' Association of India (305) -- New Delhi (401) -- 43 Connaught Circus, New Delhi-110001 (480) -- Rs. 35.00 (490) -- m (521) -- English (531) -- Suspended with Dec. 1965 (540) -- I. Agriculture Machinery Dealers & Manufacturers' Association of India (730) -- l. check (812) -- UIueIDN951m (828) -- ALC76 (852) -- IpiP NUC (853) -- PL480: v.1(12), Dec. 1965- (910)

FOOD Corporation of India (110) -- Performance review (210) -- New Delhi (401) -- 2 lcm. (5011) -- a (521) -- English (531) -- Period covered ends Mar. 31 (620) -- l. Food Corporation of India. 2. Food supply -- India -- Periodicals (720) -- HD9016.I44F66 (811) -- 72-908115 (821) -- 1784255 (826) -- HDeIDN9uu (828) -- ALC76 (852) -- OC (853) -- PL480: 1971/72 (910)

FOOD Corporation of India (110) -- Programme: objectives-targets. v.1- 1971/72- (210) -- New Delhi (401) -- 25 cm. (5011) -- u (521) -- English (531) -- vol. for 1972/73 reported as not published (540) -- l. Food supply -- India. 2. Food industry and trade -- India (720) -- HD9016.I44F66 (811) -- 338.1 "954 (812) -- 76-924801

FOOD crop (210)

search under

Foodcrop (740)

FOOD farming and agriculture. v.1-1968- (210) -- Calcutta (401) -- Lakshimikant Pandeya (402) -- Block F, 105 C New Ali pore, Calcutta-700053 (480) -- Rs. 36.00 (490) -- m (521) -- English (531) -- Ed.: Lakshimikant Pandeya (611) -- Indexed in: Chem. absts. <OC> (654) -- A journal for the development of food and agriculture (680) -- 1. Agriculture - India - Periodicals (720) -- S17.F68 (811) -- SN80-11542 (821) -- 0015-6396 (825) -- 3594498 (826) -- S1eIDC968m (828) -- ALC78 (852) -- CIPE IPiP OC (853)

FOOD industries journal. v.1- May 1967- (210) -- Bombay (401) -- T. K. G. Nayar <Pi175> (402) -- Judex Villa, St. Joseph's Ave., Santa Cruz West, Bombay-400054 (480) -- Rs. 20.00 (490) -- some numbers issued combined (503) -- m (521) -- English (531) -- Some issues reported as not published; Suspended with Feb. 1973 (540) -- Issues for May 1967 has no volume numbering but constitutes v.1, no.1 (573) -- Ed.: T. K. G. Nayar (611) -- Industry (680) -- 664 (812) -- SA68-14437 (821) -- 0532-0887 (825) -- 156964 (826) -- UUeImtB976m (828) -- ALC78 (852) -- CIPE IPiP NST OC Pi175 UMC (853) -- PL480: v.1-5 (9); May 1967-Feb. 1973 (910)

FOOD Marketing Centre (110) -- Journal (210)

search under

Xavier Institute. Food Marketing Centre. Journal (740)

FOODCROP. v.1-1970- (210) -- Food crop (230) -- Formerly: Foodcrop quarterly <OC> (250) -- Published by: Food Corporation of India (305) -- New Delhi (401) -- 16-20 Barakhamba Lane, New Delhi (480) -- Free (490) -- 27.5 cm. (5011) -- some numbers issued combined (503) -- m (521) -- quarterly: Jan. 1971-Sept. 1972 (525) -- English, Hindi (534) -- Some issues reported as not published (540) -- Volume numbers irregular (571) -- Ed.: Shishir K. Roy <CIPE> (611) -- Covers food industry and trade (680) -- 1. Food industry and trade - India - Periodicals (720) -- 1. Food Corporation of India (730) -- 1. Foodcrop quarterly. 2. Food crop (740) -- HD9016.I4F6 (811) -- X8-924003 (822) -- 1236413 (826) -- HDeIDN970m (828) -- CIPE (852) -- ALC76 OC (853) -- PL480: v.2(1/2), Jan./Apr. 1971- (910)
FOODCROP quarterly (210)
search under
Foodcrop (740)

FOREIGN affairs reports. v.1- July/Aug. 1952- (210)--Published by:
Indian Council of World Affairs (305)--Formerly published by:
The Council in cooperation with the Asian Relations
Organization, 1952-Apr. 1956 <OC> (355)--Sapru House, New
Delhi-110001 <CIPE> (480)--Rs.15.00 (490)--26cm. (5011)--some
numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--Eds.: Dr.
M. S. Rajan; Angadipuram Appadorai, 1952-55; Sundar Lal Poplai,
1956- <OC> (611)--Indexed in: GIPL; Index India (654)--Articles
on Indian foreign policy and also on international affairs
(680)--1. World politics -- Periodicals (720)--I. Indian Council
of World Affairs. II. Asian Relations Organization (730)--
D839.F65 (811)--327 or 909 (812)--SA62-270 (821)--0015-7155
(825)--1774330 (826)--D8eIDN952m (828)--CIPE (852)--ALC76 IPiP
NST OC UCD UMC (853)--PL480:v.11, Jan. 1962- (910)

FOREIGN economic intelligence. v.1- 1951- (210)--Published by:
India. Ministry of Finance, Economic Division (305)--Delhi
(401)--35cm. (5011)--m (521)--English (531)--1. Economic history
1945- -- Periodicals (720)--I. India. Ministry of Finance.
Economic Division (730)--HC59.A15F6 (811)--330 (812)--SA65-432
(821)--0429-0623 (825)--HCeIDD951m (828)--NST (852)--NUC UCD
(853)

FOREIGN market review (210)
search under
The Journal of industry and trade (740)

FOREIGN review. v.5-<9>; 1946-<50> (210)--Formerly: 1. Soviet
Union news. v.1-4; Nov. 1942-Apr. 1945; 2. Soviet Union news and
foreign review. v.4, May 1945-Dec. 1945 (250)--Published by:
Publications Division, Ministry of Information and Broadcasting,
Govt. of India <UCMt> (305)--Delhi (401)--ceased (470)--28cm.
(5011)--illus. (5012)--ports. (5013)--maps (5014)--m (521)--
English (531)--Ed.: S. K. Chowdhury <NLC> (611)--1. Soviet Union
news. 2. Soviet Union news and foreign review (740)--AP8.F645
(811)--052 (812)--49-39879 rev. (821)--APEIDD942m (828)--ULS
(852)--NLC NUC UCD UCMt (853)

FOREIGN trade bulletin. v.1- July 1970- (210)--Published by:
Indian Institute of Foreign Trade (305)--New Delhi (401)--
Published by: I. N. Tandon for the Institute (402)--H-24 Green
Park Extension, New Delhi-110016 <CIPE> (480)--Rs.18.00 (490)--
30cm. (5011)--v.4, no. 9/10, Mar./Apr. 1974 issued combined
(503)--m (521)--English (531)--Ed.: Hartirth Singh <CIPE>
(611)--Supplements accompany some numbers (631)--1. India --
Foreign economic relations (720)--I. Indian Institute of Foreign
Trade (730)--78-914829 (821)--0015-7317 (825)--6126607 (826)--
UUEIDN970m (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE IPiP OC (853)--PL480: v.1,
July 1970- (910)
FOREST research in India and Burma (210)
search under
Forest research in India (740)

FOREST Research Institute, Dehra Dun (110)—Handbook of Indian forest statistics (210)
search under
Handbook of Indian forest statistics (740)

FORTNIGHTLY economic review (210)
search under
Economic review (740)

THE FORTNIGHTLY journal of industry and commerce. v.6(8)- May 1969- (210)—Formerly: Oil and coal news. v.1-6(7); 1964-Apr. 1, 1969 <CIPE> (250)—New Delhi (401)—K. Kumar <OC> (402)—D-34 South Extension Pt.1, New Delhi—110049 (480)—Rs.207.00 (490)—28cm. (5011)—e (521)—monthly: 1964-Dec. 1967 (525)—English (531)—Ed.: Krishan Kumar (611)—1. India—Industries—Periodicals. 2. India—Commerce—Periodicals (720)—Oil and coal news (740)—TN860.037 (811)—338.4'0954 (812)—SA65-1035 (821)—0015-8127 (825)—2246727 (826)—TNeIDN964e (828)—CIPE (852)—ALC76 IPiP NST OC (853)—PL480:v.1(4), June 1964—(910)

FORTNIGHTLY news digest (210)
search under
India. Parliament. House of the People. FORTNIGHTLY news digest (740)

FORUM, new series; (210)—the Indian monthly news magazine, Jan. 1956- (212)—Former subtitle: The Indian weekly news magazine, 1943-55 (252)—Bombay (401)—Joachim Alva for Chittaranjan Publishers Trust (402)—Bharat House, 3rd Floor, Apollo St., Bombay—400001 (480)—Rs.12.00 (490)—27cm. (5011)—illus. (5012)—m (521)—weekly: 1943-55 (525)—English (531)—Not published Aug. 10-17, 1947 <ULS> (540)—Volume numbers irregular (571)—Ed.: Joachim Alva <CIPE> (611)—Commercial news (680)—Forum, new series; the Indian weekly news magazine (740)—AP8.F67 (811)—052 (812)—49-53259 (821)—1586012 (826)—APEIMb943m (828)—ALC76 (852)—CIPE IPiP NLC NUC OC Pi7175 (853)—PL480: Jan. 1962—June 1974 (910)

FORUM, new series; the Indian weekly news magazine (210)
search under
Forum, new series; the Indian monthly news magazine (740)

FORWARD; (210)—a progressive political and cultural weekly. v.1—1923- (212)—Calcutta (401)—The Forward Press (402)—ceased (470)—29cm. (4011)—illus. (5012)—ports. (5013)—maps (5014)—w (521)—daily: 1923-May 10, 1936 (525)—English (531)—Incorporated: The Indian daily news in 1925 (incorporating
FORWARD

Bengal Hurkaru and the Indian gazette) (6032)--Eds.: J. Bhowmick, 1923-July 28, 1946; B. K. Datta, Aug. 4, 1946-- (611)--Founded by: Deshbandhu Chittaranjan Das (614)--I. Bhowmick, Jatish, ed. II. Datta, Bhupendra Kumar, ed. (730)--Indian daily news (740)--AP8.F675 (811)--052 (812)--50-57809 (821)--APEIBC923w (828)--NLC (852)--NUC UCWB ULS (853)

FORWARD (210)

search under
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FOUNDARY directory. 1st- 1966- (210)--Issued by: Institute of Indian Foundrymen (302)--Calcutta (401)--1/2 Allenby Road, Calcutta (480)--25cm. (5011)--i (521)--English (531)--l.
Foundries - India - Directories (720)--I. Institute of Indian Foundrymen (730)--TS229.F62 (811)--671.2'025'54 (812)--SA68-10187 (821)--0523-3169 (825)--TSIIBC966i (828)--ALC76 (852)--NST NUC (853)--PL480: 1st, 1966 (910)

FOUNDARY news. v.1- <Apr. 1970>- (210)--Calcutta (401)--B. Gupta (402)--C/O Bibhash Gupta, 5/6 Olai Chandi Road, Calcutta-700037 (480)--25cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--some numbers issued combined (503)--m (521)--English (531)--Suspended (540)--Ed.: Subhash Gupta (611)--v.1, no.1 called also inaugural number (640)--l. Founding - Periodicals (720)--TS200.F74 (811)--70-913965 (821)--TSIIBC970m (828)--ALC76 (852)--ALC80 CIPE IPIP NUC (853)--PL480: v.1-4(1); Apr. 1970-Jan. 1973 (910)

THE FOUR arts annual. v.1- 1935- (210)--Calcutta (401)--H. Ghosh (402)--29cm. (5011)--illus. (5012)--ports. (5013)--a (521)--English (531)--Eds.: A. Coomarswamy and O.C. Gangoly (611)--l. Art - Year books (720)--I. Coomarswamy, Ananda K., ed. II. Gangoly, O. C., ed. (730)--N9.F6 (811)--709.54 (812)--42-17967 (821)--9230138 (826)--N9eIBC935e (828)--NLC (852)--BUCOP CIPE NUC (853)

FREE economic review. v.2- 1952- (210)--Formerly: Libertarian. v.1, Apr./June 1951 (250)--Sponsored by: Libertarian Social Institute (306)--Bombay (401)--Libertarian Publishers <AL> (402)--ceased (470)--f (521)--English (531)--Absorbs: Indian (6031)--Absorbed by: Indian libertarian (6041)--l. Economic history - 1945- Periodicals. 2. India - Economic conditions -
Periodicals (720)—Libertarian (740)—I. Indian. 2. Indian libertarian (750)—HB9.F43 (811)—330 (812)—0427-4474 (825)—HBeMTB951f (828)—NST (852)—OC (853)

FREE India. v.l—1939—(210)—Madras (401)—G. Rangarajan <Pi75> (402)—77 General Pattens Road, Mount Road, Madras—600002 (480)—Rs.12.00 (490)—39cm. (5011)—illus. (5012)—ports. (5013)—maps (5014)—w (521)—English (531)—Numbering irregular; v.30, no.30 repeated (571)—Ed.: E. R. Govindan <NUC>; D. Krishnamurthy <Pi75> (611)—News and current affairs (680)—1. India—History—1947—Periodicals (720)—I. Govindan, E. R., ed. (730)—DS401.F7 (811)—954.09 (812)—53-20668 (821)—9327485 (826)—DSeITM939w (828)—ALC76 (852)—CIPE CNLC IPIP NUC OC PiI75 (853)—PL480: v.26, Oct. 4, 1964—(910)


FREE press journal. v.l—1930—<UCD> (210)—Sunday ed. has title: The Bharat jyoti. —Aug. 12, 1973 (270)—Bombay (401)—Indian National Press; C. L. Kothari <PiI75> (402)—21 Dalal St., Fort, Bombay—400001 (480)—Rs.120.00 (490)—Available on microfilm from LC Photoduplication Service (5041)—d (521)—English (531)—Ed.: C. S. Pandit (611)—News and current affairs (680)—Bharat jyoti (740)—UUEITMB930d (828)—ALC76 (852)—IPIP PiI75 UCD (853)—PL480: v.31(25), Jan. 1, 1962—(910)
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THE FRIEND of India; (210)--monthly series. v.3-9(no. 20-99); Feb. 1820-Oct. 1826 (212)--Formerly: Friend of India. v.1-2(no.1-19); May 1818-Nov. 1819 (250)--Serampore (401)--Mission Press (403)--20.5cm. (5011)--m (521)--English (531)--No more published (550)--With v.3, no.9-11 is bound; Reply of the Serampore Missionaries to the attack made on them in no.3 of the Oriental magazine, Nov. 26, 1824 <NUC> (661)--Contains information relative to the state of religion and literature in India with occasional intelligence from Europe and America (680)--1.
Missions, Foreign - India - Periodicals. 2. India - Religion - Periodicals (720)--The Friend of India (740)--The Friend of India; quarterly series (750)--BV3260 (811)--6803454 (826)--BVeIBS818m (828)--NUC (852)--BUCOP IOL ULS (853)

THE FRIEND of India; (210)--quarterly series. no.1-15; Sept. 1820-July 1826 (212)--Serampore (401)--s.n. (402)--21cm. (5011)--q (521)--English (531)--No more published (550)--vol.
for <1825>-July 1826 called also v.<3>-4 (573)--Succeeds: The Friend of India, v.1-2(no.1-19); May 1818-Nov. 1819 (601)--1.
Missions - India - Periodicals. 2. India - Religion - Periodicals (720)--The Friend of India (740)--The Friend of India; monthly series (750)--BV3260 (811)--6803465 (826)--BVeIBS820q (828)--OC (852)--NUC (853)
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search under
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FRIEND of India and statesman (210)--The Statesman <ALC76> (740)--XR-942 (828)

FRIENDS of India (210)--The Statesman <ALC76> (740)--XR-941 (828)

FRONTIER. v.1- Apr. 14, 1968- (210)--Calcutta (401)--Samar Sen <PnI75> (402)--Serminal Publications Pvt. Ltd., 61 Mott Lane, Calcutta-700013 <CIPE> (480)--Rs.22.00 (490)--33cm. (5011)--some
numbers issued combined (503)--w (521)--English (531)--Suspended
during April-May 1976 (540)--Ed.: Samar Sen (611)--Issues
special numbers <CIPE> (640)--A political, economic and cultural
journal mostly known as an "extremist journal" <CIPE> (680)--052
(812)--SA68-16193 (821)--0016-2094 (825)--1570257 (826)--
UUEiBC968w (828)--ALC76 (852)--CIPE IP1P NST OC PnI75 (853)--
PL480: v.1, Apr. 14, 1968- (910)

FULBRIGHT newsletter. v.1- 1954- (210)--Published by: United
States Educational Foundation in India (305)--New Delhi (401)--
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AL-FURQAN'S English digest.

P. D. Sayal <PiI75> (402) -- Fulbright House, 12 Hailey Road, New Delhi (480) -- Free (490) -- 27cm. (501l) -- q (521) -- English (531) --

AL-FURQAN'S English digest. v.1-- 1974-- (210) -- al-Furqan (230) -- Running title: Alfurqan's English digest (2307) -- Lucknow (401) -- Alfurqan Publications (402) -- Kutchery Road, Lucknow-226003, UP <CIPE> (480) -- 25cm. (501l) -- a (521) -- English (531) -- Chiefly on Islam (680) -- 1. Islam -- Periodicals (720) -- Alfurqan's English digest (740) -- BP1.F87 (811) -- 297.05 (812) -- 76-913296 (821) -- 3565890 (826) -- BPeIUL974m (828) -- ALC76 (852) -- OC UMC (853)
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